Chapter Seven
Introduction

A

fter eating bread, one is required to recite Bircas HaMazon (Grace After Meals). Thi~ is a Biblical requirement
which is mentioned in the verse (Deuteronomy 8:10): ilV,.t$ il~biJ n~iT~l! 1,ry-r,~ ·n-n.t_.< o:;n:;;n D-¥~1¥1 D7:;;!~1
1
1nm, And you shall eat, and you shall be satisfied, and you shall bless Hashem, your God, for the good Land
that He gave you.
The verse indicates that in addition to offering a blessing of gratitude to Hashem for His provision of nourishment, one
must bless Him for having granted us the Land oflsrael. Furthermore; the expression, "the good Land" is an allusion to
the city of Jerusalem, which is referred to elsewhere in Scripture as "good." This teaches that we must recite an
additional blessing which focuses on the building of Jerusalem (Gemara 48b). Thus, Bircas HaMazon consists of no less
than three blessings under Biblical law - The Blessing for the Nourisher [UiJ n~"')'.i!J, The Blessing for the Land [n~1:;i
n~O] and The Blessing for the Builder of Jerusalem [D'?IV1i7 ilJtl]. Our text of Bircas HaMazon contains a fourth
blessing, known as The Blessing for the One Who is good and Who confers good [:l't;il,;liJJ :J1llliJ].m It is a matter ofTannaic
dispute whether this blessing is required Biblically or was added by the Rabbis (see Gemara 48b). The halachah follows
the opinion that it is a Rabbinic requirement (see Gemara 46a-b and Mishnah Berurah 189:4 and 191:2).
When three or more people eat together, an additional blessing is recited collectively prior to Bircas HaMazon. This is
known as 1mm n~1:;i, the zimun blessing. c21 It consists of a call by one member of the group to the others to join him in
blessing Hashem ("Let us bless [He] of Whose we have eaten"), and a response by the others, in kind (Blessed is [He] of
Whose we have eaten etc."). When ten or more people eat together, they recite a special version of the zimun blessing
which, unlike the standard version, contains an explicit mention of God's Name ("Let us bless our God, of Whose we have
eaten"; see Mishnah 49b).
In Talmudic times, it was customary for the leader of the zimun to recite Bircas HaMazon aloud on behalf of the entire
group, with the others discharging their obligation by listening to his recitation and answering "Amen" to each blessing.
Thus, when a group of three ate together, the entire Bircas HaMazon was recited collectively. There is an opinion that
this is part and parcel of the zimun obligation (see Mishnah Berurah 183:27-28 and Meromei Sadeh to 45a). Nowadays,
since people would find it difficult to pay attention to every word of the leader's recitation, and might fail to fulfill even'
their basic Bircas HaMazon obligation if compelled to listen to the leader, it is customary for each individual to recite
Bircas HaMazon himself.C31
Our chapter deals with the various laws pertaining to Bircas HaMazon in general and the matter of zimun in
particular.
NOTES
1. Since most people are more familiar with the Hebrew names of these or Blessing of Preparation, for one member of the group invites the
blessings than with their translations, we will generally use translitera- others to join him in praising God, and thus, they all prepare to offer a
tions in this chapter.
collective blessing (see Rashi to 45a 17:JKIU n1!171U n"1, Ritva and Meiri to
As is the case with the Shemoneh Esrei prayer, the version of Bircas 45a, and Mishnah Berurah 192:1, 194:1).
HaMazon recited by Sephardic Jews differs in numerous respects from 3. Nevertheless, to properly fulfill the zimun obligation, the leader must
that recited by Ashkenazic Jews. For the sake of simplicity, when citing recite at least the first blessing of Bircas HaMazon aloud, while the
segments of the text in the notes to this chapter, we will follow only the others say each word quietly along with him. They finish the blessing
Ashkenazic version.
slightly ahead of him, so that they can answer "Amen" when he
2. The term 1mm n:;rp can be translated as The Blessing of Invitation, completes the blessing (see Orach Chaim 183:7 withMishnah Berurah ).
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The Mishnah discusses the zimun blessing which precedes Bircas HaMazon when three or more
people eat bread together.
no.tt:!) 1?=?,tc~ n;r,1¥ - Three people who ate bread together ll.?171':;l'!IJ - are required to join in zimun. ru ,;,tc
If one ate bread of demai, r21 1n~1'l1;1 n71p~~ 11tzt1<"! 'lW~,,1 - of maaser rishon whose terumah had
been taken,!31 \"Tl?~~ IU"Ji?l;tl '~W 'lW~,, - or of maaser sheni or consecrated produce that were redeemed;!4J
n'J:!) ,;,tc~ Vl~Wtll - or if the waiter ate an olive's volume of bread;!5J ,r:n:.1::i1 - or a Cuthean ate together
with them;l6l ,,?V l'~>?Jl? - in all these cases they join in zimun on account of him,!7l ,;!,? ,;,tc - However, if
one ate tevel, rs1 1n~\'11;1 il?I?~ x·7~ 11VII<"! 'lW~,,1 - maaser rishon whose terumah had not been taken, 'lW~,,,
\"Tl?~ x·7iv Vl"JP.:;tl '~W - or maaser sheni or consecrated produce that were not redeemed;r91 n1n, ,;,tc~ Vl~Wtll
n!J:!)~ - or if the waiter ate less than an olive's volume of bread; '"!!?!tll - or a gentile ate with them; 1'.15
,,?V l'~l?Jl? - in all these cases they do not join inzimun on account ofhim,[loJ tl'~~?,1 t1'1;~J tl'W~ - If women,
slaves or minors ate bread, ll;t'?~ l'~>?J'? 1'.tt - we do not join in zimun on account of them.1111 il~:P "'I~
l'~l?J'? - What is the minimum amount of bread that one must eat in order to be obligated to join in zimun ?r121

,x,.n -

NOTES
l. I.e. in a collective blessing that is recited in plural form ("Let us bless dispute throughout the Tannaic period (see Kiddushin 75b). In the early
[He] of Whose we have eaten," "Blessed is [He] of Vv1wse we have eaten Amoraic period, it was resolved that they were not to be considered Jews
etc.") as an introduction to Bircas HaMazon (Rashi; see Chapter Intro- (see Chullin 6a). Our Mishnah predates that final resolution and reflects
duction). See Rabbeinu Yonah and Rosh for a discussion of what is con- the Tannaic opinion that the Cutheans are considered Jews (Tos. R'
sidered "eating together"; see also Mishnah 50a and Orach Chaim 193:2-4. Yehudah HeChasid, Tos. HaRosh).
2. Demai is produce that was purchased from an ignorant person (am 7. [I.e. he completes the three-person quorum and enables us to recite
haaretz) who might not have separated all of the required tithes. It is the zimun blessing.]
The Gemara (47a) will explain that it was necessary for the Mishnah
Rabbinically prohibited to eat demai without separating those tithes
to teach that although one who eats demai, etc., appears to have commitwhich are in doubt. See above, 40b.
3. [Maaser rishon is the "first tithe." When one completes the process- ted a transgression, the zimun blessing that is subsequently recited is
ing of food grown in Eretz Yisrael, the requirement to separate terumah not considered a blessing brought about by a transgression (Rashi; see
and maaser (i.e. tithes) devolves upon it (see Maasros 1:5-8). Prior to the note 10). [The Gemara (ibid. a,b) will also explain what transgression
separation of terumah, the food is tevel and may not be eaten by anyone, inay have been committed by one who ate maaser rishon whose terumah
including a Kohen. The owner must first separate approximately two has been taken or maaser sheni or hekdesh that were redeemed. The
percent (see Terumos 4:3) of the produce as terumah, and present it to Gemara also explains the novelty of the ruling that the waiter is eligible
the Kohen. (This terumah is sometimes referred to as terumah gedolah, to complete the quorun:i.J
i.e. the greater terumah, to differentiate between it and terumas maaser, 8. Tevel and the other items listed here are prohibited for consumption
which is separated by the Levi; see below.) After separating terumah, the (see note 3).
owner sets aside ten percent of the remaining produce as maaser rishon, 9. [And he ate the maaser sheni outside of Jerusalem.]
which he presents to the Levi. He then separates ten percent of the 10. One who ate prohibited food is ineligible to join in zimun. Furtherremaining produce as maaser sheni (the second tithe), which remains in
more, he does not even recite Bircas HaMazon on his own, for one does
his possession to consume but is sanctified and must be taken to not recite a blessing for the consumption of prohibited foods (Rambam,
Jerusalem and eaten there. During the third and sixth years of the Hil. Berachos 1:19, Rashba, Ritva; according to Beis Yosef, Drach Chaim
seven-year shemittah cycle, maaser ani (the pauper's tithe) is substi- 196, this is also implicit in the words ofRashi cited in note 7; see also 4 7a
tuted for maaser sheni. Rather than being kept by the owner for con- note 25). Raavad (Hil. Berachos ibid.) and Rosh, however, maintain that
sumption in Jerusalem, this tithe is presented to the poor, who may use one who eats prohibited food must in fact recite the blessings both before
it as they please.
and after eating. The Mishnah excludes them only from joining in the
The Levi, upon receiving the maaser rishon, must separate ten per- zimun blessing, for this blessing is recited only when three people eat a
cent of the tithe he received and designate it as terumas maaser, which proper meal together (see Mishnah above, 42a, and Tosafos there i1"1
he presents to the Kohen. Prior to the separation of terumas maaser, ,:ion). The eating of prohibited food is not considered a proper meal, but
maaser rishon has the status of tevel, which may not be eaten.]
has the status of a snack, for which there is no zimun.
The Mishnah's reference to "maaser rishon whose terumah has been
[If the waiter ate less than a kezayis, he has not eaten enough to join
taken'' presumably means that all the necessary terumos were separated in zimun. And we do not recite the zimun blessing unless all three who
- the Levi separated terumas maaser from it, and certainly, the owner will join in the recitation are Jews.]
separated terumah gedolah from his crop prior to setting aside this
maaser rishon for the Levi. [Thus, the bread was perfectly fit for 11. [I.e. if one or two men were joined for a meal by women, Canaanite
slaves or minors, they do not combine to form the required quorum. The
consumption] (Rashi with Bach's emendation).
Gemara (45b) will discuss whether three women or slaves who eat
4. As mentioned in the previous note, maaser sheni remains in the together constitute a quorum.]
·
possession of its grower, but must be taken to Jerusalem for consump12.
We
have
learned
that
if
the
waiter
ate even akezayis he is eligible to
tion. If someone fmds it too difficult to carry all of his maaser sheni to
Jerusalem, he may redeem the produce with money, which assumes the join in zimun and counts in the three-man quorum. However, that.does
sanctity of the maaser sheni. The money is then taken to Jerusalem and not necessarily mean that he is obligated to join in zimun on account of
eating that amount, nor that he is eligible to lead the common blessing
used to purchase food that is eaten there (see Rashi).
Produce that was consecrated for the Temple treasury - i.e. hekdesh so that the other members of the quorum would discharge their obligation by listening to his recitation of Bircas HaMazon (see Chapter
- may be redeemed and the sanctity transferred to money.
After their redemption, both maaser sheni and hekdesh have no Introduction). How much bread must one eat in order to become obligated to join in the common blessing and eligible to recite Bircas
sanctity, and may be eaten by anyone in any location.
HaMazon on behalf of the others? (Rashi, as explained by Pnei Yehoshua
5. I.e. a waiter who was waiting on two people ate a kezayis of bread, thus and Rashash; see also Rashi to Rif, Maharsha, Tzlach and Chidushei R'
completing the quorum of three people necessary for the recital of the Elazar Moshe Horowitz).
zimun blessing (Rashi; see note 12).
[Above, the Mishnah employed the expression l'?)! JW;>IY,l, we join in
6. The Cutheans were a pagan people who were brought by the Assyrians zimun on account of him, meaning that two others may rely upon the
to Eretz Yisrael and who subsequently converted to Judaism (see II minimal consumption of the third one to include him in a quorum,
Kings 17:24-41). The legitimacy of their conversion was a matter of enabling one of them to recite the collective Bircas HaMazon blessing
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.,,,,x l1'J1l1? ':\\1 - R' Yehudah says:

Gernara

The Gemara seeks the source of the Mishnah's
opening ruling that three people who ate bread
together are required to join in zimun :
'?'l;l ,~;:r .K~)? - From where is this matter derived?114l
The Gemara presents two answers:
,~.15 ::11 .,,,,te - .Rav Assi said: l1)?)?1"T~1 'T:IJ:C 'l1? 171~" .K"Ji? .,,,tc"!'
il:11¥ - For Scripture states: Declare (plural) the greatness ofHashem with me and let us exalt His Name together. 115J
"Tl:I.K m:.:ix ,:;:i "l - R' Abahu said: x::mr.i - It is derived from
b;;e: •,:u,~·~x? 7"tl 1::1;:r .K"Ji?-te ,:, tllP, ,~:,- - When I call out the
Name of Hashem, ascribe (plural) greatness to our God. 11s1

,,,,m

The Gemara derives another law from the verse Declare the
greatness of Hashem with me:
N;.15 "T~ mi ::11 .,,,,te - Rav Chanan bar Abba said: :,~i'1? l~~r,,
l~tc - From where is it derived, concerning one who answers
"Amen" to a blessing, ':11~l?t11l;l "T~W 171? l:.1':\l~~ x·',w - that he
should not raise his voice above that of the one who recited
the blessing?
it.11¥ :i~)?i"T~1,T:1i:c •:ii 171~,, .,,,~HW - For it
is stated: Declare the greatness of Hashem with me and let us
exalt His Name together. !17J
A related ruling is cited:
,,~ n;i ti'7)?\V ':\\1 .,,,,te - R' Shimon hen Pazzi said: 1'.15W 1~~,;,
N".!i?tt ll;l "Ttl1' i71i' l:.1':\l;t17 'XW1 tl~ itll?tl - From where is it
derived that the translator of the Torah reading is not permit-

,,,,m
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ted to raise his voice above that of the reader?1151 .,,,tHW
"71i'!;I 1l~~~ c,;:i",~::r, "T~"J? :iw-r.i,, - For it is stated: Moses would
speak and God would respond to him with a voice. r191 l'.15W
"71j,!;1,, .,,,17 "T1l:l?J.:I - Now, it was not necessary for [the Torah]
to state with a voice. 1201 "71j,:;i,, "Ti,17 ,,r.i7J;1 :ii,, - What, then,
does [the Torah] mean to teach by saying with a voice? i71i':i;I
:il(ib 71(i - It teaches that God responded with the voice of
Moses, i.e. with a voice equal to that of Moses.1211
The Gemara cites support for this ruling from a Baraisa:
,:;,;:r 'l?~ N?~J.:1 - It was similarly taught in a Baraisa: l'.15
N']ijl)tl ll;l "ltl1' 171j, l:.1':\l~tl? 'Nl§i'] tl3"}tl)?t1 - THE TRANSLATOR IS
NOT PERMITl'ED TO RAISE ms VOICE ABOVE that of THE READER.
.K']ijl)tl "T~~:i;I 17ij, l:l'Z\~tl? tl3"}tl)?? "l!V!;),tc 'J:C tlJ:CJ - AND IF IT IS NOT
POSSIBLE FOR THE TRANSLATOR TO RAISE ms VOICE TO THE LEVEL
OF the voice of THE READER,!221 .K"Ji?~1 171? .K11?:J -:,~"? - THE
READER SHOULD REDUCE ms VOICE to the level of the voice of the

translator AND READ.
The Gemara discusses whether there is any possibility of two
people reciting the zimun blessing:
,i,r;ii:c - It was stated: ntt.15!\l ,7;,,teW tl'~'V - The subject of
two people who ate bread together HfJ'' ':\\11 ::11 '~'?!jl - is
a matter of dispute between Rav and R' Yochanan. .,,,,te "TIJ
- One of them says: l'~l?!l? 11'!7 1:lr'"J tlJ:C - If they want to,
they may join in zimun. .,,,,te "TIJ1 - And the other one says:

NOTES
on behalf of all. Here, however, where the Mishnah states l'~Y;ll)? n~~ ,:i.,, exalting God (Rashi).
What is the minimum arrwunt ... to join in zimun, it refers to the third 17. According to this exposition, th~ speaker _in the verse calls upon
party's obligation to join and his eligibility to recite the collective others.to implicitly declare Hashem's greatness by responding "Amen"
blessing on behalf of the others (see Rashash).]
to his blessing. Since his request is worded as, "Declare Hashem's
13. The dispute between the Tanna Kamma and R' Yehudah is not greatness with me," it implies that the response should match the
related primarily to zimun, but actually centers on the basic obligation blessing itself - i.e. it should be in a similar voice level (Ritva ).
to recite Bircas HaMazon after a bread meal. The Tanna Kamma holds 18. It was the practice from the times of Ezra the Scribe throughout the
that one who eats a kezayis of bread is required to recite Bircas Mishnaic and Talmudic era to employ a ll;ltl!;ll?, translator, to explain
HaMazon, whereas R' Yehudah holds that only one who eats an egg's the Torah reading to the congregation in Aramaic, which was the
volume [i1¥':;i:j>] of bread incurs this obligation. The dispute in our language spoken by the people. After reading each verse of the Torah,
Mishnah regarding zimun is merely an extension of that dispute. For the reader would pause while the translator gave an Aramaic
whoever is required to recite Bircas HaMazon when eati~ alone is paraphrase of the verse (see Megillah 23b-24a, Rambam, Hil. Tefillah
requirll(l to join in zimun when he eats as part of a group of three (see 12:10-12, Orach Chaim 145).
below, 49b with note 9).
19. Exodus 19:19.
[R' Yehudah agrees with the earlier ruling that we may join in zimun
20. It would have sufficed to say and God would respond to him. The
on account of a waiter who ate a mere kezayis of bread. For although the
phrase "with a voice" is seemingly superfluous.
waiter himself is not required to recite Bircas HaMa.wn (according to
R' Yehudah), he may still be included in the zimun (similar to one who 21. The verse refers to the giving of the Ten Commandments. The
ate only vegetables - see below, 48a). R' Yehudah excludes one who ate people heard only the first two commandments directly from God. The
less than an egg's volume only from the obligation to recite Bircas others were transmitted by God to Moses, who in turn repeated them to
HaMazon and join in zimun, and by extension, from eligibility to recite the nation. Thus, Moses was, so to speak, God's translator. Now, since
God's words were spoken only to Moses, it would have been appropriate
the collective blessing on behalf of the others.]
for God to speak in a low voice, and for Moses to repeat those words in
14. From where do we know that a group of three people constitutes a a loud voice so that he be heard by all the Jews assembled at Mount
quorum for the recital of a joint blessing? (Rashi ).
Sinai. Why was it necessary, as stated in the verse, for God to speak to
[The Gemara is not seeking a source for the particular zimun Moses in a tone of voice similar to the one employed by Moses when he
requirement on a group that ate· together, for the verses that the spoke to the entire nation? The Gemara, therefore, concludes that the
Gemara will cite do not deal specifically with the zimun blessing. translator may not raise his voice above that of the reader. Accordingly,
Furthermore, according to a Taruiaic opinion (cited below, on 48b), the God had to raise his voice, so that Moses would be permitted to speak in
obligation upon a group to join in zimun and recite Bircas HaMazon a voice loud enough to be heard by the entire assemblage (Tosafos; cf.
collectively is implicit in the verse dealing with Bircas HaMazon itself. Maharsha and Chidushei R' Elazar Moshe Horowitz; see also lyun
Rather, the Gemara seeks a source for the assertion that the quorum Yaakou and Eitz Yosef).
for any collective blessing is constituted by three people (Rashi, as
22. There appears to be a textual omission in the Baraisa. The first
explained by Pnei Yehoshua; cf. Ritva).]
clause should read: x1,ptt 1'15} x1,ptt Jl;l ,m,
8',;qtt'? 'l<l?'J Or-)JJ)?tt 1'15
15. Psalms 34:4. 1',·n is the plural form of',1~, declare the greatness. The Or-)IJ)?tt Jl;l ,m, \',\p 8':;l~tt'? 'l<l?'), The translator is rwt permitted to raise
plural 1',1~ indicates that the speaker is calling upon two others to his uoice aboue that of the reader, and the reader is rwt permitted to raise
declare the greatness of Hashem. Thus, together with the leader, three his uoice aboue that of the translator (see Rambam, Hil. Tefillah 12:11,
people are involved in the joint exaltation of Hashem (Rashi).
Orach Chaim 145). It is to the latter ruling that the Baraisa refers when
16. Deuteronomy 32:3. Here, the word 1::i;;i, ascribe, is the plural form it states, and if it is rwt possible for the translator to raise his uoice to the
of ::itt. Thus, one person is calling out to two others to join him in leuel of the reader etc. (see Meromei Sadeh ).
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CHAPTER SEVEN

T'~>?Il? 1'.tt ll!II? 1!''1 CJ:C - Even if they want to, they cannot join

45a 5

BERACHOS

The Gemara rejects the proof:

inzimun.

ClJiJ ,~xiv - There, where the quorum initially consisted of three

The Gemara seeks to support the latter view:
~1;1
1 - We learned in our Mishnah: 1':;l'?IJ 111J.tt:;> 17;>,t<W niv·i,1¥
ll!II? - THREE people WHO ATE bread TOGETHER ARE REQUIRED TO
JOIN IN ZIMUN. x"', c~~\¥ 1'.tt niv"',tfl - This implies that three do
indeed Join in zimun, but two do not. - ? The Gemara rejects the proof:
:,:i,n en:, - There, in the Mishnah, we are discussing the
~quire~ent to join in zimun, and there is no such requirement
when less than three people ate together. mw 1 x;i;:i - Here,
however, Rav and R' Yochanan are disputing whether two people
who ate together have the option of joining in zimun. The
Mishnah does not shed light on this matter.!231
The Gemara attempts again to prove that two people may not
recite the zimun blessing:
vi:;iw .Kl;\ - Come, learn a proof from the following Baraisa:r241
ll.?I~ 1':;l'?IJ 111J.tt:;> 17;>,t<W niv"',tfl - THREE people WHO ATE bread
TOGETHERAREREQUIREDTOJOININZJMUN i'?IJ'? l'J:C~'l 1'.tt) AND ARE NOT ALLOWED TO SEPARATE and recite Bircas HaMazon
individually, since by doing so they would dissolve their opportunity for zimun. x·', c~~lf' 1'.tt niv·',lfl - We learn from this Baraisa
that three people may indeed join in zimun, but two may not. If
even two people may join in zimun, one member of the original
group should be allowed to withdraw, for he would leave a quorum
of two in place.!251 - ? -

people, it is different than a situation where only two people ate
together in the first place, .K"l?.'Vl:;l ll;i1n:;,
1ll;>?.1 - because
[the three] were originally subject to reciting an obligatory
zimun blessing, and they must therefore join in an obligatory
zimun of three, rather than an optional zimun of two. r261

m7

The Gemara attempts yet again to prove that two people may
not join in zimun:
lTl:;llf' .KJ;I - Come, learn a proof from the following Baraisa:
C~~'VlJ 7l/ lUl_?IV)? ll?iJW tu~WlJ - A WAITER WHO WAS WAITING ON
TWO people l'HIU") 17
x·1w '!;I 7l/ C,.tt Cy~l,1 7~1.K l'l! ''1Q - MAY
EAT WITII THEM EVEN THOUGH THEY DID NOT GRANT HIM PERMIS·
SION. l'l'V°"'VlJ 7l/ lU!JIIV)? ll?iJ - However, ifHEWASWAITINGON
THREE people, 111iu1 ,i, UN 1~ C.::< .K?~ c::;,~v i,~,x ll'.tt l'l! ''1t1 HE MAY NOT EAT WITII THEM UNLESS THEY GRANT HIM PERMIS·
SION.£271 Presumably, the reason he may eat with two people
without receiving permission is that they are certainly amenable
to his joining since this will enable them to recite the zimun
blessing. Thus, we see that two people who eat together may not
recite the blessing. - ? The Gemara rejects this proof as well:
ClJiJ ,~xiv - There, where the two diners have the possibility of
forming a three-man quorum by including the waiter, it is
different than a situation where they are alone,

mn

NOTES
23. The Gemara's answer seems so obvious that it is difficult to to withdraw from the group to join another group, where he will be able
comprehend the initial question. See Tzlach for a discussion of this to fulfill his personal zimun obligation. Nevertheless, the Baraisa
matter.
forbids him to withdraw. The reason must be that his withdrawal will
24. The text that appears before us is definitely that of a Baraisa preclude the remaining two from fulfilling their obligation to recite the
(Tzlach; see note 26). Some texts, however, read Jtl5 no15:;i ~',:;i.t;tW nw-',i;i zimun blessing. Thus, we see that two people may not join in zimun (cf.
P?IJ'? J'l5W"J, Three [people] who ate together are not allowed to separate Tosafos, Rashba).
(see Tosafos nw',w ,I",). According to that reading, the Gemara is citing
the Mishnah that appears below, 50a.
25. Since his separation from the group would not cancel the recitation
of the zimun blessing, he should not be restricted from leaving (Rashi).
Tosafos (i1lll7lll il",) ask: Perhaps the remaining two would be eligible
to join in zimun, and nevertheless, one individual may not withdraw
from the group because he has a personal obligation to join in the zimun
blessing!?
Tzlach explains that this cannot be the Baraisa's intention, because
the former clause already stated that three people who ate together are
required to join in zimun, and that obligation obviously applies to each
individual. Perforce, when the latter clause states that they are not
allowed to separate, it refers to a situation where one individual wishes

26. Performing a mitzvah that one is commanded to do is greater than
performing a mitzvah that one is not commanded to do (see Kiddushin
31a). Accordingly, a quorum of three, which is obligated to recite the
zimun blessing, is considered superior to a quorum of two, which
merely .has the option of forming a zimun. Thus, when three people eat
together it is forbidden for one to withdraw even though the remaining
two will be able to join in zimun, because his withdrawal will prevent
them from fulfilling their obligation to join in a compulsory zimun
(Rashi).
27. Joining a meal uninvited is generally considered haughty behavior
and improper etiquette. However, when only two people are eating
together, the waiter's partaking of the meal will enable them to form a
zimun (Rashi).

r,,~,.:J
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(X"li''311:1l il;i1n;, m7 31;i?,~11il7 NIJ'~1 - because they are pleased
to become subject to reciting an obligatory zimun blessing.r11
Thus, although the two may join in an optional zimun even if the
waiter does not eat with them, we assume that they are amenable
to his joining them so that they will be able to join in an obligatory
zimun of three.
The Gemara now attempts to prove that two men may join in
zimun:

31i,tfi x.1;1 - Come, learn a proof from the following 'Baraisa:
ll?¥l77 n1l)?!I? c,iq; - WOMEN JOIN IN ZIMUN BY THEMSELVES
ll?¥l77 ti'~)?!)? c,,;i~1 - AND SLAVES JOIN IN ZIMUN BY THEMSELVES. tl'~l2?,1 c,,;i~1 tl'W; - However, if WOMEN, SLAVES AND
1'~1?!1? l',!':C 1111!7 ,:.r, tlJ:C - even IF THEY
MINORS eat together,
WANT TO, THEY MAY NOT JOIN IN ZIMUN. l2l
(ilXl:1 ,',,!lx tl'IUl Xil1)
1'?1?1 '':!!?~ '1.r;t:P 'W; il,tc~ x;:ii - Now, regarding zimun, one hundred women are similar to two men, for they are never obligated
to join in zimun, ll?¥l771'~1?!1? c,,;i~1 ll?¥l77 n1l)?!)? tl'W; '~.!;1~1 yet the Baraisa states: WOMEN JOIN IN ZIMUN BY THEMSELVES
AND SLAVES JOIN IN ZIMUNBYTHEMSELVES. Evidently, even where
zimun is not obligatory, it is optional. It follows that although two
men are not required to join in zimun, they have the option of
domg so. - ? The Gemara rejects the proof:
t1,t,;:i ,~xiv - There, where three or more women eat together, it is
different than where two men eat together, n1311 x;,,.i:c1 - for
when three women eat together there is a sufficient number of
minds to form a quorum for the collective praise of God, whereas
in the case of two men who. eat together the necessary quorum is
lacking. c31
The Gemara asks:
,.:;,;:i 'J:C - H so, x~,~ X)?',!':C - consider the latter clause of the
Baraisa, which states: 1'~1?!1? l',!':C 1111!7 ,:.r, tlJ:C c,,;i~1 tl'l(i~ However, if WOMEN AND SLAVES and minors eat together, even IF
THEYWANTTO,THEYMAYNOTJOININZIMUN.
x·C,,xip,tc - Now,
whymaytheynotjoininzimun? n1311 x;,,.i:c x;:ii - Why, there
is a sufficient number of minds to form a quorum.l4l - ? The Gemara answers:
c,t,;:i ,~xiv - There, in the case ofwomenjoiningwith slaves, it is
different than the case of women and slaves eating separately,
x,0,:.r,1~ t111U~ - because there is the possibility that the joint
meal will lead to promiscuity, and such a meal is unfit for the
recitation of a collective blessing.
The Gemara originally stated that Rav and R' Yochanan are in
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dispute whether two men have the option of joining in zimun. It
now seeks to identify which Amora holds which opinion:
1'~1?!1? l',!':C Tl.\l!7 t:q c.i:c "li,,tc1 ::i11 tl'!lJt;,.1:1 - Let it be determined
that Rav is the one who said that if [two men] want to they may
not join in zimun. ::i1 "li,,tc t'(~1' "l;i '~'"! ::i1 .,,,~1 - For Rav
Dimi bar Yosef said in the name of Rav: nr::r.tc:;i l7iltcW iltt71fi Concerning three people who ate together j'UU? ci:;i~ "IIJ~ x~m
- and one of them went out to the marketplace, 1', l'J:C11i' [the remaining two] call out to him that they are about to recite
the zimun blessing, ,,?l! l'~l?!)?l - and they then join in zimun
on account ofhim.C51
l'J:C11i'1 X)?l:712 - This statement implies
that the reason the remaining two may join in zimun is because
they call out to him for his attention and thus complete the
quorum; 1', T'l'.C11i' x·', x;:i - but should they not call out to
him, x·', - they may not join in zimun. Evidently, it is Rav who
holds that two may not join in zimun.
The Gemara rejects the proof:
c,t,;:i ,~xiv - There, where the group originally consisted of three
people, it is different than a situation where only two people ate
together in the first place, x,~,3,7~ il;i1n;, li17 l31!;l~J:C1 - because
they were originally subject to reciting an obligatory zimun
blessing. Thus, they must call out for the third person's attention
in order to be able to join in a compulsory zimun of three. However,
when only two people eat together in the first place, Rav may hold
that they are allowed to join in zimun.

,i,

The Gemara brings conclusive evidence to the identity of the
author of each opinion:
tl'!J::lt;,.1:1 k?~ - Rather, let it be determined Xlil WJ'I' ':?11
1'~1?!1? 1'.te 11.\l!7 l:!r1 tlJ:C ,i,,tc1 - that R' Yochanan is the one who
said that if [two men] want to they may not join in zimun.
HIJ'I' '!i;l"l ,i,,tc il~IJ ,;i ,;i il~"l ,i,,tc1 - For Rabbah bar bar Chanab said in the name of R' Yochanan: nr::r.tc:;> l7iltcW ti'~'¥ Concerning two people who ate together, n;i;:;i;, x~,, ll:;i~ "IIJ~
,.,,;iq - one of them can discharge [his obligation] to recite
Bircas HaMazon by listening to his fellow's recitation of the
blessing. l'I~ H'm1 - And we analyzed this statement as follows: 1? 31i,tfii, x~ ,xi, - What does CR' Yochanan] teach us
with it? x;,~Z;'I - We have already learned this in a Baraisa,
which states: X¥? il~l! x~, 31i,tf - ONE WHO HEARD AND DID NOT
ANSWERHASDISCHARGED[filSOBLIGATIONl.f61

X1'!':;11 "li,,tc1 -

,,,,i, -

And R' Zeira said: cry,~,~ [fl~'ml qn1:1m m1 1:;i l',!':Clp
R'
Yochanan means to say that there is no zimun blessing between them.l7l

NOTES
1. Since performing a compulsory mitzvah is greater than performing a Gemara's question, should be omitted from the text. SeePnei Yehoshua
voluntary nritzvah (Rashi ).
and Tzlach for suggested approaches to validate our text.
2. The Gemara will explain below that it is inappropriate for slaves and 5. He need not return to the room and rejoin them, but must merely pay
women to eat together, as this can lead to promiscuous behavior. It is attention to their recital from his position [and respond to the leader's
similarly inappropriate for slaves to eat together with minors, as this call for zimun. He later recites Bircas HaM.azon on his own] (Rashi; see
could lead to homosexual activity. Since the collective meal is an inappro- Gemara below and Rosh Yosef). See Mishnah Berurah 194:8.
priate one, the joining of the participants in zimun is improper (Rashi; 6. I.e. one who hears the recitation of a blessing, the reading of Hallet,
see Mishnah Berurah 199:12).
etc. from his fellow, and listens attentively, thereby discharges his own
3. When three women join in a common blessing, they fulfill the verse obligation to recite that which he heard although he did not respond to
Declare (plural) the greatness ofHashem with me and let us exalt His Name the blessing (see Succah 38b).
together. However, if two men would join in a COillillon blessing, they 7. By stating that one of the two can discharge his Bircas HaM.azon
would not fulfill that verse. Thus, although three women are not obli- obligation by listening to his fellow's blessing, R' Yochanan implies that
gated to join in zimun (see Mishnah Berurah 199:16 and Shaar HaTziyun they do not join in zimun. If they could join in zimun, the subsequent
§6), they are more eligible to join in zimun on an optional basis than are Bircas HaM.azon said by the leader on behalf of the other (see Chapter
two men (Rashi; see also Tosafos cn., ,lxlll rT"1; cf. Rabbeinu Yonah, Rosh). Introduction) would be considered their joint blessing, since he would
4. This question seems unrelated to the Gemara's previous answer that say in the introductory zimun, "Let us bless etc.," and the other would
three women are more fit than two men for optional zimun. Regardless respond, "Blessed is [He] of Whose we haue eaten etc." Thus, R'
of whether two men are equal to three women, the Baraisa does rule that Yochanan's statement teaches that two people who ate together may not
women and slaves are each eligible to join in zimun, and this leads to the join in zimun (Rashi; see Tzlach).
question of why women and slaves may not join in zimun together.
[Vilna ed. has the reading tliJ'?:;J J1Tl;JtT n:;i-p 1'.15o/ 1l;li?. We have followed
Tosafos therefore maintain that the phrase ':;liJ ,~, if so, predicating the Rashi's reading, )llJ'!tT n:;i·p. See also Dikdukei Soferim.]
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The Gemara concludes:

C'!tl'?T:I - Indeed, let it be determined that R' Yochanan is the
one who holds that two people may not join in zimun.
The Gemara cites a challenge to this conclusion:

x~~il ::i17 x~~il ::i1 ,~ x;1 :,,7. ,,,,tc - Rava bar Rav Huna said to
Rav Huna: '".!l?tc x;jV,~l) ~n,tc1 U~'J x;:r1 - But the Rabbis who
came from the West (i.e. from Eretz Yisrael) to Babylonia said:

1'~'?!1? Tl.?!? ~!i.'1 ci:c - H they [two people who ate together] want
to join in zimun, they may join in zimun. ~;,7 l7'))!¥"J ix'? ,x,,

nr,,,

,;1~ - Is it not presumable that they heard this ruling
from R' Yochanan who lived in Eretz Yisrael, rather than from
Rav who lived in Babylonia?
The challenge is deflected:
x", - Nol The correct presumption is n,r:rn '!.?~)) ::i1~ ~;,7 l7'))!¥"J
,;;7 - that they heard it from Rav before he descended to
Babylonia.!81
The Gemara quotes a ruling cited in the previous discussion and
elaborates on it:
x~u - The text itself stated: ::l'J ,,,,tc
'l)'"J ::l'J ,,,,tc Rav Dimi bar Yosef said in the name of Rav: 1',:;,,tcW tlfV71¥
nr:nc:p - Concerning three people who ate together ,r,~ x;?1
pnu'? cry,, - and one of them went out to the marketplace,
,,?)! 1'~'?!1?~ ,r, 1'.t:C")1? - [the remaining two] call out to him that
they are about to recite the zimun blessing and they then join in
zimun on account of him. ,~~.te ,,,,tc - Abaye said: 1i?,1 x1n1
'~l/1 :,,7. - This pertains only where he is near enough that when
they call out to him he can answer and thus actually join in the

q~,, ,~

zimun.191

The Gemara further qualifies this ruling:

X"JYlT ,,, ,,,,tc - Mar Zutra said:

tlfV'71¥; x'p~ 111?~ X7J -

And this was said only with regard to three people who ate
together and who will recite the basic zimun blessing, ,;~
t11\Vl1~ - but with regard to ten people who ate together and who
are required to recite the version of the zimun blessing that includes the Name of God,r1o1 'ti"n ,ll - the quorum is not valid
unless (those who departed] actually come back and rejoin the
group.
An objection is raised:
'~.te ::i1 l'I? t'J'i-11,'1" - Rav Ashi objected to this: tl~'J1.te - To the
contrary! X"J!;ltl'?l) x;!/1'.l:C - The opposite is more reasonable!
il"J\VV,; TWH tl)!'VT:I - When nine people are seated in one place
they appear to an observer like a group of ten, since the difference between nine people and ten is not readily discernible. Thus,
it makes sense to allow the recitation of the ten-man zimun blessing even though the tenth person is physically separated from the
group. tlfV°?'Vll l'W')~ 1'~ D~~I¥ - By contrast, when two people
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are seated together they do not appear like a group of three.
Thus, it would not make sense to allow the recitation of the threeman zimun blessing unless all three are seated together.[llJ - ? The Gemara, however, disregards the objection and concludes:
x1yn ,,,:p x,t1:;,7::r1 - But the halachah follows Mar Zutra.
X)?)?t.' 'X" - What is the reason that specifically a ten-man
quorum is valid only when all ten are actually together? tJ.1";1 13,;;,
C'"IV cw ''JUJ"'J.te? - It is that since [ten people] must mention
the Name of He~ven in their zimun blessing, ix'? tl1fVl7" ,,~~
X)!").te n1,x - when less than all ten are gathered together it is
inappropriate to recite the blessing.
The Gemara cites a ruling regarding a meal at which there is no
zimun quorum:

'!~.te ,,,,tc - Abaye said: Wt.''?~ - We have a tradition from our
teachers: ni,.tell 1',:;,,tcw c,~w - When only two people ate together, ??.r,'?. ·n,::,~ .:._ it ~ preferable for them to separate
their blessings and recite them individually, rather than having
one participant fulfill his obligation by listening to his fellow's
recitation.C12l
The Gemara cites support for this ruling:
,:;,;:i ,r;ij X?~.1.:1 - It was taught similarly in a Baraisa: C'~I¥
ni,.te:p 1,:;,,tcW - WHENTWOpeopleATETOGETHER, ??."'?. Ml!¥')) IT IS PREFERABLE for them TO SEPARATE their blessings.
;,~~
C'"')~l)~ C'"!;"7 - IN WHAT circumstances DOES TlllS STATEMENT
APPLY? C'"')5?1t> C:J'~lfW:P - WHEN BOTH of them ARE SCHOLARS,1131
i1:.:i ir,~1 iim, ilj~ ',;~ - Bur when ONE is A SCHOLAR
AND ONE is AN IGNORAMUS,[141 x;,, ,~::i~ ':1".!;)? i;i1t, - THE
SCHOLAR RECITES THE BLESSING AND THE IGNORAMUS FULFILLS
ms OBUGATION by listening to the scholar's recitation.
A ruling regarding zimun is cited:
x~~ X.IJ'"!l?,tc x,ti~'l) x;:i - The following
thing, I said on my own, '.r:til:P x1,p;1 1 l'l'"lfl) t'l"J'?tl'.t:Cl - and
a statement was reported in the name of R' Zeira concurring
with me: ni,.te:p 1',;i,tcW t'lfV71¥ - Concerning three people who
ate together, c,~1¥? i''l;,!?" itt~ - one interrupts his meal for
the sake of joining the other two in zimun when they are ready,
ilJ~? l'i,1'1;,!?" C'~I¥ 1'~1 - but two do not interrupt their meal for
the sake of joining one in zimun when he is ready.!161
The Gemara challenges the ruling:
Do two not interrupt their meal for the sake of joining one
in ~imun? l'l'".!!;l ,,, X~.te? :,,'? i''l;,!?.tC x,, ::l'J x;:r1 - Why, Rav
Pappa interrupted a meal for the sake of his son Abba Mar,
ii,11n,i:c - and it was [Rav Pappa] and one other person who
interrupted their meal for the zimun. - ? The Gemara answers:
x,, ::i1 ,~xw - The case involving Rav Pappa is different,

x;1,,,tc - Rava said:

x·,, -

NOTES
8. Rav studied under Rebbi in Eretz Yisrael (see Chullin 137b) and Maharsha to Bava Basra 10b c,,r.i,x l'ilt!I il"1; see also Kiddushin 30a).
traveled to Babylonia after Rebbi's death to disseminate Torah (see 14. Who is incapable of reciting Bircas HaMazon on his own (Tosafos
Yoma 87b).
'lXtu il"1, Rabbeinu Yonah, Rosh, Orach Chaim 193:1; cf. Ritua).
9. I.e. he answers Blessed is [He] o{Whose we have eaten etc. (Rashi; see 15. If two of them finished the meal and want to join in zimun, it is proper
Ritua).
etiquette for the third one to interrupt his meal for the recitation of the
zimun blessing. He then waits until they complete the first section of
10. See Mishnah below, 49b.
Bircas HaMazon, which is considered part of the zimun blessing (see
11. [Since the quorum looks incomplete when one of its members is
46a), before resuming his meal. However, if only one of them finished
standing outside, it should not be acceptable, even though the third
eating, the other two are not expected to interrupt their meal on his
persion can maintain his legal connection to them by answering from the
behalf. Rather, he must wait until they are ready and recite the zimun
distance.]
blessing with them (Rashi).
12. Rashi explains this ruling as pertaining both to the HaMotzi blessing
Others explain that the Gemara is not discussing a matter of etiquette,
and to Bircas HaMazon. Most other Rishonim, however, disagree and but a halachic obligation. I.e. when two of the three are ready to leave,
maintain that this ruling pertains only to Bircas HaMazon and not to the the third person is halachically required to interrupt his meal and join
HaMotzi blessing. See above, end of 42a, for elaboration of this matter. in zimun. But when only one of the three is ready, the other two are not
13. Literally: scribes. Torah scholars are often referred to as "scribes" required to interrupt their meal (Rabbeinu Yonah; see also Rosh and
because they commonly commit their original insights to writing (see Shulchan Aruch, Orach Chaim 200:1).
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,:;,~"7 .K1il l'1tl n11tul;l c,~!??1- for he went beyond the letter of
the law.U6J
An incident related to the law of zimun is cited:
''1t!:;1 .Ktil?'"'! 'n~ 'l'IJ?11;l .KIJJ:C :::111,w.i:c :::11 ,:;i ,,~n ,>:;1,1,;> ,:;i il'J1il~
''11t! - Yehudah bar Mereimar, Mar bar Rav Ashi and Rav
Acha of Difti once ate bread together,[17J il)t!'l ,r:r m;i illt! .K·t,
;,i,1:;,r:r>:;1 l7!;l1t.l - and there was none among them who was
mo~e disthiguished than his fellows 1il7 ,:;,1,;7 - and who
therefore deserved to recite the blessing for them.c1s1 (.Kj,i ,:in,
ci:,', .K,s,::i,r.iJ [''ll?tcl - Theysaid:c191 H.r;,1.Kv - Concerning that
which was taught in the Mishnah: y,:;,,?r:r nr:r.i:c:;, 11.7:;it-W :,~f7o/
TIJII7 - THREE people WHO ATE TOGETHER ARE REQUIRED ro JOIN
IN ZIMUN tl'JJ$ .K~'.1:(1 .K;J'tl '?.'l;l ,~:, - this pertains only
where there is among them a person who is "great" in relation
to the others and who thus deserves to lead the zimun, .K;J'v '.7;~
m~,~ '11t! ,:;,1 - but where they are all equal to each other,
q,-,~ nt:>"J;i j,l'.,r:, - the recitation of separate blessings is
preferable to the recitation of a collective blessing.r201 l'"'!~
;,i,wi;,~';, tt1,~,J:( - Accordingly, each person recitedBircas HaMazon ·f~r himself. i>:;1,':!)?i l'l'IJli?7 1ntc - They later came before
Mereimar and told him what they had done. 1:,7 i>:;1tc [Mereimar] said to them: tl,!_:1.K¥~ :i;i,:;i ,,~ - The Bircas
HaMazon requirement you have fulfilled, tll).K¥~ .K·t, yn:1,r ,,~
- but the zimun requirement you have not fulftlled.c21i ,:;,1
TIJII~1
1,)?,tl - And if you shall say, "Let us go back and
recite the zimun blessing now," l!':'!l?>:;17 yn,1,r y,~ - there is no
zimun retroactively.c22J

'-7,,~

,,:;r,~
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i>:;1tc .K~~ - Rav Pappa said: y>.;1)$ :,~131 - He answers "Amen."
The Gemara comments:
,~'?!? .K·'.71 - And [Rav Zevid and Rav Pappa] are not in
disagreement. l':'!;~ ''11?1$ .Kj?"7 1il~,r:,;itv.i:c1 .Kty - This ruling of
Rav Zevid applies to a case where [the person] encountered
them at the onset of the zimun, as they were saying, "Let us
bless [He] of Whose we have eaten," '':!)?!$ .Kj?"7 li1~,r:,;itvtc1 .KV,
-:i1,~ - whereas this ruling of Rav Pappa applies to a case where
he encountered them later, as they were saying "Blessed is
[He] of Whose we have eaten and through Whose goodness we
live." -:ii;~ ''11?1$ .Kj?"7 1i1tf'.'!;i1¥J:C - Ifhe encountered them as
they were saying, "Let us bless etc.," l"J1::l)?l lli~ i>:;11.K - he
says: "Blessed is [He] and blessed is His Name always, forever,"
as stated by Rav Zevid. -:i1i~ ''11?1$ .Kj?"7 1il~,r:,;itv.i:c - However, if
he encountered them as they were saying, "Blessed is [He] of
Whose we have eaten and through Whose goodness we live," il~137
l>.;11$ - he answers "Amen."c2s1

The Gemara cites conflicting Baraisos regarding the answering
of "Amen" after one's own blessing:
.K'Jt! ,~i:, - It was taught in one Baraisa: [7~] ir:r.i:c l>:;11$ :,~137:,
M~ltu)? i1°'! '':It! i,lJ1:3")~ - ONE WHO ANSWERS "AMEN" AFTER [ALL
OF][26l ms OWN BLESSINGS IS PRAISEWORTHY. l'J'l'.( .K?~lJ1 - And
it was taught in another Baraisa: i1~U)? i1f ''1t! - HE IS
DESPICABLE. - ? The Gemara resolves the contradiction:
.K?o/i? .K·t, - There is no difficulty. tl'?tvli, m,::i;i .Kty - This
Baraisa, which states that it is praiseworthy for one to answer
"Amen" after all of his blessings, is dealing with the blessing of
Boneh Yerushalayim, c211 n,:J"l=i' ,tel¥~ .Kty - wher~as this
Baraisa, which states that it is despicable to answer "Amen" after
all of one's blessings, is dealing with the other blessings,C28l

The Gemara continues with other rulings pertaining to zimun:
c,:;,1;,;, y;::iip:;, Tt-¥1?1 .K~ - If [someone] who did not eat came
along and encountered [a· group of three] as they were
reciting the zimun blessing, tll:;t'':!t'!J:C ,>.;11.K 1i1):;I - what does
The Gemara relates how different Amoraim acted with regard
he say after them to participate in their exaltation ofHashem?C231
,>:;1)$ ,,:;,y ::l'] - Rav Zevid said: l"J1::l)?1 -:ii,~ - He says: to the "Amen" of the Boneh Yerushalayim blessing:
"Blessed is He and blessed is His Name always, forever. "(241 ::l'] .K?i?=il ;,r,7. ,~~ '!:;ll:C - Abaye would answer ["Amen"] aloud after

NOTES
25. If he did not hear the leader say, "Let us bless etc.," he cannot
16. Rav Pappa interrupted his meal in order to honor his son (Rashi).
17. Literally: wrapped bread together. [This idiom is perhaps derived participate in the blessing, but must merely answer "Amen" to the
from the fact that they would wrap the bread around other foods and blessing recited by the assembled (Mishnah Berurah 198:3).
eat them as a meal.]
26. The word ',~, all of, is inserted in the text by Bach and follows
18. The Gemara below, 47a, rules that the honor of leading the zimun Rashi's reading; see following notes.
and then reciting Bircas HaMazon on behalf of the assembled is 27. I.e. the third blessing of Bircas HaMazon. Since this is the last of the
bestowed upon the greatest member of the group. However, at this meal three [Biblically required] blessings of Bircas HaMazon (see Chapter
there was nobody who was distinguished in Torah scholarship or in age Introduction), it is appropriate that one conclude with "Amen." 'Fhe
compared to the other two (Rashi; see 47a note 23).
"Amen" then applies to all of the blessings· he recited (Rashi; see
19. Our emendation of the text follows Rif and Rosh; see Mesoras following note).
HaShas.
28. The latter Baraisa means that it is despicable to answer "Amen"
20. The Gemara above (45a) cited two verses (Psalms 34:3 and after every single blessing that one recites, for it is proper to say
Deuteronomy 32:3) as a source for the rule that three people should join "Amen" only at the conclusion of all of one's own blessings, and
in a collective blessing. Both of those verses deal with a disting- not when one still intends to recite other blessings. Thus the term
uished person (either King David or Moses) calling out to others to join "all" has a different meaning in each Baraisa. The first Baraisa
him in the praise of God. The Rabbis therefore reasoned that it is means that it is praiseworthy to say "Amen" at the conclusion of
only where a man of greater stature is doing the calling that a joint an entire series of blessings. The second Baraisa means that it is
blessing is appropriate (Tos. R' Yehudah HeChasid, Tos. HaRosh and despicable to say "Amen" after each individual blessing in a series (see
Rashi).
Ritua).
Rashi adds that it is similarly praiseworthy to say "Amen" at the
21. [You were incorrect in assuming that the joint blessing is recited
only where there is a distinguished person in the group. Consequently, conclusion of the blessings that follow the Shema in the morning and
evening (cf. Rambam, Hil. Berachos 1:16, who distinguishes between
you did have an obligation to join in zimun, which you did not fulfill.]
the morning and evening blessings). Tosafos, however, disagree and
22. One cannot fulfill the mitzvah of zimun after reciting Bircas maintain that the rule stated here pertains specifically to the blessing of
HaMazon (Rashi below, 50a Y1!ll:l? i1"1).
~oneh Yerushalayim. [It is proper to answer "Amen" after one's own
23. Obviously, he cannot say "Blessed is [He} of Whose we haue eaten," blessing only in this one case, in order to separate between the first
for he did not partake of the meal (Rashi). Yet it is certainly not fitting three blessi~gs of Bircas HaMazon'. w~ch are of~i~lical .o~n, and the
that he stand by silently while they praise God (Taz, Orach Chaim
fourth blessmg _(:l't;J~iJ1 :iit:JiJ), which rs of Rabb1mc orrgm_ [1!5 stated·
...
198:1).
below, 48b] (M!.Shnah Berurah 215:4). For yet other oprmons, se~.\
Tosafos;
see
also
Beis
Yosef,
Orach
Chaim
51
n:ir,w,
1nx1
i1"1
and
24. The full text of the recitation, which we have quoted, is recorded by
Shulchan Aruch, Orach Chaim 215:1.]
Halachos Gedolos, and cited by Tosafos and other Rishonim.
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reciting the blessing of Boneh Yerushalayim, nn~~'n '~'tr ,,;, · laborers from its recitation.£311 .1<~1,:r7,;, :,,'7. ,~,; '14i.t< :ii - Rav
t~ti''?.1 D'?V,iS - so that laborers who were list~cing to his Ashi, however, would answer "Amen" in a whisper after
recitation should hear and get up to return to their work.C29 l reciting the blessing of Boneh Yerushalayim, 1',y7p .K°',"J ,~,:, ,,;,
And although they would miss the recitation of the blessing of ::i,t,,~i)l ::iiigiJ:;i - so that [the masses] should not realize that the
HaTov VeHaMeitiu,[3o1 this was of no concern, ::i,t,,~i)l !:11?gi)"J Biblically required blessings are concluded at that point and he
.KlJ'~'Ji.K1 1.K?. - for the HaTov VeHaMeitiv blessing is. not of lax with the blessing of HaTov VeHaMeitiv. [a21
Biblical origin, and the Rabbis who instituted it exempted hired

NOTES
29. When laborers ate with Abaye he would recite Bircas HaMazon on allotted official time off for their meal - to recite the HaTov
their behalf. Abaye would say "Amen" loudly after the third blessing so VeHaMeitiv blessing. This is because employers generally do not
that the laborers would realize that [the essential portion] of Bircas mind the slight delay involved, and they presumably hire workers with
HaMazon was concluded and they would leave at that juncture (see the understanding that they will recite Bircas HaMazon in the manner
Rashi and Melo HaRo'im ).
·
that they are accustomed to at home (Shukhan Aruch, Drach Chaim
191:2).]
30. I.e. the fourth blessing of Bircas HaMazon.
31. The blessing of HaTov VeHaMeitiv was instituted by the Sages in 32. However, since Boneh Yerushalayim is the last of the Biblical
Yavneh, when those massacred in Bethar were brought to burial blessings, he had to answer "Amen," in accordance with the Baraisa's
(Rashi; see below, 48b, and note 4 there). However, the Sages exempted ruling that it is praiseworthy to do so. He therefore said the "Amen" in
hired workers from reciting it, so as not to encroach on the time in a whisper to fulfill his personal obligation, while still keeping from the
which they were hired to work (see above, 16a, and below, 46a). masses the fact that the HaTov VeHaMeitiv blessing is merely of
[Nowadays, it is customary for hired workers - even those who are not Rabbinic origin (Rashi).
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The Gemara cites an incident from which certain rules pertaining to Bircas HaMazon can be derived:
w?r:t .K1'! ,:;11 - R' Zeira once took ill. n,;i~ 'Z1'1 n,;~7 7l7 - R'
Abahu came in to visit him M'?.P. r,,:;1j? - and accepted upon
}Jimself the following vow: 'i?.IV ':}'11:! .K~'~i? n!}i;i,;, 'l:C - H "the
small man of the singed thighs"llJ will recover, .K~i' .Kr1'~~
1a:~17 .K;i~ - I will make a festival for the Rabbis. n!}?;ll:C - [R'
Zeira) recovered n;ii 1i1?1::l? .K.IJ1ll71? "1;~ - and [R' Abahu)
made a feast for all the Rabbis. '11¥l;l? .K~~ '=? - When it came
time to start the meal, .K'J'! ,:;i '1? M'?. "1>,,t< - [R' Abahu) said to
R' Zeira: ,i, 1? '11¥'? - Let master start the meal for us by
reciting the hamotzi blessing and breaking the bread. :et'?. "1>,,t< [R' Zeira) replied: "1>,,t<1 HJ:li' ,:;i,1.Kv? ,i, n'? ,;9 .K·r, - Does
master not hold of that ruling of R' Yochanan, who said: ',i7;
3.1:irt,1 n~;;:t - The host recites the blessing and breaks the bread?
m', .K"TIU - [R' Abahu) conceded and started the meal by reciting
th~ bl~;sing and breaking the bread. ,~,,;i7 .K~~ ,:;i - When it
came time to.recite Bircas HaMazon, M'?. "1>,,t< - [R' Abahu)
said to [R' Zeira): ,i, 1? ':)'1;i? - Let master recite Bircas
HaMazon for us. n,7. "1>,,t< - [R' Zeira) said to him: 1;9 .K·r,
i>,,t<1 t,;;i ll;l"J .K~ln ::311 .KiJ? ii, n'? - Does master not hold of
that ruling of Rav Huna ofBabylonia,l21who said: ':}":!;i)? lT:lft,1
- The one who breaks the bread recites Bircas HaMazon?
The Gemara explains R' Abahu's position:
l'I'? .K")';I? 1.K>,:;i m'l:Cl - And [R' Abahu) - who does he hold
li)re? 'IJ1' 1~ 11371?~ ,:;i, tmu,;, HJ:li' ,:;i, i>,,t<"J .KiJ '=? - He holds like
that which R' Yochanan said in the name of R' Shimon hen
Yochai: ':}":!;ii;, 1J'1i.K) l1:lfill n,;;:i r,lT; - The host breaks the
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bread and the guest recites Bircas HaMazon. l31
The Gemara explains the reason for this ruling:
3.1¥ill n,;;:i r,lT; - The host breaks the bread,. Ml}? 1'3.1:;i l7:lf!?'W '1:;i
- so that he should break it generously and give the guests large
pieces.!41 ':}1;i)? IJ":!i.K) - And the guest recites Bircas HaMazon, n,;;:t ',i7; ':}":!;i~w '"J:;i - SO that he should bless the host.[S]
The Gemara elaborates:
':}1;i)? 'l<>, - With what blessing does [the guest] bless the host?
It is the following: ti!i") 'lJ? - May it be the will [of God] .K·t,,w
i1f;:t t17W;i n,;;:i ',i7; tui:l! - that the host not be shamed in this
world, .K;ilJ ll?W? 1:17.;,, .K·r,7 - nor humiliated in the World to
Come. ll'1;i1 n;i l:J'Qi~ ,:;i17 - And Rebbi would add to [the
blessing) the following matters: ''9!?? t,;,:;i "1".K)? n'?~~, - And
may he be very successful with all his possessions, ''9!?? ,,ry~)
"1').7? c,;;,i?, ll'l'.1?~,~ U'l;l;?, - and may his possessions and our
possessions be successful and close to the city. cs1 1~~ i,;r,1¥' r,~,
U''J? 'WP,>,!;) i<',7 ''1? 'WP,>,!;) .K? - And may no evil impediment
reign over his handiwork, nor over our handiwork. "Tj?."!1' r,~l
U'~!}? .K?) ,,~!}? .K? - And may there not appear, neither before
him, nor before us, lWl n1,;~1 .K~IJ im1::i 1;1 ll1lll - any
thought of sin, transgression or iniquity, ll?il7 "TlTl i1.1Jl1~ f'rom this time and forever. l7J
The Gemara discusses the parameters of the zimun blessing:
1n:,m n~lZ\ l!?'IJ "TlT - Until where does the zimun blessing extend?l5J 1>,,t< t~m ::31 - Rav Nachman said: ':}1;q "13./ - It extends until Let us bless.l91 i>,,t< nww ::117 - But Rav Sheishess
said: n:::i "13./ - It extends until the end or'the HaZan blessing.l1°1

NOTES
8. The Talmudic procedure for Bircas HaMazon with zimun is as folZeira would seat himself in a burning oven to check whether he was lows. The leader calls out: 1'.wr,i u'?:;iisw T:1~~' Let us bless [He] of Whose we
vulnerable to fire, so as to determine whether the fire of Gehinnom have eaten; the rest of the group.responds: ll'~IJ t:m,:;11 \'.l!fl;l u7:;iisiq ";J~1~,
would ultimately have an effect on him. Never was he harmed at all Blessed is [He] of Whose we have eaten and through Whose goodness we
by the fire of the oven, except once, when his thighs were singed due to live; and the leader repeats: ll"IJ trn,:;11 ,'.wr,i u'?:;iisw ";Jl1~, Blessed is [He]
the influence of an evil eye [ll'J,J ]':';7] that had been set upon him. On of Whose we have eaten and through Whose goodness we live. The leader
account of this incident, R' Zeira, who was short, earned the nickname then proceeds to recite all four blessings of Bircas HaMazon, and the
"the small man of the singed thighs." [Indeed, the name .Kl'! is a assembled listen silently to his recitation and answer "Amen" at the
modification of .K'"J'l!l, Aramaic for "the small one" (Maharsha to Bava conclusion of each blessing.
When there is no zimun, the beginning of this procedure is omitted.
Metzia 85a).]
2. This is the Amora who is known simply as Rav Huna throughout the The Gemara inquires as to where the zimun blessing ends and the
Talmud. However, since this incident occurred in Eretz Yisrael, where regular Bircas HaMazon begins. That is, which part of this procedure is
R' Abahu lived, R' Zeira referred to Rav Huna as "Rav Huna: of Babylo- unique to zimun and recited only when three people.eat together, and
which part constitutes the standard Bircas HaMazon which is recited
nia" (Rashi).
even by one who eats alone (Rashi; cf. other opinions cited in note 10).
3. One might ask: Since R' Abahu knew of this statement of R'
Yochanan, why did he initially ask R' Zeira to break the bread? The 9. I.e. the zimun extends as far as the segment in which the leader says,
answer is that R' Abahu initially considered R' Zeira the host, since the "Let us bless [He] of Whose we have eaten," and the othef!l respond,
feast was tendered in his honor (Rashba et al.; cf. Maharsha, Beurei "Blessed is [He] of Whose we have eaten and through Whose goodness we
live." The standard Bircas HaMazon begins with the HaZan blessing
HaGra, Chidushei R' Elazar Moshe Horowitz; see Rosh Yosen.
(see Rashi 1"Y.l1 M"1).
4. Literally: so that he should break with a good eye. [If the honor of
reciting the hamotzi blessing and breaking the bread were bestowed 10. Rav Sheishess maintains that the standard Bircas HaMazon comupon one of the guests, it would be improper for him to break large mences with the Blessing for the Land and does not include the HaZan
portions for himself and the other guests. Therefore, the host himself blessing. It is only when three people eat together that the HaZan
blessing is recited, for this is part of the zimun procedure rather than
recites the blessing and distributes the bread to the guests.]
Bircas HaMazon (see Rashi and Rosh Yosen.
5. As mentioned previously, in Talmudic times, when a group joined in
Most Rishonim disagree with Rashi and maintain that even according
zimun only the one leading the zimun recited Bircas HaMazon. The
to Rav Sheishess the standard Bircas HaMazon includes the HaZan
others discharged their obligation by listening to his recitation and
blessing. Rather, they explain the Gemara's current discussion as peranswering Amen. When one of the guests recites Bircas HaMazon, he
taining to the case mentioned above, 45b, in which one person interrupts
can include in his recitation a special prayer on behalf of the host (cited
his meal to join in zimun with the two members of his group who have
below). However, if the host would be the one to recite Bircas HaMazon,
finished eating. That person must wait until the end of the zimun
the inclusion of such a prayer would be imposssible.
procedure before resuming his meal. The Gemara inquires as to how
6. The possessions mentioned in this clause are real estate holdings long his wait must be. Rav Nachman maintains that he must merely
[which cannot be moved from place to place to be brought near their wait until after the segment which begins with "Let us bless." Accordowner]. It is advantageous that they be located in proximity to the ingly, he may return to his meal right after answering, "Blessed is [He]
owner's hometown, so that he may oversee them on a steady basis and of Whose we have eaten and through Whose goodness we live." Rav
keep abreast of their requirements (Ras hi).
Sheishess, however, maintains that he must listen to the recitation of
7. ShulchanAruch (Orach Chaim 201:1) quotes this blessing. SeeMish- the HaZan blessing as well, and may return to his meal only upon its
nah Berurah there §5, who wonders why we do not recite this version of completion. Although, technically, the zimun procedure does not
include the HaZan blessing, the person must wait until the completion
the blessing, and instead recite a different version.
1. The Gemara in Bava Metzia (85a) relates that every thirty days R'

SHELOSHAH SHE'ACHLU

CHAPTER SEVEN

The Gemara attempts to connect the dispute between Rav
Nachman and Rav Sheishess with a Tannaic dispute:
,:ion:;, .K)?'~ - Shall we say that this is a matter ofTannaic disp~t~? .K'J!J '~tt1 - For it was taught in one Baraisa: n;t,1:;i
Mltf71Ul D'~W t't~tt - BIRCAS HAMAZON can consist of either TWO OR
THREE ble~sings.£111 l'l'l:C .K?~lJl - And it was taught in another
Baraisa: mt~ il(J mt,'!' - Bircas HaMazon can consist of either
THREE OR FOUR blessings.£121 ,xtz :i,i,,,,::n :i,llltt .K)?7'J ,111,:i1 tn"l=?9
X'l'.I X,tt't!'X1 - Presumably, all agree that the HaTov VeHaMeitiv blessing is not of Biblical origin.£131 x;:t:;i ix!z ,xi,
'~7~'~?. - Is it not presumable that [the Tannaim of these
Baraisos] disagree about the following point: ti~ ti'!' iti~11 xi,
111'?1¥} - The one who said, "Two or three blessings," "ll' "l~9i?
l!tl - bolds that the zimun procedure extends until the end of the
HaZan blessing and this blessing is omitted when there is no
zimun, l141 ll~ 1-t(} l!f?l!' "lt11$11Xtl\ - whereas the one who said,
"Three or four blessings," 11;~ "llf ,~9?. - bolds that the
zimun procedure extends only until "Let us bless [He] ofWhose we
have eaten," and therefore, only this is omitted when there is no
zimun. u51 Thus, the Tannaim of the Baraisos disagree in the matter disputed by Rav Nachman and Rav Sheishess. - ? The Gemara rejects this linkage:
x'? - No, this is not the point of dispute between the Baraisos.
r-i,i,~i,7 f':!,tll? ll?i;t~ :i1 - Rather, Rav Nachman can explain both
Baraisos in accordance with bis reasoning Y':!t\l? nfW :111
r-i,,;,~i,'? - and Rav Sheishess can explain both Baraisos in accordance with bis reasoning.
The Gemara elaborates Rav Nachman's explanation of the
Baraisos:
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;,i,i,31i,7 Y':!tll? ll?r;t~ :i1 - Rav Nachman can explain both
Baraisos in accordance with bis reasoning, as follows: '?l::31
11;~ "ll.7 XI??'! - Actually, all agree that zimun extends only until
"Let us bless etc." "l'!;IW ll;tl"')l(} Uf?l!' "ltl.1$1 lXtl - Thus, the
opinion of the one who says that Bircas HaMazon can consist of
either three or four blessings is well understood.l16l "ltl~"J 1xi,,
IU7!¥l D~lJ!V - And as for the opinion of the one who said that it
can consist of either two or three blessings, 17 ii,~ - [Rav
Nachman] will tell you: l~'j?l?l..7 o,'7~,s n;i,1 :;i:;i x;i:;i - Here, we
are dealing with the Bircas HaMazon blessing of laborers.
,i, ,,,~, - For the master said:l17l ntt:;i IJJJ\9 - When a laborer
recites Bircas HaMazon, be begins with the HaZan blessing and
recites it as usual, V,~lJ n;i,1:;1:;i D'?l!',,! m,:.i ',7t:ll - but he
then includes an aspect of the Boneh Yerushalayim blessing in
the blessing of the Land,l181 Thus, the standard Bircas HaMazon
for laborers consists of two blessings and when they have a zimun
they add a third blessing.
The Gemara now elaborates Rav Sl;ieishess' explanation of the.
two Baraisos:
;,i,i.;,31i,7 Y1t'l? nivw :i1 - Rav Sbeisbess can explain both
Baraisos in accordance with his reasoning, as follows: '?l::31
"ll..7 X'97'< - Actually, all agree that zimun extends until the
end oftheHaZan blessing. "l'!;IIP llf71¥l D'lJlf' "ltl.1$1 lXtl - Thus,
the opinion of the one who says that Bircas HaMazon can consist
of either two or three blessings is well understood.l191 1xi,,
ll~"')l(l lii7W "lt1~1 - And as for the opinion of the one who said
that it can consist of either three or four blessings, Rav Sheishess
will say that x,:, XJ:1'?1'X1 :i,i,,,,ttl :i11l>tt "l~'?i? - be bolds that
the HaTov VeHaMeitiv blessing is of Biblical origin.l201

ntt

NOTES
of the first full blessing of Bircas HaMazon before resuming his meal, in amount of time the laborers are idle from their work while reciting
order to demonstrate his participation in zimun with the others (see Bircas HaMazon (see 16a note 46; see also note 22 below).
Tosafos P'n ,37 ;,•.,, Rosh, Rabbeinu Yonah and Drach Chaim 200:2; cf.
19. [Bircas HaMazon consists of two blessings in the standard case, and
Ri(J.
three blessings when there is a zimun.]
[Note that our explanation of the following Gemara (notes 11-20)
follows Rashi and does not conform with the opinion of the other 20. [This Tanna therefore includes the HaTou VeHaMeitiu blessing with
Rishonim cited in this note. Their explanation of the Gemara will be the other Biblical blessings in his count of the blessings that comprise
presented in note 20.]
Bircas HaMazon. Accordingly, the standard Bircas HaMazon consists of
11. When less than three people eat together, only two blessings are three Biblical blessings even without the HaZan blessing - viz. the
recited; when three or more people eat together, three blessings are Blessing for the Land, Boneh Yerushalayim and HaTou VeHaMeitiv.
When three people eat together, the zimun blessing - including HaZan
recited (Ras hi).
- is added, for a total of four blessings.)
12. [When less than three people eat together, three blessings are recited;
We have explained the Gemara in accordance with the approach of
when three or more people eat together, four blessings are recited.]
Rashi, who maintains that according to Rav Sheishess the standard
13. I.e. the fourth blessing of Bircas HaMazon is not required Biblically, Bircas HaMazon begins with the blessing for the Land rather than the
but was instituted by the Sages (see 45b note 31). As such, the Baraisa HaZan blessing. Needless to say, according to those Rishonim (cited in
would not count it together with the other blessings that are of Biblical note 10) who maintain that even according to Rav Sheishess the standard
origin. The number of blessings mentioned in the Baraisos therefore Bircas HaMazon includes the HaZan blessing, the Gemara cannot be
does not include HaTov VeHaMeitiu.
explained in this manner.
Due to this and other difficulties, the Rishonim prefer Rifs explana14. Thus, when there is no zimun, the Biblical part of Bircas HaMazon
consists only of the blessing for the Land and the Builder of Jerusalem tion that the Baraisos are referring to the number of people who may
(Boneh Yerushalayim) blessing. However, when there is a zimun, three participate in the recitation of Bircas HaMazon. When a group of people
Biblical blessings are recited - the HaZan blessing (beginning with the ate together and none of them is capable of reciting the entire Bircas
introductory statement, "Let us bless etc."), the blessing for the Land HaMazon, they may divide it up so that each person recites one of the
and Boneh Yerushalayim (Rashi).
blessings on behalf of the group. However, each participant must recite
15. Thus, the standard Bircas HaMazon without zimun consists of three an entire blessing. The recitation of two halves of a blessing by two
Biblical blessings - HaZan, the blessing for the Land and Boneh people is ineffective (see Mishnah above, 34a, and Kehillos Yaakou §9).
Now, one Baraisa states that Bircas HaMazon may be recited by two
Yerushalayim. When three people eat together, a fourth blessing - the
or three people (but not by four people). The other Baraisa states that
introductory zimun blessing ("Let us bless etc.") - is added (Rashi).
Bircas HaMazon may be recited by three or even four people. The
16. [It consists of three Biblical blessings in the standard case, and four
Gemara initially presumed that the Baraisa which states that Bircas
blessings when there is a zimun.]
HaMazon may be recited even by four people holds like Rav Nachman
17. A Baraisa containing this teaching is cited above, 16a. Our Gemara that the HaZan blessing is not part of the zimun procedure. Accordingly,
quotes an abridged version; see Bach for an emendation that reflects the one person may recite the zimun blessing, another the HaZan blessing,
unabridged version.
yet another the Blessing for the Land and a fourth person the Boneh
18. In contrast to the standard practice of reciting separate blessings for Yerushalayim blessing. The other Baraisa, which states that a maximum
the Land and Jerusalem, hired laborers recite an abridged form of Bircas of three people may recite Bircas HaMazon, appears to hold like Rav
HaMazon in which these two similar themes are combined in one Sheishess that zimun extends until the end of the HaZan blessing, and
blessing. The Rabbis instituted this practice so as to minimize the as such, the zimun and HaZan blessings must be recited by the same
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SHELOSHAH SHI'ACHLU

CHAPTER SE.VEN

?'.rhe Gemara cites a series of proofs that the HaTov VeHaMeitiv
essing is not of Biblical origin:l21J
'
,
!l'l
,i,,te
Rav
Yosef
said:
l<tl'!11l<"7
ix7
!l'l:'l.?tr)
:i'i~tr1 :ll'lf:I
1
,You may know it to be true that the HaTov VeHaMeitiv
· ssing is not of Biblical origin, ::tti'il< D'1j?'i:17 D'?~'i9 ''lt71P :Jaborers delete it.c221
.The second proof:
•1 ::t'i,lf~ l<J;l1t;i ,~ 7,tm:i~ ,~ i'IJ¥' :l'J ,i,,te - Rav Yitzchak bar
uel bar Marta said in the name of Rav: :l'l:'l.?tr) :i'i~tr1 :ll'lf:I
,,,1x"I ,xi, - You may know it to be true that the HaTov
'mdl~itiv -blessing is not of Biblical origin, ::i; 1Jl)19 ''lt7tV
'1:J:.l - for one begins it with the phrase, Blessed are You,
ihem, etc., ':l,,;i;i ::i; DJ)'iM 1'.t<l - but one does not conclude
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it with the phrase, Blessed are You, Hashem, etc.£231 l<?~t11~ As it was taught in a Baraisa: ':l,,;i;i 1~~ IJJ)'i9 l?t:l n1:i1;itt i,~
':ll'1;i;i 1~~ DJ)'iM) - ALL BLESSINGS BEGIN wrm the clause
"BLESSED are You, Hashem, etc." AND CONCLUDE WITH the clause
"BLESSED are You, Hashem, etc.,"£241 n~1:;n n,,,~tt n~,:\l~ y,n
n,;r;i::r - EXCEPI' FOR THE BLESSING OVER FRUITS or other foods,
ANDTHEBLESSINGOVERMITZVOS,£251 i-lJ;i1;1:!7 n;m:i~tt nn~l A BLESSING THAT FOLLOWS ANOTHER [BLESSING) in a series,£261
:171'!¥ n,tt,1i?:\ltV n~'i'1t!.t<
ANDTHEBLESSINGTHATFOLLOWS
THE RECITATION OF THE SHEMA.l27l ':ll,;i;i 1~~ IJJ)'i9!V llJ1' ID! SOME OF THESE BEGIN WITH "BLESSED are You, Hashem, etc."
':l,,;i;i DJ)'in 1,.t<l - BUT DO NOT CONCLUDE wrm "BLESSED are
You, Hashem, etc.,"£281

nn~, -

NOTES
person. Accordingly, no more than three people may participate in the Rather, it concludes with the words ~non, ',x c',;y', :nu ',::im, and of all
·• ·
good things may He never deprive us.] ' - ' - • '
recitation of Bircas HaMazon.
· The Gemara rejects this linkage by saying, according to Rav
Now, if the HaTov VeHaMeitiv blessing would be part of the Biblical
Nachman, that the Baraisa which states that only three and not four series, it would be similar to the second and third blessings, which
people may recite Bircas HaMazon is discussing the laborers' Bircas conclude with the clause Blessed are You, Hashem, but do not begin
HaMazon, ·in which th~ Blessing for the Land and Boneh Yerushalayim witp such a clause, for the reason stated in the following Baraisa (see
are combined. According to Rav Sheishess, the Gemara states that the Rashi). [Since it differs from the second and third blessing and does
Baraisa which states that Bircas HaMazon may be recited by four begin with the clause Blessed are You, Hashem, it is evidently not part
people holds that the HaTov VeHaMeitiv blessing is of Biblical origin of the Biblical series.]
The Gemara now cites a Baraisa which sets forth the rules for the
and therefore includes this blessing in its count (see Tosafos 1xr.i',1 n"1
,r.ix,, et al.).
construction of blessings, and teaches that the HaTov VeHaMeitiv
21. These proofs do not refute Rav Sheishess' answer, for the issue of blessing has the unusual structure just mentioned. See 46b note 2.
whether HaTov VeHaMeitiv is of Biblical origin is certainly a matter of
Tannaic dispute (see Baraisos cited below, 48b-49a). Accordingly, it
may very well be that the second Baraisa cited above takes the position
that HaTov VeHaMeitiv is of Biblical origin. Our Gemara merely
intends to establish the halachah in accordance with the opinion that
HaTov VeHaMeitiv is not of Biblical origin (cf. Meromei Sadeh).
22. See 45b notes 29 and 31. If this blessing wer~ required Biblically,
laborers would not be allowed to delete it. [Although we have learned
that laborers recite an abridged version of even the Biblically ordained
Bircas HaMazon and combine the second and third blessings as one (see
note 18), they do not delete any of the Biblical blessings entirely. Since
they are allowed to delete the HaTov VeHaMeitiv blessing entirely, it is
evidently not of Biblical origin (Rashba, Ritva).]
23: [Of the four blessings that constitute Bircas HaMazon, the first
blessing (HaZan) begins, Blessed are You, Hashem, etc. Who nourishes
the entire world, and concludes, Blessed are You, Hashem, Who
nourishes all. The second blessing (The Blessing for the Land) does not
begin with Blessed are You etc., but with the phrase 1'? n7n, We thank
You, and it concludes, Blessed are You, Hashem, for the Land and for
the nourishment. Similarly, the third blessing (Boneh Yerushalayim)
does not begin with Blessed are You etc., but with 1q 001, Have mercy,
please, and it concludes, Blessed are You, Hashem, Who rebuilds
Jerusalem in His mercy. The fourth blessing (HaTov VeHaMeitiv) is
different than the previous two, as it does begin with Blessed are You,
Hashem, etc., and does not conclude with Blessed are You, Hashem, etc.

24. [It is for this reason that the first blessing of Bircas HaMazon begins
and concludes with the clause Blessed are You, Hashem, The same
applies to the first blessing of the Shemoneh Esrei, the Kiddush blessing
and many others.]
25. The reason for this exception, and the ones that follow, will be
explained shortly.
26. [Such as the second and third blessings of Bircas HaMazon, and all
the blessings of Shemoneh Esrei after the first one.]
27. I.e. the blessing of Emes VeYatziv which is recited after the Sheina
in the morning, and the blessing of Emes VeEmunah which is recited
after the Shema in the evening (Rashi to 46b; see Tosafos for a
discussion of many other blessings which seem to be exceptions to the
Baraisa's rule).
28. This refers to the blessings recited on foods and on mitzvos. The
Gemara in Pesachim (105a) explains that since these blessings contain
only one short sentence of thanks [for creating the food or for granting
the specific mitzvah], it is unnecessary to repeat the clause Blessed are
You, Hashem, etc. after the brief praise. The rule that a blessing
requires the clause Blessed are You, Hashem, etc. at both its beginning
and its end pertains only to lengthy blessings which include a prayer or
another matter in addition to the essential praise. One such example is
the Sabbath Kiddush blessing, in which we insert the statement, x~n ''.;!]
V}jip '~li?l;l? nir:ir;i [Ci', for it is the prologue to the holy convocations (see
Rashi here and Pesachim ibid.).
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AND SOME OF THESE CONCLUDE WITH

"BLESSED are You, Hashem, etc.," 11i;i:;i tTJ:,iS T'.t<1 - BUT DO
NOT BEGIN WITH "BLESSED are You, Hashem, etc.,"Ul
::iiu::J)
11,;i:;i tlJ:,in T't<11li;i:;i tyl:,i.!3 ::i,i,,,;i::q - AND the HATOV VEHAMEITIV
blessingBEGINSWITH"BLESSEDare You, Hashem, etc.," BUTDOES
NOT CONCLUDE WITH "BLESSED are You, Hashem, etc."[2] Now, if
HaTov VeHaMeitiv would be part of the Biblical series of Bircas
HaMazon blessings, it would not begin with the clause Blessed are
You, Hashem, etc. x,:, ::t~¥~ ,~~:;i :i;i1:;i1 t,'?:;ir.i - Since it does

BERACHOS

("Who is good and Who confers good") is indeed recited, but "The

True Judge" is not recited?[6)
The Gemara answers:

::i,i,,,;i::r7 ::i;u::r tit< X~'.t< x'?.i;c - Rather, say that the Tanna Kanuna
means to say that a mourner also recites HaTov VeHaMeitiv, in
addition to reciting The True Judge. r7l
A related incident is cited:

'W,tl; ::i1 '!;I? 317?,'~ x1;m ,~ - Mar Zutra was once visiting the
house of Rav Ashi xi:i1?r.i ;,i,; 31'1l;t'~ - when an unfortunate

begin with this clause, this implies that it is an independent
blessing that was instituted by the Rabbis, rather than part of the
Biblical series. [3l

event happened to [Rav Ashi], i.e. one of his relatives died and he
was in mourning. ,,,;ii nJJ~ - He began and recited the
following blessing in place of the standard fourth blessing of

The Gemara cites yet another proof that HaTov VeHaMeitiv is
of Rabbinic origin:
i'IJ¥' ,~ T~r;r~ ::i1 i~,tc1 - And Rav Nachman bar Yitzchak said:
Xl)'~'1i.K"7 ix'? ::i,i,,,;i:::i, ::i1u::r1 311-!:1 - You may know it to be true
that the HaTov VeHaMeitiv blessing is not of Biblical origin,
?~J:CiJ n,~:;i ::tl)i.K T'i?,il1 '1::Jo/. - for according to the opinion ofR'
Akiva that I will cite, it is deleted in the house of a mourner.
X?~JJ 1:;, - As it was taught in a Baraisa: n,~:;i tl'i)?i.K o:::r :,~
?~J:CiJ - WHAT DO THEY SAY as the fourth blessing of Bircas

::i,i,,,;i::r7 ::i,u::r - "Blessed are You, Hashem ...
W1w is good and Who confers good, rsi n,;,~ ?,t< - the True God,
n,;,~ T'!'!J - the True Judge, n!'f:;i t,~i!Li - Who judges with
righteousness, t3~t¥r.i:;i tT?,i? - W1w takes away with justice
ili:lr")!;I i:::i nifD'l/7 i!J?i31:;i t3'?W1 - and Who rules His world, doing
with it as He chooses; t,~tpr,i
r,;, ,:;, - for all His ways are
just, 17tfi r,·.:,::ro/. - since all is His, l''!;il?l il!l~ 1lr;r~!$l - and we
are His nation and His servants; ;r, n;,;:,7 tl'!;l'?tT ur;r~!$ r,·.:,:;n
1::i 1;i71 --and in all situations we are obligated to thank Him
and bless Him. ?.t<1f¥':;i ni:lr1.!i) ,11.:1 - He W1w mends the
breaches within Israel tl''tT? ?,t<"Jf¥':;i nx,:::r :i;1~tr n.i;c 1i':T~' xi:,
- should mend this breach within Israel to life. "(91

HaMazon IN THE HOUSE OF A MOURNER? ::i,i,,,;i::r, ::i,u::r 11,;i They say "BLESSED are You, Hashem ... WHO IS GOOD AND WHO
CONFERSGOOD."[4 ) ,1;1,x x;i'i'l? '!;11 - R' AKIVASAYS: T'!'!J ,1,~
n)?~iJ - They say "BLESSED are You, Hashem ... THE TRUE
JUDGE."[5l

The Gemara questions the opinion of the Tanna Kamma:

.K7 n)?~ T'!'!J T'.t< !l't,,l;ltr1 ::iiutr - Can it be thatHaTov VeHaMeitiv

Bircas HaMazon:

,,;,·n

The Gemara returns to the subject of zimun:

i1in x1:, T;>'tr? - If one interrupted his meal to join two others in
zimun, to where in Bircas HaMazon does he return when he

COmpJeteS his OWil meal?[IO]

,~,t(

'!~,tl;"7 ::t'l;lo/Y,l 1'!;1T !l'J - Rav

NOTES
5. The Mishnah states below, 54a, that upon hearing good tidings one
to the blessing that follows the Shema. The reason a blessing that recites the blessing: Blessed are You, Hashem ... HaTov VeHaMeitiv
follows another blessing does not require the opening clause of Blessed (Who is good and Who confers good). On the other hand, upon hearing
are You, Hashem, is that the recitation of this clause at the beginning of bad tidings one recites the blessing: Blessed are You, Hashem . .. Dayan
the first blessing suffices for all the blessings that follow (Rashi; cf. HaEmes (The True Judge), as an acceptance of God's judgment. R'
Rabbeinu Tam cited by Tos. HaRosh, who maintains that the Akiva is of the opinion that in a mourner's house the blessing of The
concluding Blessed are You, Hashem, of the first blessing serves as the True Judge replaces the blessing of HaTov VeHaMeitiv in Bircas
opening clause for the following blessing). The blessing that follows the HaMazon. This could not be done if HaTov VeHaMeitiv was required
Shema (Emes VeYatziv in the morning and Emes VeEmunah in the Biblically.
evening) is part of the series of Shema blessings and is thus classified as 6. [Why, it is certainly appropriate that the blessing of The True Judge
a blessing which follows another blessing. Although this blessing is be recited in a mourner's house!]
directly preceded by the recitation of the Shema, it is a continuation of 7. (Thus, according to R' Akiva, the blessing of The True Judge replaces
the series of blessings that precede the recitation of Shema (Rashi). the blessing of HaTov VeHaMeitiv, whereas according to the Tanna
[The Baraisa specifically mentions the blessing that follows the Shema Kamma, the blessing of The True Judge is incorporated into the HaTou
in order to teach that the recitation of Shema does not constitute an VeHaMeitiu blessing.]
interruption of the series (Ritva; cf. Rashba n,::,,::,,1 ',::, ""• and above,
Although the halachah does not follow R' Akiva in this matter, Rav
lla nnx ""1).]
Nachman bar Yitzchak cites his opinion as proof that HaTov VeHaMei2. [We have interpreted this last statement as part of the Baraisa, tiu is not of Biblical origin. For the Tanna Kamma disagrees with R'
because that is how it is cited in Pesachim 104b (see Rashi and Akiva only regarding the proper practice for a mourner's house, but
Rashbam there). However, Ritva and Beurei HaGra understand this does not dispute R' Akiva's premise that the HaTov VeHaMeitiu
statement as the Gemara's own comment, which introduces its proof blessing is of Rabbinic origin (see Rashba).
that the HaTov VeHaMeitiv blessing is not of Biblical origin. Beurei 8. He recited the standard text of the fourth blessing, beginning with
HaGra emends the text in Pesachim to conform with this explanation.] ·1::,1 u;i';,,;i 1i,:;iJS 'XO 07111,:r 1';,i;i u,;:r',{:$ '" ni;ix 11,~ until the words ::i1i,;:i
3. When the Jews massacred in Bethar were brought to burial after a ::,,,t,l;ltT), at which point he inserted ·1::,1 ni;i{:$ J':"! ni;i{:$ ',x, the True God, the
considerable delay (see 48b note 4), the Rabbis instituted this blessing True Judge, etc. (See Shulchan Aruch, Orach Chaim 189:2 and Yoreh
Deah 379:1; cf. Bach, Orach Chaim ibid. and Shack, Yoreh Deah 379:1
to thank God for His kindness (Rashi).
Tosafos ask: Why does HaTov VeHameitiv only open with the clause who include the words ll? ::,,,i,,: m,1 :iit,,;i xm ::,,,i,iJ xm prior to the words
Blessed are You, Hashem, and not conclude with this clause as well? ·1::,1 n,;i!:S J':"! n>;i!:S ',x. See also Mishnah Berurah 189:7.) Thus, he
One answer given is that this blessing is a single, uninterrupted incorporated the ..blessing of The True Judge into the HaTou VeHaMeideclaration of praise to Hashem. Thus, it is similar to the blessings on tiu blessing, in accordance with the Tanna Kamma's ruling above.
foods and mitzvos, which also contain only a single declaration of 9. According to Shack, Yoreh Deah 379:2, at this point the blessing
praise. In this type of blessing, the statement, Blessed are You, Hashem, continues with the standard text of the fourth blessing: x1,1 u'?,;i~ xm
our God, serves as both the opening and the concluding clause (see ll'Jl?O'. ',x ·1::,1 u';,r,ill. See Tosafos x,i,n 1r.i ,1"1 andMishnah Berurah ibid.
Rashi to 49a n,::,'m ,1::,,,y mix 1"!J1 ,i"1 and Tosafos to Pesachim 104b ,1"1 10. I.e. from where does he commence his own recitation of Bircas
:iii,r.im :ni,n). Cf. Tosafos here :iii,r.im :ni,m ,1"1, Rashba, Ritva.
HaMazon? Rav Sheishess stated above (46a) that the zimun procedure
4. This is the text of the standard HaTov VeHaMeitiv blessing. extends until the end of the HaZan blessing, and one who interrupts his
However, as we shall see shortly, it is modified in a mourner's house by meal to join in zimun with two others must listen to the recitation o{
the addition of a clause.
HaZan before continuing his meal. The Gemara now inquires: At what}
1. This refers to a blessing which follows another blessing in a series and

m,oc
i,'um
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Zevid said in the name of Abaye: tul<"i'? iJin - He returns to
the beginning of Bircas HaMazon. rui '1~,tc m11i - But the
Rabbis say: j,1;;1~tp tli?~?. - He returns to ·the pla~e where he
left off.(121
The Gemara concludes:
j'1;;1~tp tli?~?. x.i:i:;i'?::t1 - And the halachah is that he returns to the
place where he left off.
The Gemara relates a discussion between Rav Sheishess and the
Reish Galusa regarding proper dinner etiquette:
nipw :ii'? x-01r,a
:,,'? ,1;1,tc - The lleish Galusa said to Rav
Sheishess: yu,-15 'IP.,Wi? H:P":!1 ::i~ r,ll q-15 - Although you are
elderly Rabbis,
l!:l'?~'~ 'l5'?l;I :i"Jl319 ,~1¥l;I '-1591~ - the
Persians are more proficient than you in dinner etiquette.
The Reish Galusa proceeds to relate the procedure followed by
the Persians:
ni~~ 'tit¥ TiJtp y1;1y~ - When there are two couches to be occupied,
i.e. when only two people are eating together,(131 wx·,:p ::i,;;,,;i r,;,~
- the more prominent person reclines on his couch first
m~,iJ :i'?~1;17 ;r, - and the second to him in prominence recline~
on the couch above him.r141 u;·r,~ t:1tr1P. y1;1r:;n - And when there
are three couches to be occupied, 31~)?~~ ::i,;;,,;i r,,,a - the most
prominent one reclines in the middle, UJ?'tr :i'?3:71;17 ;r, '~IP. the second to him in prominence, on the couch above him,
ll)?'tr :,~1;17 ;r, 'W'?I¥ - and the third to him in prominence, on the
couch below him,UsJ
Rav Sheishess criticizes this practice:
:,,?. i,;i,tc - He said to [the lleish Galusa]: '!l31.tll¥l'.I- ,p:p '!;11
l'l''1t!; - But is it fitting that when [the most prominent one]
wants to speak with [the second in prominence], who is
positioned beyond his head, :,,1tJ; 'V.-01¥~1 !:l'l'.1?1,;1,.r;i Y,'1-01? he must straighten [up] and sit and then talk with him?(16l Why,
it would be more appropriate for the second in prominence to

u;,,

,~w,
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recline on the bed below his superior, so that the superior could
converse with him without having to sit up!
The Reish Galusa replies:
:,,'? i1;1,tc - He said to [Rav Sheishess]: '-151?1~ ,~xiv - The
Persians are different; it is not necessary for the superior one to
straighten up, lin~l;J. :,,'? '1!:P.;11 - because [Persians] signal to
each other with hand gestures.r17l
Rav Sheishess inquires about other Persian dinner protocol:

1:1,~;u;xi 1:1,1;1 - When they wash their hands with the water that
precedes the meal, T'?'l'.l~l;I To;>'iJl;I - from where in the order of
guests do they begin? :,,'? ,1;1,tc - [The lleish Galusa] replied:
r,,,a::r T~ - From the most prominent one.
Rav Sheishess questions this practice:

T?l:.> y,l;i~uip ill ,,'J? ,,~1¥'1 r,;,~ !:!IP.! - Must the most prominent
one sit and guard his hands from uncleanliness until all [the
others] wash?Us1
The Reish Galusa replies:
:,,'? i1;1,tc - He said to [Rav Sheishess]: :,,~i? x:p.tt m,?1;1 i.tt'?.tc'?
- Immediately after he washes his hands they bring the table
before him laden with food, so that he may begin eating.(191 He
does not wait for those of lesser prominence to wash their hands.
Rav Sheishess inquiries further:
tl'~i,IJ-15 1:1,1;1 - When they wash their hands with the water that
follo~s the meal,
T'?'l'.l~l;I y;i,tr,;i - from where in the
assemblage do they begin? :,,'? il;l,tc - [The lleish Galusa]
replied: TYi?tr T~ - From the least prominent.
Rav Sheishess questions this practice as well:
T?l:.> y,l;i~iltp ,ll n,~;:rn)? ,,1?1 !l'.J:1? r,;,~1 - Must the most
prominent one sit and wait with his hands soiled until they all
wash their hands? The Reish Galusa replies:
l'I'?. ,1;1-t( - He said to [Rav Sheishess]: :,,~?-~ x:p.tt ,j?7\;,)? x"',

NOTES
point does he begin when he eventually finishes the meal and recites one had to leave early and the group called out to him to join in zimun.
Bircas HaMazon himself? Does he return to the beginning of Bircas As stated above (46a note 10), according to Rav Sheishess he must
HaMazon and recite the HaZan blessing, or may he delete this blessing answer the leader's call and listen to the recitation of HaZan before
and commence with the Blessing for the Land? (Rashi; cf. Tosafos and continuing on his way. In this instance, he did not eat anything after
joining in zimun, and as such is required to recite Bircas HaMazon only
Rif cited in note 12).
11. I.e. he must recite the HaZan blessing. Although Rav Sheishess holds on account of the food that he ate prior to listening to the recitation of
that one who recites Bircas HaMazon without zimun normally does not HaZan. Rav Zevid holds that he must, nevertheless, repeat HaZan when
recite the HaZan blessing (see 46a note 10), this situation is different. he recites Bircas HaMazon. The Rabbis, however, hold that he does not
For since the person was originally part of a group of three, he became have to repeat HaZan, and can commence with the Blessing for the
obligated in zimun and must therefore recite the longer version ofBircas Land, which is the place where he left off.
For a discussion of the halachah in these scenarios, as well as another
HaMazon that is designated for zimun (Rashi ). [The fact that he previously listened to the recitation of HaZan does not free him from reciting explanation of this passage according to Rif, see Mishnah Berurah 200:9
it now, since at that time he was still in the middle of his meal and did and Shulchan Aruch Drach Chaim 192:1.]
not intend to discharge his Bircas HaMazon obligation (Rosh Yosef).]
13. It was customary during that period to eat formal meals while
12. I.e. to the Blessing for the Land [which is the point where he stopped reclining on the left side with one's feet to the ground. Each person was
listening to the leader's recitation of Bircas HaMazon]. The Rabbis provided his own couch [which was positioned according to protocol]
maintain that by listening to the recitation of HaZan at the time of (Rashi).
zimun he discharged the obligation that devolved upon him by eating in 14. I.e. the one positioned by his head (Rashi).
a group of three. And as far as the food that he ate after the zimun is 15. I.e. the one positioned by his feet (Rashi).
concerned, since it was not eaten in a group of three, the standard Bircas 16. For as long as he remains reclined, his head will be facing away from
HaMazon (which according to Rav Sheishess does not include HaZan) is the one reclining on the couch above his head (Rashi).
sufficient (Rashi, as explained by Rosh Yosef).
[Rashi's explanation of our Gemara conforms only with his opinion 17. [Thus, when the superior one signals with his hand, the second in
above (46a; see note 10 there) that according to Rav Sheishess HaZan is prominence, who is facing him, will see the signals.]
not part of the standard Bircas HaMazon text. Those Rishonim who 18. [Once he has washed his hands he cannot get involved in any other
maintain that even according to Rav Sheishess HaZan is part of the activity, so as not to soil them. Since the food is presumably not served
standard Bircas HaMazon text (see 46a note 10) cannot explain the until all are ready to eat, the most prominent one is forced to sit and wait
G1!mara as dealing with a case where one continued eating bread after while the lesser ones wash their hands.]
having listened to the recitation of HaZan, for he would then be obli- 19. It was their custom for each person to eat at his own small table.
gated to recite HaZan on account of the bread that he ate after the These tables were brought out laden with food and were taken away at
zimun ! Tosafos (111n xin p 1;-r', ,t"1) therefore cite an explanation that the the end of the meal (see Rashi; see also Tosafos above, 42a p',o i1"1 and
G1!mara is discussing another case mentioned above - the case in which · to Pesachim 100b J'Ktu .r"1).
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SHELOSHAH SHE'ACHLU

CHAPTER SEVEN

i-l':;i~7 X!l;l '~'?~11ll - They do not remove the table with food
from before him until the water reaches him. Thus, he can
continue to eat while the others wash their hands, and need not sit
idly with soiled hands.
Rav Sheishess now addresses the Reish Galusa 's critique of the
elderly Rabbis:
no/1?,i ::11 11;1-tC - Rav Sheishess said: X~l:71? X,tl'~J;ll;l x~~ - I
know a Baraisa, and it is this Baraisa that guides our dinner
etiquette. X?~lJ1 - For it was taught in a Baraisa: 1".JQ ,~,:p
n;,;,t) - WHAT IS THE PROCEDURE FOR RECLINING for a meal?
ni~t,l '.tt'¥ Ttlo/ yr.,p:1 - WHEN THERE ARE only TWO COUCHES to be
occupied, tux·,; !lQl;l 7iia - THE MORE PROMINENT person RE·
CLINES on his couch FIRST lll;l';::t i'ltgl;17 ;', '~W1 - AND THE SECOND
TO HIM in prominence reclines on the. couch BEWW HIM.!201
ni~t,l w·,1¥ lvo/ yr.,y:ii - WHEN THERE ARE THREE COUCHES to be
occupied, wx·i; ::11;1!;1 ',;ia - THE MOST PROMINENT ONE RECLINES FIRST, u,;,,;::r i'l?l:7!;17 ,, '~W - THE SECOND TO HIM in
prominence, on the couch ABOVE HIM, ~ll;l'v nig1;17 ;r, 'W'?~ - and
THE THIRD TO HIM in prominence, on the couch BEWW HIM.(211
tl'~ilUX"JtJ D'l;1 - When washing the hands with THE WATER THAT
PRECEDES the meal, i.e. washing for bread, ',;iatr lt,l l'?'l:ti;,1;1 WE BEGIN FROM THE MOST PROMINENT ONE.!221 c,~;iq,te D'l;1 When washing the hands with THE WATER THAT FOLWWS the
meal, i.e. mayim acharonim, the following rule applies: Dtro/ 11;1T:ii
,,,atr lt,l l'?'r:ri;,1;1 i'lWt,lJ:1 - WHEN THERE ARE FIVE people or less, WE
BEGIN FROM THE MOST PROMINENT ONE.!231 i'l-tC!;I tl;::to/ yr.,y:;n AND WHEN THERE ARE more than five, or even ONE HUNDRED
people, 'W't,10 '¥.te D'31'~~1¥ ,ll l!J~tr lt,l l'?'l:t.t;ll;l - WE BEGIN FROM
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THE LEAST PROMINENT and proceed UNTIL WE REACH THE FIFTH in
prominence,!241
lt,l l'?'r:ri;,1;11 l''1TiM1 - AND WE THEN GO
BACK AND BEGIN FROM THE MOST PROMINENT ONE.!251 Diy~7l
1''1Tin c,~;iq,te D'l;1o/ - ANDTOTHEPLACEWHERETHEWATERTHAr
FOLLOWS the meal GOES when we reach the final five people,
n1!iM i'l~"J:;i Dt¥7 - THERE GOES the honor ofreciting THE Bircas
HaMazon BLESSING.!26]
The Gemara comments:
::i17 i-1'?. 31'!~'? - This Baraisa supports the opinion of Rav.
::i1 11;1-te 'W.te ,; X'!l:t ::i1 ir.i-te1 - For Rav Chiya bar Ashi said in
the name of Rav: i'l?l:t,T;l i'l~iiq,te; ,,,? ',µ,iJtr ,·:.i - Whoever
washes his hands first at the end of the group's washing, i.e.
whoever is the first of the final five to wash, i'l~'J!?? y~m;, xi:, is the one designated to recite the Bircas HaMazon blessing.

,,,~tr

A related incident is cited:

':ii11i-l'l!,lj? x,t171319:ii ,~i;,? lit) X'!l:t ,;11::i1 - RavandR' Chiya were
seated at a meal before Rebbi ::i17 ,:ii1 i-1'?. ii;,-te - and Rebbi
said to Rav: -:m 'WI? Dli' - Rise and wash your hands.
n,1:11)? X?.1 i-l'!TIJ - [R' Chiya] saw that Rav was apprehensive,
thinking that Rebbi was criticizing him. i-1'?. 11;1,tc - [R' Chiya]
said to him: '.ttr;t~ ,~ - Son of noblemen! x~it)? n~:i,:;i:;i l'!ll
':J? ir.i-te?. - "Prepare to reciteBircas HaMazon"iswhat [Rebbi]
meant to tell you.r211
The Gemara cites a related Baraisa:

H;1 u.t, -TheRabbistaughtinaBaraisa: y,,:;i~'?l'~ -WEDO
NOT ACCORD HONOR to a greater person by inviting him to proceed·
· first, c,:;,,1:;i x·, - NEITHER when traveling ON ROADS,!281 x·,,
tl''1'¥~!l - NOR when passing OVER BRIDGES,[291

NOTES
20. So that when they converse with each other, the more prominent one than most prominent one, that person is the first to wash (see Rashha
does not have to get up from his reclining position (Rashi ). [See 4 7a note andRitva).
23 for a discussion of how prominence is judged.]
24. The assembled are presumably seated in order of prominence. When
21. This way, if the most prominent one wishes to converse without we begin from the least prominent and the water is passed up the table,
rising from his reclining position, he can converse with the third in pro· those at the head are the last to wash. Thus, the most prominent one will
minence. And [although there would be some merit in seating the third not have to sit by idly and guard his hands while all the others wash.
in prominence above the most prominent, with the second in prominence Rather, he continues eating from his private table while the lesser ones
seated below, as this would enable the most prominent one to converse wash; They pass the water up the table until it reaches the five most
with the second one without sitting up, the Baraisa'a arrangement is still prominent members of the group (Rashi).
preferable. For] it is more fitting that the most prominent one should 25. When all but the five most prominent members of the group have
have to reposition himself when wishing to converse with the second in washed, the table is removed from before the most prominent one and
prominence, rather than to have the second in prominence positioned he washes his hands, followed by the other four (Ras hi; see following note).
below a lesser person (Rashi ). It would also be inappropriate to position
the second in prominence below the first, and the third below him [thus 26. I.e. the first of the final five to wash is the one who recites Bircas
enabling the most prominent one to converse with both of the others HaMazon. Ordinarily, this is the most prominent member of the group.
while reclining], for the middle position is considered the most honorable If, however, the most prominent one chooses to pass this honor to
someone else, it is that person who will be the first among the final five
(Lechem Mishneh, Hit. Berachos 7:1; Tztach).
to wash (Rashi).
22. And his table laden with food is brought out immediately [so that he
[The Rabbis instituted the practice that the one who recites Bircas
need not wait while the lesser ones wash their hands] (Rashi ). [This rule HaMazon should be the first of the final five to wash his hands with
pertains only to a case where each of the participants in the meal will mayim acharonim, so as to give him time to prepare the recitation of
recite the hamotzi blessing individually (e.g. at a large banquet, where Bircas HaMazon while the other four wash. They estimated that the
it is impractical to wait for everyone to wash and listen to the leader's amount of time it takes for four people to wash their hands suffices for
blessing). In a case where one person will recite the hamotzi blessing for
the preparation of the Bircas HaMazon recital (Raavad, Hit. Beraclws
the entire assemblage, the prominent one will be forced to wait until the
7:12, Rashba, Ritva; cf. Rambam, Hit. Berachos Joe. cit., Rabbeinu
others finish washing even if his table is brought before him immedi- Yonah).]
ately. Therefore, in such a case, the most prominent one washes last, so
that he will not have to wait and guard his hands while the others wash 27. For the one who washes his hands first with mayim acharonim is the
(see Orach Chaim 165:2 with Taz §3 and Mishnah Berurah §5).] See one who recites Bircas HaMazon (see Rashi above, 43a).

Rambam, Hit. Berachos 7:1 with Kesef Mishneh, for a different explanation of the Baraisa; see also Tztach and Meromei Sadeh.
23. This is based on the principle cited below, that the one who will be
honored with the recitation of Bircas HaMazon is the first to wash with
the water that follows the meal (mayim acharonim; see Gemara below,
53b). Since this honor is generally bestowed upon the most prominent
member of the group (see below, note 26), he is the first to wash with
mayim acharonim. If Bircas HaMazon will be recited by someone other

28. When two people encounter each other on. the road, the lesser one
does not offer the more prominent one to proceed before him, as this
would disrupt pedestrian traffic in the cities and slow down intercity
travel on the highways (see Tosafos and Rabbeinu Yonah). [However,
when two travelers set out together, the one of greater stature should be
allowed to proceed first (Tosafos ).]
29. Due to the dangers associated with being delayed in crossing over a
bridge (Rabbeinu Yonah andMeiri).
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;??!,!5triT)? D,'!?=t x·r,1 - NOR WITH regard to washing SOILED HANDS
i/iqth the water that follows the meal.m
· ,·A related incident is cited:
~,:r;ix;i ,7y,te l<j?
,!~~11,:;11 - Ravin and Abaye were once
traveling on the road. ,!~~1? p:;111 ;:y,'1>?1'.l :,,~1?- - Ravin's
:taonkeywent ahead of Abaye's donkey, .,,, r,,,,~ ;:y,7 .,,,tc K"71<ii'.nd [Ravin] did not say to [Abaye], "Let master go ahead."
-~nx - [Abaye] said to himself: 03 x;i1~i,~ H~'1>, ,x::i i',?1?1~
;~;~l.71 ;:y,7 - Ever since ~his Rabbi came from the West (i.e. from
Yisrael),121 he has become haughty. ,~1 xi:u;1~7 K9)? ,~
. 'Nl'IIU,l!I - When they came to the entrance of a synagogue,
;,~ '-,~'tc - [Ravin] said to him: .,,, 7)1,~ - Let master go in
first. i-1,? -,i,,te - [Abaye] said to him: K~~ "i>, ix'l K.l;l~lJ ,ll1
·· -And until now, was I not the master? Why did you go ahead of
me on our journey? ;:y,7 -,i,,te - [Ravin] replied: - ,zi'1 -,i,,te ,:;i;:i
u,:i;, - Thus said R' Yochanan: n~ !U!W ni,!;l;i K?~ p,;i;,,;, 1,~
mn,;, - We accord honor only at an entrance that has a

,,Q

Eretz

mezuzah. (3)
The Gemara objects to the wording of R' Yochanan's ruling:

BERACHOS

"Those who are dining together are not permitted to taste
anything until the one breaking the bread tastes first" is the way
it was stated by Rav.
The Gemara asks:
:,i,~ K?.l;l~ ,xi,7 - What practical difference does it make
whether Rav's statement was that the diners are not permitted
"to eat" or that they are ·not permitted "to taste" before the one
who breaks the bread? Both versions mean the same thing. - ? The Gemara concedes that there is no practical difference, but
explains:
i!l'J litu7:;i -,i,;r, D'J.1$ :i,?IJIV - Rav Safra corrected the quotation
because a person is required to say things in the precise
language of his master.
The Gemara cites a Baraisa regarding table manners:

H~1 u.1;1 - The Rabbis taught in a Baraisa: :ii'? :ii 1,~,T:1,;>>, c,~~
:,"J~i?~ - TWO people who are eating from a common platter WAIT
FOR EACH 0'11IER before eating FROM THE PLAITER; 1,~ il)V·7~
p~,T;IJ?>, - THREE people NEED NOT WAIT for each other.191
:iir:i.i;i i,? l!l~i!l xm ll~i!illJ - When a group dines together, THE ONE

1,~ ilJit)? i-l;i m.i:c1 - Does this mean that at an entrance that has WHO recites the hamotzi. blessing and BREAKS the bread REACHES
amezuzah, we indeed accord honor, .K7 n!,T)? l'!T~ n,71- but at
FIRST for the food being servedY0J ,~7 ix i:117,;:i~ j'i7Q? x; Dl:<1
an entrance that does not have a mezuzah, we do not? K?~
u~,tr ',;-,~IV - BUTIFHEWANTSTOIMPARTHONORTOIDSTEACHER
il.l;lll~ - But then, ld'li!?lJ n,~, m;,~:;itt n,~ - at the entrance of
OR TO ONE WHO IS MORE PROMINENT THAN HE by offering him to
a synagogue and a study hall, il!it,;, m;i n,17.1 - which do not
partake
of the food first, i,?;i niw1::i - HE IS PERMITI'ED to do so.
have a mezuzah, 141 1,,;i;,,;, 1,tc1 ,!?~ ,:;i;:i - is it indeed so, that
we do not accord honor?151 K)?,tc K?~ - Rather, say that R'
The Gemara cites an incident through which related laws come
Yochanan said the following: ilJU)?? ,,x1::i Mt\!;l;i - We accord to light:
honor only at an entrance that is fit for a mezuzah. 151
x~,1"i? :i1 .,~ 7tcnl~ :i1 ,~ i-l,'1;i? i-1,7 i',i;,~ lilQ :i~r:i .,~ .,~ :,~1 The Gemara states another rule of dinner etiquette:

:i11 n,i,""~ n'?,w .,~ r,~,n~ :i11 ;:y,1:;, n1,n? :i1 .,,,tc - Rav
Yehudah the son of Rav Shmuel bar Shilas said in the name of
Rav: c,r,:;, ',;:i~'? 1,.i:civ11,:;i,o,;,::i 1,~ - Those who are diningm
together are not permitted to eat anything ll~i!llJ Di31\?~!V ,ll until the one reciting the blessing and breaking the bread tastes
of it first.181
An alternative version of this statement:
.,,,-tt?.1 Kjl;I~ :i1 :i,.i:,? - Rav Safra sat and said: -,i,.i;i,.i:c Di31t?? -

Rabbah bar bar Chanah was marrying off his son in the house
of Rav Shmuel bar Rav Ketina.c111 i'l,1;i? n,7 ,~J;l>,i?1 :i,.i:,?1 c,,i?
- He sat down before the meal and taught his son the following
Baraisa:1121 )li!II'~? ,xw1 ll;i!illJ 1,tc - After reciting the hamotzi
blessing, THE ONE WHO WILL BREAK the bread IS NOT PERMITTED
TO BREAK it c,~;31;:i ,~~ l~tc n'?;i!W ,ll - UNTIL the "AMEN" HAS
CONCLUDED FROM THE MOUTHS OF THOSE RESPONDING.1131
A variant version of this teaching is cited:
.,~tc K"J~r:t :1'1 - Rav Chisda said: c,~;31;:i :i;-, ,~~ - He is not
permitted to break the bread until the "Amen" has concluded

NOTES
1. For it is not an honor to be told to wash one's soiled hands first leader breaks. If every individual has his own bread, he may partake of
(Mishrtah Berurah 181:14; cf. Rabbeinu Yortah, Ritva and Meiri).
it upon hearing the leader's blessing, even if the leader has not yet tasted
Nevertheless, the most prominent member of the group is the first of his loaf (Tosafos p::i1o>Ji1 J'X i1",; see also Shulchan Aruch, Orach Chaim
the final five to wash with mayim acharonim. As explained above (46b 167:15 with Mishrtah Berurah §81). [See Pri Megadim, Eishel Auraham
note 26), this is done not to accord him honor, but rather, to afford him 167:35 for a discussion of whether this is merely a matter of etiquette or
the opportunity to prepare for the Bircas HaMazon recitation while the a halachic principle; see also Mishnah Berurah 167:76.]
final four wash their hands. In practical terms, then, the rule that we do 9. When two people are eating together from a common platter and one
not accord honor when washing mayim acharonim pertains to the final of them makes a short interruption (e.g. for a drink), the other must also
four, or to those washing prior to the final five, who wash without any stop eating .until his companion is ready to continue. However, when
consideration as to protocol (see Rashba and Rabbeinu Yonah).
three people are eating together and one of them interrupts his meal, the
2. Ravin often traveled back and forth between Eretz Yisrael and other two need not wait for him (Shulchan Aruch, Orach Chaim 170:2;
Babylonia, and would relate the rulings issued by R' Yochanan in Eretz Aruch HaShulchan 170:4).
Yisrael to those living in Babylonia (Rashi).
10. Even ifhe is the least prominent member of the assemblage, such as
3. [And since we met on the open road, honor was not called for.] Note when he is the host [see top of 46a] (Rashi, Gittin 59b YY1:li1 i1",), or in
that R' Yochanan's statement appears to go much further than that of a case where there is no specific host, or when the most prominent
the Baraisa cited above. Whereas the Baraisa states only that we do not member gave him permission to recite the hamotzi blessing and break
accord honor while traveling on the road, R' Yochanan seems to say that the bread (Magen Auraham 167:37).
we do not accord honor even upon arriving at an entrance unless that 11. [I.e. to the daughter of Rav Shmuel bar Rav Ketina.]
entrance has a mezuzah. The Gemara proceeds to examine this point.
12. It was customary for the groom to recite the hamotzi blessing and
4. Synagogues and study halls which are not used for living quarters do break the bread at the wedding feast. Rabbah bar bar Chanah therefore
not require a mezuzah (see Yoreh Deah 286:3,10).
sat down with his son before the meal to teach him the proper procedure
5. [Besides being illogical., this contradicts Ravin's action of honoring (Rashi).
Abaye at the synagogue entrance.]
13. The Gemara ruled above, 39b, that one may not break the bread
6. This means to exclude the accordance of honor only when traveling on before concluding his hamotzi blessing. This Baraisa teaches that when
the road or when passing through a breach in a wall (Rashi).
one is reciting hamotzi for a group the listeners' "Amen" response is
7. Literally: reclining.
considered part of the blessing procedure, and as such, the bread may
8. This pertains to a case in which all will eat from the loaf that the not be broken until all have answered "Amen" (Rashi).

n·:i:, r,,:,.i.,
f,} fi~ ~.., ,-r, (6)
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the mouths of the majority of those responding. Howgter, once the majority has finished saying "Amen," he may break
the bread and need not wait for the remainder of the group to
complete their "Amen" response.
i.. Rav Chisda's version is questioned:
:t!nn 'l~ '~'l n,7 'ltitc - Raini bar Chama said to [Rav Chisda]:
.K~I¥ '.Kl,;) - Why is it that the one breaking the bread must
\~~t for the majority of the group to finish saying "Amen"?
fi:i1:;i .K??~ .tc·r, 'f:l~.te1 - It is because the blessing has not yet
inded until their "Amen" response has concluded. '~~ X~W'~
•,;: . In regard to the minority of the group as well, the same
reasoning applies: nn:;i X??~ x·r, - Until their "Amen" has
&included, the blessing has not yet ended. Why must he not wait
until every single member of the group finishes answering
'!Amen" before breaking the bread?
· Rav Chisda replies:
fl,'? 'll,;l-tC - He said to [Rami bar Chama]: 'll,;lix '~~IV - It is
because I say: 'X':!~ 'l.tli' l))tc n~il1v r,~ - Whoever answers
"Amen" longer than necessary l"l~it, X?,te il'.te - is simply
mistaken.1141The one breaking the bread need not wait for those
who answer "Amen" incorrectly.
The Gemara cites a Baraisa which discusses the correct manner
ofresponding "Amen":
n~1 ~lJ;I - The Rabbis taught in a Baraisa: l))tc .tc·r, l'~il1 l'.te
tt!l~Un - WE DO NOT RESPOND with AN AMEN CHATUFAH, 1151 ..K'71
il~~ui? l))tc - NOR with AN ABBREVIATED AMEN,llS] l"l)?in? l))tc .K'71
- NOR with AN ORPHANED AMEN;ll7l 1''1)~ n:?'),;i j'i'll' X'71 - AND
ONE SHOULD NOT THROW ABLESSINGFROMmSMOUTH.1181 'XU7 l!\~
~Ill

:ii:;~;

'l))i.K -

BEN AZZA1 SAYS:

RESPONDS

with

CHILDREN WILL BE ORPHANS.

anAmenCHATUFAH,
AWAY.1191 m.i,ui? -

Amen,

l"l)?in~ ll;l-t( il~il1v 7~ -

AN ORPHANED AMEN,
:,~~uq -

WHOEVER

c,mn~ ,,~~ ~'l;t' .,_

ms

Whoever responds with

''l??'!ll?IJJ;I~ - msDAYSWILLBESNATCHED
AN ABBREVIATED

Whoever responds with

''!?? n>t?i?l;I~ -

ms DAYS WILL BE ABBREVIATED.

r,~,
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ll;ltc,;i ':\'"l~~tt - BUT WHOEVER IS LENGTHY WITH his AMEN
responses,120] ''t'lilt¥~ ''!?? ;', l':;>'")~l;l - THEYLENGTHENmSDAYS
AND ms YEARS FOR IDM.

The Gemara returns to the subject of zimun :

xti1,sii;,:,,i '~l;I? nt:J 7.\'.C~lll¥' ::11 - Rav and Shmuel were sitting
at a meal. X'?r:t 'l~ '~'IP ::11 .Kt'ltc - Rav Shimi bar Chiya
came by ',,:;,tc, :ltr')9)?i? l"lltJ - and hurried to eat, so that the
three of them should be able to join in zimun. ::i 1 i-1'? 'lY,1-t( - Rav
said to him: l"Jt!~ ,~,'l~:f'.l:C? ':\t'l371 l"IY.l - What do you think,
that by hurrying to eat you will be able to join with us in zimun?

l? xh,:;,,tt l~~ - We already finished eating our meal before you
came, and your eating now cannot effect a zimun requirement.
7-te~ll!fi i-1'? 'lY.1-tC - Shmuel said to him: X??'"!1.te '? '"'?Y.l ,t,.i:c If they would bring mushrooms for me x;.te7 X??Ti:11 - and
young pigeons for Abba (i.e. Rav),1211 H'?:;i.te x·', ,,;, - would we
not eat them?1221Thus, although we finished eating the food that
was before us, we have not concluded our meal, and Rav Shirai can
effect a quorum for zimun by joining us now.
The Gemara relates another incident related to zimun:

.Kt'l"J~Sll;':i,l '~J;I? '1t:J ::111 '1'~7.IJ - Rav's students were sitting at a
meal. xr,.te ::i1 7S..7 - Rav Acha came in after they had begun and
joined them. '11?-tC - They said: l? 11~)?"! .K~1 x1:;i~ Xt'ltc A great man has come who will lead the zimun and reciteBircas
HaMazon for us,1231 ,n7 'lY,1-t( - .[Rav Acha] said to them: ,~
1i;i)? 7i'1~1 '"''1=?9 - Do you think that the greatest one of the
group recites Bircas HaMazon even when he arrives at the end
of the meal? 11;i)? l"l"JW~~!V 'li?'ll - It is not so! Rather, a
primary member of the meal (i.e. one who was there from the
beginning) recites Bircas HaMazon.
The Gemara, however, concludes:
Xt'l:;t?l'.11 - But the halachah is that Xt'l.1$1 :l3 7l7 CJ.te 1"'.'!;i)? ?i'1~
CJit1;7 - the greatest one of the group recites Bircas HaMazon,
even though he came at the end of the meal.

NOTES
14. For when one stretches out the "Amen" excessively he ruins its one's mouth" by reciting it hastily, as if fulfilling an unwanted chore
pronunciation (Tosafos ,,,xr.in '7:i ;,•·,).
(see Rashi).
15. I.e. an Amen pronounced with the alef vowelized by a t]t>Q (1$, that is, 19. [The word ;,~n,q, chatufah, has two meanings. One is, as explained
a sheva. Chataf is the old term for sheva, and Rashi always refers to it above (see note 15), a letter that is pronounced with a l<Jlq. The other
as such - see his commentary to Genesis 29:27, Exodus 3:22, 22:19, meaning is "snatched away." In fact, when an Amen is pronounced
Deuteronomy 4:41). Rather, it should have been vowelized bya '71,i Y~P. with a l<lo/ it is in a sense "snatched," since the alef is not drawn out
(JS, which Rashi calls no~). An Amen chatufah ()~IS) is pronounced properly. Ben Azzai expounds the dual meaning of ;,~~i,q as alluding
"E'!Ilen," instead of the proper ()~JS) "Amen" (see Rashi).
that one who customarily answers with an Amen chatufah will have his
16. I.e. an Amen in which the nun at the end of the word is not days snatched away.]
enunciated clearly, so that the response sounds like "Amei," rather 20. I.e. he pronounces the word properly, avoiding an Amen chatufah or
than the correct "Amen" (Rashi).
an abbreviated Amen. However, he does not stretch it out so long as to
17. I.e. an Amen answered in a situation where one did not hear the spoil the pronunciation (Tosafos ,,,xr.i;, '7:i ;,",).
blessing, but merely heard people responding "Amen" to ·a blessing.
21. Shmuel respectfully referred to Rav as "Abba" (Ras hi). Abba means
[This is called an "Orphaned Amen," because an Amen without a
literally: father; Shmuel used this term to connote "my prince and
blessing is analogous to a child without parents] (Rashi).
master," for Rav was the elder scholar (Rashi to Yevamos 57b n,1m ;,..,
Rashi asks: The Gemara relates in Tractate Succah (51b) that the x:iK '7). Others explain that Rav's name was actually Abba (see Chullin
synagogue in Alexandria, Egypt was so large that it was impossible for
137b). He was called Rav (i.e. master) in Babylonia in the same vein that
all the congregants to hear the recitation of the blessings recited by the
R' Yehudah HaNasi was called Rebbi in Eretz Yisrael. However, his
cantor, and therefore, flags would be waved to signal the congregants
colleague Shmuel referred to him by name (Tosafos, Yevamos loc. cit.
when to answer "Amen." This appears to contradict our Baraisa, which
and Rashbam, Pesachim 119b x:ix n",; see also 49a note 2).
states that one who does not hear the blessing may not answer
"Amen." Rashi answers that although the Alexandrian congregants 22. Shmuel was fond of eating mushrooms for dessert, while Rav had a
could not hear the cantor verbalize the blessing, they knew to which liking for young pigeons. Shmuel thus said that since both would
blessing they were responding, and as such were permitted to answer continue eating if a dessert to their liking was brought out, the meal
"Amen." [Our Baraisa prohibits answering "Amen" only in a situation was not yet over (Rashi).
where one is unaware of what he is responding to. "Amen" is an 23. As mentioned above (45b note 18), the outstanding member of the
affirmation of the blessing, and one cannot affirm without knowing gToup is honored with leading the zimun and reciting Bircas HaMazon.
what he is affirming.] Cf. Tosafos, Succah 52a Jl':ll n..,. See Shulchan The Gemara in Bava Basra (120a) states that in this regard,
Aruch, Orach Chaim 124:8 for further examples of "Amen chatufah," "greatness" in relation to other members of the group is determined by
"an abbreviated Amen" and "an orphaned Amen."
taking into account both Torah scholarship and age (see also Rashi to
18. A blessing is a statement of gratitude to God, and should be recited 45b ,n:i mn l<7 ;,",). See, however, Mishnah Berurah 201:1, who
in a respectful manner. Thus, it is improper to "throw a blessing from mentions only Torah scholarship; see also Einayim LaMishpat.
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zimun quorum, since the food he ate is perfectly permissible!l311

The Mishnah stated:

····,,,, ,xi,1 ',:;,,tc - IfONE ATEDEMAI etc. [we join in zimun on account
of him].
The Gemara asks:
l'I'? '!0 x·', Xi] - But it is not suitable for him to eatt1241Why, then,
is he eligible to complete the quorum necessary for zimun?1251
The Gemara answers:
,3v
n,9:;,~'? m7 1j?!;ltl 'll;i '.K1 ll'~ - Since, if he desired, be
ren~~ce o~ersbip of his property and become a
. . . pauper, l'I'? '!01 - and [the demai] would then be suitable
·for bim,£261 now too, it is considered suitable, and he is thus eligible
to complete the zimun quorum.1271 Hl;'l1 - For we learned in a
Misbnah:1281 ,xi,1 D'!~~i] n~ l'?'=;!~tl - WE MAY FEED POOR
PEOPLEDEMAI, ,xi,1 x?~Q:;,.t<i] n~, - AND we may feed SOLDIERS
nEMAJ.1291 x~~:, :l"] iti,tcl -AndRavHunasaid: X~.I;\ - It was
taught in a Baraisa: tl'i)?iX ,xi,w n,~ - BEIS SHAMMAI SAY:

,,m
. ~~uld

,xi,1 x?~Q!?.t<v n~, D'!~~i] n~ l'?'=;!~tl l'~ POOR AND THE SOLDIERS DEMAI.
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WE DO NOT FEED THE

Thus, the Mishnah just cited

reflects the view of Beis Hillel.1301
The next clause of the Mishnah stated:
;n1;1,,1;1 ll?l?~W 11u;x1 ,w~i, - If one ate MAASERRISHONWHOSE
TERUMAHHASBEENTAKEN [we join in zimun on account of him].
The Gemara asks:
XIJ'Wl;'I - It is obvious that the person is eligible to complete the

Why must the Mishnah teach us this rule?
The Gemara answers:
c,'?;w:;i ill'1i?lJW x'?~ X~'i!f x·', - [The Misbnah's ruling] is
necessary only in regard to a case where [the Levi] preempted
[the Kohen] and took the maaser rishon while the grain was
still in ears, before the Kohen received terumah gedolah, 1321
,w~i, ni,,,r;i m;,~ u;,1i;,:,1 - and [the Levi] then separated
terumas maaser from it, ll?i'l~ n1;1,,1;1 m;,~ u;,-,i;,:, x·,1 - but
did not separate terumah gedolah from it.1331 The Mishnah
teaches that the maaser rishon may be eaten even though terumah
gedolah was never separated from it.f341 ,n~.15 ,:;111:;,1 - And this
accords with a ruling of R' Abahu. ii,,tc ,:,~.15
iti,tc1
u;,p7 u;,, - For R' Abahu said in the name of Reish Lakish:
c,'?;w:;i ill'1i?::tW 11u;x1 ,w~i, - Maaser rishon that one
advanced ahead of the terumah gedolah while the grain was still
in ears
ll?i'l~ :,1;1,,1;1~ in,, - is exempt from terumah
gedolah. iti~1'¥ - For it is stated in reference to maaser
rishon: 1351 .. ,w~i,;n~ ,w~i, •:, ni,,,r;i m;,~ c.i;inim .. -And you

,:;i,

shall separate from it Hashem's terumah, a tithe of the tithe.
This connotes: 17 'I:"11t!tc "iw~i,::n~ iw~i, .. -A tithe of the
tithe is what I [God] have told you, the Levi, to separate as
terumah from the tithe, 1~ iw~i, ni,,,J;l, ll?i'l~ :,1;1,,1;1 x·,1
iw~i,lJ - but not both terumah gedolah and terumas maaser
from the tithe.1as1

NOTES
24. See 45a note 2.
32. The obligation to separate terumah and maaser commences after
25. Since it is forbidden to eat demai, a zimun blessing recited as a IJl,,;i, the procedure of smoothing out the piles of processed grain. Thus,
result of eating it is brought about by a trangression. Such a blessing is if maaser rishon was advanced to the Levi while the grain was still in
considered blasphemous, for it is written (Psalms 10:3): A thief who the ears, it was not subject to the obligation of separating terumah
recites a blessing has blasphemed Hashem. As a Baraisa (Bava Kamm.a gedolah at that time.
94a) explains: One who steals wheat, grinds it into flour, bakes it, 33. The proper sequence in separating the required portions is for the
separates challah from it and recites a blessing is not blessing God but owner to first set aside approximately one fiftieth of the produce as
blaspheming Him. [How, then, does the Mishnah rule that we recite the terumah gedolah for the Kohen, and to then separate one tenth of the
zimun blessing on account of one who ate demai?J (Rashi; cf. Raavad remaining produce as maaser rishon for the Levi. The Mishnah in
Terumos 3:6-7 derives this from Scripture as follows: The Torah
and Rosh; cited above, 45a note 10).
26. [The prohibition against eating demai (produce purchased from an (Deuteronomy 18:4) refers to terumah as n'l!/X1, the first, and it states
am haaretz - ignorant person) was instituted when, with the passage (Exodus 22:28): Do not delay your bikkurim and terumah, thus
of time, it became apparent to the Sages that many ignorant people prohibiting the delaying of the separating of terumah, which is "first,"
were becoming less scrupulous in the separation of the various tithes.] until after maaser. Accordingly, if the owner separates maaser for the
Levi prior to separating terumah for the Kohen, one fiftieth of that
Since, however, most ignorant people did separate the proper tithes a statistic that may be relied upon under Biblical law - the Rabbis were maaser, which should have been given to the Kohen, has been given to
lenient with the demai prohibition, and permitted it for the poor the Levi instead. Thus, there would appear to be two portions of
terumah in the maaser that was given to the Levi: the standard one
(Rashi).
tenth of terumas maaser which the Levi is obligated to separate from
27. Although he ate it without renouncing ownership of his property, it the maaser that he receives, and the one fiftieth of ternmah gedolah
does not have the status of a prohibited food regarding zimun, since its
which should have been separated by the owner.
prohibition is a weak one which can be circumvented (see Ritva; see also
For example, if the crop equaled 100 bushels and the normative
Rosh Yosef and Pnei Yehoshua ).
procedure was followed, a Kohen would first receive 2% of the total
28. Demai 3:1.
produce (two bushels), and a tenth of the remainder (9.8 bushels) would
29. The local populace, who are responsible for feeding the king's go to the Levi. By collecting his maaser prematurely, the Levi receives
soldiers who are returning from battle, may feed those soldiers demai. a tenth of the original total, or 10 bushels - an increase of .2 (one fifth
Even Jewish soldiers may eat demai, for since they are away from their of a) bushel - at the expense of the Kohen (see Rashi ).
home and property they are considered as paupers [see Pe'ah 5:4] (see 34. When the Mishnah states: If one ate ... maaser rishon whose
Rashi here and to Eruvin 31b). [However, Tosafos here and to Eruvin terumah has been taken ... we join in zimun on account of him, it refers
17b cite an opinion from Talmud Yerushalmi that X'.JQ:;ll'.I refers only to to the case where the terumas maaser was taken from the maaser, but
· ·
gentile soldiers.]
the terumah gedolah was not taken from it, due to the advancement of
30. Rav Huna informs us ofBeis Shammai's dissent so that ifwe find a the maaser to the Levi while the grain was still in ears. The Mishnah
Tannaic teaching which contradicts that of the Mishnah we should teaches that the Levi is not required to separate terumah gedolah from
disregard it, as the halachah follows Beis Hillel (Tosafos ). [According to this maaser rishon, and thus, the produce is not tevel and is permitted
this explanation, Rav Huna's statement is not a clarification of the for consumption (see Rashi).
Gemara's answer as to why one who ate demai is eligible for zimun. 35. Numbers 18:26.
Indeed some versions of the text read i-qm :l'] ,,;ii$, Rav Huna said, 36. The verse does not merely state: And you shall separate from it
rather than x~m :l'] ,);)!;(), And Rav Huna said (see Dikdukei Soferim). maaser from the maaser; it obligates the Levi to separate Hashem's
However, see Pnei Yehoshua and Hagahos Chasam Sofer, Drach Chaim terumah and then describes this terumah as maaser from the maaser.
196, for alternative approaches which do connect Rav Huna's teaching This description is understood to be exclusionary, teaching that the
with the Gemara's answer. This would conform with our reading of Levi is required to give only the terumah identified as maaser from the
x~m :i1 ,,;it(), And Rav Huna said.]
maaser, i.e. terumas maaser (Rashi to Beitzah 13b). Therefore, even
31. See 45a note 3.
when the Levi preempted the Kohen by taking the maaser from the
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R' Abahu's teaching is questioned:
X? xs,s, :ii ;,i,7 'itltc - Rav Pappa said to Abaye: ,:;,;:r '.t.C -

H
s~,• that this verse specifically exempts the Levi from
arating terumah gedolah from his maaser rishon, 1?'!;1~
~ ,,!ii~ ~ll'"!i?i'.I - then even if he preempted [the Kohen]
d took the maaser rishon after the grain was heaped in a pile,
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he should also be exempt from separating terumah gedolah ! Yet
the law is that the Levi must separate terumah gedolah in this
case.l37l - ? Abaye responds:
;,i,7 'itltc - He said to [Rav Pappa]: X1i? 'itltc i'?~ - In
response to the question you raise, Scripture states:

NOTES
unprocessed ears, thus causing the Kohen to lose some of his terumah, 37. [This is clearly so, as even R' Abahu stated that the terumah
he is exempted by Scriptural decree from having to repay that terumah gedolah is preempted only if the normal sequence of separation was
from the maaser.
altered while the grain was still in ears.]
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.. ,~,;i:, ... t1;,i:,·,if1¥1? r,·:,)?., - from all your maaser portions
••• shall you separate all of Hashem's terumah. (IJ
The Gemara asks:
,tt'l'.C1 n)?, - And what have you seen that leads you to apply the
first verse (which exempts the Levi from separating terumah
gedolah) to the situation where he preempted the Kohen while
the grain was in ears, and the second verse (which obligates the
Levi to separate terumah gedolah) to the situation in which he
preempted the Kohen after the grain was smoothed in a pile?
Perhaps the verses should be applied in the reverse way.C21 - ? The Gemara answers:
1~"1'1'.C 'l<iJ - This produce that has been smoothed in a pile has
been rendered "grain," 1~"1'1'.C l<·r, 'l<t11 - whereas this
produce that is still in ears has not been rendered "grain."(31
The Mishnah continued:

~,!?~!¥
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The next clause of the Mishnah stated:
n,J~ ',~,tel¥ Vi~Wtt - If THE WAITER ATE AN OLIVE'S VOLUME OF

zimun on account of him].
The Gemara asks:
l<IJ'Wl? - This is obvious! Why should the Mishnah need to teach
it?
The Gemara answers:
l7~i? l<·r, Vi~W J<~'.IJ"7 ,l'll? - You might have said that a waiter is
not an established member of the group, since he comes and goes
constantly, and is therefore ineligible to complete the zimun
quorum. 1'? ll'l?lf'l? l<j? - [The Mishnah] therefore informs us
that he is eligible to complete the quorum.C61
BREAD [we join in

The Mishnah continued:

,,'?:ti l'~'?ll? ,.1:n:itt1 -

OR A CUTHEAN

ate together with us, WE JOIN

IN ZIMUN ON ACCOUNT OF HIM.

Vi1j?l'.;11 '~IP. ,WP,!? - If one ate MAASER SHENI OR CONSE-

produce THAT WAS REDEEMED [we join in zimun on
account of him].
The Gemara asks:
l<IJ'Wl? - It is obvious that one who ate this is eligible to complete
a quorum for zimun, since the food is perfectly permissible!£4l Why
must the Mishnah teach us this rule?
The Gemara answers:
H'?l?ll IJ<)?~ l<;>v - What are we dealing with here, in the
Mishnah? Vi)?1ntt n,tc PH l<·,, r:Hm n,tc Tm!¥ 111~ - With a case
where the owner gave the original value of the item as the
redemption payment and did not give the required additional
fifth.£51 1'? ll'l?lf'l? l<j? l<v) - And this is what [our Mishnah]
teaches us:
::1:r:llll? Vi)?1n p,te1 - That failure to add the
obligatory fifth to the original value does not invalidate the
redemption process. Thus, the food is permissible, and one who
eats it is eligible to complete the zimun quorum.
CRATED

The Gemara asks:

,J<i,,te - Why may we join in zimun on account of a Cuthean? J<7
YJtcv till l<?,tc J<tt, - Let [the Cuthean] be considered nothing
other than an am haaretz, C7J .K?;.IJ) - and it was taught in a
Baraisa: _ YJ.1$v till

'll

l'~)?l)? 1'.15 - WEDONOTJOININZIMUNON
- ? The Gemara presents two possible answers:
,~;.15 - Abaye said: ,~IJ ,.i:n:,~ - The Mishnah is dealing
with a Cuthean who is a Torah scholar.c91
J<:n - Rava
said: YJtcv till '.t:n:i~ J<~'-!:I ~',,,!;!~ - You can even say that the
Mishnah is dealing with a Cuthean who is an am haaretz in the
sense that he is not fully observant of Torah law. x;,::i1 - But
here, in this Baraisa which rules that an am haaretz is ineligible
to complete the zimun quorum, l'l'?.P. '~'?!?1 u;1"7 Y1tcv till~
H'?l?ll ,,l'.C~ ,:,r1 1 - we are dealing with someone who is
considered an am haaretz according to the Rabbis who
dispute the view of R' Meir. J<?;.IJ 1 - As it was taught in a

ACCOUNT OF AN AM HAARETZ. (81

,,,,tc

,,,,tc

NOTES
1. Numbers 18:28-29 (see, however, marginal note). In the passage Leviticus 27:27,31 with Rashi, and Bava Metzia 53b, 54a).
dealing with the Leviim, God tells Moses (ibid. v. 26ff.): To the Leviim 6. Since this is the manner in which a waiter normally eats, he is deemed
shall you speak and you shall say to them ... from all your gift portions to be eating a proper meal, and as such is eligible to join in the zimun (cf.
you shall separate all of Hashem's terumah. The word "all" includes Ritua ). However, if someone else would eat without remaining seated, he
both terumas maaser and terumah gedolah. Thus, Scripture teaches that would not be deemed to be eating a proper meal and would be ineligible
the Levi must, at times, separate terumah gedolah as well as terumas to join in zimun (Rabbeinu Yonah to Mishnah mu';,tu ;t"1; Rosh §1;
maaser (see Rashi).
Shulchan Aruch, Drach Chaim 193:2).
2. Ras hi to Beitzah 13b. Tosafos there question what sense it would make 7. As explained above (45a note 6), it is questionable whether Cutheans
to apply the verses in the reverse way. How could one entertain the notion are recognized as Jews. The Gemara therefore asks: Even if we are to
that if the terumah gedolah is preempted in ears the Levi must separate consider the Cuthean a regular Jew, we should be unable to join in zimun
it, but if it is preempted after piling he is exempt? Why, the obligation on account of him. Since Cutheans are generally lax in their Torah
to separate terumah gedolah is certainly more appropriate after the observance, a Cuthean is presumably no better than an am haaretz (i.e.
grain has been fully processed and smoothed out in a pile! Tos. HaRosh an unlearned person - see Gemara below).
here answers that perhaps the Torah penalized the Levi in a case where 8. I.e. Torah scholars do not join in zimun with an am haaretz. The
he took his portion before piling, when he should have realized that that essence of zimun is that when three people join in a collective meal they
terumah gedolah had not yet been separated, but exempted him if he afterwards join in a collective blessing to Hashem for His bountifulness.
took it after piling, when he might have thought that terumah gedolah It is unfitting for Torah scholars to offer a joint blessing with those who
had already been separated. See Tosafos there for another explanation. never bothered to learn the Torah's precepts. However, if three amei
3. Produce attains the status of"grain" only after its raw processing has haaretz eat together, they must join in zimun with each other (Ritua;
been completed - viz. it has been threshed and heaped in a pile. At this Beur Halachah to 199:3 11t.ll y,xn Oll ;t"1 and ,,',y pmm ;t"1).
point, it reaches the stage of being subject to the separation of terumah.
Now, the Mishnah states without qualification that we may join in
Since terumah gedolah must be set aside before maaser, as Scripture zimun on account of a Cuthean, and this implies that even Torah
states (Deuterorwmy 18:4): The first of your grain shall you give to him scholars may do so. Why is the Cuthean better than an am haaretz in this
[the Kohen], the Kohanims' monetary right to their just share goes into regard? (Ritva).
effect at the time of piling. Accordingly, if the Levi preempted the Kohen 9. Literally: a colleague. Torah scholars are called O'"J:;)Q, colleagues,
after the piling, he must separate terumah gedolah from his maaser so because they are joined in a true friendship, a friendship for the sake of
that he may reimburse the Kohen for the missing measure of terumah.
Heaven (Rambam, Commentary to Mishnah, Demai 2:3). In its purest
However, ifhe preempted the Kohen while the produce was yet in ears, form, the title 1:;)IJ, colleague, is reserved for someone who commits
he need not separate terumah gedolah, since before the piling the himself to an extra measure of scrupulousness with respect to the strin·
Kohanim had no monetary right to the potential measure of terumah gent laws of tumah, terumos and maasros (see Rambam, Hil. Mishkau
that was in the share taken by the Levi (Rashi ).
U'Moshav 10:4, and Hil. Maasros 10:1; see also Mishnah, Demai ibid.).
4. See 45a note 4.
[The Mishnah teaches that a Cuthean is considered a Jew, and thus, if
5. When one redeems his own maaser sheni or produce which he himself he is a learned person, even Torah scholars may join inzimun on account
consecrated, he must add a fifth to the original value (Rashi; see of him (see 45a note 6).]
0
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tll)' ,np.t:C - WHO IS considered AN AM
:i1::1~:;, ,,im ',~;x il'.t:CW ':7; - ANYONE WHO DOES

Y")~lJ

NOT take pains to EAT ms CHULLIN only IN a state of TAHARAH. [ll]
i,.t:el;I ':,11 '1!?'1 - THESE ARE THE WORDS OF R' MEm. tl'l?~q]
tl'"))?i.K - BUT THE SAGES SAY: ,~x,; ,,i:,;,,;;, ,wll'I? il'.t:CW ',; An am haaretz is ANYONE WHO DOES NOT TITHE ms PRO·
DUCE PROPERLY.l12l When the previous Baraisa stated that we do
not join in zimun on account of an am haaretz, it referred to one
who does not tithe his produce properly.(13J '11ivll' '.t:CJ:11:ll ,~tl1
'!IJ1:,1 '1o/ll'I? - And these Cutheans do tithe their produce
properly, '".!'i'.IT itrrl? xi:,,~1;x:;, !l'N1 ,xr.,:;,1 - for regarding
that which is written explicitly in the Torah, they are
scrupulous. ir., ir.,~1- ForthemastersaidinaBaraisa: ',;
c,m:ii :i;i 1i''Y!JvW l'Tl~l? - ANY COMMANDMENT THAT THE
CUTHEANS are known to OBSERVE, im, :,; l'i?"Ji?"J)? l'T~1tl
':7.t:C1iq'l? -THEYAREFARMOREMETICULOUSIN[ITSOBSERVANCEl
THAN JEWS ARE. Accordingly, we may join in zimun even with an
ordinary Cuthean.
Having mentioned the dispute as to the definition of "am
haaretz," the Gemara cites further opinions in this regard:

H;i1 1lt'I - The Rabbis taught in a Baraisa: Y")~;:t tll)' 1Mp.t:C
- WHO IS considered AN AM HAARETZ? n.t('"li? .K".lii' il'.t:CW ',;
n,")tJW1 n,:;i1ll' SIY,l,V - ANYONE WHO DOES NOT RECITE THE
SHEMA in the EVENING AND the MORNING.[r4J ip?'?~ ':,11 ''1!?'1
- These are THE WORDS OF R' ELIEZER. ir.,i.K ll~i:,~ ':,11 - R'
YEHOSHUA SAYS: 1'?'!;11;\ IJ'~Y.I il'.t:CW ',; - An am haaretz is
ANYONE WHO DOES NOT DON TEFILLIN. il;li.K '.K!ll 1~ - BEN
AZZAI SAYS: ;·,q:;i:;, n,;,!'i ;', 1'.t:CW ':7; - An am haaretz is ANYONE WHO DOES NOT HAVE TZITZIS ON ms GARMENT.U5l ,:,11
il;li.K TJ:1~ - R' NASSAN SAYS: in.J;l!;l ',p l'TJU)? 1'.t:CW ',~ - An
am haaretz is ANYONE WHO DOES NOT HAVE A MEZUZAH ON

ms home's ENTRANCE. ir.,i.K tJ'?.i' ,~ Ttl~ ,:,11 - R' NASSAN
BAR YOSEF SAYS: l'T1il'I ,1~7JJ7 tl?"J~I? il'~1 tl,~;i ;', Tli!W ',~
- An am haaretz is ANYONE WHO HAS SONS AND DOES NOT
RAISE THEM TO STUDY TORAH. tl'"))?i.K tl'")IJ!:$ - OTHERS SAY:
tl'l?~tJ '"J'l?7lJ Tlil:!)IQ x·',1 l'T~IV1 .K1j? 1,,1;1~ - EVEN if ONE
READ SCRIPTURE AND STUDIED MISHNAH, BUT HE DID NOT
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V,~v till l'T! '".It! - HE IS AN
.Kl1l'T ::i, ,~x - Rav Huna said: t1,,nx:ii :,::i',:, _

SERVE TORAH SCHOLARS,(161
AM HAARETZ.

The halachah fdllow; theT view of the Others.[17J

· ·· ~ - TT-,

A related incident is cited:

.K!;>'?r;tJJ ,~ .1<?1¥~1? ::i11

:,,7.~

l'l?T.t( x1, x~i:i ,~ '1?1 - Rami

bar Chama, in accordance with the previous ruling, did not
join in zimun on account of Rav Menashya bar Tachlifa,
.KJ:1!?7i'.11 ''1!r'l;l1 .K'J!r'l;I '~J:11 - who had learned Sifra,[18lSifreiU9J
and Mishnahs,(201 but who apparently had not served Torah
scholars. .K~IJ ,~ '1?11 M'W!r~ n~ ,:;, - When Rami bar Chama
passed away, x;i1 ,r.,~ - Rava said: ,~ 'l?11 M'W!r~ n~ .K?
.K~IJ - Rami bar Chama did not pass away for any reason
.K!;>'?r;tlJ ,~ .1<?1¥~1? !l".!tc l'l?T.t:C x·',1 .K?.t;c - other than for
not joining in zimun on account of Rav Menashya bar
Tachlifa.l211
The Gemara asks:
.K?~JJv1 - But it was taught in the Baraisa: tl'"))?i.K tl'")IJ!:$ OTHERS SAY: tl'l?~tJ ''1'l?7JJ IUl:!)IQ x·',1 l'T~!V1 .K'Jj? 1,,i;,~ - EVEN if
ONE READ SCRIPTURE AND STUDIED MISHNAH, BUT HE DID NOT
SERVE TORAH SCHOLARS, n~v till l'T! ,,q - HE IS AN AM
HAARETZ. And Rav Huna said that the halachah follows this view.
Since Rami bar Chama acted in accordance with halachah, why
was he punished?
The Gemara answers:
.K!;>'?r;tlJ ,~ .K?,V~'? !l1 ,~xw - Rav Menashya bar Tachlifa was
different than the am haaretz mentioned in the Baraisa,
n;i17 1:,7 Sll:!1W'?'1 - for he did in fact serve Torah scholars, :'1''1.i;t~tc i'1 x·',1 x1:, .K~IJ ,~ '1?11 - and it was Rami bar
Chama who was at fault because he did not investigate him
properly.
The Gemara cites another version of the explanation of Rami
bar Chama's error:
.t<p")qtc .K~1¥'? - A different version: Rav Menashya bar Tachlifa
was different than the am haaretz mentioned in the Baraisa,
1:,7
n;i111:i,~r.,u11? .KJ:ltil?Y.11¥ SIY.IIV"J - because he listened
to the teachings from the mouths of the Rabbis and reviewed
them, ~d therefore, 'l;l"J Tr?1l;I .1<~ 11:ir:;, - he was considered

o,,~,

NOTES
10. I.e. when the term am haaretz is used throughout Mishnaic learned Scripture and Mishnah can be deemed ignorant. Only one who
literature, to whom does it refer? (Rashi ).
has studied Gemara and acquired true comprehension of the Torah is
11. Although there is no prohibition against eating chullin that have considered learned (see Sotak 22a).
become tamei, Torah scholars in the Mishnaic period were generally 17. And accordingly, we do not join in zimun on account of one who did
careful not to eat chullin (i.e. unconsecrated foods) that were tamei.
not study Gemara; see incident cited below. Tosafos note, however, that
According to R' Meir, anyone who does not accept this stringency upon nowadays it is common practice to join in zimun with amei haaretz. This
himself is classified as an am haaretz in Mishnaic terms.
practice accords with the opinion ofR' Yose, cited in Tractate Chagigah
12. I.e. only one whose ignorance causes him to transgress the maaser (22a), that we should not disenfranchise amei haaretz by treating them
disdainfully (see Shulchan Aruch, Orach Chaim 199:3 with Magen
requirements is classified as an am haaretz.
Avraham
§1). Another reason for this practice (cited by Tosafos,
13. [And the reason we do not join in zimun with him is that the food he
ate is presumably untithed.] According to this interpretation, the Chagigah ibid. JXJ;l:J i1"1) is that the restriction against joining in zimun
Baraisa means that even a group of three amei haaretz does not join in with amei haaretz pertains only to Torah scholars (see note 8). We,
today, cannot consider ourselves Torah scholars to whom this rule
zimun, since the food that they eat is forbidden (Ritva).
applies.
14. [The three Torah passages that comprise the Shem.a recitation (see
Mishnah above, 13a) contain the fundamentals of the Jewish faith.] One 18. Sifra (also called Taras Kohanim) is a collection of Baraisos that exwho is so ignorant or lax that he does not even read these passages twice pound the Book of Leviticus. It is also known as Sifra D'vei Rav - The
daily as required is certainly unreliable in other matters of Torah law Book of the Yeshivah - because the students in Talmudical academies
were well versed in this work (Rashi to Chullin 66a :n ,::i, 1un i1"1).
(see Rashi to Sotak 22a; see also Tosafos there).
19.
Sifrei is a collection ofBaraisos that expound the Books of Numbers
15. [I.e. he wears a four-cornered garment and does not fulfill the
and Deuteronomy. It is called Sifrei (books) because it expounds two
Biblical obligation of tying tzitzis to the corners.]
books of Scripture, in contrast to Sifra (book), which expounds only the
16. C'J;l:;,q '1'J;l?J.:1 llilt:ll(J, serving Torah scholars, refers to the study called
book of Leviticus (Aruch i!lo 'll; Rabbeinu Chananel to Yoma 40b).
"Talmud" or "Gemara." Torah scholars and their students would
gather to discuss the meaning and underlying reasons of the Mishnah. 20. Literally: halachos. Mishnahs are concise formulations of law, and
The Gemara which we have today is a compilation of those discussions are thus aptly called halachos (see Rashi to Sotak 22a m:i',n i1"1i see also
·
(Rashi). The study of Scripture and Mishnah alone does not equip Beurei HaGra).
someone with the level of understanding necessary to properly apply 21. I.e. he was punished for treating Rav Menashya bar Tachlifa as an
what he has studied in actual practice. Thus, even a person who has am haaretz.
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like a young Torah scholar, even though he had not studied
with senior Torah scholars.[221
The Mishnah stated:
•i::,i ,w~1~n ',;,y ',:;:,.t;c - If ONE ATE TEVEL OR MAASEB rishon etc.
[whose terumah had not been taken ... we do not join in zimun
on account of him].
The Gemara asks:
.Kf;?'W' ',;,y - Regarding level, it is obvious that one who eats it
is ineligible to complete the zimun quorum![23l Thus, the Mishnah' s ruling seems superfluous. - ? The Gemara responds:
x;i,1=, x-C, - No! It is necessary for the Mishnah to state this
rule 1~:P11~ ',~::,y ',;,y:;i - in regard to .one who ate Rabbinically ordained level, and to teach that even one who eats food
that is merely prohibited Rabbinically is ineligible to complete
the zimun quorum.
The Gemara elaborates:
'1;11 ,:;,,;::i - What is an example of Rabbinically ordained tevel?
:l~i'~ 'l'.te'V Y,~¥:;i - It is produce grown in an unperforated
flowerpot.[241
The Mishnah continued:
•i::, l'Vi.K1 ,w~i.;, - IfoneateMAASEBBISHONetc. [whoseterumah

had not been taken ... we do not join in zimun on account of
him].
The Gemara asks:
.Kf;?'W' - This ruling is obvious.[251- ? The Gemara answers:
x;i,1=, x-C, - No! It is a necessary ruling, for the Mishnah is
dealing '1!;i:;) 'Y.l'"!i?l'.11¥ 111:p - with a case where [the Levi]
preempted [the Kohen] when the grain was already in a pile
and took the maaser rishon before the separation of terumah
gedolah. And when the Mishnah states, "maaser rishon whose
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terumah had not been taken," it means that only terumah
gedolah was not taken, but terumas maaser was taken.[261 l:'tt.l
'!:;).te?
::i1 i-1'?. ,i.;,.i;c1:;, .K)?'J::11 - If not for the Mishnah'~
teaching, you might have said that this maaser rishon is

x,,

permitted for consumption, as Rav Pappa said to Abaye
above.£271 rr,';? '~lf'i:;1 l? 3.71.;l'fil.;l .Kj? - [The Mishnah] therefore
informs us that such maaser rishon is considered tevel until the
terumah gedolah is separated, as [Abaye] answered him,[2s1
The next clause of the Mishnah stated:
'~I/! ,Wl11;1 - If one ate MAASEB SHENI etc. [or consecrated
produce that was not redeemed ... we do not join in zimun ~n
account of him].
The Gemara asks:
.Kf;?'W' - This ruling is obvious. - ? The Gemara answers:
x;i,1=, x-C, - No! It is necessary, for the Mishnah is dealing with
a case 1ti;i?i:t!? ~,;,~ x·r,, ~"Tl?~'¥ - where [the maaser sheni and
consecrated produce] were redeemed, but were not redeemed properly. 111:1,~~ ':;)! ',lJ 1x1,W 111:p '~W ,w~i, - In
regard to maaser sheni, it refers to a case where one redeemed
it by transferring its sacred status onto an unminted metal
slug, "":11?!\I tii;>;,iJ .1;11;,,, ,i,.i;c .K~)?!:111 - whereas the Merciful
One stated: and you shall bind up the money, [291 ci',J Vi!~ rii;,;,
i11~Y ''?¥ - from which we derive that maaser sheni may be
redeemed only with money that has an image imprinted on
it.[30]
tii;>;,:;i, 1x1i;, x-C,1 l1i?"!i? ':;)! ',l1 1',7r:,W Vi"Ji?lJ - In regard to
consecrated produce, it refers to a case where one transferred
its holiness onto real property rather than onto money or
other movable property, .. ,r, Di?1 rii;,;,tr TJJn,, ,i.;,.i;c .K~)?Q"ll whereas the Merciful One stated: and he shall give the
money, and it will pass to him. [a11
•i::,i

.NOTES
22. [According to this version, Rav Menashya bar Tachlifa never did been taken" (Rashi ). [The Mishnah teaches that the maaser is
study Gemara, i.e. he never participated in discussions aimed at prohibited.for consumption because of the potential terumah gedolah
clarifying the Mishnah. However, he did study the conclusions brought that it contains. This contrasts with the maaser mentioned in the first
about by those discussions, and as such knew the true meaning of the part of the Mishnah, which the Levi received when the grain was still in
Mishnahs. Therefore, he was different than the mere student of ears, and which is permitted without the separation of terumah
gedolah.]
Mishnah, whom the Baraisa classifies as an am haaretz.]
23. The first clause of the Mishnah stated that one who ate demai, i.e. 27. At the end of 47a, where Rav Pappa suggested that the verse which
produce that might not have been tithed, may join in zimun. The exempts the Levi from separating terumah gedolah from maaser that
obvious implication is that one who ate tevel, i.e. produce that was he received applies even to a case where he received the maaser from
definitely not tithed, may not join in zimun (Pnei Yehoshua; see also the pile.
Tzlach).
28. At the top of this amud, where Abaye rejected Rav Pappa's
24. Since the grain does not draw its nourishment from the earth, it is argument by citing a verse which indicates that in certain instances the
not subject to the Biblical laws of tithing. However, since the Rabbis Levi must separate terumah gedolah as well as terumas maaser from
imposed a tithing requirement on such produce, one who eats it without the maaser that he received (see notes 1 and 3 above).
tithing is ineligible to complete the zimun quorum.
The Gemara mentions produce grown in an unperforated flowerpot 29. Deuteronomy 14:25.
in contrast to that grown in a perforated flowerpot, which does draw 30. The word J;ll:"f resembles ri11:ir, which means form or figure. Maaser
nourishment from the ground through the perforation. Such produce is sheni may be redeemed only on coinage upon which a form or figure is
tevel even according to Biblical law (see Demai 5:10).
stamped. [There are Tannaim who rule that an unminted slug is
25. The Gemara understands the phrase "maaser rishon whose suitable for use in redeeming maaser sheni (see Bava Metzia 47b). Our
terumah had not been taken" as meaning that its terumas maaser was Mishnah must be teaching us that the halachah follows the opinion that
not taken (Rashi). Since such maaser rishon is tevel, it is superfluous a slug is unsuitable for this purpose (see Tosafos to Shabbos 128a i1"1
for the Mishnah to teach that one who eats it is ineligible to complete 1K1!JIU).]
the zimun quorum.
31. Actually, there is no such verse in the Torah. The Gemara is
26. Once the grain was processed and smoothed out in a pile, the paraphrasing Leviticus 27:19, which states: O~) 1'7:V q:;i1¥·91;9 n'l!i!;JC! IJQJJ
Biblical obligation to separate terumah gedolah had already taken ,':i, and he shall add a fifth of the money-assessment to it, and it sha!l
effect (see note 3). At that point, one fiftieth of the entire crop was pass to him. Tosafos (Shabbos 128a 1m1 i1"1) note that the Gemara will
due the Kohen as terumah gedolah. When the Levi received the sometimes quote a verse in an abbreviated paraphrase. Tosafos (ibid:)
maaser before the separation of terumah gedolah, one fiftieth of explain that although this verse specifies money, we can derive from it
what he received was the Kohen's rightful share. It is to this ·one that all forms of property other than land can be used to redeem
fiftieth that the Mishnah refers when it states "whose terumah had not consecrated property.
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if THE WAITER ATE LESS THAN AN
OLIVE'S VOLUME of bread ... we do not join in zimun on account of
him.
The Gemara asks:
xy,w!il - It is obvious that anyone who eats less than an olive's
volume is ineligible to complete the zimun quorum.c321 - ? The Gemara concedes that the ruling is unnecessary, but
explains why the Mishnah included it:
n~I:;> xiv,".! .K~J;l1
Since [the Mishnah] taught in its first
clause that if a waiter ate -an olive's volume of bread he
completes the quorum, n~I:;tt,> nin!i) .Kl],~ .K~J;I - it taught the
parallel law in the latter clause, that if the waiter ate less than
an olive's volume he cannot complete the quorum.
OR

,,,!.te -

The next clause of the Mishnah stated:
OR if A GENTILE ate with us,

,,73.7 T,~l?II? T,.tC ,,:;i!ttl -

WE DO NOT

JOIN IN ZIMUN ON ACCOUNT OF IIlM.

The Gemara asks:
xy,w!il - It is obvious that a gentile cannot complete the zimun
quorum, since the mitzvah of zimun does not apply to him. - ? The Gemara answers:
Wi?'?ll ,xl?:;i x~::i - What are we dealing with here? ?)?Ip ,~:;i
',;,y .K"?J - With a proselyte who was circumcised but did not
immerse himselfin a mikveh. The Mishnah informs us, by stating
that he cannot join in zimun, that his conversion is not yet
,;".! il?tc x1,1 ,!ii".! il?tc1 - For R' Zeira said in
effected.
the name ofR' Yochanan: ?i:l1tm ',;,a,ip ill,~ il,,te t17ts17 - One
can never become a proselyte unless he circumcises and
immerses in a mikveh. c331 x1n ,,:;i~ ',;,y x·C,1 M)?;ll - But as long
as he does not immerse, he is still a gentile.

m,,,

The Mishnah continued:

1::;r,111 .1,~l?II? l,.tC o,~~i?1 o,,~P,l
MINORS

ate bread,

o,w~ -

If WOMEN, SLAVES OR

WE DO NOT JOIN IN ZIMUN ON ACCOUNT OF

THEM.

The Gemara cites a ruling regarding minors:

c,1i,,te !:1".!J c,i;,;, ,;".!J il?tc - Rav Assic341said: n9,1P,~ ',~1iatt Wi?
,,73.7 T,~l?II? - We may join in zimun on account of an infant
resting in a cradle.
An objection is raised:
l~T;I .KlJl - But we learned in our Mishnah:

o::;r,1111,~l?II? 1'.tC -

o,~~i?1 o,,~P,l o,w~

IfWOMEN,SLAVESORMINORS ate bread, WEDO

NOT JOIN IN ZIMUN ON ACCOUNT OF THEM. -

The Gemara answers:

r~ l!~in7 ,;".!:;, il?tc1 xm - [Rav Assi] stated his ruling in
accordance with a teaching of R' Yehoshua hen Levi. inx,
,17. 1~ ll~in) ,; ".! - For R' Yehoshua hen Levi said: ,~ ?ll- ~~
1i)?tc'P - Although they said ,,7l[ T,~l?II? T,.tC n9,1P,~ ',~~iatt TYi?
- that we may not join in zimun on account of an infant
resting in a cradle, n1tvP.?. q,~9 in,x t'Will ',~~ - we may
nevertheless make him an accessory to nine adults in order to
complete a quorum of ten.cas1
,17.

The Mishnah stated further:

n,r;n~ nin~ ?;IJ:Clp IU)?Wttl -

BERACHOS

?-

A related statement is cited:
And R' Yehoshua hen Levi said: Ml[o/ T:I
T,!;l")y~,;, ,~l!l - Nine adult Jewish males and a Canaanite slave
combine to complete a ten-man quorum, i.e. a minyan. caGJ
This ruling is challenged:
,;,,.r:,,~ - They challenged R' Yehoshua ben Levi on the basis of
the following Baraisa:
ipr'?~ ,;,:;i ntpP,I? - There once
occurred AN INCIDENT INVOLVING R' ELIBZER, n9~:;>tt n,;,7 t>~:;i~W

,17. T~ ll~,n~ ,; ".! il?tcl -

n1tv11 .K¥1? x·C,, TEN

WHO ENTERED A SYNAGOGUE AND DID NOT FIND

men, the minimum number required to recite Kedushah,

n1tvP.?. ,n,?o/l'.ll ,,:;ill ,1r;iw1 -

ms

AND HE FREED

SLAVE AND

the minyan of TEN WITH mM. T,.tC i"]r;tW - Evidently, by freeing his slave, he was indeed able to complete the
minyan, , ".!t;IW x·C, - but without freeing his slave, .K"? - he
would not have been able to complete the minyan. This contradicts R' Yehoshua ben Levi's ruling that a slave can be used as the
tenth man in a minyan. - ? The Gemara answers:
1:::1,,'i'~~ ,,T;t - In the aforementioned incident, they needed two
to complete the minyan, for there were only eight men in the
synagogue, and R' Eliezer had two slaves with him. itr ,,r;iw He freed one slave, which gave him a total of nine adult Jewish
males, itr:;i i',!;l~l - and discharged the mitzvah of reciting
kedushah by using the other one to complete the minyan.
The Gemara questions R' Eliezer'sjustification for freeing his
Canaanite slave:
,:::,n ,,::i31,:::,,n, - But how could he do this? n,1n, :ii ,nxn, Why,
Yehudah said: ntP.P,~ i;,131 i"l!;lll i1r;t1'11?tt- ~~· :_
Anyone who emancipates his Canaanite slave transgresses a
positive commandment, ··~i:111-1.:i t:1::;r; t17l17,, ,l?~~w - for it is
stated, regarding Canaanite slaves: you shall work them
COMPLETED

·Ra~

O

forever. c371 - ? The Gemara answers:
,;117 - Freeing a slave for the sake of fulfilling a
mitzvah is different.C38l

,~xw n3~t,1

NOTES
32. [Why, the Mishnah's first clause stated that if the waiter ate an commandments. See Yevamos 46a-4 7b, where these matters are disolive's volume he can join in zimun, and the obvious implication is cussed in detail.]
that if he ate less than that amount he cannot join in zimun !] 34. The text has been emended in accordance with Mesoras HaShas and
The reason one must eat at least an olive's volume (kezayis) to join in Rashi tJ'lC i1"1.
zimun is that one who eats less than that measure is not required to 35. So that they may join in the special version of zimun that is recited
recite Bircas HaMawn (see Rashba to 48a xn i1"1). Alternatively, when ten people eat together (see Mishnah below, 49b). Rav Assi's
partaking of less than a kezayis of food is not classified as "eating" ruling was issued only in regard to the ten-man zimun [and does
(see 39a note 1), and thus, one cannot respond with Blessed is [He] of not contradict the Mishnah's ruling, which means that a minor is
Whose we have eaten etc. (Pri Megadim, in Eishel Avraham 197:4; see ineligible to complete the quorum for a three-man zimun] (Rashi; cf.
Mishnah Berurah 197:8). Cf. Chazon lsh, Orach Chaim 30:11. See also Tzlach).
Rashash.
36. [Canaanite slaves are converted to Judaism, but they differ from the
33. The Gemara in Tractate Yevamos (46b) derives from the "conver- standard convert in that they do not attain the full status of Jewish
sion" process of the Israelites at Mount Sinai that immersion is males. They are subject only to those commandments which pertain to
necessary to effect conversion. The verse states (Exodus 24: 8): And women (see Chagigah 4a), and are not eligible to form a minyan on
Moses took the blood and sprinkled it upon the people. Since there is an their own. R' Yehoshua hen Levi teaches that a Canaanite slave is
oral tradition that wherever sprinkling is required, it must be preceded nevertheless valid as the tenth member of a minyan, when the first nine .
by immersion, we can infer that immersion occurred as well (Rashi). members are adult males.]
[The conversion of a woman is effected by immersion alone, whereas 37. Leviticus 25:46.
that of a man, by circumcision and immersion. In all cases, the process 38. The mitzvah of reciting kedushah overrides the mitzvah to keep a
must be accompanied by the convert's sincere acceptance of the Torah's slave (see Rosh; cf. Ramban cited in note 40).
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The Gemara objects:
x,:, il1'~P,:;! il.t;e;i:::t ilJ¥Y,1 - This is a mitzvah brought about
through a transgression![391 - ? The Gemara answers:
,~xiv tl':.;111 ilJ¥t,l - A communalmitzvah, such as the recitation
of Kedushah by a minyan, is different. Although the fulfillment of
a personal mitzvah would not justify emancipating one's slave, the
fulfillment of a communal mitzvah does justify this. [4o1
The Gemara cites another statement by R' Yehoshua hen Levi
regarding a minyan:
'1?. 1~ lll!;,iiil? ':.;11 i>,.t;e) - And R' Yehoshua hen Levi said:
n9~:;:i:::i n,~7 tl'J.t;C tl':;11¥~ tl?ill'? - A person should always awake
early to go to the synagogue, il11!TP. t1li il~~'1 il;_mW ,,:;:i
tl'~ilti.K"!v - so that he should merit to be counted. among the
first ten. ,,1q.te o,i:c;i il.t;Cl;.l ,r,,!;1~)¥ - For even if one hundred
people come after him, tl?l:l! i:;,tv ,,?)! ',~? - he receives the
reward o( all of them.
The Gemara asks:
':}.l;ll?"J .Kj??Q tl?l:l! i:;,tv - Would it really enter your mind that he
receives the reward of all of them, and they do not receive any
reward at all?
The Gemara therefore emends the previous statement:
.Kl;l'.te .K?.tj: - Rather, say that R' Yehoshua hen Levi said: l'~J;lil
t:1?,:.i ,~~:;:i i;,tq ;', - They give him a reward equal to that of all
of [the one hundred who come later].[411
The Gemara cites a related ruling regarding a minyan :
x~,il ::i.1 ii,.i;c - Rav Huna said: 1'!;11~:'ft,l lii.t;e) il)!!¥l:l - Nine
men and the ark containing the Torah scrolls combine to
complete a minyan.
An objection is raised:
Tl?r;t~ ::i.1 i-1'?. ii,.i;c - Rav Nachman said to [Rav Huna]: tii.i;c1
.Klil .K1i'~ - But is the ark a person? How can it complete the
minyan?
Rav Huna therefore emends his statement:

BERACHOS

.K~lil ::i.1 i,;.i;c .K?.tj: - Rather, Rav Hunasaid: il1iqP,:;, T'J:ci~ il)!1¥.t-1
1'!;l1~¥t,l - Nine men who appear as ten combine to complete a
minyan.
The Gemara elaborates:
i-1? ' 11?.t;C - Some say that nine people appear as ten ,~~:;!t,l ,:;, when they are gathered together, for in that situation it is
difficult to discern their exact number. i-1? ' 11?.t;C1 - And some
say that nine people appear as ten ''11:;!t,l ,:;, - when they are
spread out, for in that situation they create the impression of
being greater in number.C421
The Gemara continues with a similar ruling regarding the
three-man zimun quorum:
,1;1,tc ,:;,1 ii,.i;c - R' Ami said: 1'!;l1~¥t,l n;iw1 ti'~'¥ - Two men and
the Sabbath combine to complete the three-man quorum; i.e.
when two men eat together on the Sabbath, they qualify as a
qurom for zimun.
Rav Nachman raises an objection similar to his previous one:
Tl?r;t~ ::i.1 i-1'?. ii,.i;c - Rav Nachman said to [R' Ami]: x1;~ n;iw1
Xlil - But is the Sabbath a person? How can it complete the
quorum?
R' Ami therefore emends his statement:
'l;l.te ':.;11 ii,.i;c X?.tj: - Rather, said R' Ami: tl't,l!;IIJ '1'1;l?lJ '~'¥
1'!;l1~¥t,l il!;l?t!:;! ilf n.tj: ilf 1'"!1trl?:::t - Two Torah scholars who
sharpen each other intellectually with their debates in halachah
combine to complete the three-man zimun quorum.[431
The Gemara provides examples of Torah scholars to whom this
rule applies:
x1,;,r:i ::i.1,mi, - RavChisdamotioned to indicate: ::i.11 x~~ ti:i:;:i
nww - This applies to scholars such as me and Rav Sheishess.
nww ::i.1,1qi, - Rav Sheishess motioned to indicate: x~~ ti:i:;:i
x1,;,r:i ::i.11 - It applies to scholars such as me and Rav Chisda.
The Gemara cites another ruling regarding the ten-man
quorum:
Htti' ':.;11 ii,.i;c - R' Yochanan said: ,,?)! 1'~1?!1? tr'1i!3 T!Ji?

NOTES
39. I.e. why is reciting Kedushah more important than keeping one's Hagahos HaBach and Maharatz Chayes for further discussion of our
slave? [The Gemara's objection is especially pointed in view of the fact Gemara.
that the mitzvah of reciting Kedushah is merely Rabbinic, whereas the 41. See Maharsha, who explains why this is so.
mitzvah to keep a slave is Biblical! (see Rosh).]
42. See Beurei HaGra, who explains in a fascinating manner that Rav
40. A mitzvah that is performed by a large group of people overrides a Huna meant this originally, and his statement that nine men and an
commandment that applies only to an individual, even where the public ark combine was an allusion to the rule that nine men who appear as
mitzvah is Rabbinic and the personal commandment is Biblical. R' ten combine.
Eliezer was thus allowed to free his slave in order to complete a minyan 43. Rav Nachman does not object to this ruling, as he did to the previous
and enable the public to fulfill the Rabbinic mitzvos of reciting the ones. The reason is that his difficulty with the earlier rulings lay in the
Kaddish and Kedushah prayers, although in the process he violated his fact that the same nine men who do not form a quorum when they are
personal Biblical mitzvah of retaining the slave (Rosh).
in a room that has no ark do form a quorum when they are in a room
Others explain the Gemara's answer as meaning that in this with an ark; and the same two men who cannot join in zimun on a
particular case the prohibition against freeing a slave did not apply, weekday can do so on the Sabbath. Since the ark and the Sabbath
because the Torah forbids one to emancipate his slave only if he does replace the missing person, Rav Nachman asked, "Is the ark a person?"
so as a gesture of kindness. One may emancipate his slave to repay and "Is the Sabbath a person?" In this case, however, R' Ami rules that
a favor or to derive any reasonable benefit. Therefore, R' Eliezer was the two Torah scholars who sharpen each other's minds always have
permitted to release his slave in order to complete the minyan (Ramban the status of three ordinary people. It would not be fitting to ask, "Is
to Gitiin 38b, found in the addendum to the standard edition of the sharpening of minds a person?" since the point is not that the act of
Ramban; Rashba and Ran to Gittin). One might ask, however, if sharpening replaces a person, but that these two themselves are
so it should be permitted to free the slave even to enable oneself to considered like three (Tzlach). [Perhaps R' Ami's reasoning can be
perform a personal nµtzvah! Why did the Gemara contend that it would further explained on the basis of the Gemara's expression above (top of
be a mitzvah brought about by a transgression? (Magen Auraham 45b) that three "minds" are needed in order to join in a collective
90:30, Turei Euen to Chagigah 2b). The answer is that if the only blessing to Hashem. That is, a collective blessing is appropriate when it
benefit to accrue would be the performance of a personal mitzvah, there represents no less than three different perspectives of Hashem's
would be no profit in freeing the slave, for the mitzvah would be the bountifulness. When two Torah scholars who hone each other's minds
result of having committed a prohibition. And passively neglecting the eat together, there are in effect three "minds" present, since each of
mitzvah and refraining from the prohibited act would therefore be them is constantly prodded by his fellow to new insights. Thus, they are
preferable to actively committing the prohibited act and performing the qualified to join in the collective blessing.] See also Tos. HaRosh.
mitzvah! The emancipation is justified - and thus permitted - only
Beurei HaGra explains that R' Ami meant this originally, and he
where it will lead to the performance of a public mitzvah (Chasam Sofer mentioned two men and the Sabbath because it was especially common•.
to Gittin 38b, Hagahos lmrei Baruch to Turei Euen loc. cit.). See in those days to gather for scholarly discussions on the Sabbath.
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- We may join in zimun on account of a minor who has
sprouted pubic hairs.l44l
The Gemara supports this statement:
,:;i;:r 'l?~ .K?~JJ - It was taught similarly in a Baraisa:
n1it71f 'tllfi .K'!;liJtq ll;'K - With respect to A MINOR WHO
GREW TWO pubic HAIRS,
,,7t7 T'~'?!l? - WE MAY JOIN IN ZIMUN
ON ACCOUNT OF HIM;
n1it7~ 'tlW .K'!;liJ .K·';:,1q1 - BUT as for
ONE WHO DID NOT GROW TWO ·pubi~ HAIRS,
,;~ti l'~!p!)? T'~ -

that the Baraisa supports R' Yochanan's opinion:
.K?lfii? .K~t!I .K:J - This is inherently contradictory. .r;t"l)?t( _
You said, in the first clause, T'~ n1it71f 'JJ!fi .K'!;liJ - that ifhe
grew two pubic hairs we indeed join in zimun on account of
him, which implies .K·', .K':;liJ .K·, - that if he did not grow two
pubic hairs, we do not join in zimun on account of him. ,,:,,
'~l;I - But then [the Baraisa] teaches in the latter clause: r~

1'~1

which implies that any minor is eligible to complete the zimun
quorum. We must therefore conclude that the latter statement
does not refer to all minors, but only to a specific class of minors.
,.Ki, ,~u1,tc? - What class of minors does this mean to include as
eligible fo~ zimun? i.1<7 - Is it not presumable that it means

WE MAY NOT JOIN IN ZIMUN ON ACCOUNT OF HIM.

ll;'K:\\ Y,j,1'7j?"J)? -

AND WE ARE NOT DISCRIMINATING WITH A

MINOR.[451

Noting an apparent contradiction within the Baraisa, the
Gemara proceeds to resolve the contradiction and thereby prove

ll;'K:\\ l'i,11j?"J)? -

WE ARE NOT DISCRIMINATING WITH A MINOR,

NOTES
44. A male is considered an adult when he reaches his thirteenth zimun quorum, even though he is still considered a minor in all other
birthday and grows two pubic hairs long enough to be folded over in respects (Rashi; see Orach Chaim 55:9; cf. Tosafos cited below, 48a note
half (Shulchan Aruch, Drach Chaim 55:9 and Even HaEzer 155:17-18). 1).
R' Yochanan teaches that if a boy developed the two pubic hairs prior 45. The apparent meaning of this clause is that we do not exclude anY
to his thirteenth birthday, he becomes eligible to complete the minor from joining in the zimun quorum.
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to include a minor who has sprouted two

,p~l:!ic hairs? Thus, the Baraisa corroborates R' Yochanan's teach-

jng!lll
Nevertheless, the Gemara concludes:
Nnl'IV.))tp ,~;:r ?!?:;i x,t,;,?iJ n,17.1 - However, the halachah does not
.foll~w any of these teachings,l21 ll?m ::i1 1)),t(1 l<lJ ,:;, i<?,tt ~ther, it follows that which Rav Nachman said:(31 l/1,~tr l\"i?
p~.,::i~ ,~? - A minor who knows to Whom we recite the
bie;;b1.g, ,,7~ l'~l?!l? - we join inzimun on account ofhim.l41
i. The Gemara relates an incident which clarifies the previous
ru]ing:

1 ;.r,~i? ,~.i;,? rn::, x;11 '!;;,~ - Abaye and Rava were sitting
b;foreRabbahin their childhood. n;1 ,n'? 11),tc - Rabbahsaid
to them: 1,:;,;;)? '~? - To Whom do we recite the blessing?
r.t'1 ' 1l?.1$ - They said to him: l<~)?l:J".!? - To the Merciful One.
:J'l'.1? l<!?'t'l l<~)?l:J".!1 - He retorted: And where does the Merciful
one dwell? l<??l? '))tp? 'm~ x; 1 - Rava pointed upward to the
ceiling, l<?))tp '~?.:;, 'm~ x1;'? i'~~ '!;;,~ - Abaye went outside
and pointed towards the sky. n; ".! ,n'? 11),tc - Rabbah said to
them: ~n,1q H;".! ,::i,7,n.1.:1 - Both of you will grow up to be
Rabbis,l5l
The Gemara comments:
'llil'l<
1 u,~tr - This is an example of what people say:
l/;1? ~,~~~; l'!im~ l'~,:.i - Small pumpkins are discernible when
they burst forth from their sap,161
;i:.1,

,,~x

The Gemara cites a ruling regarding the ten-man zimun quorum.
;.r,,,ip~ .rt?.'W i;;, ?.tm~w ::i11 i-1''1!;1 n7,n~ ::i1 11),tc - Rav
Y~hudah the son of Rav S~uel bar Shilas s~d in the name of
Rav: i'1? ?~,tc 11J,tt1 H'J ,r,;,,tc il~tpT:I - If nine men ate bread

::i,,
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produced from grain and a tenth one ate a vegetable, l'!;li\1¥~
- they combine to effect the ten-man quorum.1 71
A related discussion is cited:
x,,T ,:.,, ,~x - R' Zeira said: n,,n, ::i1,, n,~,~ 'l<l/l;I - I
in~~~d of-Rav Yehudah: mi, il~~tp· - ·If only eight people ate
bread and two ate vegetables, what is [the law]? mi, n~;,w Furthermore, if only seven ate bread and three ate vegetables,
what is [the law]? '? 11),tc - He said to me: l<~tp l<'? - It is
no different. In these cases, too, the ten people combine to form
a quorum.
R' Zeira continues:
,r, x,37:.,,~ x·r, ,x,, illUW - Regarding a case where only six ate
b~ead ~d four at~ v~getables, I certainly did not inquire, for I
knew on my own that they cannot form a quorum.
R' Zeira's opinion is disputed:
il?l?i' ,:;,1 i-1'?. ii,,tc - R' Yirmiyah said to him: x·r,1 J;li~~ 1'!?W
':J? l<?)?;;,'J:( - You acted properly in refraining from inquiring
about this case, but for the opposite reason. ,xi, !<)?)?12 D,tll'J There, in the case where seven ate bread and three ate vegetables,
what is the reason that they do combine to effect the quorum?
x;~, x;'J:(1 c,w~ - It is because there is a majority of the
ten-man total consisting of those who did eat bread. ,~~ l<!?l'J Here, too, although only six ate bread, x;,, l<~'J:( - there is a
majority consisting of those who ate bread. It is therefore obvious
that they can combine with the four who ate vegetables to form a
quorum.
The Gemara explains R' Zeira's reasoning:
wv:;i ,;;,?,~1 x~,, ,~9 1il'J:(1 - But [R' Zeira] holds that a
noticeable majority of bread eaters is necessary to effect the
quorum.l8l

NOTES
extraordinary, and indicated that they were destined for greatness (see
ingwith a minor who has sprouted two pubic hairs, and we may join in Maharsha and lyun Yaakov; see also Sifsei Chachamim). This would
zimun on his account even before his thirteenth birthday (Rashi ).
seem to support the opinion of Rif (cited in note 4) that Rav Nachman's
[Tosafos (on 4 7b 1up il"1) ask: Why is the latter clause necessary at all? ruling, that we join in zimun on account of a minor who knows to Whom
The first clause already stated explicitly that we may join in zimun on we recite the blessing, pertains even to a minor who has not yet sprouted
account of a minor who grew two pubic hairs! There is no need for the pubic hairs. See, however, Tosafos xn::i:,n n,',, il"1 and ":J.K il"1.
latter clause to teach this obliquely. Tosafos therefore explain that the 6. AB soon as a pumpkin begins to sprout from the vine, transforming
term "a minor who sprouted," which R' Yochanan employed, refers to from the sap in the vine to a budding fruit, one can discern whether it
a minor whose pubic hairs have just begun to sprout and have not yet will develop into a good pumpkin or not (Rashi ). [Similarly, the future
grown to the length required for establishing adulthood (see 47b note Torah scholar can be recognized when he is yet a child.]
44). Now, the Baraisa's first clause teaches explicitly that we may join in
Rashi cites other texts which read: l.1'1'. i'l'~j2Y,l l':fl::l p:i-1::i, a young
zimun on account of a minor who has produced two full-length pubic pumpkin is discernible from its nest, i.e. from the earliest stage of its dehairs. The Gemara must infer from the latter clause that this rule holds velopment, when it is like a young bird in its nest. [See Succah 32b with
true even in regard to a minor whose pubic hairs have only begun to Rashi.Kl'p,n::ixn',nxn',nn"1foranotherpossibleinterpretationofi'l'~j2.]
sprout. See Pnei Yehoshua for a defense of Rashi's approach.]
7. Although the tenth man does not recite Bircas HaMazon, he can join
2. The consensus of the Rishonim is that this refers to all the lenient
the other nine in saying, "Blessed is [He] of Whose we have eaten," and
rulings cited above, beginning with Rav ABsi's statement that we may
is thus fit to complete the quorum (Mishnah Berurah 197:7). However,
join in zimun on account of an infant in a cradle. We do not follow any
the leader of the zimun must be one of those who ate bread (Orach
of these rulings in practice. Cf. Rabbeinu Tam cited by Tosafos, and Baal
Chaim 197 :2 with Mishnah Berurah §13; see Gemara and note 17 below).
HaMaor.
[For a discussion of whether the three-man zimun quorum can similarly
3. I.e. the only lenient ruling which we follow in these matters is that of be formed by two who ate bread and one who merely ate a vegetable, see
Rav Nachman (Milchamos Hashem).
Tosafos m11un il"1, Rif, Rabbeinu Yonah, Rosh and Orach Chaim 197:3.]
4. Regardless of whether he sprouted pubic hairs (Rif; Rambam, Hil.
8. I.e. at least a two-thirds majority consisting of bread eaters is required,
Berachos 5:7). [Accordingly, the Mishnah's ruling that we do not join in and that calls for no less than seven people (Rabbeinu Yonah).
zimun on account of a minor refers only to a minor who does not know
Rashi seems to have had a different version of the text, according to
to Whom the blessing is being addressed.] Others maintain that Rav which R' Zeira said: '? .K;J?~'l;l x", x1 'l mew, "Regarding a case in which
Nachman is referring only to a minor who has sprouted pubic hairs. In six people ate bread and four ate vegetables, it is regretful that I did
contrast to R' Yochanan who rules that such a minor is always eligible not inquire whether they can form a quorum." According to this
to complete the zimun quorum, Rav Nachman adds the qualification version, R' Zeira was uncertain of the law concerning this case, because
that he must know to Whom the blessing is addressed (Ri, cited by he entertained the possibility that a two-thirds majority consisting of
Tosafos, and Rosh, according to Beis Yosef, Orach Chaim 199; cf. Ma- bread eaters is necessary (see Rashi, Bach and Mesoras HaShas ).
harik §49 cited by Beis Yosef ibid.). The prevailing custom, however, is
Beis Yosef (Orach Chaim 197) points out that according to Rashi's
not to join in zimun on account of anyone less than thirteen years of age text, since R' Yirmiyah was positive that six bread eaters suffice, whereas
(Rama, Orach Chaim 199:10).
R' Zeira was in doubt, the halachah should follow R' Yirmiyah. How-

1. The final clause of the Baraisa thus means that we are not discriminat-

5. Abaye and Rava were evidently so young when this incident occurred
that their ability to answer in the manner that they did was somewhat

ever, according to our texts, in which R' Zeira is certain that there is
a difference between a two-thirds majority and a simple majority
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The Gemara cites a related incident:

4:, ,1:J~ Xt'!?''1 '::,''1!\1 xi:ii?i,, x;i7i, 'X~! -

KingYannai and the
;;~;en ~ere eating bread together, in the company of members
iofYannai's court, m7 ,;:i,,;7 W'~'l:t l'I'? i1Jt! x-t, n;i171;,7 ?~?.1~'
and since [Yannai] had massacred the Rabbis, he did not
;fiiave anyone to recite Bircas HaMazon for them.r91 n7 ii,,te

i}-

;~in.r;,';i? - He said to his wife: 17 ':l'J;)?"J x,~~ 17 :l'l'.l? 1xi, - If

~~1orily

there were someone who could give us a person who would
\'beabletoreciteBircasHaMazonforus. l1'?i11J?,tC- Shesaid
?to him:

48a2
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l'I'? l;\1l7~1? x.i,1 x1~~ ':J7 X~'J:1'?" 'l:t1 '? Y~JJl¥.t:C -

Swear

Yto me that if I bring you such a person you will not persecute

\Iwn. ::t? Y~.!:11¥.t:C - He swore to her. "~IV 1~ 11YJ?W7 "'J)'J:l'!.te
She then brought Shimon hen Shatach, her brother,[10]
.··1;,,1', r.t'1'"11'~ n,;mx - [The king] sat [Shimon hen Shatach]

.• Irnn,t< -

;~~een himself ~d [the queen]. l'I'? ii,,te - [The King] then
:said to him: ':J? X~'"'!;)! X1i?! i1~~ n'R' - Do you see how much
;honor I am according.you? · l'I'? ii,,te - [Shimon hen Shatach]
replied: '? n1?,1ll Xj? r;i.te ix'? - It is not you who accords me
honor, '? X1i?1ll1 x,:, Xl)'?11X x7~ - rather, it is the Torah I
:l'J:l~"J - As it is
have learned that accords me honor.
written:1111 "i1!i?!\11JJ;1 ,:;, ':)i~~l;I ;l~J?11J;l'
Caress [the

rJ°"{'??Q,; -

Torah] and it will upliff you, it will honor you when you
embrace it. n'? ii,,te - Thereupon, [King Yannai] commented

to [the queen]:
',~i?I? X71 n,ri, Xi? - You see that he does
not accept authority!r 12i ,;:i,,;7 x9;i M'?. ,::ip? - In any event,
they gave [Shimon hen Shatach] a cup of wine over which to
recite Bircas HaMazon. 11a1 ii,,te - He said: l'1;~ '~'tr How should I recite the blessing?
'X~! ',~,teW l,,;i
- Shall I say: "Blessed is [He] of Whose Yannai and his friends
have eaten?"r141 x9;i x1n:,7 M'!J;IW - He therefore drank that
cup of wine;
':J''1;1 X~'"'!t!.15 x9;i M'? l:lt)? - they gave him
another cup and he recited Bircas HaMazon over it.!15l
Shimon hen Shatach's action is criticized:
q~i,,, ,:;,1 ii,,te) x;i,tc ,~ X'?IJ ':;111 l1'1!\1 x;i.te ,:;,1 ii,,te - R' Abba the
son of R' Chiya bar Abba said (in the name of R' Yochanan):r161
,:))!1 M~IV 1~ 11YJ?W - Shimon hen Shatach, who did this act of
reciting Bircas HaMazon for the sake of those who ate the
meal, even though he himself merely drank a cup of wine,
,:))!1 Xli1 n,i, 1
did so according to his personal opinion, as
none of the Rabbis agree with him that this is proper. · ii,)$ '~lJ1
H1'1' ':;11 ii,,te x;i,tc ,~ X'?IJ ':;11 - For so said R' Chiya bar Abba
in the name of R' Yochanan: '1? o,:;,1;:r n~ x,;,ll 1l'.te
p;i;,n - Never can one help the public discharge their Bircas
HaMazon obligation by reciting it on their behalf n!I!\1 ?~X'IV ,l'
Wl - unless he eats an olive's volume of food produced from

,~w~ ,,,,;m

~7 -

07,si7

grain,[17] [18)

NOTES
(a factor not considered by R' Yirmiyah), the halachah follows R' Zeira Chaim 197:2; cf. Rosh 7:21 and Tur, Orach Chaim §197).
Only one who has eaten a kezayis of bread, and who is himself
that six bread eaters and four vegetable eaters do not combine to effect
the ten-man quorum. This is the opinion of most authorities and obligated to recite Bircas HaMazon, may help others discharge their
Shulchan Aruch, Orach Chaim 197:2. See Mesoras HaShas for another obligation through his recitation. In this respect, Bircas HaMazon is
unlike other blessings such as Kiddush. In regard to Kiddush and similar
interpretation of the expression'? X'.Y,:a!'l;l x':> wn m~tv9. Yannai was a member of the Hasmonean dynasty who served as both blessings (i.e. all blessings other than those recited before eating), the
king and Kohen Gadol in the latter part of the Second Temple period (see rule is that even one who presently has no obligation (e.g. he already
above, 29a, where his precise identity is discussed). However, he was of heard Kiddush) may recite it on behalf of those who are obligated. This
questionable lineage. The Gemara in Kiddushin (66a) relates that when is based on the principle ofm:i1:i.,, shared responsibility; i.e. since all Jews
one of the Rabbis suggested that Yannai was halachically unfit to serve are responsible for one another (il!? ni 0':;113/ 71511¥' 7~), one person is
as a Kohen, he massacred the Rabbis (Rashi). See Tzlach and Sifsei deemed obligated by virtue of the other person's need (see Rosh
Hashanah 29a with Rashi). In regard to Bircas HaMazon, however,
Chachamim.
since it is stated (Deuteronomy 8:10): And you will eat, be satisfied and
10. Shimon hen Shatach was the head of the Great Sanhedrin, and
bless Hashem, the rule is that one who did not eat cannot bless Hashem
brother of the queen. When Yannai massacred the Rabbis, the Queen
on behalf of others. However, this limitation of the principle of shared
managed to hide him and save him from certain death (see Rashi to
responsibility is a Rabbinic rule, with the verse serving as a mere
Kiddushin 66a). [He remained in hiding until this incident. See
asmachta [i.e. Scriptural support] (Rashba and Ritva, based on
Yerushalmi, Beraclws 7:2 for a different version of the incident.]
Yerushalmi; see there for a discussion of Shimon hen Shatach's opinion;
11. Proverbs 4:8.
cf. Tosafos; see also following note).
12. I.e. your brother's disrespect for the monarchy proves that I was 18. Rashi notes that, presumably, Yannai and his retinue who particijustified in having the Rabbis executed (Rashash).
pated in the royal feast had eaten their fill, yet the Gemara implies that
13. Bircas HaMazon is customarily recited over a cup of wine, in the same Shimon hen Shatach would have been justified in reciting Bircas HaMamanner as the Kiddush and Havdalah blessings. There is a dispute as to zon on their behalf if he had eaten a mere kezayis of bread. Thus,
whether this is required or optional, and whether it pertains only when although eating a kezayis engenders only a Rabbinic obligation to recite
there is a zimun or even when one recites Bircas HaMazon alone (see Bitcas HaMazon, whereas eating one's fill engenders a Biblical obligation (as stated above, 20b), even one who merely ate a kezayis can recite
below, 52a, Pesachim 105b and 117b, and Orach Chaim 182:1).
14. Since I did not partake of any food or drink, I cannot possibly begin Bircas HaMazon on behalf of those who ate their fill. A person who is in
with the standard Let us bless [He] ofWhose we have eaten. Do you expect any way obligated to recite Bircas HaMazon - even Rabbinically - can
me to say "Let us bless [He] of Whose Yannai and his friends have help others discharge their obligation with his recitation, even if they are
obligated Biblically.
eaten''? (see Rashi).
However, this seems to contradict the statement of the Gemara above
1
15. The term i1 ?':;l!$, eating, includes drinking as well. Thus, by drinking
(20b) that a minor, whose obligation, to recite Bircas HaMazon is of
the first cup of wine, Shimon hen Shatach became eligible to say the
Rabbinic origin (so that he becomes accustomed to do mitzvos), can
standard ;',~r,i u't;)J:<~ 711:;i~. Let us bless [He] of Whose we have eaten. We recite it only on behalf of one who is similarly, Rabbinically obligated
learn from this incident that when the majority of the quorum ate bread,
(e.g. someone who ate a mere kezayis ), but not on behalf of one who ate
those in the minority may join them for zimun even if they merely drank
his fill and is Biblically obligated!
wine [or any beverage other than water] (as the Gemara concludes
Rashi explains that a minor actually has no personal obligation at all
below, 48b; see Orach Chaim 197:2).
to recite Bircas HaMazon. Rather, it is the father's obligation to train his
16. The parenthesized words seem to be a copyist's error, for since R' minor son to perform mitzvos (see Chidushei R' Reuven, Succah §1 §2,
Abba goes on to cite a statement ofR'Yochanan as proof to his current and Kehillos Yaakov §15). Since the minor himself has no obligation, his
comment, the current comment is obviously not a direct quote of R' Yocha- recitation is not effective on behalf of one who is obligated Biblically. By
nan himself (see Mesoras HaShas ). However, Tzlach resolves our read- contrast, an adult who ate a kezayis, and who thus has a personal
ing by explaining that when R' Abba attributed his current comment to Rabbinic Bircas HaMazon obligation, can recite it on behalf of others,
R' Yochanan he was not making a direct quote, but meant that this could even if their obligation is Biblical.
be inferred from the statement ofR' Yochanan that he then cited.
Rashi also cites the opinion of Halaclws Gedolos, who maintains that
17. I.e. bread (Rambam, Hil. Beraclws 5:8; Shulchan Aruch, Drach one who ate a mere kezayis is eligible to recite Bircas HaMazon only on
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R' Yochanan's ruling is challenged:
''!l'J:I'~ - They challenged this ruling on the basis of the
f~llowing Baraisa:
7.15'?)?~ 1~ TiP)?W t;i1 - RABBAN
sBJMON BEN GAMLIEL SAYS: Di)lgll !l'QiJl M?)! - If ONE ENTERED
a room where a group was dining AND RECLINED on a couch to
:eat WITH THEM.
X?.1$ Di)lgll 7!ilt,, x·I., '"'~~ - EVEN IF
HE MERELY DIPPED a vegetable IN BRINE and ate it TOGETHER
WITH THEM, n1J.15 n,~,,~ X?.1$ DiJ)gll 7:;l,tc x"',, - OR HE MERELY

,~,x

,,~q

ATE

ONE DRIED FIG TOGETHER WITH THEM,

C!'ltJ~t,I -

HE

with them to effect a quorum for zimun. The
expression "he combines with them" implies that he is on a
par with them and can even recite Bircas HaMazon on their
behalf. This contradicts R' Yochanan's ruling that only one who

'COMBINES
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ate a kezayis of bread may recite Bircas HaMazon on behalf of
others.1191 - ? The Gemara answers:
ct'ltJ~t,> ';11,tJ~J:C - The Baraisa means only that with respect to
combining to form a quorum, he combines with them; I.,~~
lti~'" '1? D'Z11;:t n,tc x,:,;:,? - but as for helping the public
discharge their Bircas HaMazon obligation, n!I!jl l.,;,x~iv ill
1~1 - he is ineligible unless he eats an olive's volume of food
produced from grain.
A concurring opinion is cited:
,,;,~ ,~r;i,i:c - It was similarly stated: n1,n? ,!ii x~i:r !l'J ,~,tc
1<~11 l'l'~!ft,> - Rav Chana bar Yehudah said in the name of
Rava: x"',

,r,,~~

NOTES
behalf of others who similarly ate less than their fill (and who are Rosh and Shulchan Aruch, Drach Chaim 197:4.
similarly subject to only a Rabbinic obligation). This is also the opinion 19. Ritua. The challenge is based on the presumption - which the
of Rambam, Hit. Berachos 5:15-16. However, Rashi rejects this opinion Gemara knows to be correct - that Rabban Shimon hen Gamliel's
on the basis of our Gemara's implication, as explained above. For a ruling is undisputed. Thus, one cannot brush it aside as merely
resolution of this opinion, see Kesef Mishnah to Hil. Berachos loc. cit. concurrent with the personal opinion of Shimon hen Shatach but not
See Tosafos p, n,1::, ',::,x'lU 1l7 n",, for yet a third opinion, based on the halachically valid (ibid.; cf. Tzlach; see Hagahos HaBach for an
opinion cited above in note 17 (see also above, 20b note 22). See also alternative version of the text).
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,,:l/:;i .K?-!_:C tlij)?l1 ?~t,, - Even if one merely dipped a vegetable in
brine and ate it together with [a group of bread eaters], .K·,1
l11J.te l1j~ii 1 .K?-!_:C tlij)?l1 ?~,te - or merely ate one dried
together with them,
he combines with them to
form a quorum. tll)~in ,,, 1:11:i;i1;:r l1,!_:C .K'~iil?l - But as for
helping the public discharge their obligation, .K,!!';~ ;3,,tc he can.not help them discharge [their obligation] by reciting
Bircas HaMazon for them H1 i,,y:;, ?~.K'W i)! - unless he eats
an olive's volume of food produced from grain.
The Gemara cites a final ruling concerning this matter:
.K~11 :,i,r,,1q~ il1lil) ,~ .1<;1J ::i1 ,r,,,te - Rav Chana bar Yehudah
said in the name of Rava: .Kl1:J?il - The halachah is that
1,~ '1¥ OtJ illJ!¥1 i'1? ii?.~ ?~,te - fr'~~e ate a vegetable leaf or
drank a cup of wine, CJ".1TJ¥~ - he combines with others who
ate bread to complete the zimun quorum.[!! .K,!!'iil? - But as for
helping the public discharge [their obligation], i)! .K'!!'i~ ll'.te
H1 n,y:;, ,~.K~W - he cannot help them discharge [their
obligation] by reciting Bircas HaMazon for them unless he eats
an olive's volume of food produced from grain.

rrw¥~ -

fig

Having concluded its discussion concerning the zimun quorum,
the Gemara turns to the subject of Bircas HaMazon, relating how
its text was formulated:l2l
ll?r;t~ ::i1 ,r,,,te - Rav Nachman said: ntr n:;.i 1:i;i ?.tC"llf''? Til!l:l ilWb
11? 1:1ry7 i1?W ill!IV=il - Moses composed for the nation of Israel
the Blessing of HaZan (Who nourishes) at the time that the
manna fell for them from heaven. Yj,te;:t n:;.i 1:i;i tliJ71il!l:l l!~iil)
Y1-te7 io~:;,~w Tt~ - Joshua composed for them the Blessing for
the Land, when they entered the Land of Israel. ilb"?l¥l in
t1'71¥l,) il~i:.i Uj?l:l - David and Solomon, together, composed
the Blessing of Boneh Yerushalayim (Builder of Jerusalem).
i1'l1 tl'?.Wli) 'lll i~ll ?,tc"Jif'' ?ll lil!l:l in - David, who conquered
Jerusalem, composed the segment, Have mercy, please, Hashem,
our God, on Israel Your people, and on Jerusalem Your city,
with which the blessing begins,
,,,~tr l1'~tr ?l! Til!l:l ilb"?l¥l
u;;i~trl - and Solomon, who built the Temple, composed the
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segment, and on the great and holy House, which appears
further in the blessing.l3J iJUj?l;l ii~:;,~:;, ::i,t,,l;ltrl ::ii~tr - The
Blessing of HaTov VeHaMeitiv (Who is good and Who confers
good), which is the fourth blessing of Bircas HaMazon, was
composed by the Sages in Yavneh, ,ry,~ ,Ji,q ,;~:;, - on
account of God's goodness towards the bodies of the slain Jews
of Bethar. .1<;r;ir,, ::i1 ,r,,,te1 - As Rav Masna said: 1:111::r il1i.K
il"Jl::lj.?? ,ry,~ 'Ji,q llT;l'~W - On that day on which the slain
Jews of Bethar were finally afforded burial, ::i;i,::r ii~:;,~:;, ~lj;!t;,
::l't,,l;ltr1 - [the Sages] in Yavneh composed the blessing contafu.ing th~ words HaTov VeHaMeitiv.r4i 1n,1,;,i'.l .K·,w ::i;i,::r - The
phrase HaTov (Who is good) refers to the fact that, miraculously,
[the bodies] did not decay, il"Jl::lj.?? UT;l,~1¥ ::l't,,l;ltrl - and the
phrase VeHaMeitiv (and Who confers good) refers to the fact that
ultimately they were afforded burial.
The Gemara cites a Baraisa which discusses the addition that is
made to Bircas HaMazon on the Sabbath:
H~1 u,tt - TheRabbistaughtinaBaraisa: -:,:~ t1t1?tr n~n:i:i ijQ
.K,i'.f - THE ORDER OF the blessings of BIRCAS HAMAZON IS AS
FOLLOWS: 1!tr n~-,:i:i il;iUi.K") il~1::;t - THEFIRSTBLESSINGisTHE
BLESSING OF HAZAN, fj,te;:t n:n:i;i ii?~!¥ - THE SECOND is THE
BLESSING FOR THE LAND, t:1'71¥~,, il~i:.S r,,l{,;,?1¥ - THE THIRD is
the Blessing of BONEH YERUSHALAYIM, ::l't,,l;ltrl ::i1i,::r i,,3,1,:;i-, THE FOURTH is the Blessing of HATOV VEHAMEITIV; l1~1{i:;i1 AND ON THE SABBATH,
il)?IJ~::;t tll~Q)?l il)?IJ~!\l ,,r:,r;,r,, - ONE
BEGINS the third blessing WITH words of CONSOLATION AND
CONCLUDES it WITH words of CONSOLATION,£5l tll'tr l1Wl,j.? ir,,tKJ
l1~)?,!_:C~ - AND MENTIONS THE SANCTITY OF THE Sabbath DAY IN
THE MIDDLE of the blessing.l6l ,r,,1.K ,n!'?~ ':i;l1 - R' ELIEZER
SAYS: M1)?1.K il)?IJ~!\l M"J)?l.K? il:¥1 - If ONE WISHES TO MENTION
[THE SANCTITY OF THE SABBATH DAY] IN the Blessing of CONSOLATION, HE MAY MENTION IT there; M"J)?l.K Yj,te;:t l1~i:;1!\l - if one
wishes to mention it IN THE BLESSING FOR THE LAND, HE MAY
MENTION IT there; M"J)?i.K il~!;l!!\l tll~~!J ~lj?l:11¥ iln!\l~ - and if
one wishes to mention it IN THE BLESSING THAT THE SAGES

NOTES
Furthermore, our nation's retention in exile of the spirituality that
to complete the three-man quorum all three must eat bread."However, permeated it when the Temple stood is analogous to the bodies'
this distinction is rejected by Tosafos (48a nlltun n"1), Rosh and others. retention of their freshness long after death. That miracle can therefore
inspire us to cleave to spirituality until our return to Zion (Tzlach; see
See Rashba, Ritva and Beis Yosef, Ora.ch Chaim 197.
2. As we shall learn below, the Torah commands us to recite three there for further elaboration).
blessings after eating bread: A blessing for the provision of nourish- 5. There are two existing versions of the opening phrase of the third
ment, a blessing for the inheritance of the Land of Israel and a blessing blessing of Bircas HaMazon. One is the commonly recited version: CllJ1
for the building of Jerusalem. However, the Torah does not ascribe ";]"J'.\I c 1'?iq1,; 7:)!) ";]l)l:)! ':>i:no/' 7:)! u,ry·',\'.I •n iq, Have mercy, please, Hashem,
any specific text to these blessings. (See above, 40b, where the possibility our God, on Israel Your people, and on Jerusalem, Your city etc. The
of reciting alternative texts is discussed.) The Gemara focuses on the second version is: ";]":)'.)I Cl'?tq111:;i u 1ry·',t1 ·n lll;ll=!J, Console us, Hashem, our
origin of the standard text (see Rashba and Tur, Ora.ch Chaim §188).
God, in Jerusalem Your city etc. (see Rif and Rambam, Hil. Berachos
3. The basic text composed by David and Solomon consisted of a prayer 2:4). The alternative version reflects the fact that the rebuilding of
that God continue to bless the Land with tranquility. Following the Jerusalem will be the solace of the Jewish people (Rahbeinu Yonah).
destruction and exile, the text was modified to embody a prayer for the Accordingly, this blessing is sometimes referred to as "the Blessing of
return of the Land, the Temple and the Davidic dynasty (Rashba, Tur Consolation." This title is not reserved for the latter version, but is
applied in general to the third blessing of Bircas HaMazon, both
ibid.; see note 11).
4. The great city of Bethar was the base of Bar Kochba's ill-fated versions of which discuss the rebuilding of Jerusalem. The Baraisa
rebellion against Rome, during the reign of Emperor Hadrian. When the teaches that on the Sabbath one begins and ends the third blessing in
Romans defeated the Jewish army, they avenged themselves by the usual manner, by invoking the consolation inherent in the
slaughtering hundreds of thousands ofBethar's inhabitants - and then rebuilding of Jerusalem. One may recite whichever version he prefers,
denying the Jews the right to bury their brethren. After the passage of whether the common one or the one which mentions consolation
years, Rabban Gamliel and his court in Yavneh fasted and prayed for explicitly (Rashi; see also Tosafos nr.im:i ',,nnr.i n"i; cf. Rif, who explains
many days, and Rabban Gamliel depleted his considerable inheritance that on the Sabbath one must substitute the alternative "consolation"
to bribe the Roman despots, until finally, permission for burial was version for the standard one; see also Rambam ibid. with Lechem
granted. Miraculously, although years had passed the dead bodies were Mishneh; Ritva; and Shulchan Aruch, Ora.ch Chaim 188:4 with Beur
HaGra).
still fresh and whole (Abudraham, Hilchos Berachos §1).
The Rabbis appended this blessing to that of Boneh Yerushalayim 6. [I.e. one inserts the ll:\!'?Qv] ol:\!l prayer (May it please You to give us
because the dignity of Israel that survived the destruction of the Temple rest etc.) in middle of the standard text of the third blessing. Unlike the
was cut down with the fall of Bethar and will return only when Amidah Prayer, where a specific blessing is recited for the Sabbath, no
Jerusalem is rebuilt (Yerushalmi, cited by Beis Yosef, Ora.ch Chaim 189). specific Sabbath blessing is recited in Bircas HaMazon.]
1. Rif states that this pertains only to the ten-man zimun quorum, but
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COMPOSED IN YAVNEH (HaTov VeHaMeitiv ), HE MAY MENTION IT
therePI t:1,1)?1.K t:1,~;m - BUT THE SAGES SAY: .K?~ :,t1)?1.K u,,tc
i;t7:\l il~JJ~:;i - ONE MAY NOT MENTION [THE SANCTITY OF THE
SABBATH DAY] anywhere EXCEPT IN the Blessing of CONSOLATION
ITSELF.
The Gemara asks:
.K~j? .K!lJ u,!iJ t:1,~;q - The opinion of the Sages is seemingly the
same as .that of the Tanna Kamma! Why are their views
presented separately?
The Gemara answers:
,;~,"! lil,)~,:;, .K;>'l'.C - There is a difference of opinion between
them concerning a case where it was already done, i.e. one
erroneously mentioned the sanctity of the Sabbath day somewhere other than in the Blessing of Consolation. According to the
Tanna Kamma, he need not repeat Bircas HaMazon, whereas
according to the Sages he must repeat it and recite the Sabbath
segment in its proper place.
The Gemara cites a Baraisa which discusses the Biblical sources
for the various blessings included in Bircas HaMazon:
m1'1 lll;l - The Rabbis taught in a Baraisa: llT~iJ n:;, 1~7 1'~~
n11.n::r 1~ - FROM WHERE IN THE TORAH can the obligation to
reciteBIRCASHAMAZONbe derived? il;,lt9o/ - FOR IT IS STATED:
And you shall eat, and you shall be satisfied, and you shall bless
Hashem, your God, for the good Land that He gave you. [BJ

T!iJ n:;, 1:;i 1T "N1;1 l;ll!;t!Vl 1;17;,~1,, - When the verse states AND
YOU SHALL EAT, AND YOU SHALL BE SATISFIED, AND YOU SHALL
TmS IS a reference to THE BLESSING OF HAZAN (Who
nourishes).[91 lll3fiJ n:;, 1 ~ IT. "':),l'J'7~ •;,· n~,, - When it states
HASHEM, YOUR GOD, TmS IS a reference to THE ZIMUNBLESSING.[101
Y1~0 n:;,·1~ n "Y1~tr7l)',, - When it states FOR THE LAND, TmS IS

BLESS,

BERACHOS

a reference to THE BLESSING FOR THE LAND of Israel. [UJ •·n~~ti ..
t:1,?tv•i! mt::i n - When it states THE GOOD, TmS IS a reference to
the Blessing of BONEH YERUSHALAYIM (Builder of Jerusalem),
,1;,11.1< .Km 1;,1 - AND so IT STATES elsewhere, in reference to
Jerusalem: "l#?trl ilftr ::mm i;:,;:,,, - THIS "GOOD" MOUNTAIN
ANDTHELEBANON.[12.) :::i,~1;,1::r1 :::i,i,;:i 1T "1?"1JJ~ ,o/~ .. - When the
verse concludes THAT HE GAVE YOU, TmS IS a reference to THE
Blessing of HATOV VEHAMEITIV. [l3)
The Baraisa continues:
,,,q,tc7 .1<?~ '? 1'.te - From this verse, I HAVE a source ONLY for the
requirement to bless God AFTER [EATING]. 1'~~ ,,~~7 - FROM
WHERE do we learn that we must bless Him BEFORE [EATING]?
i)?ln3 7j? J;l")l;,l~ - To derive this, YOUCANSTATEthefollowingKAL
VACHOMER:
1".!;t)? l)';,fV .Klilt¥:;i - If WHEN ONE IS SATIATED HE
RECITES ABLESSING, 1!;1!¥ 7;> .1<", :::1~1 .Klilt¥:;i - IS IT NOT CERTAIN
that he must do so WHEN HE IS HUNGRY?[l4) ,1;,11.1< ,~., - REBBI
SAYS: [1'1¥ u,,tc] - [TmS kal vachomer IS NOT NECESSARY, for
the blessing before eating can be derived from the verse itself, as
follows:] UiJ n:;, 1 ~ n "[':)':;:t",~ •;,· n~] 1;1;i1;,• l;ll!;t!Vl 1;17;,~1 .. When the verse begins AND YOU SHALL EAT, AND YOU SHALL BE
SATISFIED, AND YOU SHALL BLESS [HASHEM, YOUR GOD,][151 THIS IS
a reference to THE BLESSING OF HAZAN, [l6J lll3,tr n:;,1:;i 7;t~
.Ki?!?~ "'l;ll'.C 'il7 l7")'~ .. ~ - BUT THE ZIMUN ;BLESSING IS derived
FROM the verse, DECLARE THE GREATNESS OF HASHEM WITH ME
and let us exalt His name together.[171 n~tt n:;,1:;i jT "n~;:i-r,ll'"
- When the verse cited above continues, FOR THE LAND, TmS IS a
reference to THE BLESSING FOR THE LAND of Israel. n "M;t~ti ..
tl~?tv•i! mt::i - When the verse states THE GOOD, TmS IS a
reference to the Blessing of BONEHYERUSHALAYIM, ,1;,11.1< .KlM 1;,1
- AND so IT STATES elsewhere, in reference to Jerusalem: i;:,;:i..

"l"li?trl Mftr :::llt,tr -

THIS GOOD MOUNTAIN AND THE LEBANON.

NOTES
7. [I.e. one may insert the U::<'7QiJ) i1¥"') prayer in either the second, third HaMazon alludes that we must include a blessing to God for building
or fourth blessing of Bircas HaMazon .]
Jerusalem.
8. Deuteronomy 8:10. The verse reads: ,,n·',x ·n-nx n::n:ll m1::itu, n',::ix, 13. The superfluous expression, and you shall bless Hashem ... for the
711nm ,~!:$ n;wtr ni:c,:i-',l/. The Baraisa eiqio~ds ~a~h -;e~~~t dr' th~ good Land that He gave you, implies that we must thank Him for all
the goodness that He generously granted us upon the Land. Thus, the
verse as alluding to a different blessing.
HaTov VeHaMeitiv blessing naturally follows the blessings for the Land
9. The opening clause implies that we must bless the Provider of the and Jerusalem (see Rashi to 49a m::i'm n::i,,x i'll'X , ..r.n i1"1). [This Tanna
food that satiated and nourished us (Maharsha).
maintains that the fourth blessing of Bircas HaMazon is required
10. The phrase Hashem, your God, implies that besides the blessing for Biblically (Yerushalmi here; see Rashi). Hence, its recital is unrelated
the nourishment we enjoyed, we are to address a special blessing to God to the events at Bethar. Cf. Rebbi's opinion below, as explained in note
Himself that is not limited to thanks for a specific gift. We fulfill this by 18.]
reciting the zimun blessing, in which we simply bless "[He] of Whose we 14. See 35a note 31.
have eaten," b~t do not thank Him for anything. Furthermore, the 15. We have included the phrase Hashem, your God, in the text in
prime form of zimun is the version recited by a quorum of ten, in which accordance with the emendation of Hagahos HaGra; see following note.
God's Name is included - viz. "Blessed is our God, of Whose we have
16. Rebbi expounds the statement And you shall eat, and you shall be
eaten" (Maharsha).
Although the zimun blessing is recited before the blessing of HaZan, satisfied, and you shall bless Hashem, your God, as a single clause which
the verse refers first to the HaZan blessing because it is recited even refers only to blessing God for providing nourishment. This stands in
when there is no quorum. However, Tosafos to 46a P'i'l ,:v i1"1 cite an contrast to the exposition of the Tanna Kamma, according to which this
alternate version of the text, according to which the first segment of the segment of the verse alludes to both the HaZan blessing and the zimun
verse refers to the zimun blessing and the second segment refers to the blessing (see notes 9 and 10). [Rebbi's disagreement with the Tanna
HaZan blessing, thus paralleling the order in which the blessings are Kamma on this point has no bearing on his rejection of the need for the
recited. This version also appears in Yerushalmi (see Tzlach and kal vachomer. AF, we shall see, Rebbi finds the kal vachomer
unnecessary because he disagrees with the Tanna Kamma concerning
Hagahos HaGra).
the interpretation of the latter segment of the verse. However, the
ll. Although Joshua composed the current text of this blessing when the Baraisa cites Rebbi's exposition of the entire verse. See Pnei Yehoshua.]
Jews entered the Land, the requirement to recite some sort of text
17. Psalms 34:3. The Gemara above, 45a, derives from this verse that
referring to the Land is a Biblical one and began when the Torah was
three people constitute a quorum for the recital of a joint blessing.
given. The same applies to the third blessing, whose text was composed
However, as noted above (45a note 14), this verse in itself cannot be
by David and Solomon (Rashba; Tur, Drach Chaim 188; Beis Yosef,
construed as requiring the recital of the zimun blessing before Bircas
Drach Chaim 187; cf. Maharsha).
HaMazon. Accordingly, Rebbi, who maintains that the words Hashem,
12. Deuteronomy 3:25. In this verse, Moses recounts how he implored your God, do not allude to the zimun blessing, must hold that the zimun
God to allow him to cross the Jordan river and see the Land oflsrael and blessing is of Rabbinic origin (see note 22). However, the Tanna
the good mountain, i.e. the Temple Mount which is situated in Kamma, who maintains that the words Hashem, your God, do allude to
Jerusalem (see Sifrei ad Joe.). Thus, the word "good" is used to describe the zimun blessing, holds that this blessing is required Biblically (Pnei
Jerusalem. Similarly, the word "good" in the verse dealing with Bircas Yehoshua; see also Ritva to 45a ,nx ·n', 171l ::iin::i, i1"1).
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v'llj?T:I :,~:;i!:;i ::l't,,l;ltr1 ::liWtr - The Blessing of HATOV VEHAMEITIV
WAS INSTITUTED by the Sages IN YAVNEH and is of Rabbinic
origin.f181 ,,,q.t.(7 l<?~ '? T'.te - Thus far, I HAVE a source ONLY
for the requirement to bless God AFTER [EATING]. T!~~
FROM WHERE do we learn that we must bless Him BEFORE
[EATING]? "':J?"TJ:H iw~ .. i1,;1;', 1n~7l.:1 - [THE VERSE] therefore
STATES, in its concluding clause, THAT HE GAVE YOU, which
implies that you must bless God
':J? Ttlflf,i~ - FROM WHEN
HE GAVE YOU the food, i.e. before you eat it.lWJ 11,;lil< ?r:r:,, 'l,\'l R' YITZCHAK SAYS:
':J'"!f il',te - [THIS FINAL EXPOSITION] IS
NOT NECESSARY.l20l il,;lil< J,c,:, '':!i.:! - WHY, IT STATES: ':)'];1,,

,,~~7 -

"':J''?,1,;1·n~, ':Jl?r:r'?·n~ - AND HE WILL BLESS (uveirach) YOUR
BREADANDYOURWATER.l211 "':)'];1,, '':!j?.l'l ':7,t( - DONOTREADthis
word as UVEIRACH (and He will bless), 11;,1 l<?~ - RATHER, read
it as UVAREICH (and you shall bless), i.e you shall recite a blessing
over your bread. DJ::r7
'tl~'.te1 - AND WHEN IS IT CALLED
BREAD? U7!?l<'!¥ Djii' - BEFORE ONE EATS IT. il,;lil< T,N 'l,\'l R' NASSAN SAYS:
':)'"!¥ il'.!'.C - [THIS EXPOSITION], too,
IS NOT NECESSARY.l22l il,;lil< l'CU"I '':!i.:! - WHY, IT STATES that
when Saul asked a group of maidens where he could find the
prophet Samuel, they replied: Djl,J:;i ;n·l< 11l<:,)?T:1 p~ ,,3,7;:r c;,~-:::i:p,,

,,,i?

',·:,~7 l'1i:t~~tr :,7~! - AS YOU ENTER THE CITY, YOU WILL SURELY
FIND HIM BEFORE HE ASCENDS TO THE HIGH PLACE TO
EAT, M!;lftr ':)':!;,~ l<lli"'l,\ il<~ "1ll D~v ':7;,l<,. l'C·', 'l,\ - FOR THE PEOPLE
WILL NOT EAT UNTIL HE COMES, SINCE HE BLESSES THE OFFERING;

"D'~1i?tl l':7!?l<' t;i·,jtJ,t( - ONLY THEN WILL THE INVITED ONES
EAT.l231
The Gemara interrupts its citation of the Baraisa to ask:
:,~? 1;, ':7;,1 - And why did the maidens speak so much in response
to Saul's simple question?
The Gemara answers:
T:::t
D'W!trW ,1;17 - Because women are talkers.
Another answer:
i1,;1,tc ':7,telr.llf'1 - But Shmuel said: ':71l<IV ':7W ;,~?!? ',~J.:1,;,;:r7 ' :!!? -

n,,n:r1

BERACHOS

They delayed in order to gaze upon Saul's handsomeness.

:,,l'.l;,":J - As it is written about Saul:

l:!·:::i; li?l,11.;ll ir.i;,wi,,,
"D~;:r-',;,~ - from his shoulders up, he was taller than any of
the people. l241
A third answer:
i1,;1,tc Hr:r;, 'l,\'l1 - But R' Yochanan said: nll~il m:,71,;1 T'.!'.CW ,Dr,
l<~,~ l<·':7)?!:,\ ,r,,,1;1~ r.i,tt 1 ;,q~ - God caused them to delay becaus~ th~

reign of one king does not encroach upon the reign of another,
even by the breadth of a hair.[251
The citation of the Baraisa resumes:
liT~tr n;nl,\ l<?~ '? l'.!'.C1 - THUS far, I HAVE a source ONLY FOR the
requirement to recite A BLESSING OVER FOOD. l'~~ l'1jintr n;.J")l,\
- FROM WHERE do we derive that A BLESSING must be recit~d
OVER THE TORAH? ':7l<l,~lf', 'l,\'l il,;l,tc - R' YISHMAEL SAID: ':7j?
iJ?iMJ - It can be derived through a KAL VACHOMER, as follows:
':)':!;,)? :,~IV '!IJ ',l[ - If ON the sustenance of TEMPORARY LIFE ONE
RECITES A BLESSING, T~tp ',;, J,c·', l<~tr D?1SI ,!tr ',:i_, - IS IT NOT
CERTAIN that one does so ON the sustenance of eternal LIFE IN THE
WORLD TO COME? ,r.i,l'C ',J,cS,r.llU'
',w ;,,r.i',n ,3r.im
J,cnn
7l<ll~lf'' 'l,\'l cnu~ - ~'CHIY~~AA~~c~:'flm~~~~oF·R:
YISHMAEL,SAYSINTHENAMEOFR'YISHMAEL: ':)'"!¥ il'.!'.C - [THIS
KAL VACHOMERJ IS NOT NECESSARY.
il,;lil< l<1l'1 '':!i.:! - WHY, IT
STATES: "':J?"TN iip~ :i;,btr V,,tcv·',:i_,,, - ... and you shall bless

,:.:i,

,:.:i

,:.:i,

HClShem, your God, FOR THE GOOD LAND THAT HE "GAVE YOU."
il,;lil< l<1l'1 T?t171 - AND ELSEWHERE IT STATES: ':J7 l'1~T;l~1"
" ·m :,3:,r;i::r, lijintr, T~~;:r nn'r n~ - AND I WILL "GIVE YOU" THE
STONE TABLETS AND THE TORAH AND THE COMMANDMENTS etc,[26]

Thus, the phrase that He gave you alludes to the blessing over the
Torah. il,;lil<
'l,\'l - R' MEffi SAYS: ',:i_, ";J"!;J?ip DW.!plp T'i~1
:,;,iwtr - AND FROM WHERE do we derive THAT JUST AS ONE
RECITES A BLESSING FOR THE GOOD, l'1~1V ?l/ ";J':!;,)? ':J;;I - SO TOO,
ONE RECITES A BLESSING FOR THE BAD?
iip~,, i1_;1;', 1,r.i7i:t
''':J'::;t·',~ •:, ':J7"Ttl~ - FOR [THE TORAH] STATES: THAT HE - HASHEM,
i~'?".! - Elohecha is a
YOUR GOD (Elohecha) - GAVE YOU. [Z7J

,,~1_;1

NOTES
18. [Unlike the Tanna Kamma, who expounds the final segment of the with His commandments and has commanded us to eat the offering.
verse (that He gave you) as a Biblical source for the HaTov VeHaMeitiv Eating the meat of an offering is a positive commandment, as stated in
blessing, Rebbi maintains that this blessing is only of Rabbinic origin. Deuteronomy 12:27: ',:;ll<"n 1~901 ';1'i;i7!_:$ ·n n:;iy~·',:i,, ":Jllle'' ';J'r;t:J!"ll1J, the blood
According to Rebbi, then, the final clause is available for a different of your feast offerings shall be poured upon the Altar of Hashem, your
exposition.]
God, and you shall eat the meat (Rashi ).
[Maharsha raises the question of how we can derive from this verse,
19. [Since we derive this obligation from the verse, there is no need to
which is dealing with a blessing recited over a mitzvah, that one is
extrapolate it through the kal vachomer cited by the Tanna Kamma.]
20. [It is not necessary to derive the obligation to recite a blessing before required to recite a blessing over food that he eats to dispel hunger. See
eating from the verse, that He gave you. That is, even ifwe expound this Pnei Yehoshua, Tzlach and Chidushei R' Elazar Moshe Horowitz for
clause as the Tanna Kamma did, we need not resort to his kal vachomer possible resolutions.]
24. I Samuel 9:2. The previous segment of the verse reads: 'J:;i~ t!l'l'.l"J'l'.)J
to find a source for the blessing before eating.]
m;i~ Jit:J 71:)11V', no one in Israel was handsomer than he (see Targum ad
21. Exodus 23:25.

22. R' Nassan proceeds to cite a verse from the Book of Samuel which
indicates that a blessing is required before eating. Since rules derived
from the Prophets are merely Rabbinic in origin, and R' Nassan nevertheless prefers a Prophetic source to the Biblical sources cited above, he
implies that the requirement being discussed here is merely Rabbinic in
nature and the previous verses are asmachtos (Pnei Yehoshua).
23. I Samuel 9:13. Scripture relates that when the time came for Saul to
be anointed king of Israel, God set into motion a series of events which
brought Saul before the prophet Samuel. Saul's father, Kish, lost his
donkeys and sent his son to search for them. After a fruitless search, Saul
was ready to return home when his attendant suggested that they go to
the prophet Samuel, who was in a nearby city and who might direct them
to the donkeys. As they approached the city, they chanced upon a group
of maidens of whom they inquired about the prophet's whereabouts. The
maidens' lengthy reply included the fact that there would be a communal
feast that day at which a shelamim offering would be brought and nobody
would partake of it before the prophet recited a blessing over it. We learn
from their reply that one may not eat without first reciting a blessing.
The blessing recited before eating the meat of an offering is: Blessed
are You, Hashem, our God, King of the universe, Who has sanctified us

Joe.).
25. Samuel was the Judge oflsrael at that time, and the leadership of the
nation was to pass from him to Saul with their encounter. God placed
this lengthy reply in the mouths of the maidens in order to delay the
portentous encounter until the predestined moment, so that the reign of
Saul would not encroach upon the time that had been designated for
Samuel's leadership by even a hairsbreadth (Rashi, Maharsha). [The
same dispute as to the reason for the lengthy reply is cited in Midrash
Shocker Tov, Samuel §13 and Yalkut Shimoni §108. There, the explanation that the maidens delayed in order to gaze upon Saul's handsomeness is rejected on the basis of the argument: If so, you have relegated
daughters of Israel to the status of harlots. See Maharsha. ]
26. Exodus 24:12. See above, 21a, where this rule is derived somewhat
differently.
27. The reference is to the Bircas HaMazon verse, which reads l;l:;11:;n
-:i'nJJ~ 11(1~ ... ',:i,, ';J'iJ7!;$ ·n· n~, and you shall bless Hashem, your God, for
... that He gave you. The phrase "that He gave you" refers back to
"Hashem, your God," Who was mentioned previously in the verse. Thus,
it is as if the verse were written: You shall bless ... for that whu:h
Hashem, your God, gave you (see Maharsha and Rashash ).
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reference to God as being YOUR JUDGE.C28l Thus, the verse teaches
that you are to bless the True Judge it!'¥ P1 ',~:;,. - FOR
WHATEVER JUDGMENT HE JUDGES YOU WITH,

nU)!1lll l"l1~ -

WHETHER

BENEFICENCE OR

l';l :,;;i, l"l1~ l';

he judges you with THE MEASURE OF

with THE MEASURE OF RETRIBUTIONP9l

':;,l'l
il'~

1~i.K l"l1'.i::t:;,. l; l"l'!ll"I) - R' YEHUDAH BEN BESEIRAH SAYS:
1'1¥ - [THE EXPOSITION] you cited as the source for the blessing
over the Torah IS NOT NECESSARY.

,~,x xm ''1t1 -

WHY, IT

"l"l;biJ,, "l"l;it,,, - GOOD (tovah), THE GOOD (hatovah). c3oi l"l"Jin it "l"l;it,,, - When the verse states that we
should bless God for GOOD, THIS IS a reference to the TORAH. l~l
"ll~? 'T:IN :lit, Mj?7 ,:;,i,, ,~'i.K .Kll"I - AND so IT STATES elsewhere in
STATES:

Scripture concerning the Torah: FOR I HAVE GIVEN YOU A GOOD
TEACHING.l 31l ll'?.!Vl1) l!~:;,l it "l"l;biJ,, - And when it states that
we should bless Him for THE GOOD, Tms IS a reference to the
AND so IT
Blessing of BONEH YERUSHALAYIM, ,~,x .Kll"I
STATES elsewhere, concerning Jerusalem:
l"lfiJ :ii~iJ ,;:i;:i,,

1~, -

••p;7iJ7 -

THIS GOOD MOUNTAIN AND THE LEBANON. C32l
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The Gemara cites a Baraisa which discusses details in the text
of Bircas HaMazon:
.1<?~.!.:1 - It was taught in a Baraisa:
,~,x ipr?~ ,:;,11 R' ELIBZER SAYS:

Y1-ti:v -

n~1:;,.:;,. :i;i:,1l :,;;i, l"l1J?l;t Y1~

,~,ti:

x·'.,iq ',~

WHOEVER DID NOT SAY "A DESIRABLE, GOOD AND

SPACIOUS LAND" IN THE BLESSING FOR THE LAND,
nt::17bl
OR "THE KINGDOM OF THE HOUiE
OF DAVID" IN the Blessing of BONEH YERUSHALAYIM,
.K¥?
,n;,n '1? - HAS NOT DISCHARGED ms OBLIGATION.l33l llln~

ll~?!Vl1) m1:i:;,. i11 n,; -

x·,

,~,x li?.!iJ - NACHUM THE ELDER SAYS: n,1:;,. ::r;i 11::31'1¥ 1'1¥ ONE MUST MENTION THE COVENANT of circumcision IN [THE
BLESSING FOR THE LANDJ.l34l

:i11n ::r;i 1'i::lf'I¥ 1'1¥ -

1~i.K ,~;, ':;,l'l -

ONE MUST
[THE BLESSING FOR THE LANDJ.C35l

R' YOSE SAYS:

also MENTION THE TORAH IN

1~i.K 'ib'?.l/1 -

PLEIMO SAYS:

:i11n7 n,,:;,. o,1R!W 1'1¥ circumcision

ONEMUSTMENTIONTHECOVENANTof
BEFORE THE TORAH,c3sJ
n,n,1:;,. ur',iv:;,. l"l~l;I~ itiq -

BECAUSE TffiS ONE
ENANTs,c37J

(the Torah) WAS GIVEN WITH THREE cov.

NOTES
28. The different Names of God signify different attributes. The Name to you, and to your offspring after you, the land ofyour sojourns (Rashi ).
Elohim (the root Name of Elohecha), signifies the attribute of Justice, 35. Because it is also in the merit of the Torah and the observance of its
whether for reward or for retribution.
commandments that our ancestors acquired the Land of Israel, as it is
29. [As the Mishnah teaches below (54a), one is obligated to recite a written (Deuteronomy 8:1): All the commandments that I command you
blessing upon hearing bad tidings, just as he does upon hearing good today you shall observe to perform, so that you may live and increase and
tidings.)
come and possess the Land (Rashi).
The giving of the Torah is a manifestation of God's beneficence 36. As we say in the standard text: u1iv:p i;n;u::u:riv ,r;,,·p. 7.l.1] ... 'i1 ,? n':)1l
(Rashi). Now, R' Meir agrees with R' Chiya bar Nachmani that the un,l:l\iu:.t qn,;n ?l,71, We thank You, Hashem ... and for Your covenant
expression, and you shall bless ... for ... that He gave you, alludes that whi~h You' ;ealed in our fiesh, and for the Torah which You have taught
we must recite a blessing over the Torah. However, he adds - on the us etc. (Rashi ).
basis of the earlier reference to "Hashem, your God" - that just as we
37. The Torah was transmitted to the Nation of Israel on three
must bless Hashem for His beneficence in giving us the Torah, so must
occasions. Initially, [a general account of the commandments was
we bless Him when He metes out retribution. See Maharsha and
given) at Mount Sinai and [the detailed explanation of those commandRashash.
ments was taught) in the Tent of Meeting (the Ohel Moed). At the end
30. The word i1~biJ, the good [Land], in the Bircas HaMazon verse (cited of the Jews' forty-year sojourn in the Wilderness, when they reached
in full in note 8) is superfluous. We know that it is a good land since an the Moabite plains bordering the Land of Israel, the entire Torah was
earlier verse in the passage (Deuteronomy 8:7) stated: For Hashem, repeated to them. After they crossed the Jordan River into the Land, it
your God, is bringing you to a good Land (Maharsha ). Since the word is was taught yet a third time at Mount Gerizim and Mount Eival. On
entirely superfluous, we expound both its root - i1~)1' (good) - and the each occasion, the transmission of the Torah was accompanied by a
added letter n, which changes the word to n:;ibiJ (the good) (see covenant which included the stipulation that the Jews would be blessed
Maharsha).
if they adhered to its teachings and cursed if they forsook them. A
Baraisa cited in Tractate Sotah (37b) provides the following Scriptural
31. Proverbs 4:2.
32. See note 12. In this verse, the Temple Mount in Jerusalem is sources for the existence of these three covenants. Deuteronomy ch. 27
contains the directive for the nation to inscribe the entire Torah on
referred to as :t1WiJ, with the letter n.
stones and erect them at Mount Eival, and to gather at the foot of
33. Since the terms "desirable," "good" and "spacious" are used by Mount Gerizim and Mount Eival and declare a series of blessings and
Scripture (Exodus 3:8 and Jeremiah 3:19) in praise of the Land of curses that would hinge upon observing or forsaking the Torah. This
Israel, it is appropriate that we, too, mention these virtues when represents the covenant that was later sealed there. And in Deuteronthanking God for the Land (Rabbeinu Yonah, Ritua). And since omy ch. 28, after promising a string of blessings for observing the Torah
Jerusalem was consecrated by King David, it is appropriate that we and curses for violating it, the passage concludes (v. 69): These are the
mention the Davidic dynasty in the Blessing of Boneh Yerushalayim words of the covenant that Hashem commanded Moses to seal with the
(Rashi). Furthermore, the rebuilding of Jerusalem will provide us Children of Israel in the land of Moab, beside the covenant that he
complete solace from our travails only together with the re-establish- sealed with them at Choreb [i.e. Sinai). Thus, each of the three
ment of the Kingdom of the House of David (Meiri).
transmissions was accompanied by a covenant (Rashi, as explained by
According to some Rishonim, the Gemara means that one who Tzlach and Melo HaRo'im ).
omitted these things has not discharged his obligation at all and must
[Note: Rashi is following the opinion of R' Yishmael (Sotah 37b) and
repeat Bircas HaMazon. Others, however, maintain that the intent is the Tanna Kamma of the Baraisa just cited (ibid.), who maintain that
merely that he has not performed the mitzvah properly, but he has the initial transmission of the Torah began with a general account of
nevertheless discharged his basic obligation (see Tur, Drach Chaim 187 the mitzvos at Mount Sinai and continued with a detailed explanation
with Beis Yosef, where these opinions are cited; see also Ritua). of those mitzvos in the Tent of Meeting. Thus, Mount Sinai and the
ShulchanAruch (187:3) rules in accordance with the first opinion.
Tent of Meeting are considered one transmission. See Sotah 37b for the
34. Because the Land was promised to Abraham as part of the covenant dissenting opinion of R' Akiva and R' Shimon (Tzlach and Melo
of circumcision, as stated in that passage (Genesis 17:8): And I will give HaRo'im; cf. Maharsha).]
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(circumcision)

"f1wJ\S GIVEN WITH THIRTEEN COVENANTS.111This indicates its greater
,~,x x~.15 ':;11 - R' ABBA
t'11t!) il?l'.ll;I il,t(11il l'I~ ,~X'W \')'"!¥ - ONE MUST SAY IN [THE

]significance, and hence, its priority.
: sAfS:121

,BLESSING FOR THE LAND]

an expression of THANKS AT both

THE

\uEGINNING AND THE END of the blessing. 131 nr:i.15~ n,ni;,, x", nr:t,!3tl)
.;;YAND ONE WHO OFFERS LESS

\;rFER LESS THAN ONE.

expressions of thanks SHOULD NOT

nr:tl5~ n1J1!3tl ',~) -

AND ANYONE WHO

'. OFFERS LESS THAN ONE expression of thanks (i.e. he says none at

all). rt,ll)? ii} '1t! - IS DISGRACEFUL. n,:ir'Jt$ ' l'.I~~ D)J1nti ,~,
yj,t<;:J n~1:;i:;i - AND ANYONE WHO CONCLUDES, "Blessed are You,
J[ashem, WHO BEQUEATHS LANDS," IN THE BLESSING FOR THE
LAf'ID,r41 D!?!Vl,? mt:i:;i 'l51!f'! n~ ll'w,r.n - OR "Blessed are You,
. \Hashem, SAVIOR OF ISRAEL," IN the BONER YERUSHALAYIM bless'ing,l6l ,l:.i ii! '1t! - IS AN IGNORAMUS. n,,:;i ,~,x 1l'l5W '~1
Y1tct' n~1:;i:;i i1")1n) - AND ANYONE WHO DOES NOT MENTION THE
COVENANT

of circumcision AND THE TORAH IN THE BLESSING FOR

THE LAND, D!?!Vl,? il~t:i:;i ,,, n,~ m::i7~l - OR THE KINGDOM OF
THE HOUSE OF DAVID IN the BONER YERUSHALAYIM blessing,
m~,n ''l? .K¥? - HAS NOT DISCHARGED HIS OBLIGATION.

x·,

The Gemara comments:

.KV.?'l:C ':;!"!? :,,7 Sf'!l;I)? - This Baraisa supports a statement of R'
Da'a. u,~, Dllli,;> XIJ.15 ,~ ::J"j,l(! ':;!"! ,~,tc XV.?'l:C ':;!"! ,~,tc1 - For R'

x~, '!?

Ila'a said in the name of R' Yaakov bar Acha who reported in
the name of our master:rsi Y1tcv n~1:;i:;i i1')1n1 n,,:;i ,~,tc
- Whoever did not mention the circumcision covenant or the
Torah in the Blessing for the Land, i1~1::i:;i ,,1 n,~ nl::J?~l
D!?!Vli? - or the Kingdom of the House of David in the Boneh
Yerushalayim blessing, ,n~,n ''l? X¥?
has not discharged
his obligation.
The Gemara cites a Tannaic dispute regarding a detail in the text

x·, -
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of the HaTou VeHaMeitiu blessing:
H~".!) '.Ktlt;,1':! l~ ,,;,,, x~.15 :,~ '~'?'? - Abba Yose ben Dostai and the
Rabbis dispute [the following matter): ,~,tc ,o - One said:
m::i7~ ii~'"!¥ ::i,~i,ti) ::i,~tt - The HaTou VeHaMeitiv blessing
requires a mention of God's Kingship.171 i~,tc ,r:i, - And the
other one said: m::i7~ il~''W l'l~'l5 - It does n~t require a
mention of God's Kingship•
The Gemara explains:
m::i7~ ii~'"!¥ i~tc1 TX~ - The one who said that it requires a
mention of God's Kingship ff~ 11 i;9j? - holds that the HaTou
VeHaMeitiu blessing is of Rabbinic origin. Since it is not part of the
Biblical series of Bircas HaMazon blessings, but stands independently, it must include a mention of God's Kingship)8l
m::,7~ ii~'"!¥ l'l~'l5 i~,tc1 TX~l - And the one who said that it does
not require a mention of God's Kingship XlJ'?'11.K1 i;9?. holds that the HaTou VeHaMeitiu blessing is of Biblical origin.
Since it is part of the Biblical series of Bircas HaMazon blessings,
it does not require its own mention of God's Kingship.r91
The Gemara cites a Baraisa regarding the concluding clause of
the Boneh Yerushalayim blessing:
H~"! lll) - The Rabbis taught in a Baraisa: D,ti,n lil~ - HOW
DOES ONE CONCLUDE this blessing? D'?!Vl,? l!~:;i:;i - WITH reference to THE BUILDING OF JERUSALEM, i.e. with the words Boneh

Yerushalyim. [lO]
YEHUDAH SAYS:

You, Hashem,

,~,x n1m? ,:;i,:;i ,,;,,, ,:;i, - R'YOSETHESONOFR'
'l51if'! ll'w,r.i - One concludes with, "Blessed are

SAVIOR OF ISRAEL."

x,

The Gemara asks:

D!?!Vl,? T!;:;i l'l5 '~1lf'' ll'w,r.i - May one indeed conclude only
with "Savior of Israel," but not by mentioning the building of
Jerusalem? Why, the essence of this blessing is a plea for the
rebuilding of Jerusalem!l11l

NOTES
1. In Genesis ch. 17, where God commands Abraham to circumcise him- the first blessing suffices for the entire series (see 46a note 23 and 46b note
self and the members of his household, the word ni1:;i, covenant, is men- 1). It is for this reason that only the first blessing of Bircas HaMazon
tioned thirteen times (Rashi). This indicates that circumcision car- begins with the clause, Blessed are You, Hashem, our God, King of the
ries the weight of thirteen covenants (Tos. Yom Tov to Nedarim 3:11; see universe, whereas the second and third blessings contain no such clause.
However, the fourth blessing is - according to the current opinion - not
there for clarification of the significance of the thirteen "covenants").
2.Aruch (::i,•y) cites a tradition transmitted by Rau Hai Gaon that this R' part of the Biblical series, but was instituted by the Sages in Yavneh. This
Abba is actually the well-known Rav, who was respectfully called "Rav" accords with Rebbi's opinion above (48b; see note 18 there). Hence, this
(i.e. master) by his disciples, but whose actual name was Abba (see Chullin blessing requires the standard opening clause, which includes the phrase
137b). Rav lived during the transition between the Tannaic and Amoraic D?lYiJ ";J?l?, King of the universe (see Rashi).
periods and is on rare occasions cited in Baraisos (where his name "R' 9. The current opinion accords with the Tanna who said above (48b) that
Abba" is used). That is why the Gemara sometimes states (e.g. Eruvin the fourth blessing is alluded to in the Bircas HaMazon verse (Deuteron50b): l'?~l Xlil X~!:l :J'J, Rau is considered a Tanna and may dispute [the omy 8:10), which states: You will eat . .. and bless Hashem . .. for the good
rulings of other Tannaim]. See Rabbeinu Chananel to Shabbos 135b and Land that He gave you. Thus, this blessing is a continuation ofthe theme
of the blessings for the Land [and Jerusalem], and is part of the series. AB
above, 47a note 21. See also note 26 below.
3. The standard text begins ll'D?!;$ 'il ,'? n1ll, We thank You, Hashem, our such, it does not require the usual opening clause (see Rashi and Melo
God . .. and ends ";J? D'1llJ rn;m,1 u't.1?!;$ ·n 73,J 7l.l), And for all, Hashem, our HaRo'im, and see 48b note 13).
Nevertheless, even the one who espouses the current opinion contends
God, we thank You ... (see Rashi ).
only that the HaTov VeHaMeitiu blessing requires no mention of God's
4. In the Blessing for the Land we thank God for granting His people the
Kingship. He concedes, however, that it begins with the clause, Blessed
Land of Israel, which is a desirable, good and spacious land. Thus, the
are You, Hashem, our God, in contrast to other blessings that belong to a
appropriate conclusion is the standard, Blessed are You, Hashem, for the
series. This distinction stems from the fact that the entire HaTou VeLand and for the nourishment. When one concludes the blessing with
HaMeitiu blessing is a single, uninterrupted declaration of thanks. Thus,
Blessed are You, Hashem, Who bequeaths lands, he is praising Hashem as
it is similar to the blessings on foods and mitzvos, which also contain only
the one who bequeaths lands to all the nations, which, although true,
a single declaration of praise. In this type of blessing, the statement,
misses the point of this blessing (Beis Yosef, Drach Chaim §187).
Blessed are You, Hashem, our God, serves as the opening and concluding
5. Instead of the standard Blessed are You, Hashem, Builder ofJerusalem. clause (see 46a note 28 and 46b note 3). Although a blessing that follows
See below, note 10.
another in a series does not require an opening clause, it does require a
6. This title generally refers to Rav (Rashash; see note 26).
concluding clause! Therefore, even if the HaTou VeHaMeitiu blessing is
7. I.e. it must include the phrase D?lYiJ ";J?l;l, King of the universe. This part of the Biblical series, it must begin with the statement, Blessed are
accords with the ruling of R' Yochanan abo~e, 40b (and Shulchan Aruch, You, Hashem, our God (Rashi; cf. Tosafos, Rashba, andRitva).
Drach Chaim 214), that any blessing which does not include a mention of 10. Rif and Rosh have the reading: D'?W11'. nmi DJ)ln lill;l - With what does
he conclude? With Boneh Yerushalayim. From their reading it is clear that
God's Kingship is invalid.
8. We learned above, 46a, that all blessings must begin and conclude with the Baraisa begins with an anonymous opinion, which is then disputed by
the clause Blessed are You, Hashem etc., except for a blessing which R' Yose bar R' Yehudah. We have translated our reading as well according
follows another blessing as part of a series. Such a blessing does not to this understanding. See also Dikdukei Soferim.
require the standard opening clause, because the introductory clause of 11. Rashi. [Although in this blessing we beseech God to have mercy
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The Gemara clarifies the statement of R' Yose the son of R'
Yehudah:
· x~,x x'.i,tc - Rather say that R' Yose the son of R' Yehudah
•ro~~s: • · ?,tc"Jlf'! :q,l{m~ l:J.15 - One may conclude even with
· ·"Savior of Israel. "r121
~ . A related incident is cited:
xm?l tu''1 '~? 31??,'~ x~ll'l :l'J ,~ l1~'1 - Rabbah bar Rav Huna
vh;it;d the ho~e of the Beish Galusa and recited Bircas
, , HaMazon there. 'l.:l")tl;'I D'!l2l X1Q~ nti!} - He began the third
-blessing with one subject and concluded it with two subjects.f13l
· x-:ion ::i, ,~x - Rav Chisda said: m,n:.i cnn~', xr.i,1::il - Is it
~ ~~t ;f ~;atness to conclude with t~~ s~bj~~ti ' X?~llvl ·.But it was taught in a Baraisa: ,i,,x ':;1'1 - REBBI SAYS: T'tc
· D!J.:l!V:;l l'l;lJ;l1n - WE DO NOT CONCLUDE a blessing WITH TWO
subj~cts!I141
Having cited Rebbi' s ruling, the Gemara digresses to analyze it:
,1;1,x '~'1 - Rebbi says:. T'tc
D~l.:llp:;l }'l;lJ;l1n - We do not conclude a blessing with two subjects.
Rebbi's ruling is challenged:
,~'1? '1? ;,r,~,.i:,,,tc - Levi challenged Rebbi: }1',Ptt ?lll f1-t(v ',:q
- We conclude the second blessing of Bircas HaMazon with
Blessed are You, Hashem, for the Land and for the nourishment. - ? Rebbi responds:
J1l>;J X?.!/ll.;11 r,~ - There, the intention is, "Blessed are You,
Hashem, for the Land which produces nourishment." Thus, it
is, in essence, only one statement of praise.
Levi presents another challenge:
n1i,!;lltt ',:q7 Y1.tev ?:\.7 - We conclude the One-Blessing Abridgment
of the Three Blessings (for fruits of the seven species) with,
Blessed are You, Hashem, for the Land and for the fruit. - ? -:
Rebbi responds:
n1,,!;[I X?.!/ll.;11 Y'W - There, similarly, the intent is, "Blessed are
You, Hashem, for the Land which produces fruit."
Levi presents another challenge:

X!Jll - The text itself stated:
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D'~l;lltt, ?,tc"Jlf'! tu'1?-l? - On Festivals, in both Kiddush and Prayer,
we conclude the Festival blessing with Blessed are You, Hashem,
Who sanctifies Israel and the festive seasons. - ? Rebbi responds:
D'~l.;l}? ll1~'1V1?-1 ?,tc"Jlf'! - The intent of that blessing is "Blessed
are You, Hashem, Who sanctifies the people oflsrael, who in turn
sanctify the festive seasons."U51
Levi presents another challenge:
D'IV10 'IVX"ll ?tc"llf'! tu'1?-l? - On Rosh Chodesh we conclude the
central blessing of the Mussafprayer with Blessed are You, Hashem,
Who sanctifies Israel and the Rosh Chodesh [days]. - ? Rebbi responds:
D'IV10 'WX17 ll1~'W1?-1 ?,tc"Jlf'! - There, similarly, the intent is
"Blessed are You, Hashem, Who sanctifies the people of Israel,
who in turn sanctify the Rosh Chodesh [days]."f16l
Levi presents another challenge:
D'1l;lftll ?,tc"Jlf'!l n~wtt tu'1?-l? - When a festival falls on the
Sabbath, we conclude the Festival blessing with Blessed are You,
Hashem, Who sanctifies the Sabbath, Israel and the festive
· seasons. Although you have explained that the people of Israel
sanctify the festive seasons, they do not sanctify the Sabbath. rm
Thus, this blessing contains a double conclusion. - ? Rebbi concedes:
1t,;i yln - We never conclude a blessing with two praises except
for this one.
The Gemara asks:
x~ip 'Xl.;ll - And what is the difference between this blessing
and the Blessing for Jerusalem, which we are not permitted to
conclude with the double praise, Savior of Ismel and Builder of
Jerusalem?
The Gemara answers:
x,;:r .K1Q x;,;:r - Here, in the case of the combined Sabbath-Festival
blessing, [the dual conclusion] is actually one combined praise, us1
'l.:11.tl D.IJlJ - whereas there, in the case of the Blessing for
Jerusalem, the proposed conclusion truly consists of two praises,
l"ll'1l?~ '!;lltc;'I X'!Ql l<'!Q r,~ - for each one is a separate praise. ri91

NOTES
on Israel (';Jl)ll17J;.t1'¥? 7l1 ll'D'7~ 'il iq 001), the focal point of the blessing is full attention on each mitzvah separately).] Bundling two praises in a
Jerusalem (as derived by the Baraisa above, 48b), not the people oflsrael. single blessing is similarly inappropriate. Likewise, we do not recite two
The people of Israel are mentioned only on account of the common benedictions (e.g. Kiddush and Bircas HaMazon) over one cup of wine
destiny they share with Jerusalem. Both reached the pinnacle of (Rashi; seePesachim 102b and note 19 below). [The beginning of this and
greatness and glory in the days of Kings David and Solomon, both fell to many other blessings has two subjects, because it contains a prayer, and
the depths of degradation with foreign conquest and both will be one may pray for numerous things at once. However, the end of all
rejuvenated with the coming Redemption (see Rashi below ,,r.i y,n i1"1). blessings contains only praise, and it is inappropriate Ip bundle our
Thus, it is definitely more appropriate to conclude the blessing with praises of Hashem together.]
Blessed are You, Hashem, Builder of Jerusalem, which reflects the 15. The timing of the festivals is based on the lunar calendar. Since each
essence of the blessing,· than with Blessed are You, Hashem, Savior of new month begins on the day that Beis Din declares as Rosh Chodesh

Israel.]

12. R' Yose the son ofR' Yehudah thus teaches that the conclusion of
"Savior of Israel" is a valid one, since the rebuilding of Jerusalem will
be the salvation oflsrael (Rashi). [R' Yose the son ofR' Yehudah thus
also disputes R' Abba's statement above that one who concludes the
Blessing for Jerusalem with "Savior of Israel" is an ignoramus.]
13. In the standard text of the third blessing, we begin ll'D'7~ 'il x~ OIJ1
';J"')'ll 0'?1¥11) ?l1} ';Jl)ll171;.tl'¥' 7l1, Have mercy, please, Hashem, our God, on
Israel Your people, and on Jerusalem, Your city. We conclude the
blessing with 0'?1¥1"1: mt,1 'il m;u:s ';Jl"l~, Blessed are You, Hashem, Builder
of Jerusalem. Rabbah bar Rav Huna did the opposite. He began the

blessing by beseeching God for mercy on behalf of only one of the two (i.e.
either the people of Israel or the city of Jerusalem), and concluded by
mentioning both: Blessed are You, Hashem, Savior ofIsrael and Builder
of Jerusalem (see Rashi).
14. The reason is that we may not perform mitzvos in "bundles." [That
is, we may not do two mitzvos at once because this would create the
appearance that we are seeking to absolve our obligations quickly by
bundling them together (Rashi to Sotah Ba n,';,:in n,',,:in i1"1; cf. Tosafos
to Moed Katan Sb ''iJ? i1"1, who give the reason that we must focus our

(based on the testimony of witnesses who saw the new moon), it is Israel
who establish the sanctity of the festival days (Rashi n:iwn w,pr.i i1"1
0'lY.lli11 ?l<"llll'l).

16. For explanations of why Levi did not anticipate this reply - which
was apparently included in Rebbi's previous reply - see Tzlach and

Chidushei R' Elazar Moshe Horowitz.
17. For whereas the Festivals occur on certain dates of the months and
are dependent upon Beis Din's declaration of Rosh Chodesh, the
sanctity of the Sabbath is automatically present every seventh day

(Rashi).
18. For it focuses on the single topic of sanctification. We praise God for
sanctifying the Sabbath and the festive seasons [the latter, through the
medium oflsrael] (Rashi).
19. Although the destinies of Israel and Jerusalem are intertwined (see
note 10), praising God as Savior of Israel and as Builder of Jerusalem is
considered a combining of two praises, because the terms "Savior" and
"Builder" represent two distinct roles (Ras hi; see Rabbeinu Yonah).
Rashi cites an alternative version of the text, preserved in Halachos
Gedolos, according to which the Gemara answers in the reverse, as
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, The Gemara now explains:

ictJ.:11f'!i;I T'~i;,in T'.15 ,xi, X~l,7~1 -

And what is the reason that we do
· not conclude a blessing with two praises? n,;~ T'WW T'.15W '~7
n;',,:;i!:J ni7':;lt! - It is because we do not perform mitzvos in
bundl~s.t201
'the Gemara returns to the question of how to conclude the
Blessing for Jerusalem:
;~~ ']0 ,xi, - What became of it (i.e. what is the final halachah)?
· riirl!v ::11 i>,,te - Rav Sheishess said: 7.1511¥! ~l?lT 7lT t11J1!i! nJJ,
1
_ Jf one began the blessing with Have mercy on Israel, Your
~ple, 7.1511¥! lT'WiY.l!ll tlJ:,in - he concludes with the parallel
Blessed are You, Hashem, Savior of Israel. 7lT tllJ1!il n)J,
c'.71ril1! - And if one began with Have mercy on Jerusalem,
D~~~1,; mi:i::;i tl)Jin - he concludes in a similar vein with Blessed
a~;
Hashem, Builder ofJerusalem. t211 i>,,te T~m :i 11 - But
Rav Nachman said: 7.1511¥! 7lT tl1J1!il nJJ, 1',,~~ - Even if one
began the blessing with Have mercy on Israel, mi:i!ll t1)Jin
D'7Wl1! - he concludes with Blessed are You, Hashem, Builder
ofJe,.,;salem, ,i,~~W t11w~ - for it is stated:t221 t:11W1,, n~tll,,
"03:;)? 7.1511¥! 'IJ'H 'l'l - The Builder of Jerusalem is God, the
dispersed ofIsrael He will gather in. This implies: mtll 'lJ~'.15
,:, tl!?!Vl1? - When will God be the Builder of Jerusalem?
03:;)? 7.1511¥! 'IJ1~W 1i,y:;, - When He gathers in the dispersed of
IsraeV231
·
A related incident is cited:
x1i;,r:r ::117 X1'! 'l;l1 l'I'? ii,,te - R' Zeira said to Rav Chisda:
'~J;l~l ii, 'lJ'~ - Come, master, and let us study Gemara.£241
l1'? ii,,te - [Rav Chisda] replied: ,~um X~''"!l?! x", x~i1)? n;t1 1::;i
X~'~J;l>, - I have not yet learned how to recite Bircas HaMazon,
and I should study Gemara? l'I'? ii,,te - [R' Zeira] said to
him: 'XlJ ,xi, - What is the meaning of this statement? ii,,te
l1'? - [Rav Chisda] replied: XtH7! W'1 '~7 'l!?i?l:C1 - I feel

Yod,
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this way because I visited the house of the Beish Galusa
x~i1)? n;t1 1:;, ,:;,,-,;1 - and recited Bircas HaMazon, l'l'~Ril
X?71:!!? '?~ l'l'lTii'7 nivw ::11 - and Rav Sheishess straightened
up his neck over me like a snake to attack me over my recitation.
R' Zeira asked:
'X~.151 - And why?
Rav Chisda replied:
n1:i7i, x·7, l'ljtr-1 x",1 n,-,, x", ''"!l?.15 x'n - Because I mentioned
neither the circumcision covenant, nor the Torah, nor the
Kingdom of the House of David.
R' Zeira asked:
1;11)?.1$ x", 'X~.151 - And why did you not mention these things?
Rav Chisda replied:
::i1 ii,,te 7.15~m ::i11:ii - I acted in accordance with a statement of
Rav Chananel in the name of Rav. ::i1 ii,,te 7.15~m ::i1 ii,,te1For Rav Chananel said in the name of Rav: n,-,!il i>,,te x·7
X¥? nt:::17>,1 n11n1 - If one did not mention the circumcision
covenant, the Torah or the Kingdom of the House of David in
Bircas HaMazon, he has nevertheless discharged [his obligation]. tl'IV~!il l'l~'l5W '~7
Mentioning the circumcision
covenant is not imperative, because it is not applicable to
women.t25J t:1'1;~:;) x",1 tl'W~!il x·7 W.15W '~7 m::17>,1 l'ljil'I - And
mentioning the Torah and the Kingdom of the House of David is
not imperative, because they are applicable to neither women
nor slaves.t251
R' Zeira exclaimed:
'l51iY.1~] '.te!J::I 'm 7~ T;IR~'V T;l.151 - And you disregarded the opinions of all those Tannaim and Amoraim cited above, who maintain that it is necessary to mention the circumcision covenant, the
Torah and the Kingdom of the House ofDavid, ::11!? 1;11;~] - and
acted in accordance with Rav Chananel in the name ofRav!?l271
Rav Sheishess was correct in being displeased with your actions!

n,-,, -

NOTES
follows: The Sabbath and Festivals are two separate subjects, whereas they are exempt from studying Torah (see Tosafos above, 20b O'tul i1"1
the salvation of Israel and the rebuilding of Jerusalem are intertwined. and Rama, Drach Chaim 187:3). They are also not required to mention
According to this version, Rebbi agrees that when we are addressing the Kingdom of the House of David in Bircas HaMazon, because since
two clearly distinct issues, such as the Sabbath and the Festivals, we are they do not mention the Kingdom of Heaven daily - as they are exempt
permitted to conclude with two praises. However, when the matter we from reciting the Shema (see above, 20a) - it would be inappropriate to
are addressing consists of a unified issue, such as the combined expect them to mention the Davidic kingdom (R' Elazar Moshe
destinies of Israel and Jerusalem, we are not permitted to.split it into Horowitz; see Gemara below; cf. Mitzpeh Eisan).
two praises for the conclusion of the blessing. Rashi rejects this version,
Rav (as cited by Rav Chananel) held that the Rabbis instituted a
because Rebbi's general statement that we do not conclude a blessing single Bircas HaMazon text for men and women, and since women do
with two praises implies that we never conclude with two praises, while not mention the circumcision covenant, the Torah or the Kingdom of
according to Halachos Gedolos, Rebbi holds that when separate praises the House of David, men also do not mention these things (Rashba [see
are called for we do conclude with two praises. Furthermore, Rebbi's there for a variant text]; cf. Pnei Yehoshua, Rosh Yosef).
Nowadays, it is customary for women to recite the full text recited by
ruling was not stated in regard to the Blessing for Jerusalem in
particular, but as a general rule pertaining to all blessings, and as such men, including the references to circumcision, the Torah and the
applies even to those which address two issues. See Rif and Ra.bbeinu Daviclic kingdom. Various reasons for this practice are provided by the
Yonah for yet another version of the Gemara's answer.
commentators to Drach Chaim 187:3. [It appears from the remarks of
20. See note 13. Since Rashi took the trouble to state this point above, Rashba and many other commentators (as well as Rama ibid.) that
it seems that his text did not include it here (see Dikdukei Soferim ). their texts referred to women and slaves being exempt only from
mentioning the circumcision covenant and the Torah, but not from
21. The concluding clause of a blessing must be similar to its opening mentioning the Kingdom of the House of David (see also Dikdukei
clause (Rashi). [Therefore, one must conclude in the vein in which he Soferim).]
began.]
27. There are actually conflicting versions of Rav's own viewpoint
22. Psalms 147:2.
concerning this matter. At the top of this amud, a Baraisa cited the
23. Since the salvation of Israel and the rebuilding of Jerusalem are opinion of R' Abba - whom Rav Hai Gaon identifies as Rav (see note 2)
- that one who fails to mention the circumcision covenant, the Torah
interdependent, the concluding clause, Blessed are You, Hashem,
Builder of Jerusalem, is considered of the same theme as the opening or the Kingdom of the House of David does not discharge his obligation.
clause, Have mercy, Hashem, our God, on Israel, Your people (Rashi). Following that Baraisa, R' Ila'a cited the same ruling in the name of
"our master" - a title normally applied to Rav. Rashash therefore
24. The translation is based on Rashi to Succah 28b
i1'"1.
proposes emending the text here to read explicitly: ... and {you] acted
25. I.e. women are obligated to recite Bircas HaMazon (see Mishnah in accordance with Rav Chananel {in the name of Rav]!? Cf. Hagahos R'
above, 20a-b), yet they cannot thank God for the circumcision covenant, Nechemiah Beirach, who explains that "our master" in the previous
as it does not pertain to them (see following note).
case is a reference to Rebbi. [The term is used in this context in
26. I.e. women and slaves are obligated to recite Bircas HaMazon (see Yevamos 45a. As for Rav Hai Gaon 's tradition, Rashi to 47a (cited there
Mishnah above, 20a-b), yet they cannot thank God for the Torah, as in note 21) seems not to accept it.]
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he Gemara discusses the text of the HaTov VeHaMeitiv

,_,,.,·.

'Ie$ling:
u~1, ,:;i1 ii,-t( il~IJ ,~ ,~ i1~1 ii,-t( - Rabbah bar bar Chanah
\isaidin the name ofR' Yochanan: m::,7i, n;i,;~ :i,~l.il:::i, :iiu:, JlaTov VeHaMeitiv blessing requires a mention of God's

{Tb~

!ftfiln4::~ara asks:
[M:37~tffi, .K?. ,xi, - What does [R' Yochanan] mean to inform us
t\\iith this? n;ii;i M)?lf' x·, n,::,7i, r.i~ l'l.'.C'V n;i,;i ,~ - Apparently,
'./othlifany blessing which does not include a mention of God's
i:Kingship is not a valid blessing. .K~)?'T .K'}Q HIJi' '!;\1 i1j)?~ .KlJl
.L'BU:t R' Yochanan already stated this once as a general rule
;regarding all blessings!1281Why did he need to repeat it specifically
Hhiegard to the HaTov VeHaMeitiv blessing?1291
The Gemara answers:
.K'J'! ,:;i1 ii,-t( - R' Zeira said: ni'!??i, 'l.:11!' n;i'1!¥'W ii,;, - R'
Yochanan meant to say that it requires two mentions of God's
Kingship i11'"! .K'}Q - one as its own,1301 il~i:11 .K'}Q]
c,,ut,,, - and another one to compensate for the omission of
~d's Kingship from the Boneh Yerushalayim blessing.1311
The Gemara asks:
,::,n ,x - If it is so, that there is a need to compensate for such an
o~s~10n, n'?.1;1 ,p~~ - we shou:ld require three mentions of
God's Kingship in the HaTov VeHaMeitiv blessing - i1")'"! .K'}Q
Y1-tClJ m>'"):;t1 .K'}Q] ll!?'Vli? mi:i1 .K'}Ql - one as its own, another
one to compensate for the omission of His Kingship from the
Boneh Yerushalayim blessing, and yet another one to compensate for its omission from the Blessing for the Land! .K?,tc
x", .K)?J,71.' ,xi, Y1tc0 n~,l')!;\ - Perforce, what is the reason that
you concede we need not compensate for the omission from the
Blessing for the Land? i1.l;l'")~Q? n;i,r.11p:, n;ii;i r.i'? X?lt11 lllVit,> It is because that is a blessing which follows another blessing
in a series, and thus, does not require its own mention of God's
Kingship.1321 ,p~.1;1 x", ,,p~ ll!?'Vl,? mt,1 - For the same reason,
the Boneh Yerushalayim blessing shou:ld also not require its
own mention of God's Kingship, i1.l;l'")~Q? n;i,1:1,p:, il;i")!? r-i'? X?lt11
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- as it, too, is a blessing which follows another blessing in the
series. - ? The Gemara answers:
X?J,1~ x", ,,p~ ll!?IVli? il~i!ll l,,!;1~1 l'"!tl xm - The law is in fact so,
that even the Boneh Yerushalayim blessing does not really
require a mention of God's Kingship. m::,7i, ii,,tc1 ''I'!tc X?,tc
,,i n,~ - However, since one mentions the Kingdom of the
House of David in that blessing, ii,tc x",1 X)litc niix 1.K?
ll!i,IV m::i'li, - it wou:ld be inappropriate to fail to ~ention the
Kingdom of Heaven. We therefore compensate for the omission
with an additional mention of God's Kingship in the HaTov
VeHaMeitiv blessing.1331
An alternative answer:
ii,,tc x~, :ii - Rav Pappa said: i>,,tc?. ,:;,l] - This is what [R'
Yochanan] meant to say: i1")'"!t,1 i:;J7 ni'!?7i, 'l.:I\V n;i,;;ir - [The
HaTov VeHaMeitiv blessing] requires two mentions of God's
Kingship besides its own, one to compensate for the omi;sion of
Kingship in the Boneh Yerushalayim blessing and another one to
compensate for the omission in the Blessing for the Land.1341
The Gemara discusses the case of one who forgets to incorporate the special passage for the Sabbath, the Festivals, or Rosh
Chodesh in Bircas HaMazon:
,,,~ :ii1,1in~ X")'! ,:;ii :l'J:l? - R' Zeira was sitting behind Rav
Gidel, X~lil :ii1 i1'1.il?- ,,,~ :i1 :l'J:l?l - and Rav Gidel was
sitting before Rav Huna, ii,tc?.l :l'J:l?l - and as [Rav Gidel)l351
sat, he said: n;iv
,,:;iT;:t x",1 il)l~ - If one erred and did not
mention the supplemental passage of the Sabbath in Bircas
HaMazon, ii,ix - he says the following blessing: 1,,~ Blessed are You, Hashem, our God, King of the universe, tmW
71.'.C")tf,! it.llT? illJU)?? nin~w - Who gave Sabbaths for contentment to His people, Israel, n~q~;i - with love, n'i=??l nix'?
- for a sign and a covenant. n;w:, Vi1?-'? 1,,~ - Blessed are
You, Hashem, Who sanctifies the Sabbath. 1361 i1'? i>,,tc - [Rav
Huna] said to him: i1"))?~ 1xi, - Who said this? :ii - Rav
Gidel replied: Rav said it.

,w

NOTES
28. Above, 40b.
series is not supposed to contain a mention of His Kingship (Tosafos il"1
29. Rashba and Ritva ask: Earlier on this amud, the Gemara cited a iY.117, Rashba; see Ritva ). Alternatively, it would be improper to include
dispute between Abba Yose hen Dostai and the Rabbis as to whether the the Kingdom of God and the Kingdom of the House of David in the same
HaTov VeHaMeitiv blessing in particular requires a mention of God's blessing, as that would seem to accord them equal stature (Rahbeinu
Kingship. As explained there, the dispute hinges on whether this Yonah, Rosh).
blessing is part of the Biblical Bircas HaMazon series. Perhaps R' 34. Rav Pappa concedes that the letter of the law does not require any
Yochanan meant to teach us that the HaTov VeHaMeitiu blessing is not mention of God's Kingship in the Blessing for the Land or-the Boneh
part of the Biblical series and as such requires its own mention of God's Yerushalayim blessing, as they are continuations of a series. HowKingship!? They answer that as an Amora, R' Yochanan would not have ever, he explains that since we compensate in the HaTov VeHaMeitiv
spoken so obliquely if this had been his intention. He would have said blessing for omitting the Kingship of God from the Boneh Yerushalayim
directly thatHaTov VeHaMeitiv is of Rabbinic origin, rather than saying blessing - due to the impropriety of deleting God's Kingship while
that it requires a mention of God's Kingship. Abba Yose hen Dostai and mentioning that of David - we also compensate for its omission from
the Rabbis, however, stated their dispute in the Tannaic style [of the Blessing for the Land (see Tosafos and Rabbeinu Yonah). This
addressing a law ("It requires etc.") rather than explaining the under- opinion is reflected in our standard text of the HaTov VeHaMeitiv
pinnings of the law] (cf. Tzlach).
blessing, which mentions God's Kingship three times, as follows:
30. I.e. the standard opening of Blessed are You, Hashem, our God, Blessed are You, Hashem, our God, King of the universe, the Almighty,
King of the universe, which every blessing requires, according to R' our Father, our King, our Sovereign, our Creator, our Redeemer, our
Yochanan [unless it is part of a series] (see Rashi below n,,,r.i ;::i', il"1). Maker, our Holy One, Holy One ofJacob, our Shepherd, the Shepherd of
31. I.e. in the text of the HaTov VeHaMeitiu blessing, we insert an Israel, the King Who is good and Who confers good upon all, etc. (see
additional mention of God's Kingship [1l1'"ll$1l:;l?Y,l 1l':;11$, our Father, our Rashi).
King, our Sovereign]. This compensates for the omission of a reference
to God's Kingship in the Boneh Yerushalayim blessing, which precedes
the HaTov VeHaMeitiv blessing.
32. See note 8. Since no such mention is required, its omission need not
be compensated for in the HaTov VeHaMeitiv blessing.
33. We cannot simply mention God's Kingship in the Boneh Yerushalayim blessing itself, because a blessing that follows another one in a

35. Rashi; cf. Tos. R' Yehudah HeChasid, Rashash; see Tzlach.
36. One says this immediately after concluding the Boneh Yerushalayim
blessing (see Gemara, 49b). Although the supplemental passage that is
normally recited is not in blessing form, that is because it is part of the
Boneh Yerushalayim blessing. When it is recited separately, it requires
its own blessing structure (Rashba, Ritva; see Tosafos 11;:i il"1).
[The words we have inserted in the translation of this blessing are

.n,,co
o•w:,
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,i,~?.l ::i,i:i? ,-r,:i - Afterwards, he sat and said: ,,:;,7::, .K7) ii¥\'
:ill.1°'Di, ?W - If one erred and did not mention the supple-
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r.r1~~

11,~J'? - for a remembrance.
R' Zeira reported this incident, and commented regarding the
latter ruling:
x~ X~l - And I do not know :,~ iti,tc .K7 ,.I:( il!Jl?W :,~ ii.;,,tc ,.I:(
illJ)?W - whether [Rav Gidel] mentioned "gladness" in [the
Rosh Chodesh blessing] or he did not mention "gladness" in
it;l391 ;,~ c,i,IJ .K7 '.I:( :,~ c,i,o '.I:( - nor do I recall whether he
concluded it with a blessing clause or he did not conclude it
with a blessing clause;14o1 :,,~'11 ,.I:( :,,,,, ,.I:( - nor do I recall
whether this ruling was his own or that of his teacher, Rav.

the

l>?m ::111 :,,~?- ,.15P. il)Q ,l?,,~i.;, ,~ 7,,~ - Gidel bar Manyumi was

mental passage

of a festival in Bircas HaMazon, it,iX the following blessing: ,,,~ - Blessed are You,
Hashem, our God, King of the universe, iY.ll77 c,:;i;t, c,l?? ltl~W
'i.tc~~ - Who gave festivals to His people, Israel, i11Jl?W7
'f1'.'1~r?l - ·for gladness and for remembrance. r37J lli1?-l? ,,,~
~Ji,fb, 7151'¥~ - Blessed are You, Hashem, Who sanctifies Israel
aiitfthe festival seasons. :,~ iti,tc - [Rav Huna] said to him:
1xi.;, - Who said this? ::11 - Rav Gidel replied: Rav.
,i,#.l ::i,i:i? i1tt - Afterwards, he sat and said: x·7, ill.J\'
tli"nn. u;x-, 7;1 ,,:;,t::, - If one erred and did not mention
Rosh Ch~desh passage in Bircas HaMazon, it,ix - he
saysthe following blessing: ,,,~ - Blessed are You, Hashem,
our God, King of the universe, 1381 iY.lll? c,w10 ,;,x1 ltl~W
7tc1tp'! - Who gave Rosh Chodesh [days] to His people, Israel,

be :says

The Gemara cites a related incident:
standing before Rav Nachman on a day on which a supplemental passage is recited in Bircas HaMazon. 1411 l>?m ::11 ill.I\' - Rav
Nachman erred and omitted the supplemental passage,

NOTES
taken from Shulchan Aruch, Orach Chaim 188:6. Cf. Raavad cited by between a day of gladness and Rosh Chodesh (Tos. R' Yehudah
Rashba and Tur §188.)
HeChasid, Tos. HaRosh, Ritva).
37. Some texts read illJ)?llf?l ]\l!llp, for happiness and gladness (see

RiD, and that is the version cited by Shulchan Aruch (ibid.). Shulchan
Aruch (see also Ritva) additionally states that one should mention the
name of that day's festival. See there for the complete text of the
lilessing.
38. See Beur Halachah to 188:7 "1lJ1K i1"1.

39. I do not recall whether Rav Gidel's Rosh Chodesh text read "for a
remembrance and for gladness" [like the text of the parallel Festival
blessing], or merely "for a remembrance," without a mention of
gladness (Rashi). The basis for doubt concerning this matter is as
follows: On the one hand, Rosh Chodesh is not designated as a day
of gladness. On the other hand, the Torah states (Numbers 10:10):
~1¥10 'WK'µl ~'1l[ir.i:;i1 o:;ir;,o)?i!I oi1:;i1, On a day of your gladness, on your
Festivals and on your Rosh Chodesh [days] etc. [you shall sound
trumpets over your offerings]. This implies that there is a correlation

40. I cannot recall whether after reciting the aforementioned text he
concluded with Blessed are You, Hashem, Who sanctifies Israel and the
Rosh Chodesh [days] [as he concluded the parallel Sabbath and Festival
blessings], or not (Rashi). The basis for possibly differentiating
between the Rosh Chodesh blessing and the parallel Sabbath and
Festival blessings is that if we do not mention "gladness" in it, it is
shorter than the parallel blessings and contains only one expression of
praise. The general rule is that blessings which contain only one
expression of praise (such as those recited over foods) do not have a
concluding clause (see note 9). On the other hand, perhaps this blessing
was designed in the style of the parallel ones, which do have concluding
clauses (see Tos. HaRosh and Tos. R' Yehudah HeChasid).
The accepted practice is not to mention "gladness" and not to add the
concluding clause (Drach Chaim 188:7).
41. It was either the Sabbath or a festival (see below).
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XIV'1? 1"JlJ1 - so he returned to the beginning of Bircas
HaMazon and repeated the entire text.UJ l'I'?. 11,;1,te - [Gidel bar
Manyumi] said to him: ,:;,;:r ,1,;1 ,,:;,~ X)?l!IJ 'Xl,;I - What is the
reason that master did this? l'I'?. 11,;1,te - [Rav Nachman]
replied: ::i1 11,;1,te X?'W ':;11 11,;1,te"! - For R' Shila said in the
name of Rav: wx·i'? 1!iM l'l~IJ - If one erred and omitted the
supplemental passage from Bircas HaMazon, he must return to
the beginning.
Gidel bar Manyumi. persists:
::i1 i1,;1tc x~~:, ::i1 11,;1,te x;:r1 - But Rav Huna said in the name of
Rav: TN'¥,~,~ ,1,;1,x l'l~IJ - Ifone erred and forgot to recite the
supplemental passage, he says, "Bkssed ••• Who gave •••, " as
stated above. - ? Rav Nachman replies:
l'I'?. 11,;1,te - He said to [Gidel bar Manyumi]: n'?~ 11,;1?;1'.t:C ix?. Was it not stated regarding this ruling: ,~ X?o/~I? ::i1 11,;1,te
::i111,;ltc~l;l'?r;tl::I - RavMenashyabarTachlifasaidinthename
of Rav: ::i,t,l.\ltl1 ::i1tm;i M.!Jl;ll x·,o/ X?-te uiv x·i, - They taught this
only concerning a case where one did not yet begin the HaTov
VeHaMeitiv blessing, :l'Ul.\ltl1 ::iit11tt;t M.!Jl;ll i,;i~ - but if one began
the HaTov VeHaMeitiv blessing before he became aware of his
ormss1on, wx·17 1!iM - he must return to the beginning of
Bircas HaMazon? I returned to the beginning of Bircas HaMazon
because I realized my error after I had begun the HaTov
VeHaMeitiv blessing.CZJ
The Gemara compares the previous case of an omission from

Bircas HaMazon with a similar case concerning Shemoneh
Esrei:
7~U:1!¥ 11,;ltc ll?r;t~ ::1111,;l-t( tl'J)?ll ~1 11,;ltc 1':;,,tc 1~ 'i'.l:C ::11 11,;ltc - Rav
Idi bar Avin said in the name of Rav Amram, who said in the
name of Rav Nachman, who said in the name of Shmuel: l'l~IJ
l'l?!;l?;l~ IUj"n wx·, 7o/ ,,:;iy;:r x°7J - If one erred and did not
mention the supplemental Rosh Chodesh passage in the
Shemoneh Esrei prayer, inix l'i'Tt!l,;I - we require him to
return and rectify the omission.£3l tiT,Ptt n:;11:;i;i - However,
if one made the same error inBircas HaMazon, intK 1'"!''1'.!l,;11'~
- we do not require him to return and rectify the omission.
tl'J)?ll ::i17 1'!:;l,tc c,~ 'i'.t:Cl ::i1 ;,i,'7. 11,;ltc - Rav [Idi bar] AvinC4J
said to Rav Amram: TiT,Ptt n:n:;i X~IV 'Xl,;I~ l'l?!;l?;l X~tV 'Xl,;I What is the difference between Prayer andBircas HaMazon?
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l'I'?. 11,;1,tc - [Rav Amram] replied: '? X?t¥i2
ti~ - I, too,
had this difficulty, Tl?m ::i17 l'l'tl?'.l:CIV~ - so I asked it of
Rav Nachman '? 1l,;ltc1 - and he said to me: i,~u:iw 11,;11 ;,i,1,13
'? l7'~'¥ x·i, - I did not hear a reason for this distin~tion· ~~
the master, Shmuel (who issued this ruling), himself, '!ti~ K,k
T~~ - but let us analyze the matter ourselves. We can ~~lahi
it as follows: X'i'.'1 :i;i,n1 l'l?!;l?;l - Concerning the Shemoneh
Esrei prayer, which is obligatory,c5J it is reasonable to say that if
one omits the Rosh Chodesh passage inix l'"!'Tt!l,;I - we require
him to return and rectify the omission.
x~iT)? n~1:;i Concerning Bircas HaMazon, on the other hand, it is reasonable
to say that i,,:;,tc x·i, 'V.~ '.t:C i,,:;,tc 'V.~ '.t:C1 - since if one wants, he
eats bread, and if he wants, he does not eat bread, CGJ even if he
does eat bread and then omits the Rosh Chodesh passage 1'~
inix l'i'Tt!l,;I - we do not require him to return and rectify the
omission.c7l
R' Idi bar Avin counters:
l'IJ;llll,;I X?-te - But then, c,:;i,u c,~?1 nin~w - on Sabbaths and
Festivals, i,,:;,,tc x·i,1 '~12 x·i,1 - when it is insufficient not to
eat breac!,C8l 1"J;:t 'V.IJ '.t:C1 ,1;1~ ,:;,;:r - is it indeed so that if one
errs and omits the Sabbath or Festival passage he must return
and rectify the Qmission?
Rav Amram replies:
;,i,'7. 11,;1,tc - He said to [Rav Idi bar Avin]: 1'~ - Yes, indeed,
::i1 11,;1,te X?'W ':;11 11,;ltc"! - for R' Shila said in the name of Rav:
wx·i'? 1!iM l'l~IJ - If one erred and omitted the supplemental
Sabbath or Festival passage in Bircas HaMazon, he must return
to the beginning.
R' Idi bar Avin persists:
::i1 11,;ltc x~~:, ::i1 11,;ltc x;:r1 - But Rav Huna said in the name of
Rav: 1.!Jfo/ ':)~,~ ,1,;1,x :i~IJ - If one erred and omitted the
supplemental Sabbath or Festival passage in Bircas HaMazon, he
says "Bkssed ... Who gave ... " - ? Rav Amram retorts:
n'?~ 11,;1?;1'.l:C ix?. - Was it not stated regarding this ruling: x-C,
:l't,l.\lttJ :lil/Jtl;t M.!Jli[I x·,o/ X?-te
They taught this only
concerning a case where one did not yet begin the HaTov
VeHaMeitiv blessing, IU.t<'i'? 1!iM ::i,t,l.iltt1 ::iit11tt;t M.!Jl;ll i,;i~ - but
if one began the HaTov VeHaMeitiv blessing before he became
aware of his omission, he must return to the beginning of Bircas
HaMazon? This accords with my ruling.

me -

NOTES
Chodesh, and did not realize his error until after completing the
Shemoneh Esrei, he must repeat the entire Prayer. If he realized his
error prior to completing the Shemoneh Esrei, he returns to the
beginning of the Avodah blessing (·1:i1 n:;n). See above, 29b.
the Prayer by returning to the blessing in which he erred, but must 4. Our emendation of the text follows Bach.
repeat it in its entirety. Regarding Bircas HaMazon, where one does not
step away, concluding the third - and final - Biblical blessing [and 5. One is obligated to recite the Shemoneh Esrei prayer three times
digressing to the Rabbinical HaTov VeHaMeitiv blessing] is tantamount daily.
to stepping away. Rav Nachman finished the third blessing and 6. Although it is prohibited to fast on Rosh Chodesh, there is no specific
began the HaTov VeHaMeitiv blessing before becoming aware of requirement to eat bread (Tosafos ).
his omission (see below). Therefore, he repeated the entire Bircas
HaMazon and inserted the supplemental passage at the proper point 7. [Since Bircas HaMazon with Yaaleh VeYavo is in essence optional on
(Rashi; see also Rambam, Hil. Berachos 2:12, Ritva, Rosh [who pro- Rosh Chodesh, for one has the option not to eat bread, its omission need
vides a different rationale for returning to the beginning], and Orach not be rectified.] However, this means only that if one began the HaTov
Chaim 188:6 with Beur Halachah wx,', ii",; cf. Raavad, Hil. Berachos VeHaMeitiv blessing before becoming aware of his error he need not
2:12, Rabbeinu Yonah and Rashba, who contend that only concluding return to the beginning of Bircas HaMazon. If one became aware of his
the HaTov VeHaMeitiv blessing is similar to stepping away from omission before commencing the HaTov VeHaMeitiv blessing, he recites
the special blessing described above (Rif, Rashba, Ritva; cf. Baal
Shemoneh Esrei).
HaMaor).
2. Since beginning the HaTov VeHaMeitiv blessing is a digression
from the main part of Bircas HaMazon, I was similar to one who 8. On the Sabbath and Festivals, one is required to eat a bread meal once
stepped away after Shemoneh Esrei (Ritva; see Beur Halachah ibid. in the evening and once during the day. There is disagreement among
',,nnnw ,.v n",).
the Rishonim whether the third Sabbath meal requires bread as well
3. I.e. if one omitted Yaaleh VeYavo from Shemoneh Esrei on Rosh (Tosafos; see Orach Chaim 291:5).

1. We learned above (29b) that if one errs while reciting the Shemoneh
Esrei prayer he returns to the beginning of the blessing in which he
erred. However, if he first realized his error after completing the
Shemoneh Esrei and stepping out of place, he can no longer validate
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The Mishnah stated:
,,:i, l'~l?!l? i'I~;, il) - WHATISTHEMINIMUMAMOUNT of bread that
one must eat in order to be obligated TO JOIN IN ZIMUN? etc. [At
least an olive's volume. R' Yehudah says: At least an egg's
volume.]f9l
The Gemara analyzes the dispute:
n~!:;> :,r,'7. :i,~;r:r ,,l:CJ;.l ,:;;,.'11.K"l)?'J;.17 - Is this to say that R' Meirl10l
considers an olive's volume significant, :,;,,;,:;, :i1~:i, ,:;;,.11 whereas R' Yehudah considers only an egg's volume significant? ~:,7 WS.71?W x;i~,l'.C .KlJl - But we have heard them take
the opposite positions. y~i;,"J - For we learned in a Mishnah:r11J D'?IV~,,~ .K;'?I¥ ,~ 1;,1 - AND SIMILARLv,r12i if SOMEONE
LEFr JERUSALEM
lU"J\?
,,?:;i M?vl¥ ,;,m - AND REMEMBERED THAT HE HAD SACRIFICIAL MEAT IN ms HAND,(13] , ; ~ Cl'.(
i~ij')?:;;,. iD")itu D'!;li!lr - IF HE PASSED TZOFIM, HE BURNS IT WHERE
HE IS,[14l ,xi Dl'.(1 - BUT IF NOT, ,1,n - HE MUST RETURN to
Jerusalem, :i;i,~i,tt ,~~!;.I :i,,:;;,.o '~!,)? iD")itul - AND HE BURNS IT
BEFORE THE TEMPLE WITH THE WOOD OF THE Altar PYRE.f15l il)
D'iTin Dtl :,~;, - FOR HOW MUCH chametz or meat MUST THEY
RETURN?f16l il;.li.K ,,J'.CJ;.l ':;;,.'] - R'MEffiSAYS: :,;,,;,:;,:;;,. :in MJ - IN
EITHER CASE, when there is AN EGG'S VOLUME. ,i,,x :i,~:i, ,:;;,.,,
- BUT R' YEHUDAH SAYS: M~!:;,:;;i. :in MJ - IN EITHER CASE, when
there is AN OLIVE'S VOLUME. - ? The Gemara answers:
,,,.1$ - R' Yochanan said: MfP'WiJ M!??t;n~
The

,w:;,.

m,,, ,:;;,.,
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opinions of R' Meir and R' Yehudah have been erroneously
inverted.r17J
An alternative resolution:
iti.1$ '~=iltc - Abaye said: ':Jllil'lJ x·', D?iS17 - Actually, do not
reverse the opinions, for the two disputes are unrelated. x:i:,
,~,?~ '~'li?:;;,. - Here, in our Mishnah, their dispute is based~~
different interpretations of the verse And you shall eat, and you
shall be satisfied, and you shall bless Hashem etc.f18l ,,x~
,;9 - R' Meir holds: "l;l?;l.1$1,, - When the verse state~:·~
you shall eat, M?':;l~ iT - this is a reference to eating;
"l;ll,1;,tfl,, - and when it states, and you shall be satisfied, it
M?J:i!fi - this is a reference to drinking.r19J n,!:;,:;;i. M?':;1~1 - Now,
the stipulation of "eating" in the Torah is always fulfilled with
the consumption of an olive's volume,[20l and thus, we learn that
one must bless Hashem when he eats an olive's volume of bread.
,;9 :i1~:i, ,:;;,.11 - But R' Yehudah holds: "l;ll,1;,tfl i:i'?;,.1$1,, The phrase And you shall eat, and you shall be satisfied etc.
means that :,~,:;,!fl :,r~ tu!!¥ M?':;l~ - one must bless Hashem for
the eating of an amount that satiates. it,,,~, - And what
amount is this? :,;,,;,:;, - An egg's volume. ,~,~~ x1;,i;,:;;,. DlJl;I
- However, there, in the Mishnah in Pesachim regarding
returning for chametz and sacrificial meat, their dispute is based
on reasoning, rather than Scriptural exegesis. i;,9 ,,.!'.Ci,,:;;,., R' Meir holds that iM.1$)?~t,:;> iM'J!l.'.1 - the requirement of
returning for [food that must be destroyed] (i.e. chametz or

,::i,

NOTES
9. This dispute actually centers on the obligation to recite Bircas HaMa- Temple Mount. Meat of kodashim kalim (i.e. offerings oflesser sanctity,
zon itself. The Tanna Kamma holds that eating an olive's volume which may be eaten throughout Jerusalem, and which are presumably
(kezayis) obligates a person to recite Bircas HaMazon, and when the the type that the person inadvertently took out of the_ city) can [Biblieating is done as part of a group ofthree, it brings on the additional cally] be burned anywhere (see Tosafos to Pesachim 49a 1n,1w1 il"1 and
obligation to join inzimun (see 45a note 13). R' Yehudah holds that one Chidushei HaRan there). On the Rabbinic level, it should be burned in
must eat at least an egg's volume. The Mishnah speaks about zimun Jerusalem (see Chidushei HaRan ibid. and Rashi there 49b 1n,m il"1).
rather than Bircas HaMazon to inform us that according to the Tanna However, when one burns the disqualified meat somewhere other than
Kamma a kezayis is sufficient not only for incurring the basic Bircas the Temple Mount, he must use his own wood. Conversely, when burnHaMazon obligation, but also for incurring the additional zimun obliga- ing it on the Temple Mount, one is not permitted to use his own wood,
tion (Tosafos; see also Rashba).
but must use the wood assigned for the Altar (see Pesachim 82a for the
10. The Tanna Kamma of our Mishnah is presumably R' Meir, for as reason). Thus, the Mishnah cannot mean to require burning the meat
stated in Tractate Sanhedrin (86a), anonymous Mishnahs generally before the Temple. Rather, it means that the person must return to
Jerusalem to burn it, and if he wishes to receive wood for this purpose,
reflect his opinion. See also Eruvin 96b and Gittin 4a.
he may burn it before the Temple, where he will be given wood of the
11. Pesachim 49a ..
pyre.]
12. In a previous section, the Mishnah discusses the case of someone who
16. [Having stated the situations in which one is required to return home
leaves his home on the fourteenth day of Nissan to slaughter his pesach
and physically remove the chametz, or to return to Jerusalem to burn
offering in Jerusalem, and later remembers that he has chametz at
the sacrificial meat, the Mishnah asks how much chametz or disqualified
home. The Mishnah rules that if there is enough time for him to return
meat must he have before he is required to do so. For in view of the fact
home and physically destroy the chametz and then return to his mitzthat the requirement to return is only Rabbinical (see notes 12 and 16),
vah, he is required to do so. But if there is not enough time, he may
it is understood that the Rabbis instituted the requirement only with
nullify the chametz in his heart. [From a Biblical standpoint, it always
regard to a volume that has significance in some other area ofhalachah.]
suffices to nullify chametz in one's heart. The Rabbis required a person
to physically destroy his chametz, and they waived this requirement 17. The opinions of R' Meir and R' Yehudah were mistaken!y inverted in
when it will interfere with the performance of another mitzvah (see our Mishnah. The Tanna Kamma (i.e R' Meir) actually holds that one
Rashi to Pesachim 49aandMagenAvraham 444:11).] The Mishnah then must eat an egg's volume to become obligated in Bircas HaMazon and
zimun, and R' Yehudah holds that an olive's volume suffices. Thus, their
continues, And similarly, etc. (Rashi ).
opinions here conform with their opinions in Pesachim (Tosafos ,:i, i1"1
13. Sacrificial meat which was taken beyond the walls of Jerusalem
,,xt.i; cf. Maharsha; see also Rosh Yosen.
becomes unfit [and must be burned] (Rashi).
14. Tzofim [literally: lookout] was a place outside Jerusalem from where 18. Deuteronomy 8:10.
one could see the Temple (Rashi; see Rashi to Pesachim ibid. and below, 19. Although the verse teaches primarily the requirement to recite
61b tl'!J1Yil Jt.l il"1). [Others explain that "Tzofim" does not refer to a Bircas HaMazon after eating bread, the additional phrase and you shall
specific location, but rather, to the furthest point in any direction from be satisfied teaches that we must also bless Hashem after drinking wine.
which one can see Jerusalem (Tosafos; see next note).] The Mishnah This is a reference to the blessing ofJ~!iJ 7l7 (for the wine etc.). [The blessteaches that if the person traveled beyond "Tzofim" the Sages did not ing recited after drinking other beverages (n1lll~l 1<1i'1, Who creates living
burden him to return to Jerusalem to burn the meat [as should ideally things etc.) is of Rabbinic origin] (see Ritva and Rosh; see also Tosafos
above, 39a 1YJ il"1, to Yorn.a 79a 1<71 il"1 and to Succah 26b 1<71 i1"1).
be done] (Rashi to Pesachim ibid.).
Others maintain that even according to the current exposition the
15. There was a place on the Temple Mount designated for the burning
of disqualified sacrificial meat (Rashi, citing Zevachim 104b; see verse refers exclusively to Bircas HaMazon. They explain it as meaning
Rashash ). When one burns it in this designated area, he uses wood that that under Biblical law one who ate and is thirsty is not required to
had been assigned for use upon the Altar. See Tosafos to Pesachim 81b recite Bircas HaMazon unless he quenches his thirst (Mordechai §177;
l<t.l1'l il"1 for an explanation of why such use of this wood is permitted. see Rama, Orach Chaim 197:4).
[One is not required to burn all disqualified sacrificial meat on the

20. See above, 39a note 1 and 41a-b.
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invalid sacrificial meat) corresponds with its law oftumah. ili,
M¥'!;!:;,:;i inJ$)?lW - Just as its law -0f tumah pertains only with
regard to an egg's volume, M¥':;i.:;,:;i in"l!l'.1 tit- - so too, the
requirement of returning for it pertains only with regard to an
egg's volume.[211 i:;i.9 l"l'lll"I~ ':i;111 - But R' Yehudah holds that
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,,,o,i:c:p in"l!l'.1 - the requirement of returning for it corresponds with its prohibition. n,y:;,:;i ,,,o,i:c MJ? - Just as its
prohibition pertains even with regard to an olive's volume,[221
n,y:;,:;i in"l!l'.1 tit- - so too, the requirement of returning for it
pertains with regard to an olive's volume.(231

1'~1?!1? 1¥,;i - How do we perform zimun?

riiv·r,1¥:;i - When there are a total of three people,
';l'J;t~ ,,,,k - [the leader] says: Let us bless [He] of Whose we have eaten. kll"I) il!V-r,1¥:;i - When
there are three people besides him, 1:i1;i ,,,,k - [the leader] says: Bless [He] of Whose we have eaten. [241
il"l!VV.~ - When there are a total often people, ll'ttr,~ ':}".!;t~ ,,,,k - [the leader] says: Let us bless our God, of
Whose we have eaten. [25l klil) il"l!VV.~ - When there are ten people besides him, 1:i1;i i,;,ik - he says: Bless our
God, of Whose we have eaten. ki:.I") il"l!VV. ii:r-ti:1 il"l!VV. ii:r-te - This is the text recited whether there are ten people
or ten myriads ofpeople.[26l il1$l;l:P - When there are a total of one hundred people, ,,,,k klil - [the leader]
says: u,:::r"',~ 'l"l ':}".!;t~ - Let us bless Hashem, our God, of Whose we have eaten. klil) il1$l;l:P - When there are one
hundred people besides him, 1:i1;i ,,,,k - he says: Bless Hashem, etc. ti?-te:P - When there are a total of one
thousand people, i,;,ik klil - [the leader] says: r,~"lf¥~ ,:::r·',~ u,:::r"',~ ['ill ('ilr,) ':}1;t~ - Let us bless Hashem, [271
our God, the God of Israel, of Whose we have eaten. klil) ti?-te:P - When there are one thousand people besides
him, 1:i1;i ,,;,,x - he says: Bless etc. kin,:;i - When there are a total of a myriad of people, i,;,ik - [the
leader] says: t1,:,1i:pt1 ::iw;, nik;t!( ,:::r"',~ r,~"lf¥' ,:::r-r,~ u,:::r·r,~ ['ill ('ilr,l ':}1;t~ - Let us bless Hashem, our God, the
God of Israel, Lord of Hosts, Who dwells by the Cherubim, u7;i,tcW Tit~ti r,l1 - for the food we have eaten.
klit) Nin,:;i - When there are a myriad of people besides him, 1:i1;i ~l;lik - he says: Bless etc. ':}1;tl? klilW mll!i!
- In the same manner that [the leader] recites the blessing, ,,,q,tc tl'~ill ':};,l - so do [the assembled] respond
after him: ll?;),tct¥ Tit~:::r r,l1 t:1,:,1,:pti ::iw;, nik;t!( ,:::r·r,~ r,~"lf¥' ,:::r·r,~ u,:::r-r,~ 'il 11,;i - Blessed is Hashem, our God,
the God of Israel, Lord of Hosts, Who dwells by the Cherubim, for the food we have eaten. [2s1
The Mishnah cites a dispute concerning variations in the zimun text:
i,;,ik ,';,,';,;ti,~;, ,:;i1 - R' Yose HaGlili says: t:1'::i");tl? tllJ ',;:rreti ::i,, '!;)? - They recite the blessing in accordance
with the size of the assemblage,[291 ,i,~~1¥ - as it is stated: .. r,~"lf¥' iii'!?~ 'il t:1,;:r·r,~ 1::i");i ni',trj?i,:p,, - In
assemblages, bless God, Hashem, from the source ofIsrael. [3o1 k;t'?V. ,:;i "J ,i,.1$ - R' Akiva said: n,:;i.:;i U'!il~ ili,
n'?~:Ptl - What do we find in the synagogue, with regard to prayer? tl't,,~l~ 1IJ,t(1 t1,:;i1,I? ii:r-te - We find that there
is no difference whether there are many or there are few; once the threshold of ten people is reached, ,:i,;i ,,;,ik
'il n,tc - [the leader] always says: "Bless Hashem," regardless of the size of the congregation. So it is con~erning
zimun - once the threshold of ten people is reached, the text remains the same regardless of the size of the
assemblage. [3ll

NOTES
21. The Gemara in Yoma 80a derives through Scriptural exegesis that there is a quorum without him (Rashi ).
the smallest amount of food that is subject to tumah is an egg's volume. 25. This version is recited only when ten people are present, because the
R' Meir holds that only an amount that is significant enough to be mention of God's Name in zimun requires a congregation, which can
subject to the Biblical law oftumah is significant enough for the Rabbis consist of no less than ten men (see Megillah 23b).
to have required returning from a trip in order to destroy it (see Rashi ).
[There is a dispute among the Rishonim as to whether the minimum 26. [A myriad consists of ten thousand people.] Once we reach the
amount of an egg's volume that was stated in regard to tumah pertains threshold at which the Name of God is mentioned, no further changes
to an item's capacity to contract tumah, or to its capacity to transmit are made to the text, regardless of any additional increase in the number
tumah. There is an opinion that any amount of food can contract tumah, of participants. The Gemara will note that this contradicts the following
and the amount of an egg's volume is required only to transmit tumah ruling of the Mishnah that the text changes for groups of one hundred,
(see Tosafos to Pesachim 33b nr.i,K', n"i). According to this opinion, the one thousand and ten thousand, respectively (Rashi; see note 29).
Rabbinic requirement of returning for chametz and disqualified sacrifi- 27. We have followed the emendation of'l'osafos 11:iJ n",, who state that
cial meat was made to correspond with the law of transmitting tumah, the text should read •;, -:n:;q, Let us bless Hashem, rather than •;,7 -:rm,
Let us bless to Hashem. The same holds true throughout the Mishnah.
rather than that of contracting tumah (see Ritva).]
22. I.e. the prohibition of eating chametz or disqualifiied sacrificial meat 28. [The Mishnah uses this case as an example of the assembled responding in the manner of the leader's recital. The same applies to the groups
applies even to an olive's volume (Rashi, Pesachim 50a ,,,o,K:i n"i).
of three, ten, one hundred and one thousand.]
23. [Abaye's assertion that the dispute in our Mishnah is based on
Biblical exegesis suggests that one is Biblically required to recite the 29. I.e. the text changes each time the size of the assemblage reaches a
Bircas HaMazon when eating an olive's volume according to R' Meir, or new threshold. As the Mishnahjust stated, there are special versions for
an egg's volume according to R' Yehudah. Thus, Abaye disputes Rav groups of ten, one hundred, one thousand and ten thousand. We thus
Avira's statement above (20b) that the Torah requires Bircas HaMazon learn that the previous ruling reflects the opinion of R' Yose HaGlili.
only when one eats his fill, and the Bircas HaMazon requirement when The Gemara will explain that the Mishnah's first ruling - that there is
eating an olive's or egg's volume of bread is merely of Rabbinic origin no difference between a group of ten and a group of ten myriads ...., was
(Raavad, Hil. Berachos 5:15; see also Rashba to 48a Kn ;,"1). Others, stated by R' Akiva, who proceeds to dispute R' Yose HaGlili's ruling
however, maintain that Abaye agrees that the dispute beween R' Meir (Rashi).
and R' Yehudah pertains only to the Rabbinical obligation of Bircas 30. Psalms 68:27. The plural form of assemblages implies that a differHaMazon. They explain that the expositions he cited as sources for the ent blessing is to be recited by each type of assemblage (Maharsha).
rulings of R' Meir and R' Yehudah are merely asmachtos, i.e. Scriptural [The meaning of the phrase from the source ofIsrael will be explained in
support for the Rabbinical law (Tosafos 1'Kt.l ,:,, n"i; Rosh; Rashi to 48a the Gemara below, 50a.]
'7:JK'tll 1l1 n"i; Rambam, Hil. Berachos 5:16). See ShulchanAruch, Drach
31. R' Yose HaGlili agrees that the synagogue prayer text does not vary.
Chaim 197:4 and Magen Avraham 184:11.]
For an explanation of why he differentiates between that and the case of
24. [I.e. the leader tells the assembled to bless Hashem, rather than Bircas HaMazon, see Tosafos. See Maharsha for further analysis of the
asking them to join him in reciting the blessing.] He can do this since Tannaic dispute.
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The Mishnah concludes with a dissenting opinion as to the correct text of the synagogue prayer just quoted:
1111!::IJ?t'I •n n,tc ~::, 1; - In the synagogue, the leader says: "Bless Hashem,
the Blessed One," rather than merely, "Bless Hashem. "c321
,1;11.K ':I.K)!)?o/' ':;1'1 - R' Yishmael says:

Getnara

The Gemara cites a pertinent Amoraic ruling:
7~Ulo/ ,i,,tc - Shmuel said: Cj,tc .K,;,, 7,te C?W?
',7:p::., ll;l 11l¥)! n,tc - When blessing Hashem, one should never
exclude himself from the group. Thus, when four people join in
zimun, the leader should include himself by saying, "Let us bless
[He] of Whose we have eaten," rather than exclude himself by
telling the others, "Bless [He] of Whose we have eaten."(331

Shmuel's ruling is challenged:
T~T;t - We learned in our Mishnah: .Kml n;;-',1¥:;i - WHEN there
are THREE people BESIDES HIM, 1::i1; ,1;11.K - [THE LEADER)
SAYS: BLESS etc. The implication is that this is the preferred
text. c341 - ? The Gemara answers:
.IC)?'~ - Say that the Mishnah means:

NOTES
32. [R' Yishmael simply comes to correct R' Akiva' s quotation of the 1:i1:;i 34. [The Gemara understands the Mishnah to be stating a mandatory
(Blessed etc.) prayer. His disagreement with R' Akiva is unrelated to the rule, in consonance with the subsequent ruling that when there are ten
issue of zimun.]
people the leader says: "Let us bless our God etc." According to this inter33. Aithough in a group of four the leader can say: "Bless etc.," it is pretation,] the Mishnah considers it better for the leader to say: "B/,ess
preferable that he say: "Let us bless etc.," so that he not exclude himself etc.," because this demonstrates that the zimun will be recited by a large
from the group (Rashi; see Rashba and Ritva ).
group that has a quorum even without the leader (Rashi; cf. Tosafos),
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IS A TORAH SCHOLAR. ,:i,w~, - But if he says: "... AND FROM
WHOSE GOODNESS we live," "11:.l l"lf '"lt! - we can discern that HE
IS AN IGNORAMUS, for by saying "from" he minimizes God's
\'.§iess, "Let us bless" is the preferred textJtJ
conferral of His goodness. 1s1
?L The Gemara cites.support for Shmuel's opinion:
The Baraisa's latter ruling is questioned:
Jiri,nx "I~ x1.te :i1 "l~,t(1 - For Rav Adda bar Ahavah said: '"ll?t<
if'~:~
·,::;,ll',l•I~ ;;... They said in the academy: Xl'lrl
• ·, - We have learned '~'"1 :117 '!~.15 n,7,~,te - Abaye said to Rav Dimi: :l'J:l!?vl-:- But
-And "from"
JK!i:WPport for Shmuel in the Mishnah below, which states: l"llf!V it is written: "D?'ll7? ~11:;ip·n,:p 11'::I? 1i;,:p 1
!(b'!JfV~ ip l'?.?i:H - SIX people who ate together MAY SEPARATE Your blessing, may the House of Your servant be blessed
<Into two groups of three each for zimun, and so too, more than forever.ID! - ? The Gemara answers:
people may separate for zimun, UNTIL there are TEN people.£21
\t)''W ':}"l;i~ XJ??1¥!11 1;l1l?t< ,~ - All is well if you say that ,~xiq l"l?.151¥!11 - With regard to requesting a blessing from God, it
<the "Let us bless" version is preferable to the "Bless" version,1s1 is different, as it is inappropriate to request large favors.1 101When
'l'r.?01 ,:;,l] onu~ - for that is why [six people] may separate praising God, however, one must be profuse.
into two groups of three. Although each group will lose the option
The Gemara asks:
of having the leader say: "Bless," it is of no consequence. :l'J:l!?v 'l?~ M?.151¥:;I - But in regard to requesting, too, it is
tJ''TJP:11:P f;11l?t< ,~ xly.i;.c - But if you say that the "Bless" version written: "1l"l.15?~~, ,,i;,-:i1r1tt,, Open your mouth widely,
is the preferred one,141 l'?.?m ,xljl,te - why may they separate and I (God) will fill it. 1111 - ? into groups in which the leader will be unable to say "Bless"?151
The Gemara answers:
tJ''Tt' ':}1;~ np~ l7~!V ix'? X?~ - Rather, do you not concede :l'J:l!\l l"l"l'ln '1~1!\l xmtt - That verse was written in regard to
that you may learn from this that the "Let us bless" version comprehending the words of the Torah. It is proper to ask God
is the preferred one?l61 n~,~ 37~1¥ - Indeed, learn it from for a bountiful blessing in this area.

-,:p t)lC - The leader may also say: "Bless etc.," when there are
t)'1t7 ';rm D'lj:I)? ',:p~, - But neverthe-

' 1 ee people besides him.

:;i~,,,

\six

this.
A related Baraisa is cited:

The Gemara cites further support for Shmuel:
,:;,i] ,,p~ xm:1 - It was taught similarly in a Baraisa: "1~,t(~ 1':P
-:n;,~ "1~,t(~ 1':P 1:1"):p - WHETHER [THE LEADER] SAID "BLESS," OR
HE SAID: "LET us BLESS,'' ':}~ 7S.,' 'ln'tx l'"lil'ln 1'.te - WE no NOT
SEIZE mM CONCERNING IT, 1~ 7S.,' 'ln'lx l'"l;l'ln l'ni?l!iJl - BUT
THE PERFECTIONISTS DO SEIZEmM CONCERNING IT.171This accords
with Shmuel's opinion.
The Baraisa continues:
D"J,t( 7'¥ i,ti,:11:;im - AND FROM ONE'S recitation of his BLESSINGS,
ix'? D~ X1l"I o;,i:i .,,~?ti D~ ,:p,~ - IT CAN BE DISCERNED WHETHER
HEISATORAHSCHOLARORNOT. '1~'~ - HOW SO? "l~'IX ':;11 REBBI SAYS: ,:i,u:;n - If one reciting the zimun blessing says:
"Blessed is [He] of Whose we have eaten AND THROUGH WHOSE
GOODNESS we live," D:PIJ .,,~?ti l"ll '"lt! - we can discern that HE

,~,x

X?~tl - It was taught in a Baraisa:
,:;i, - REBBI SAYS:
U'!IJ ,:i,u,;i - One who says, "Blessed is [He] of Whose we have
eaten and THROUGH WHOSE GOODNESS WEUVE,'' .,,~?ti ny '1t!
D;>IJ - IS ATORAH SCHOLAR. onJJ - But one who says: " ... and
ny '"lt! - IS AN
through Whose goodness THEY UVE,''

,,:.i

IGNORAMUS.1121
An alternate version of this teaching:
x;,,,~ ,~i;i~ '.15?!\l')tt~ - The Neh'1l'beleans taught the Baraisa in
the opposite fashion. I.e. one who says: "and through Whose
goodness they live," is a Torah scholar, whereas one who says "and
through Whose goodness we live," is an ignoramus.1131
The Gemara remarks:
'.tc?!\l1m~ xti:;>?::t n,77 - But the halachah d~es not follow the
Neharbeleans.

NOTES
1. [The Mishnah does not mean that the "Bless" version is on a higher logical that a leader who has the option should select the "Let us bless"
level than the "Let us bless" version and that it is recommended for version so as to include himself with the group (Rashi, Ritva).
[The wording of the Gemara is somewhat obscure, since it would
four people. Rather, it means that since there is a quorum without the
leader, he is not bound to the previously mentioned text of "Let us bless seem to imply that we learn from the latter Mishnah itself that the "Let
etc.," but may instead choose to say: "Bless etc."] Shmuel teaches that us bless" version is preferable, and this is not true. Rashi cites an
since the Mishnah gives the leader the choice, he is better advised to alternative reading of the text which circumvents this problem. Howadhere to the "Let us bless" version, so as to include himself in the ever, Ritva explains our reading as we have elucidated it - viz. we learn
group that is blessing Hashem (Rashi).
that the "Let us bless" version is the preferred one by applying logic to
2. Since even if they separate each group will have a quorum for zimun, the lesson gleaned from the latter Mishnah. This conforms with Rashi's
they may do so. Thus, when six, seven or eight people ate together, they approach, albeit not with his emendation of the text. Cf. Tosafos.]
may split into two groups, and when nine people ate together, they may 7. The perfectionists make an issue about his excluding himself from
split into three groups. However, when ten or more people ate together, the group [when he says: "Bless,'! rather than "Let us bless"] (Rashi).
they have become obligated to recite the higher-level zimun blessing in 8. The connotation of "from His goodness we live" is that God bestows
which the Name of God is mentioned. They may not separate into only a small measure of His goodness upon us, just enough to sustain
smaller groups which will not be eligible to mention God's Name. Only our lives (Rashi; cf. Ritva).
when there are twenty or more people may they split into two groups, 9. II Samuel 7:29. [This verse is part of a prayer uttered by King David.]
with each group retaining a quorum often (Rashi).
If "from Your goodness" connotes only a minimal amount of the good3. I.e. when the Mishnah states When there are three besides the leader, ness, why would King David ask God to bless him "from Your blesshe says: "Bless," it means that he may say: "Bless" - not that he must ing''?
say: "Bless" - and it therefore follows that the leader should seek to 10. When beseeching God for kindness, one should behave humbly, like
include himself with the group (Ritva ).
a beggar who does not have the audacity to ask for large favors (Rashi).
4. [And the Mishnah means that when there are four or more people the 11. Psalms 81:11. "Open your mouth widely" means "Request all that
leader must say: "Bless etc."]
you desire" (Rashi).
5. Since they were previously eligible for the higher level zimun, they 12. Because he excluded himself from those who live through God's
should not be allowed to disband Liust as a group of ten may not disband goodness (Rashi).
into smaller groups] (Rashi).
13. The Neharbeleans consider the "they live" version more encom6. I.e. we learn from this latter Mishnah that the "Bless" version is no passing, as "they" refers to all of the world's inhabitants [whereas "we
more significant than the "Let us bless" version, and it is therefore live" refers only to those who partook of the meal) (Rashi ).
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The Gemara cites a related Amoraic ruling:

,1ln;, ,:;i1 i~,te - R' Yochanan said:

;',~l;l u7~,tetq l'1;~ - One
says, "Let us bless [He] of Whose we have eaten," M! '1Q
c;r:i 1'l;l7tl - is a Torah scholar. ;',~l;l ~l7~tcl¥ 'l;l7 - But one
·:who says, "••• to the One of Whose we have eaten,"
M! ''1Q

";ho

,,:,i

- is an ignoramus.c141

R' Yochanan's ruling is questioned:

,w,te :117 x;11 r-i,1~ .Kl],te :l1 l'I'? i~,te -

Rav Acha the son of Rava
·said to Rav Ashi: H'"!l?tc .KlJl - But we say in the Haggadah:
~',x:, c,~~tl ',:p n~ u 1n u,ti,:i~'? :itviW 'l;l7 - ••• to the One Who
,u';s·donefor ou~ fathers and for us 'all these miracles. [lsJ - ? Rav Ashi replies:
R'? ,~,te - He said to [Rav Acha the son of Rava]: xr,:;,,n C,tllJ
.KJ;l?'l;l - There, it is obvious that we are referring to God.
'sJ'~ ,,~i l.K~ - For who performs miracles? xm l'"!~ .K~1~i'
- None other than the Holy One, Blessed is He. In the zimun
blessing, however, reciting the text, "to the one etc." might lead
to the inference that we are blessing the host.
The Gemara cites another ruling by R' Yochanan:

HIJ1' ,:;i1 i~,te - R' Yochanan said: ;',!¥l;l u7~,teW l~,; - One
who says, "Blessed is [He] of Whose we have eaten," M! '1Q
c;r, 1'l;l7tl - is a Torah scholar. u7~,teW l1l)?tl 7lJ - But one
who says, " ••• for the food we have eaten," without referring to
M! ''1Q - is an ignoramus.1161
the Provider of the food,
This ruling is qualified:
lllt'1M? :111 1'1'1~ x~m :11 i~,te - Rav Huna the son of Rav
Yehoshua said: :iiv·',lf':;i x7,te
x"', - This was stated only
with regard to three people who ate together, D!~IV cw .K:P'?1
- where there is no mention of the Name of Heaven in the
zimun blessing. :i1tv~~ ',;~ - But with regard to ten people
_who ate together, C!~IV cw X!p'~1 - where there is a mention
of the Name of Heaven in the zimun blessing, X.J;l?'l;l xi,:;,;n it is obvious that the blessing is addressed to God, and it. is
unnecessary to state explicitly that what we ate was of His.
Hi;t1:P - As we learned in our Mishnah: l'1;)? x1:,1¥ mi,:p - IN
THE SAME MANNER THAT [THE LEADER] RECITES THE BLESSING,
l''lQ.tC l'~;p l~ - SO DO [THE ASSEMBLED] RESPOND AFTER HIM:

,,:,i

nl?~

,o·',~ •:,

tl'~11!ptl :lW1' n;x;¥tt 'tl7~ 7~1tf''
l,,;i - "BLESSED IS
HASHEM, OUR GOD, THE GOD OF lSRAEL, LORD OF HOSTS, WHO
DWEUSBYTHECHEBUBIM, U7~tcl¥ 11TJ?tl 7l7 - FOR'l'HEFOODWE
HAVE EATEN." This text does not state explicitly that the food was

His. Perforce, the necessity for such a statement is negated by the
earlier mention of "Hashem, our God."
The Mishnah stated:

X1:ll") :i1tv~ 1IJ,1;Cl :i1tv~ ii,,te - This is the text recited WHETHER
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there are TEN people OR TEN MYRIADS of people.
The Gemara asks:
X?lf'i? X!i)U XlJ - This Mishnah is self-contradictory! T;11l?tc You said here, in the first segment of the Mishnah, :i1tv~ ,r,,te
X1:ll"! :i1tv~ 11J,l;Cl - that this is the text recited WHETHER there are
TEN people OR TEN MYRIADS of people. m~,~ '11Q ,~ x~7,te Thus, we see that [groups of all sizes larger than ten] are the
same in regard to the zimun text they recite. ,~~i? 1"Jvl - But
then, in the next segment of the Mishnah, [the Tanna] teaches:
,~;.K X1:ll")~ ii,,x l.')?,te~ ,~;x :i,te~~ - WHEN there are ONE
HUNDRED people, [THE LEADER] SAYS etc., WHEN there are ONE
THOUSAND people, HE SAYS etc., WHEN there are A MYRIAD of
people, HE SAYS etc., citing a different text for each group. - ? The Gemara answers:
l.')91' :11 i~,te - Rav Yosef said: X?lf'i? x·', - There is no
difficulty. '7'7~tl ,9;, 'Z11 XlJ - This latter segment of the
Mishnah, which differentiates between groups of different. sizes,
follows R' Yose HaGlili, x;'P.~ 'Z11 .KlJ - whereas this first
segment, which provides the same text for all groups of ten and
more, follows R' Akiva. Hi;t1 - As we learned later in the
Mishnah: 1~1X '7'7;tt ,9;, ':;11 - R' YOSE HAGLil:.I SAYS: '~7
l'!;l1;)? tl;J 7lJ~tl :111 - THEY RECITE THE BLESSING IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE SIZE OF THE ASSEMBLAGE, n17;:tj?~~" 1~~11¥
"ll'::S7~ ,:i1;i - AS IT IS STATED: IN ASSEMBLAGES BLESS GOD.

x;,?.~ 'Z11 11',te -

R' AKIVA SAID:ll7J

,,:,,

n"9~!ptt n,;i~ u,;)!I :,~ -

WHAT DO WE FIND IN THE SYNAGOGUE, etc. [We find that there is
no difference whether there are many or there are few. So it is
regarding zimun ; once the threshold of ten people is attained, the
text remains the same regardless of the size of the assemblage.]
Having cited the dispute between R' Yose HaGlili and R' Akiva,
in which R' Yose HaGlili cites a Scriptural source for his ruling,
the Gemara asks:
x;,?.~ 'Z111 - And as for R' Akiva, ,x~ '7'7~::r ,9;, 'Z111 .K'li? 'Xtr
1'1'7 ,,~i - what does he do with R' Yose HaGlili's verse?
The Gemara answers:
X?~t11~7 l'I'? 'll;'l;l - He needs it to serve as the source for that
which was taught in a Baraisa: ,~;x ,,~i.;, 'Z11 M?lJ - R' MEm
USED TO SAY: tl?tl 7l7 :i,,w \1)?,te ll?~ '~l?:;iW 1'"!~1J7 1',,~~w l!~l;l FROM WHERE do we knowTHATEVENFETUSESINTHEffiMOTHER'S
WOMB SANG PRAISE to God ON the banks of THE Red SEA, after He
split it? ,~~~'¥ - FOR IT IS STATED: •:, c,:,"',~ 1:11; n;',lJi?~~"

"7~1tf'! 11j')?l;l - INASSEMBLAGESBLESSGOD,HASHEM,FROMTHE
SOURCE OF ISRAEL. The "source" mentioned in this·verse is the
womb. This teaches that a blessing went forth to God from those
in the wombs of the mothers oflsrael.£1s1

NOTES
14. The expression i?~ll;i ll?:;>J:(lf/ ";]1:;,~, "Let us bless [He] of Wlwse we have Egypt, we recite a short prelude to Hallel, which reads: Therefore, it is
eaten," connotes that there ls but One and Only Provider of Whose our duty to thank, laud, praise, gorify, exalt, adore, bless, raise high, and
everybody eats. By contrast, the expression i?W>;l u'7:;>J$o/ ');)?, "••. to the sing praise to the One Who has done for our fathers and for us all these
One of whose we have eaten," connotes that we are blessing one of many, miracles etc. (see Mishnah Pesachim 116b). [Evidently, there is no
i.e. there are different providers for different people, and we are blessing concern that the expression "to the one etc." might connote someone
the one who provided us. This suggests that we are blessing the host, other than God.)
rather than God (Rashi). [In the Hebrew form, the expression ";J1:;,~ 16. For he appears to be blessing the food, rather than God (Rif, Rosh,
i?Wl;) 'l?:;>J$o/ contains no direct subject, and if translated strictly would Rashi, as explained by Beis Yosef, Orach Chaim 192 and Tzlach; cf.
mean, "Let us bless of Whose we have eaten." However, in Hebrew Tosafos).
syntax the subject may be omitted, and thus, the meaning "Let us bless 17. The colons which appear before and after R' Akiva's statement in
[He] of Whose we have eaten" is understood. Nevertheless, by omitting standard editions of the Talmud (see facing page) were inserted in
any explicit mention of the subject, we indicate that our blessing is error and should be deleted (see Dikdukei Soferim). Such colons
directed to the One Who needs no description and Who is the True generally signify the end of a discussion and the quotation of another
Source of that which we have eaten. If, on the other hand, we were to section of the Mishnah. Here, however, the citation ofR' Akiva's ruling
specify that we are blessing the one of whose we have eaten, there would is part of Rav Yosefs demonstration that the two contradictory rulings
be room to interpret the blessing as referring to the host who served the of the Mishnah are the ·opposing opinions of R' Akiva and R' Yose
meal (see Rabbeinu Yonah and Abudraham, Hil. Berachos §1).)
HaGlili.
15. At the Passover seder, after recounting the story of the Exodus from 18. Rashi to Sotah 31a ,,pr.in i1"1; see also Rashi there m',npt.l::i i1"1.
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The Gemara presents a rejoinder on behalf of R' Yose HaGlili:
; , '+.t:C, - And the other sage, R' Yose HaGlili, holds that .,,i''?~
{{x~!;I~· - the exposition regarding fetuses singing praise at the Red
•'{$ea is derived from the word source, whereas the exposition that
.};/the zimun text changes in accordance with the size of the
Jassemblage is derived from the expression "in assemblages."

HaMazon recital of the Reish Galusa .l221

;'k

The Gemara cites another ruling regarding zimun:
Rabbab Tosfaah said: ,;,,1:r7 ntv",'V ,~;:r
'110 ''JO~ .K.!;11?1 - Concerning three people who ate bread
together, l'l'.1.:13!17 ..,,,;, 1l"l'?I'~ iti D'1i?l - and one of them
went ahead and recited Bircas HaMazon on bis own, without
zimun,
l1l3T:P l'i?!i>~ 113'.t:C - [the other two] may discharge
Itheir obligation] by bis subsequently joining them inzimun. l241
1:,1,, 11l3T:P i''!;>~
m,i:c - However, be does not discharge [bis
obligation] by their subsequently joining him in zimun, ,i;,7
~"l!?~7 11r.>J l'.\':tW - because there is no retroactive zimun. l251

The Gemara cites a halachic ruling concerning this matter:
Rava said: x;,j?~ ,:;i,;, n~'?q - The balacbab
fifollows R' Akiva, that the zimun text remains the same whether
}Ute group consists of ten or ten myriads.
· A related incident is cited:
. XJJ17~ IU'"l ,;,,7 1Sl?ff.l:C 'T1:.l .,~ .K)?l:t :l"ll .K~,:;11 - Ravina and Rav
· :chama bar Buzi visited the house of tbeReish Galusa. :ii Di?
.'ntc~ ,~.15 .,':Jtl>;> .Ki?l .K'?l:t - Rav Chama got up and sought to put
together a group of one hundred in order to recite the
one-hundred-man zimun text cited in the Mishnah. i-'I'? .,~tc
x~,:;11 - Ravinasaidtobim: n;,,,,~ x",- Youneednotbother,
X~1 .,~tc '~ti - for so said Rava: x;,j?~ 'Zl"l:P it~?l'.1 - The
balacbab follows R' Akiva.

si<:n .,~tc -

Another incident occurring in the house of the Reish Galusa is
cited:
x;i i~tc - Rava said: .KJJ17~ w,, ,~ K.!;11?1 W?=?.15 ,:;i - When we
ate bread in the house of the Reish Galusa, niv-t,,v u,:;,i;>;>
n1¥",IV - we would join in zimun and recite Bircas HaMazon in
groups of tbree.l191
The Gemara asks:
nitv~ n1tv~ 1:3");'?1 - But they should have joined in zimun and
recited Bircas HaMazon in groups of ten.[201 .:.. ? The Gemara answers:
,,i?'.t:Cl .KJJ17~ IU'".1 Jl~'V - The Reish Galusa would have beard ·
them and would have taken offense.l211
The Gemara asks further:
XJJ17~ IU'".11 .KJJ=?"l~:P 1i'J?'~l - But they should have waited and
discharged [their obligation] with the zimun and Bircas

The Gemara answers:

.K)?7~ ' 1im> 1wi1tc1 ''l'!.15 - Since the crowd at the Reish Galusa's
table was noisy, ,~l?IV .te", - they could not bear the Reish
Galusa's recitation. It was therefore necessary for them to form
their own zimun groups.£231

ntc~i;,,n n;ii .,~tc -

n,,,,

x·,

The Mishnah concludes:

.,~,.K 7.K~)?IV~ 'Zl'l -

R' YISHMAEL SAYS: In the synagogue, the
leader says Bless Hashem, the Blessed One. rather than merely

Bless Hashem.
The Gemara cites a related incident:

-,;,,,~ '~.\':t1 .Kl;llfi'~:P ,;,,7 Jl??,'l:C .Ke)e) .,~ D")!;J'l - Rafram bar Pappa
once visited the synagogue of Abei Givar. .K")!?l;l:P .K1i? Dj? - He
arose and read from the Torah scroll, •:, n,I_.( 1:l")!tl .,~tel - and
before reciting the blessing over the Torah, be said "Bless
';J1':l)?lJ ,~tc .K-r,1 i''1:'lti'.t:Cl - and was then silent and
did not say ~'the Blessed One." .K~7~ ,~,:., 1wi1tc - The entire
crowd responded loudly:
..,,,::i)?ti •:, n,I_.( ,:ii; - "Bless
Hashem, the Blessed One." .te;") .,~tc - Rava said to him:
.ter;,;,1.te .K?J;i, - Black vessel1!261 . ';J? n~'? .K.!;1~17J? ''JO~ - Why did
you get involved with a dispute?[27) 'Zl'l:;> .K)?7~ 11n1 .KlJ ,,Pl
, .K~)?'V~ - And furthermore, the universal custom is to say
"Bless Hashem, the Blessed One," in accordance with R'
Yisbmael.

'Hashem,"

NOTES
19. The Reish Galusa had many guests at his table. While he pro- alternative explanation; cf. Taz, Drach Chaim 200:3).
[Rashi implies (see note 21) that those seated in the rear were able to
longed his meal, those guests who had finished eating and were seated
at a distance from him would quietly join in zimun in groups of three. hear the Reish Galusa 's recital of the zimun blessing, but merely could
After reciting Bircas HaMazon, they would sit respectfuHy until the not hear him say the entire text of Bircas HaMazon (see also Rosh; cf.
Beis Yosef, Drach Chaim 193). The question that therefore arises is: Why
Reish Galusa ended his meal and joined in zimun - in a loud voice with those seated near him. The Gemara will shortly ask why they did did they not wait and respond to the Reish Galusa 's zimun blessing and
then recite Bircas HaMazon on their own? Darchei Moshe (193:3) annot wait to join in the zimun of the Reish Galusa (Rashi).
20. [Since they had partaken of a meal with more than ten people, they swers that those who join in zimun must listen to the leader's entire
had incurred the obligation to recite the ten-man zimun blessing, in Bircas HaMazon recitation. Although they may also recite Bircas
which the Name of God is mentioned. Why did they join in groups of HaMazon, they must do so quietly, so that they can hear him and answer
Amen to his blessings (see Chapter Introduction). Since the guests
three and recite the lower-level zimun blessing?]
21. If they had joined in groups of ten, the leader of each group would seated in the rear could not hear the entire Bircas HaMazon recitation
have had to raise his voice in order for all ten to hear. This would have of the Reish Galusa, they had to form small zimun groups on their own.
attracted the attention of the Reish Galusa, who would have taken See also Magen Avraham 193:4 and Mishnah Berurah 193:17.]
offense at their public withdrawal from his group (cf. Tos. R' Yehudah
HeChasid, Tos. HaRosh ). They therefore joined only in groups of three,
even though this precluded them from fulfilling their obligation to
mention God's Name in the zimun blessing. They also failed to fulfill
this obligation when the Reish Galusa later led a ten-man zimun in a
loud voice, for, as stated below, once someone has recited Bircas HaMazon there is no retroactive zimun. The Gemara goes on to explain why
they ignored this obligation (Rashi).
22. [And they would thus have fulfilled their obligation to recite the
ten-man zimun blessing!]
23. And since joining in groups of ten would have been an affront to the
Reish Gelusa, they were left with no choice but to join in three-man
groups and omit the Name of God from their zimun blessings (see
Rashi). Since the requirement often men to mention the Name in their
· zimun blessing is a Rabbinic obligation, it may be set aside for the sake
of preserving human dignity, such as the honor of the Reish Galusa
(Rashba and Ritva, based on Gemara above, 19b; see Rashba for an

24. [Although he already recited Bircas HaMazon, he may join in the
zimun recital with the other two, so that they - who have not yet recited
Bircas HaMazon - can discharge the obligation that they incurred by
eating with him.]
·
25. I.e. although he joins them in zimun and helps them fulfill their
obligation, he does not thereby fulfill his own obligation, because one
cannot fulfill the mitzvah of zimun after reciting Bircas HaMazon
(Rashi).
26. Amoraim sometimes addressed one another with this term, connoting the total engrossment of the Torah scholar in his studies, which
sometimes makes him neglect to wash his clothing [so that he appears
like a blackened pot] (Rashi to Avodah Zarah 16b xn::nx x>n!J i1"1).
27. You would have done better to follow the opinion of R' Yishmael, for
even R' Akiva agrees that it is preferable to conclude with, "the Blessed
One." He simply maintains that this concluding phrase is not required
(Rashi).
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i'?.r:t'?. l'l:Clf".! W,te ntttc!? l7:;>,tc'¥ :i1t,1¥ - Three people who ate bread together are not allowed to
separate;r2s1 ;,~;,1.te 1;,1 - and the same applies to four people, niv,;,q 1;,1 - and the same
applies to five people who ate together.l29l l'?.?!J? :iivw - Six people who ate together may separate into two
groups of three, and so too, more than six people may separate for zimun l1'J'VV. 'llf - until there are ten people.l30l
D'"ll¥~ 'llf l'i??O~ l',te l1'JWV.1 - But ten people or more may not separate until there are twenty.
'llj~ n!;,;i n1',:;,1x l'vW n1,,::iq '.131¥ ~ Concerning two groups that were eating in one house, pi:c1, l.0¥i?l;)!¥ l"T~
l7,te n~ l7,te - when some members of [each group] can see each other, 1n~T? l'!;l'11J¥l;) l7,te ,,:::, - they may
combine for zimun, r311 ix7 ll.!'.C1 - but if not,r321 l~¥l7? l'~l?Il? l7,te1 l~¥l7? l'~l?Il? l'i,,te - these join in zimun by
themselves and these join in zimun by themselves.
The Mishnah cites a dispute regarding the blessing on undiluted wine:

D!i, t::i1n7 ltl!W 'llf l'!tr 7lf l':;11;,)? p,te - We do not recite the borei pri hagafen blessing over wine until water is
poured into it to dilute it.r331 '1!~,r,~ ,~'1 ''1:;>1 - These are the words of R' Eliezer. ll'"l)?1X a,,;,;,m - But the
Sages say: l':;li;>l? - We do recite the borei pri hagafen blessing over it.l34l

Gernani

The Gemara questions the necessity for the Mishnah's ruling that three people who ate together
may not disband:
.
l? l1i,l!'i, Xj? ,xi, - What does [the Mishnah] inform us with
this? le~)?'T X'JQ x~,~l;I - We have learned it once before, in the
. firstMishnah of this chapter, which taught: ntttc!? l7:;>,tc!¥ l1l!f?t¥
llilI? l':;l'!tl - THREE people WHO ATE bread TOGETHER ARE
REQUIRED TO JOIN IN ZIMUN. - ? The Gemara answers:
1'? l1i,l!'i, Xj? x;:r .- [The Mishnah] informs us the following,
?,tellll!' ii,,tc x;,te ,~'1 ii,,tc1 x:, ,~ - and it is in accordance
with that which R' Abba said in the name of Shmuel:
l?:;>,tc x', l'!'Jv,l ntt.te:;i ',1::,~? l!l\¥?W m;f',1¥ - Three people
who sat down to eat together, but did not yet eat,r351
i'?.r:t'?. l'l:(lf'l W,te - are nevertheless not allowed to separate,[361
The Gemara cites an alternative version of this answer:
X~'"lQ.te X~l¥'? - Another version: ·r,,telll\¥ ,i,,tc x;,.te ,~'l ,i,,tc . .:.

R' Abba said in the name of Shmuel: '~J:li? ,:;,:, - This is what
[the Mishnah] means to teach: ntttc:;i ?1!1~? l!ll!'?W l1!¥71¥ Concerning three people who sat down to eat together, ?lf l.'},te
1,;,~,;, ',;,1x 'lr:t~l 'lr:t~ ',;,w ' 11 - even though each one eats from
his own loaf, i'?.r:t'?. l'l:(lf'l Wtc - they are not allowed to
separate for Bircas HaMazon. l37J
The Gemara provides another answer:
'l;)~ 'l:( - Alternatively, we can say that our Mishnah is coming to
teach a law X~l:i ::i11 x:, ,~ - in accordance with a ruling of
Rav Huna. x~m !I':! ii,,tc1 - For Rav Huna said: ,x;,1¥ :,IV·r,1¥
i'?r:t'? l'l:(lf'l H',te n1'1l!IQ IU7lft,) - Three people who came
together from three different groups are not allowed to
separate. The Gemara explains: X"Jl?l'.1 !I':! ,i,,tc - Rav Chisda
said: c1,tc ,~;i :iw·r,1¥ r,W n1,l::iq w·r,w,;, ,x;,lf,i xln1- This applies
when they came from three groups consisting of three people
each.l38l
The Gemara qualifies Rav Huna's ruling:
x;,i ,i,,tc - Rava said:

NOTES
28. They are not allowed to recite Bircas HaMazon separately, for by 34. The Gemara (50b) explains the Sages' opinion.
eating together they became obligated to join in zimun (Rasni ).
35. I.e. they sat down together and said the hamotzi blessing, but did not
29. Even if three of them will join in zimun, the fourth (and fifth) person yet each eat a kezayis of bread (Rosh; cf. Rabbeinu Yonah). [The term
may not recite Bircas HaMazon on his own, as each member of the group "eating" generally connotes the eating of a kezayis; see 49b note 20. The
has a personal zimun obligation (see Rashi).
Gemara thus refers to those who have eaten less than a kezayis as not
having eaten.]
·
30. See note 2 above.
36.
Since
they
began
their
meal
together,
the
Rabbis
required
them to
31. That is, they are allowed - if they so choose - to act as one group
for the purpose of zimun. However, they are not required to do so remain together and ultimately join in zimun. Thus, although each has
not yet eaten the minimal kezayis which actually obligates him to recite
(Mishnah Berurah 195:2; see Beur Halachah there).
Bircas
HaMazon and the zimun blessing, they may not disband (Rosh;
32. For example, when they are separated by a curtain (Rashi to 50b .,..,
see also Tosafos to 45a nnx:i 1',:ixtu i"ltu7tu .,.., and Orach Chaim 193:4
J!liYlJ tulJtu), or the room is so shaped that those sitting in different
with Taz; cf. Rabbeinu Yonah).
corners are not visible to each other.
By stating the superfluous ruling that three people who ate together
33. The wine of the Mishnaic period was very strong, and was not fit to may not separate, our Mishnah teaches that this rule pertains even if
be enjoyed as a beverage full strength. [It required dilution with three they did not yet eat a kezayis of bread together.
parts of water for each part of wine (see Shahbos 77a).] R' Eliezer therefore maintains that it does not qualify for the special borei pri hagafen 37. On the basis of the first Mishnah alone, we might have thought that
blessing - which was assigned for wine on account of its transformation "eating together" means eating from the same loaf of bread. The
from grapes into a higher quality product (see above, 35b) - until it has Mishnah therefore issued the superfluous ruling to teach that whenever
been diluted with water. Prior to such dilution, its processing into wine three people eat as a group they must join in zimun, even though each
is not considered complete. For those who are inclined to drink it full of them eats from a separate loaf (see Tosafos ntu',tu .,..,).
strength, it retains the blessing it had as a grape, viz. borei pri ha'eitz
<Rashi to 50b J!lli"I ,,n x,,::i ,,',y c,::i,::ilJ px .,.., and to 51a in., ..,, Rambam,
Commentary to the Mishnah, Rav; see Tiferes Yisrael, Boaz §8).
[According to this explanation, it is unclear why this rule is stated
here, among the laws of zimun, rather than in the previous chapter,
which dealt with the matter of blessings over foods. See Tzlach and
Chidushei.Anshei Shem (to the Mishnah) for alternative explanations of
the Mishnah's rule.]

38. I.e. if there were three groups of three people each who ate together,
thus incurring the obligation to recite the zimun blessing; and one
member of each group left his place prior to the zimun and came together
with others like him to form a new group of three, this group may not disband without joining in zimun. Although they did not eat together at all,
each one has a personal zimun obligation as a result of eating with his
original group, and must now fulfill this obligation with the new group
(Rashi). Our Mishnah states the superfluous ruling to teach this law.
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~l'l'?JJ;n,:;i 1l"I'??~ 1'~T.te1 -;Hv '~'"!i?.tC x·i,1 x'?,ti: 111?~ x"',, - This was
said only regarding a situation where [the original groups] did
not go ahead and join in zimun on account of [these three] in
their original places.c1i 1l'l'?JJ:;n,:;i 1l'l'??~ 11~y.te 7~~ - But if
they joined in zimun on account of [these three] in their
original places,[2l m,?~'~ l1lll'l n1, - the zimun obligation has
completely departed from them and does not return even though
they formed a new quorum.Cal
Rava cites support for his ruling:
k~j i~-te - Rava said: n'? x~,~~ x~,;i - From where do I know
to say this? UJ;I"! - For we learned in a Mishnah:C4l l'l~~
i1?¥1J l"l~mlf,I - A tamei BED OF WHICH HALF WAS STOLEN, 1k
M?¥0 l'l"J=?--teW - OR HALF WAS LOST, 1'!;l,tl11£i ,x l'r:t.te lJ1i''¥r:tW ,x OR WHICH BROTHERS OR PARTNERS DIVIDED among themselves,
and which thus became unfit for use, l'lj1l'lfi' - IS TAHOR. c5J
lJ1i'l!JlJ - IF THEY PUT IT BACK together and rendered it fit for
use, x;i::r'?11x;,~ l'l-te)?1t, n't~i?l? - IT IS SUSCEPTIBLE TO TUMAH
CONTAMINATIONFROMTHISPOINTONWARD.C6l 1'.tC X;ttr?1 lk;J~ The Mishnah teaches that from this point onward, the bed is
indeed susceptible to tumah, x·7 l7'1!;1~? - but it does not revert
to its previous tumah. Rather, it remains tahor until it contracts
tumah anew. ::n.a71;,11 Tl';I kl??.te - Thus, we see that since they
divided it, Mi'~ l'l-te)?1t, n'? n1, - the tumah completely
departed from it and does not return even when it is once again
rendered susceptible to tumah.
'I?~· x;i;:r - Here, too,
1l'l'??~ 11~T.te113,;, - since [the original groups]joinedinzimun
on account of [these three], m,?~'~ 11lll'l n1, - the zimun
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obligation has completely departed from them and does not
return even though they are once again part of a quorum that is
eligible for zimun. c1i csi
The Mishnah stated:

•,::i, n1,1::ii:pt11fi - Concerning TWO GROUPS etc. [that were eating
in one house, when some members of each group can see each
other, they may combine for zimun].
A related Baraisa is cited:
x~,tt - [A Tanna] taught in a Baraisa: cry,~,~ 1£il?W 1£i~ tl!'.C - IF
THERE IS A WAITER BETWEEN [THE TWO GROUPS] serving both of
them, 1~1¥1? 1£il?W - THE WAITER COMBINES THEM into one
group for zimun. C9J
The next clause of the Mishnah stated:

n!tr 7l7 1'!;11~)? 1'.te - WE DO NOT RECITE THE borei pri hagafen
BLESSING OVER WINE until water is poured into it to dilute it.
These are the words ofR' Eliezer. But the Sages say: We do recite
the borei pri hagafen blessing over it.
The Gemara cites a related Baraisa:
U;t'l U,tt - The Rabbis taught in a Baraisa: 1.IJ~ x·~lf,I il7 1'!
tl!~ 1::i1n7 - Concerning WINE, UNTIL ONE POURS WATER INTO IT,
l~!tr '"!!/I k".!1i ,,?V. 1'!;11~)? 1'.te - WEDONOTRECITETHEBOREIPRI
HAGAFEN BLESSING OVER IT.
fV.v '"!J? k".11:ll k?,ti: - RATHER,
we recite the BOREi PRI HA'EITZ blessing,!lO] tl'1?? U)?~ 1'?1:'ll)
- ANDWEMAYWASHTHEHANDSWITHIT.CW tl!~ 1::i1n71.IJ!'!?~ But AFTER ONE POURED WATER INTO IT, '"!!? x,,:.i ,,'?v. 1'!;11~>?
l~!tr - WE RECITE THE BOREi PRI HAGAFEN BLESSING OVER IT,

NOTES
1. That is, there were originally four people in each group and when one
Rosh answers on behalf of Rashi that Rava's ruling is necessary in
member of each gi:oup left, the remaining three - who constituted a regard to a case where the three continue eating after forming the new
quorum without him - did not interrupt their meal to join inzimun with group. We might have thought that they once again become obligated in
him. [Thus, the departing member of each group carried with him an zimun on account of the food that they are now eating. Rava therefore
obligation to join in zimun when he eventually recites Bircas HaM=n]
teaches that since this meal is a continuation of the one they had eaten
(Rashi).
with their original groups (as they did not yet recite Bircas HaMazon),
2. That is, before the departing member left, his group recited the zimun and they already joined in zimun with those groups, they remain exempt
blessing with him and he then left without waiting for the recitation of from zimun throughout the entire meal.
However, if they left their respective groups prior to joining in zimun,
the Bircas HaM=n. As the Gemara stated above (45b) one who leaves
his group of three people before the end of a meal can be relied upon to their zimun obligation never departed and they carry it along to the new
group. Eveti if they did not continue eating after forming the new group,
complete the zimun quorum (Rashi ).
they are required to join in zimun on account of their previous obligation
3. Although they must still recite Bircas HaM=n, they cannot join in
(see Rashi here and to 50a m,,:in tu?tu!l lK:Jtu 'l il"1; see also Orach Chaim
zimun. Since they stayed with their original groups for the leader's call
193:5 and next note).
of "Let us bless etc." and answered, "Blessed is [He] of Whose we have
8. We have followed Rashi's explanation of the Gemara, according to
eaten," they have fulfilled their zimun obligation (Rashi ).
[Note: In stating that they fulfilled their zimun obligation by merely which the zimun requirement of the second group is contingent upon
answering "Blessed is [He] of Whose etc.," Rashi follows the opinion of whether or not its members have fulfilled their zimun obligation in their
Rav Nachman above (46a) that zimun ends there, and does not include first group. Others explain that even if those in the new group did not
the HaZan blessing of Bircas HaM=n. According to Rav Sheishess fulfill the zimun obligation, if their original groups joined in zimun
(ibid.), they must remain for the leader's recitation ofHaZan as well. See without them, they can no longer join in zimun. For example, if the
original groups consisted of four people, and when one of them left the
46a note 10 and 46b note 10. See also Tosafos to 50a 7:JK il"1.l
remaining three joined in zimun, the ability to join in zimun has
4. Keilim 18:9.
departed from the one who left. Since in the interim there was no one left
5. [Only a person, food or utensil can contract tumah. ] When a utensil
in his group with whom he could join in zimun, the obligation no longer
that had been contaminated with tumah becomes unsuitable for use and
exists, and it does not return when he becomes part of a new group. See
loses its status as a utensil, it loses its tumah as well. Since half of a bed
Rabbeinu Yonah and Shulchan Aruch, Orach Chaim 193:6 with
is unsuitable for use as a bed, it loses its status as a bed and its tumah
Hagahos R' Akiva Eiger.
is released (see Rashi).
9. Even though no one in either group can see any member of the other
6. Since it regains its status as a bed, it is once again susceptible to
group (Rashi ).

tu mah.

7. For just as the bed's previous tumah, which was contingent on its
being classified as a bed, does not automatically return with its
reclassification as a bed, so too, their zimun obligation does not return
with their reclassification as a group of three [who are reciting Bircas

10. Since the wine is too strong to be enjoyed as a beverage in .its
undiluted state, it does not qualify for the special blessing assigned to
wine (see 50a note 33).

respective groups, why should we think that this obligation would return
to them? Was it necessary for Rava to prove from the laws oftumah that
one who already fulfilled his zimun obligation need not fulfill it again?

"wine" only when diluted with water, R' Eliezer maintains that prior to
such dilution it is considered ordinary fruit juice which may be used for

11. I.e. we may use it to fulfill the requirement of netilas yadayim, the
HaMazon] (Rashi).
washing of one's hands with water before eating bread. All fruit juices
Rabbeinu Yonah and other Rishonim find difficulty with Rashi's other than wine and olive oil are classified as "waters of fruits" (see 38a
explanation of the Gemara. If, as Rashi explains, the three members of note 12), and may be used for netilas yadayim, just like regular water. In
the new group fulfilled their zimun obligation prior to leaving their . accordance with his ruling that the grape product attains the status of

netilas yadayim (Rashi).
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C!'J!? U)?~ 1,7lt1l 1'.te1 - AND WE MAY NOT WASH THE HANDS WITH
IT.f12l ,pJ!7~ !),11 ,'1:;i"T - These are THE WORDS OF R' ELIEZER.
C!"'!)?1.K C!~!;lt)1 - BUT THE SAGES SAY: ':}:P 1'~1 ':}:p 1,!!! - IN EITHER
CASE [i.e. whether one poured water into it or not], ,,?~ 1,:;i1;i)?
l~i;:r !"'!!iJ .Kj1!ll - WE RECITE THE BOREi PRI HAGAFEN BLESSING
OVER IT, C!'J!? ll)?!tl 1,7lt1l 1,.te1 - AND WE MAY NOT WASH THE
HANDS WITH IT.f13l
The Gemara remarks:
7,te~ntfi ,1.,1,tc1 .K::t .K?T.tl T.K!.,1~ - In accordance with whom is that
which Shmuel said: ng~ ,,;,1; r,:p D'J,tc rtlf,Till - A person may
use bread for all his needs?C141 l.Kl.,1~ - In accordance with
whom? ,w,7~ ,:;,.1~ - In accordance with R' Eliezer.(151
The Gemara cites an instance concerning which all agree that
undiluted wine is not treated as wine:
.K~,~q ,:;,.1:;i ,,;,1, ,:;,.1 ,1.,1,tc - R' Yose the son of R' Chanina said:
,n!,7~ ,:;,.17 c,~;,IJ c,11n - The Sages concur with R' Eliezer
:i~1:;i -~'¥ t,1~:;i - ~egarding the cup of blessing, e.g. the cup of
wine over whichBircas HaMazon is recited, ,,7~ 1,:;i;;i)? 1,.tet¥ that we dQ not recite the blessing over it c,1.,11::11n7 Tt1!1¥ ,l7 until water is poured into it to dilute it. .K)?)lt.? !.Kl.,1 - What is
the reason? .K?)l!V1.K ::i1 i1.,1,tc - Rav Oshaya said: ;,3;~
,o:;in~::r 1~ - Because we require that a mitzvah be performed in
the choicest manner.Ct6J

n,3,7~

Having established the parameters of the dispute between R'
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Eliezer and the Rabbis, the Gemara proceeds to analyze the
Rabbis' opinion:
H:P11 - As for the Rabbis, who rule that one recites a borei pri
hagafen on undiluted wine, 'IO !.Kl.,1? - for what type of drink is
it fit that it should merit this blessing?C171
The Gemara answers:
.K'J'I ,:;,.1 ,1.,1,tc - R' Zeira said: ,1,?,!11i'? ,ri:r - It is fit for
koraytei. CIBJ
Having touched upon the subject of using bread for a mundane
purpose, the Gemara cites a Baraisa related to that subject:
m11 u.1;1 - The Rabbis taught in a Baraisa: c,1;,1 :i~;t").tl
ng~ 1i)?~~ - FOUR THINGS WERE SAID CONCERNING BREAD: 1,.te
mm 7l7 !lj ,~;i 1,r:r,~~ - WEDONOTPLACERAWMEATONBREAD;[IJJJ
n;;:r 7l7 .K?)? t,1!.I l,"'!'!;IV,1.,1 l,.te1 - WE DO NOT PASS AFULL CUP OVER
BREAD;(20l n~::r n~ 1!?,")lt 1,.te, - WE DO NOT THROW BREAD;[21]
n~:;i rT'J~i?i'.:I n~ 1'!;1)?11:l 1,.te, - AND WE DO NOT SUPPORT A PLATE
WITH BREAD.(221
A related incident is cited:
,,o~ .K.l;li;>,, 1:l"):P ,w.tl ::i11 .K'Jltn ,1.,11 ,,.,,,,.,,~ - Ameimar, Mar
Zutra and Rav Ashi were eating bread together, ,.r:,,!.tl
,~1n11 ,,)?ti - 1rt,?ljlj?7 - and dates and pomegranates were
brought before them. ,w.te ::i"]1 :,r,~i?? i'tl' .K'J1tn ,,.,, 7j?!V
.K~l;l9'1 - Mar Zutra took a portion of cooked meatC23l and
threw it in front of Rav Ashi. :,r,7 ,1.,1,tc - Rav Ashi said to

,,,t1

NOTES
12. After its dilution, it is no longer classified as "water of fruit," but as 17. Rashi. In what practical sense has full-strength, fermented wine
"wine," and as such is unfit for netilas yadayim (Rashi).
·
been transformed into a better product, so as to merit the borei pri
hagafen blessing? (Tosafos; see 50a note 33).
13. [The Sages maintain that even prior' to its dilution the grape product
18. Koraytei is a generic term for the beverages known in Tannaic
is classified as wine.]
We have followed our version of the Talmudic text, which Rashi literature as anumlin and aluntis (Rashi; cf. Ritva). These are made,
maintains to be the correct one, and according to which wine is unfit for respectively, from full-strength wine, honey and pepper, and from fullnetilas yadayim, whereas other fruit juices which are deemed ''waters of strength wine, clear water and balsam oil (see Avodah Zarah 30a; see
fruits" are fit for this purpose. There is another text (cited by Rashi), also Rashi to Chullin 6a o,,,,r.m 11n', r,r,', :i",). Since undiluted wine is
according to which the opposite is true. Wine is classified as a "bever- fit for use in these beverages, it is deemed to have been transformed for
age" and is therefore fit for netilas yadayim, whereas fruit juices are not the better. Therefore, it merits the borei pri hagafen blessing even when
classified as "beverages" (see Terumos 11:2-3, Machshirin 6:4) and are consumed in its pure form by one who is inclined to do so (Tosafos ).
[One might ask: If pure wine is not considered a superior product on
unfit for netilas yadayim. There is yet another opinion which maintains
that neither wine nor fruit juices are fit for netilas yadayim. According account of its fitness for being drunk upon dilution with water, why
to this opinion, R' Eliezer and the Sages are discussing washing one's should it be considered a superior product on account of its fitness for
hands for sanitary reasons, rather than for netilas yadayim. See Rosh being drunk as part of the koraytei beverage? The answer is that since
and Rashba for the Talmudic text according to this opinion. Shulchan dilution calls for mixing three parts of water for every one part of wine,
Aruch, Orach Chaim 160:12, cites the various opinions concerning this the final product is not considered the same beverage as undiluted wine.
In koraytei, however, pure wine is the major ingredient, and as such
matter; and see Mishnah Berurah 160:64 for the final ruling.
koraytei is considered the same beverage as undiluted wine. Pure wine
14. I.e.. one may use bread - or another food - for any mundane is therefore more readily considered to have undergone a positive transpurpose [e.g. for decoration] (see following :o.ote).
formation on account of its fitness for use in koraytei (Tiferes Yisrael, in
15. Who maintains that one may wash his hands with wine prior to its Boaz §8).]
dilution, without regard for the fact that the wine is being ruined 19. As this makes the bread repulsive (Rabbeinu Yonah).
(Rashi).
20. For it might spill on the bread and degrade it (Rashi; see Rahbeinu
The implication is that Shmuel, too, allows using bread even for a
Yonah).
purpose that will cause it to become ruined. However, the Gemara in
Tractate Shabbos (50b) states that Shmuel permits using bread for a 21. Even where there is no concern that the bread will be ruined (e.g. it.
mundane purpose only if it will remain edible. Ritva explains that our will land on a plate), the very act of throwing it is considered degrading
Gemara understands Shmuel's opinion differently than the Gemara in and is prohibited (Tosafos, Ritva; see Orach Chaim 171:1 withMishnah
Shabbos. However, Tosafos explain our Gemara as meaning that Berurah §9, and see notes 25 and 28).
Shmuel. follows the precedent set by R' Eliezer, but his opinion is 22. For its contents might spill on the bread and render it repulsive
somewhat less permissive, for he forbids using bread in a manner that (Rabbeinu Yonah).
ruins it. See also note 22.
The Rishonim discuss at length whether this Baraisa can be recon[The Gemara does not mean.that Shmuel's ruling accords only with ciled with the previous ruling of Shmuel that one can use bread for all
the opinion of R' Eliezer. The Sages might agree that one may use food his needs. The matter hinges on the question of whether Shmuel perfor purposes other than eating. Their ruling that one may not use mits using bread even for a purpose that will cause it to become ruined
undiluted wine for netilas yadayim is based on the fact that even prior (see note 15). The halachic consensus is that bread may not be used in
to its dilution they consider it "wine" rather than "water of fruit," as a manner that will ruin it (see Tosafos et al., and see Shulchan Aruch,
explained above. Rather, the Gemara means that Shmuel's ruling is Orach Chaim 171:1).
certainly in concert with the opinion ofR' Eliezer, whereas the opinion 23. Maharsha contends that the word x~i;ii;, , a portion ofcooked meat, is
1
of the Sages regarding this matter is inconclusive (Ritva, Rosh Yosef, misplaced. It is evident from the ensuing Gemara
that Mar Zutra threw
Tzlach).]
a food that does not become repulsive when thrown, such as one of the
pomegranates that were brought before him, rather than a piece of
16. [And undiluted wine is not a choice beverage.] See 51a note 31.
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him: .K?~JJ1 .KlJ? ,,, l1? i;,9 x", - Does master not hold that
which was taught in a Baraisa: Y,?;'!i.KlJ n~ l'i?iiT 1'~ - WE DO
NOT THROW FOOD? .K?~JJ n;1:;i .K'i'.'ltr - Mar Zutra replied: That
Baraisa was taught with regard to bread, but other foods may be
thrown. .K?~lJv1 - Rav Ashi persisted: But it was taught in
another Baraisa: n!,!tl n,tc l'i?iiT l'~W cnv:;i - JUST AS WE MAY
NOT THROW BREAD, l'?;'!i.KlJ n~ l'i?ilT 1'~ 1;, - SO TOO WE MAY
NOT THROW other FOODS! :,,f;?
[Mar Zutra] retorted:
.K?~lJv1 - But it was taught in yet another Baraisa '!? ',~ rp~
nli!tr n,tc l'i?iiT l'~W - ALTHOUGH WE MAY NOT THROW BREAD,
l'?;'!i.Kv n,tc l'i?iiT ',;,~ - WE MAY NEVERTHELESS THROW other
FOODS. Now, according to your understanding that the Baraisa
prohibiting the throwing of foods pertains to all foods, these two
Baraisos are contradictory! .K?!fii? x·', .K?~ - Rather, we must
say that there is no contradiction, and 'O'J:(l?~1 'i'~l:l .KlJ - this
Baraisa, which prohibits throwing foods other than bread, is
dealing with something that is rendered repulsive when
thrown,(241 'O'J:(l?~ x",1 'i'~l:l .KlJ - whereas this Baraisa, which
permits throwing foods other than bread, is dealing with something that is not rendered repulsive when thrown.C25l

,,,,tc -

The Gemara cites a Baraisa which discusses using foods for
purposes other than eating:
H;1 U.IJ -TheRabbistaughtinaBaraisa: niiil!fl:l 1!! l'!;l'Wl?,,
:,'p;, '~!ii?) l.l)IJ '~!ii? - WE MAY LET WINE FLOW THROUGH PIPES
BEFORE A GROOM AND BEFORE A BRIDE;(26l ni'?i? tliJ'~!il? l'i?iiTJ
Ml?IJu nit.I'!;! tl''i.\~J - ANDWEMAYTHROWBEFORETHEMTOASTED
GRAIN AND WALNUTS IN THE SUMMER, tl'~W~u n;r.i,:;i x·', ',;,~ BUTNOTINTHEWINTER;[27l x·',, M~ljtr nit.i,:;i x·', ni.Kj?1;'1?~ x", ',;,~
tl'~IV~u n,t.i,:;i - BUT we may NOT throw BAKED ROLLS before
them, NEITHER IN THE SUMMER NOIJ, IN THE WINTER.C2Bl
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Having discussed the issue of treating foods in a manner that
renders them repulsive, the Gemara turns to another issue
concerning which repulsiveness is a factor:
:i1m? ::i1
Rav Yehudah said: 1'!? 1in7 l'?;'!i.K o,~:;i::r1 n;,~
:i;,1:;i x·',:;i - If one forgot and mistakenly put food into his
mouth without reciting a blessing, 11;,;,1 ,,:i~ i;7 1?.?1;;1'? - he
shifts it to one side of his mouth and recites the blessing.
The Gemara cites three variant Baraisos concerning this
matter:
.K'!J:! .K?~JJ - It was taught in one Baraisa: n171::i - If one
mistakenly put food into his mouth without reciting a blessing, HE
SWALLOWS IT.(2111 ll"J'J:( .K?~lJ1 - It was taught in another
Baraisa: l!;'?illl - HE SPITS IT OUT, recites the blessing and then
eats it. ll"J'l'.( .K?~lJ1 -And it was taught in yet another Baraisa:
1?.?l;;il? - HE SHIFTS IT to the side of his mouth, recites the blessing
and eats it. - ? The Gemara resolves the contradiction:
.K?!fii? .K"? - There is no contradiction between these Baraisos,
because each of them refers to a different type of food. .K?~lJ1 .KO
The Baraisa which taught: HE SWALLOWS IT l'i?!fi,,:;i is dealing with liquids,(301 whereas the other two Baraisos are
dealing with solid foods. 11;'7illl .K?~lJ1 .KlJ1 - The Baraisa which
taught: HE SPITS IT OUT 'O'J:(l?~ x·',, 'i'~:;i - is dealing with
something (i.e. a solid food) that is not rendered repulsive when
placed into the mouth and spit out.C31l Thus, one can spit it out,
recite the blessing and then eat it. li??l;;il? .K?~lJ1 .KlJ1 - And the
Baraisa which taught: HE SHIFTS IT to the side of his mouth,
recites the blessing and eats it, 'O'J:(l?~"T 'i'~l:l - is dealing with
something (i.e. a solid food) that is rendered repulsiv~ when
placed in one's mouth and spit out.C32l

,,,-te -

n1'?t,1 -

NOTES
cooked meat which would get ruined when thrown (see also Dikdukei In the winter, however, even walnuts which are enclosed in shells
Soferim). However, Beis Yosef (Orach Chaim §171 px u,:i, IU"J:J1 rt"1 become repulsive when they fall into mud (Tosafos; see Beis Yosef,
Orach Chaim §171 xnx, il"i).
p'nm) explains that Mar Zutra threw the cooked meat onto Rav Ashi's
clean plate, and thus, it did not get ruined. The Gemara's ensuing 28. For rolls are rendered repulsive when thrown on the ground, even in
discussion, differentiating between foods that become repulsive when the summer (Rashi). [Tzlach wonders why Rashi needed to explain
thrown and those that do not, is dealing with foods which do or do not that the rolls are rendered repulsive, when the previously cited Baraisa
become repulsive when thrown onto clean plates (see following notes). implies that one may not throw bread in any circumstances, as
According to this explanation, however, it is unclear why the Gemara explained in note 25. Beurei HaGra suggests that Rashi understands
mentions that dates and pomegranates were brought before the Rabbis. the term nix~r;,1',~ in the current ruling as referring not to bread rolls
Sheleimah Mishnaso suggests that the Gemara should read i'l'l;lj2? PIJ~ but to another type of baked goods. See Rashash for an alternative
't(/15 :i-:r:1 x~r;n;n, he threw it in front of Rau Ashi's portion of cooked meat,
explanation. However, Beis Yosef, Orach Chaim 171, seems willing to
i.e. he threw one of the fruits onto the table for Rav Ashi to eat.
accept the possibility that even bread may be thrown where it will not
24. Such as fully ripened figs or berries which get squashed when be rendered repulsive. Cf. Shulchan Aruch ibid.]
The Rishonim comment on the basis of this Baraisa that when we
thrown (Rashi), even when tossed onto a clean plate (Beis Yosef ibid.).
25. Such as pomegranates, walnuts, or other hard foods (Rashi), which throw sweets in front of a groom we must see to it that the food does not
do not get squashed when thrown. Since cooked meat does not get become sullied. See Tosafos tl'!:Jllllrt mr.i,:i .K71 rt"i and Shulchan Aruch,
squashed when thrown, I was permitted to throw a piece on your plate Orach Chaim 171:5.
29. Without reciting a blessing (Rashi; see following note).
(see Beis Yosef ibid.).
Being that the Baraisa is dealing with foods that are not ruined when 30. One is permitted to swallow the liquid without reciting a blessing,
thrown, and it nevertheless forbids throwing bread, it implies that one for it is impossible to shift it to the side of the mouth and recite a
is forbidden to throw bread even where there is no danger of its being blessing, and it is unfeasible to spit it out, as this would render it
ruined, for example, onto a plate (Tzlach, Beurei HaGra ). The reason is repulsive (Rashi).
that bread is more highly regarded than other foods and must be
[There is a dispute among the Rishonim as to whether one recites the
accorded a special degree of respect (Shulchan Aruch, Orach Chaim blessing after swallowing the liquid. See Rosh, Rashba, and Shulchan
171:1 with Mishnah Berurah §9; see note 28).
Aruch, Orach Chaim 172:1. Rashi implies that no blessing at all is
26. As a good sign [i.e. to indicate that their tranquility and good recited (see previous note and Beur HaGra 172:1).J
fortune should continue to flow (Leuush, Orach Chaim 171:4)]. The 31. Such as a hard candy.
wine is caught in vessels at the end of the pipe, and thus there is no 32. Such as berries and grapes (Rambam, Hil. Berachos 8:12). One
degradation or W&Sting of food (Rashi; cf. Rashba; see Bach, Orach therefore does not have the option of spitting out the food. However, he
Chaim §171 tl':J'lll!:JJ:J rt"1).
is not permitted to swallow the food without reciting a blessing (as in
27. In the summer, the streets are not muddy (Rashi) and the foods are the case ofliquids), since it is possible to shift the food to the side of the
thus not rendered repulsive when thrown before the groom and bride. mouth and recite the blessing.
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,;\],:The Gemara asks:
),l!ll o,~,;i~ .1<?1 ,,,~; - With regard to something that is not
·~~dered repulsive when placed in one's mouth and spit out,
u,o, l,;,171
,;'? ,;,~,?'?~'? - let him shift it to the side of
bis mouth and recite the blessing. Why must he spit it out
.~fore reciting the blessing?
· ·The Gemara answers:

,.,,tc

.u0t, ,:;,,1 n,~'!I~ 1,:;i,tc ,~ ,~t, ,;,1 n,l.?i? ntc9i?l?i? ?tt¥! ::i, x~nr:i

.- Rav Yitzchak Kaskesaah explained the reason for this ruling
}lefore R' Yose bar Avin, in the name of R' Yochanan: cnu~
'.f::Jl')?l'.l.l;I ,~ x~,!,, ,~~~W - Because it is stated: My mouth
shall
be filkd with your praise. [l]
·.·•!

A related discussion is cited:

;,i,~,~ 131; -

They inquired of Rav Cbisda: 7~,tctv ,~
.K?) l't,tltp) - Concerning one who ate and drank but ·did
not recite a blessing beforehand, -:,,;,, ,tttJ!W ,n~ - what is
[the law] regarding whether he should go back and recite the
blessing before continuing to eat and drink?l21 1l't? ,~,tc - [Rav
Chisda] said to them: C)11l tn,11 c,vt 7~,tcW ~~ - H one
has eaten a garlic clove, so that his breath smells, ',~x,, ,n!J!
~'J\l tn,, .Ktl!W ''J!? ,r:,,te D1vt - shall be go back and eat an~tbe~
garlic clove so that bis breath will smell even more? I.e. are
you suggesting that one who ate without reciting a blessing
should repeat his sin and eat even more without reciting a
blessing? He most certainly should recite a blessing before
continuing to eat!
An inference is drawn from Rav Chisda's ruling:
x~,:;i1 ,~,tc - Ravina said: tn11sili) ,~!
1;>'?::i - Therefore, even if one finished bis meal, -:,1;,1 i\tQ! - he should
go back and recite the blessing,l31 l<?~t'1 - For it was taught
in a Baraisa: l'T?il ',~y - ONE WHO HAS IMMERSED himself AND
ASCENDED from the mikveh tn,??~~ i~\l< - SAYS the following
blessingUPONfflSASCENSION: 73.l Ul;l ,,,ti\¥~; Utp1j:1 i!V~ -:,1,;
~':JQl'.1 ::i ,~

+i~

,r,,~~

n7,:;i~t1 -

BLESSED are You, Hashem, our God, King of the
WHO HAS SANCTIFIED us WITH HIS COMMANDMENTS,
AND HAS COMMANDED us REGARDING IMMERSION. Evidently, one

universe,

may recite the blessing for immersion even after performing that
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mitzvah. Here, too, one may recite the blessing over food even
after he has finished eating.l4l
The Gemara rejects the comparison:
x,;:i l<?J - But this is not a valid comparison. l<'l?.,!l~ D,titt
,!I] .1<°7 l<')~~ - There, prior to his immersion, the person
was unfit to recite the blessing. Therefore, the time for its recital
,lr:t l<'J~~ .K'J?.,!l~ x;::i - Here,
is after the immersion.l5l
however, prior to eating the person was fit to recite the
blessing, but he omitted it at that point. ,r,1,~ ,r,1'~1 ',,~\l'Tl And since be finished eating and was excluded from reciting the
blessing in its proper place, be bas been excluded from reciting
it at all.l6l
The Gemara digresses to a tangential issue, citing a series of
1
Baraisos regarding the beverage called ispargus :m
u;1 m;i - The Rabbis taught in a Baraisa: ::i1l? M!;)? t1U1;1i:,~
D!~,l!? ::1\Ul - ISPARGUS IS BENEFICIAL FOR THE HEART, GOOD FOR
THE EYES, D!l.l~ '~~? l;W 7;) - AND CERTAINLY, good FOR THE
INTESTINES. 1:.1 ',,~'lt'l ·- AND ONE WHO IS ACCUSTOMED TO
drinkingITregularly nm '1;'? l't!;)? - itisBENEFICIALFORms
ENTIRE BODY. Ul:l,n ,:.invttim - BUT ONE WHO GETS DRUNK
FROM IT \DU "~'?-l'TW?. -~ ~ is DETRIMENTAL FOR ms ENTIRE
BODY.
The Gemara asks:
::i1~ l't!;)? ,~tl?.1~ - Since the Baraisa states: It is BENEFICIAL
FOR THE HEART, W?l?l.l l<'))?IJ!;i"! ',7:p~ - it is evident that we
are dealing with ispargus made with wine,[S] 1;w '1;1 ,~tl?.l
D!l.l~ ,~~? - yet the Baraisa states: AND CERTAINLY, it is good
FOR THE INTESTINES. Thus, ispargus made with wine is beneficial
for the intestines. l<?~?3tll - But it was taught in a Baraisa
below: M~? U"l1'7 - [ISPARGUS] made with wine IS BENEFICIAL
FORL'.A'T,!91 i.e. the heart, eyes and spleen, l'l!V?. n"r.ii7 - and
is DETRIMENTAL FOR RaMaT, tio1 i.e. the head, intestines and
hemorrhoids. - ? The Gemara answers:
x,::iti .1<?~13 ,:;, - Regarding what was that first Baraisa taught?
11f1,)?:;l - It was taught in regard to ispargus made with aged
wine, which affects the intestines differently from that which is

NOTES
1. Psalms 71:8. The verse teaches that when praising_Hashem one Yom Tou to Rosh 7:33 §9). However, one who has finished eating has
should [ideally) have nothing else in his mouth other than the praise, so missed reciting the blessing in its proper place. Since he had the
that it be enunciated clearly and properly (see Mishnah Berurah 172:7). opportunity to recite the blessing prior to eating and he neglected to
2. Rashi, as emended by Maharsha and Hagahos HaGra. [Is the take advantage of it, he has lost the opportunity and can no longer
blessing on food valid only when recited before one starts to eat, or is it recite the blessing (Rashi; cf. Chidushei R' Elazar Moshe_Horowitz).
valid even when recited after one began to eat?)
7. lspargus was a blend of undiluted wine or beer with cabbage
3. Since one who did not recite a blessing prior to the meal may do so (Rashbam to Pesachim 110b 'Olli!l'OX ol"i). This beverage had a
during the meal, it follows that even one who finished his meal may therapeutic effect and was commonly drunk in the morning on an
empty stomach (Rashi; see Hagalws HaGra, Nedarim 53b).
recite the blessing (Rashi). Ravina goes on to support his assertion.
The Gemara turns to the subject of ispargus here because one of the
4. [Ravina did not deduce this ruling on the basis of the Baraisa itself,
Baraisos concerning this subject begins, "Six things were said concernfor he, too, understood that the blessing over food might differ from the
blessing over immersion and be valid only when recited before one ing ispargus," and this is similar to the previously cited Baraisa which
begins to eat (see note 2). However, since Rav Chisda ruled that the began, "Four things were said concerning bread." Another reason is
blessing over food is valid even when recited after one begins eating, that when ·ispargus is made with wine the wine must be undiluted, as
Ravina concluded that, like the blessing over immersion, it is valid even shall be stated below, and the previous discussion focused on the
drinking ofundiluted wine (Tos. HaRosh, Tos. R' Yehudah HeChasid).
when recited after one finishes eating.]
5. The most common case of immersion is that of a baal keri, i.e. a man 8. The Gemara below, in resolving a contradiction between two
who· experienced a seminal discharge. In earlier times, such a person Baraisos regarding the therapeutic benefits and harmful side effects of
was forbidden to study Torah or recite blessings prior to his immersion ispargus, concludes that one Baraisa, which states that ispargus is
(see above, 20b-22b). Since the one immersing was ineligible to recite beneficial for the heart, eyes and spleen, is discussing ispargus made
the blessing prior to the immersion, he recites it after the immersion, with wine (as opposed to beer). Thus, our Baraisa, which states that
ispargus is good for the heart, must be discussing ispargus made with
when he becomes eligible (see Rash~· cf. Tosafos ).
wine (Rashi).
6. The proper place for the blessing over foods (and mitzvos other than
immersion), is before eating (or performing the mitzvah). One who is in 9. U"ll?, L'A'T is an acronym for J?, Leu (heart), l'l.l, Ayin (eye), and ?)nJ?,
middle of eating may also recite the blessing (as Rav Chisda ruled), for Techol (spleen) (Rashi).
the blessing is not recited over the food that he already ate, but over the 10. n..o,, RaMaT, is an acronym for l!IX"'l, Rosh (head), D'l.lP., Me'ayim
food that he is yet to eat (see Levush, Orach Chaim 167:8; cf. Maadanei (intestines), and n,•~ll'll;t!:l, Tachtoniyos (hemorrhoids) (Rashi).
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made with regular wine.1111 w:i,;i - As we learned in a Mishna1i:1121 Dl71l' '~~'¥ 1!! D~'ii' - If a person said, "KONAM, !I3J WINE
THAT I SHALL TASTE, D'l!,, '~=?,? ilWi? l'!iJW - BECAUSE WINE IS
oE'J'RIMENTAL FOR THE INTESTINES,"[141 ,r, ,.,l?-t< - and [THOSE
JIEARING THE VOW] SAID TO IIlM, D!l!,, '~=?,? xm il~? 11¥,'l? x·':,;::n "BUT AGED WINE IS BENEFICIAL FOR THE INTESTINES, and there is
no reason for you to prohibit yourself from drinking it," i'lJIVl .ANJ)HEWASSILENT,1151 llfl')?!;I .,.1;1,m w1i:i;i .,,o,te - HE IS FORBIDDEN to drink NEW wine AND PERMITTED to drink AGED wine.1161
;:u,,;, 37,,W - Learn from this Mishnah that aged wine, in contrast
~ new v.ine, is beneficial for the intestines. It follows that ispargus
made with aged wine is, similarly, beneficial for the intestines.
The Gemara cites another Baraisa regarding ispargus:

H~"l ll.l;l - The Rabbis taught in a Baraisa: ,.,)?-t(~ D'1~1 mow
OU1!llli'l'.C;i - SIXTBINGSWERESAIDCONCERNINGISPARGUS: l'.15
.K?l:ll 'IJ xmw;i X?-t( 'in'i.K l'J:!'ilU - ONEDOESNOTDRINKITUNLESS
ITIS made with UNDILUTED wine AND the cup is FULL;l17J ,r,;i?-)?
':,xnf¥:;i lillJ'i!Ul l'l;l?=?, - ONE RECEIVES [THE CUP] IN ms RIGHT
HAND AND DRINKS IT WITH ms LEFT HAND; 1'.tel ,'11:1.151'1'.l'W"l? 1'.tel
'i:1 l'i?'9~,, - ONE DOES NOT SPEAK AFTER drinking IT, NOR DOES
ONE INTERRUPT while drinking IT;llS) 'l;l? xy~ 'in'ix 1'1'11:11' 1'.tel
'i7 'ill'J,W - after drinking it, ONE DOES NOT RETURN [THE CUP] TO
anyone OTHER THAN THE ONE WHO GAVE ITTO IIlM; ,,,q.15 i''ll ONE SPITS AFTER drinking IT; 'il'l;l;i X?~ 'in'ix l'!;l)?'iO l'.151 - AND
ONE SUPPLEMENTS IT ONLY WITH ITS OWN KIND.1191
The Gemara asks:
X?~JJtrl - But it was taught in a different Baraisa: l'!;lJ?'iO l'.15
n~;i xy~ 'in'ix - ONE SUPPLEMENTS [ISPARGUS] ONLY WITH
BREAD. - ? The Gemara resolves the contradiction:
X?~?- X7 - There is no difficulty. X'))?IJi!;I x::i - This Baraisa,
which states that one supplements ispargus with bread, is dealing
with ispargus made from wine, X1=?,IV1!il x::r - whereas, this
Baraisa, which states that one supplements ispargus with its own
kind, is dealing with ispargus made from beer.!201
The Gemara cites two Baraisos that seem contradictory:
x1q '~-ti - One Baraisa taught: il~? IJ"377? - [ISPARGUSJ IS
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BENEFICIAL FOR L'A'T, i.e. the heart, eyes and spleen, n"ll.,?
ill¥i? - and DETRIMENTAL FORRaMaT, i.e. the head, intestines and
hemorrhoids.!211 ':J'l'J'.C X?~lJl - And it was taught in another
Baraisa: llll' n"ll.,r, - [ISPARGUSJ IS BENEFICIAL FORRaMaT,
i.e. the head,"'intestin~s and hemorrhoids, ill¥i? t,"377? - and
DETRIMENTALFORL'A'T, i.e. the heart, eyes and spleen. - ? The Gemara resolves the contradiction:
X?lf?- X7 - There is no difficulty. X1)?1J1!il x::r - This Baraisa,
which states that it is beneficial for L'A'T and detrimental for
RaMaT, is dealing with ispargus made from wine, X1!?lV1!;1 XlJ
- whereas this Baraisa, which states that it is beneficial for
RaMaT and detrimental for L'A'T, is dealing with ispargus made
from beer.
The Gemara cites another contradiction regarding ispargus:
ilj?'i7 ,,,q.15 i'1 - If ONE
SPITS AFTER drinking [ISPARGUSJ,1 221HE WILL BE HARMED. X?~lJl
':J'l'J'.C - And it was taught in another Baraisa: ,,,q.15 i'1 .K7
ilj?'i7 - If ONE DOES NOT SPIT AFTER drinking IT, HE WILL BE
HARMED. - ? The Gemara resolves the contradiction:
X?!V?- x·':, - There is no difficulty. X'))?IJ'7!;1 XlJ - This Baraisa,
which states that it is harmful to spit after drinking ispargus,
is dealing with ispargus made from wine, X')!?'Vi!il x::r whereas this Baraisa, which states that it is harmful not to spit
after drinking ispargus, is dealing with ispargus made from
beer.
The Gemara comments:
'W.15 :l"l .,,,,t< - Rav Ashi said: ilj?'i7 ,,,q.15 i'1 X7 T;l"l)?,t("J X-t'!ViJ
- Now that you have said that if one does not spit after
drinking it he will be harmed, ':l?~tt '~~:;i ,r,,~~ 1'?.11~ ,,,;i,i, its water (i.e. the saliva whii;h gathers in one's mouth after
drinking ispargus made from beer) should be spit out even when
one is standing before a king.1231

x1q '~-ti - One Baraisa taught:

The Gemara cites a Tannaic statement pertaining to the
aforementioned ruling that one should return the ispargus cup to
the person who gave it to him:
371¥'7~ t:11 7.Kl!J;llf' '!il"l -,i,,te - R' Yishmael hen Elisha said:

NOTES
11. The Mishnah in. Bava Basra 98a explains that the. term "aged situation where that principle is inapplicable (see Nedarim 25b-27a).
wine" refers to wine produced two years previously, as opposed to Thus, the Baraisa rules that although he is permitted to drink aged
"old wine," which is wine produced the previous year (Rashi). See wine, he remains forbidden to drink new wine.
note 16.
17. Apparently, this means that the benefit which can be derived from
12. Nedarim 66a. See, however, Rashash, who maintains that the drinking ispargus requires a dosage of a full cup. See, however, Tosafos
Gemara is citing a Baraisa, not the Mishnah in Nedarim 66a (as ex- to Bava Basra 58b l:llX i1"1.
plained in note 16). He therefore emends the text to read x:~t'i, as it 18. Rather, one drinks the entire cup at once (Rashi). [Generally, it
was taught in a Baraisa.
is improper etiquette to drink an entire cup at once (see Pesachim
13. The expression o~lp, konam, is commonly used in vows. It is a 86b). The Baraisa teaches that with regard to ispargus one must
corruption of the term J:r")i?, offering, and is meant to signify that the drink the cup without interruption for it to have its therapeutic
object of the vow should become forbidden to the designated person effect.]
just as a sacred offering would be (see Nedarim 10a; see also Ran to
19. [lspargus, being an alcoholic beverage which is drunk on an empty
Nedarim 2a ',::, i1"1). Thus, one who says, "Konam, wine that I shall
stomach (see note 7), weakens the one who drinks it, and] he must eat
taste," is making a vow prohibiting the tasting of wine upon himself
immediately afterwards. The Baraisa states that one should supple(see Rashi).
ment it with its own kind, i.e. the food from which the main ingredient
14. [This person was suffering from intestinal difficulties caused by in the ispargus was processed (Rashi). The implication is that after
excessive wine drinking. Lacking the fortitude to refrain from drinking drinking wine ispargus one should eat grapes.
voluntarily, he made a vow to prohibit himself from drinking wine.]
20. After drinking ispargus made with fig beer, one should eat figs, and
15. [Thus indicating his agreement that the vow should be limited to after drinking ispargus made with date beer, one should eat dates
new wine.]
(Rashi). [Wine ispargus, however, is different, and is supplemented
16. Hagahos HaGra deletes the words lli1Q:;t ,1ois, he is forbidden to with bread, rather than with grapes.]
drink new wine, because the Mishnah in Nedarim (66a) rules that the 21. See notes 9 and 10.
entire vow is rendered invalid and the person is permitted to drink
even new wine, in accordance with the principle 11.:11n 1n¥P.Y,J 11.:11niv , ..H 22. I.e. if he spits the saliva which gathers in his mouth after drinking
1'n:ai, a vow which becomes partially permitted is completely permitted. it (see Rashi).
Rashash, on the other hand, maintains that the Gemara is not citing 23. One should spit out the saliva in the king's presence, rather than
the Mishnah in Nedarim, but rather a Baraisa, which is discussing a endanger his life by swallowing it (Rashi).
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· D'l9u '1W '7.te'"'!n, '? n9 c,,:r7 m{f1,~ - Three things were told to
m~· by Suriel Sar HaPanim:[ 241 '1!~ n,,q,v~ 1j?t'7Q ',1ur:, ',,tc
lll~?l'.11 tu,PWtt - Do not take your shirt in the morning from the
band of the butler and get dressed;[251 J<'~W 'lP~ 1'1? ',1ur:, '7.tel

wall, he should stand behind it until the women pass. '~l
x·', - And if these options are not available, X~'?l i-1'~.te '1".!Q'?
- he should turn his face away from the women and say
the verse: " •m 1~ •;,
11;1tvtt·'7~ •;, '1)?X~1.. - And Hashem

,,,, ',t,l - do not have your hands washed by someone who has

said to the Satan, "Hashem shall denounce you, 0 Satan,
etc.,"[281 r1,~,~ '!:)?IJ1 'Tl' - and repeat it until [the women]

n~t ~~bed his own hands; 1261 '~? X?~ t>Ui~l?~ t>1%1 '1'mtl ',,tel
':I? 1l,NW - and do not return the ispargus cup to anyone other
the one who gave it to you, n,i,,i;,;it1W '~!fl~ - because
tachsefis, which is a group of demons, i-1? '1'?-tel - or as others
say it n'?~r:.i ,~~?~ '7W n,~~?tll?~ - istalganis, which is a
D'"'!)?1Xl D1,tc? 1', 1'!,1;)? - wait
group of angels of affliction for a person and say, t'7'ett D'"'!;t1~ 'TIJ~ ''l'? D1,tc X'!:l? 'lJ~'.te
,:,~,, - "When will a person come to do one of these things
be ensnared?"
A related Amoraic statement is cited:
'l? 1~ ll!E'1l'I? ':i:l"l ,~,tc - R' Yehoshua ben Levi said: ntv",1¥
nJ,tt ':).te?~ '? n9 D'"'!;t1 - Three things were told to me by the
Angel of Deatb:[271
ut,wtt 'T!~ n'"'!QW 1i?t'7Q ',1ur:, '7,tc Do not take your shirt in the morning from the hand of the
butler and get dressed; ,,,? ',i,,,~ x~w ,,p~ 1'1? ',1ur:, '7.tel - do
not have your hands washed by someone who has not washed
bis own hands; n~tt 1~ n1,y1nw l'l~!V~ D'!Pftt '~l;,? 'T1l!l~l') ',,tel and do not stand in front of women when they are returning

·than

~d

w;7m

from a funeral, '"!?ii ,;1r:.i1 1::t'~l?? x;it 'T?-1'? ,~~w ,~,~ because I dance and come before them with my sword in my
band '7!1:!r:.t? mw1 '? ID!l - and I have permission to harm
those whom I meet.
The Gemara comments:

i-l'm?-t1 ,x~ ,~, ,~, - And if one encounters them, what is
bis remedy to escape harm? n1l!l,tc 31;1.te i-l',t1:;it,~ t:J1lU~'? He should jump four amos from his place.
x~,~ ,~
i-1'".!;l''? X'llJ~ :... n' there is a river, he should cross it; ,~,
i-1~ ~'T'? X~'1Qtc X~"!"l x~,~ - if there is ·another road, h~
should go on it; x11ri~ ti''? xiu x~,~ '~l - and if there is a

,~m

pass by him.
The Gemara shifts its focus to a subject that was touched upon
above (on 50b) - that of the cup ofblessing:[291
,n~,tc ':i:l".! ,~,tc X1'l ':i:l".! ,~,tc - R' Zeira said in the name of R'
Abahu, X~ZJ XZJ'~J;I~~
'1'?-tel - and some say that this was
actually taught in a Baraisa: n;,1~ '7W t11:i;i 1'1)?,t9 D'"'!;t1 l'11V~
- Ten things were said regarding the cup of blessing: lt311]
l'IIJ'l!J - It requires washing l'l\l'~tft - and rinsing;cao1 ,r, it must be chai !3IJ X?~t - and full;
,tu,3,7 - it requires
crowning l:)tU'3!l - and covering; 1'1? 'tllV; 1'7t?1l - one
takes [the cup] with both his hands l'~?il 1lJ;l1ll - and then
places it in his right hand; n!:)y 31?-1?-tt 1~ 1l'l':i:l~~' - he raises
it a tefach above the ground;cs21 1:.1 ,,~,l' llJ1ll - and he
concentrates his eyes on it while reciting Bircas HaMazon.
D'"'!)?1X IU~l - And some say there is an eleventh requirement:
1n,~ 'IV~.te? l'l~ZJ~il 1,~iv)? t:Jtc - He also sends it as a gift to the
members of his household, i.e. his wife, after concluding Bircas

r17

HaMazon. [331
A related comment is cited:

UIJ1' ,;, '1~,tc - R' Yochanan said:

u7

l'.t:C ~l,tc - We do not
have the custom of keeping all ten rules, i;i7; l'1~~1tc X?~ but only four of them alone: xii;,t ,r, l'l\)'t,,~ l'IIJ'l!J - Washing,
rinsing, chai and full,!341
The Gemara proceeds to elaborate on the ten rules mentioned
above, beginning with an explanation of the difference between
"washing" and "rinsing'':
X~ZJ - It was taught in a Baraisa: D'~l?:i:l~ l'ltl'l!J - "WASIIlNG"

NOTES
24. This is the name of a prominent angel who has direct access to God. water should be added for dilution only when the wine is in the cup.
The Baraisa which discusses Maaseh Merkavah relates that R' Alternatively, the term chai in our case means "fresh," rather than
Yishmael ascended to heaven by uttering a Divine Name [and the "undiluted." That is, one should take fresh wine from the barrel [or
conversation described here took place on that occasion] (Rashi; see the bottle] for the sake of Bircas HaMazon [rather than using a cup of wine
piyut il"J:l!Tl$ i171$ that is recited during Mussaf on Yom Kippur; see also that had been poured earlier] (Rashi; see Mishnah Berurah 183:8 and
Maharatz Chayes and above, 7a with note 4).
Aruch HaShulchan 183:3). Another explanation is that chai refers to
25. I.e. when getting dressed in the morning, do not have a butler hand the cup itself, rather than the wine it contains, and means that the cup
you your shirt, but rather, take the shirt yourself from where it is should be whole, without any chip or crack (Tosafos to 50b o,,,r.i i1"1; see
prepared and put it on (Rashi; see Levushei Serad to Orach Chaim 4:1). Orach Chaim 183:3 with Mishnah Berurah §10-11). See note 42 for
further discussion of this matter.
26. When performing netilas yadayim (the ritual washing of the hands)
[The ruling that the wine for the cup of blessing must be diluted
upon arising in the morning, do not let someone who has not yet pertains only to the strong wines of the Land of Israel in the Mishnaic
washed his own hands pour the water over your hands (see Orach period. Today's wines, which are not as strong, do not require dilution
Chaim 4:11 with Magen Avraham §8).
(Rama, Orach Chaim 183:2).]
27. See Kesubos 77b, where the Gemara recounts at length an incident
32. This applies to one who ate while reclining on the ground. When
in which R' Yehoshua hen Levi bested the Angel of Death. See also
seated at a table, one raises the cup a tefach above the table (Rashi).
Maharatz Chayes.
33. The expression "as a gift" means that it should be sent in a gracious
28. Zechariah 3:2. [Satan himself is the Angel of Death (see Bava Basra
and elegant fashion (Rashi). See ¥aharsha for an explanation of the
16a).]
reasons behind these requirements.
29. The cup of blessing is the cup of wine over which Bircas HaMazon is
recited (Rashi). However, the rules stated here also apply to cups over 34. R' Yochanan's language implies that he means to exclude all of
which other benedictions, such as Kiddush and Havdalah, are recited the other six things (see Rambam, Hil. Berachos 7:15, who under<Divrei Nechemyah; see Rambam and Maggid Mishneh, Hil. Shabbos stands thus). However, some Rishonim maintain, based on a statement
of R' Yochanan below, that he means to exclude only the require29:7).
ments of "crowning" and "covering" (see Tosafos, Rosh and Orach. ·
30. The Gemara below will elaborate on each of the requirements listed Chaim 183:4). Others maintain that R' Yochanan agrees that all ten
here.
things are part of the prescribed procedure for the cup of blessing.
31. Chai generally means undiluted. In our case, it cannot mean that He merely means that only four of the ten are essential so that their
the blessing is recited over undiluted wine, for as stated above (50b; see omission invalidates the cup (Ritva; Beur HaGra to Orach Chaim
note 16 there), even the Sages who maintain that undiluted wine is 183:4).
[See Hagahos Ze'ev ben Aryeh who explains (on the ba':lis of the
classified as "wine" concede that we do not use such wine for the cup of
blessing (see Rashash and Melo HaRo'im). Rather, it means that Tekunei Zahar) that the ten requirements regarding the cup of blessing
initially undiluted wine should be poured into the cup of blessing, and were pertinent only while the Temple stood. Thus, R' Yochanan states:
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js)(}N THE INSIDE of the cup

oJ;TBE OUTSIDE.1351

CHAPTER SEVEN

y1n~Y,1 l't~'t.''Vl - AND "RINSING" is

.!Fhe Gemara now elaborates on the fourth rule, that the cup of
blessing be full:
pni' '!!11 '1~,tc - R' Yochanan said: X?.~ t>tll ',p -:,·r~>?tl ,~ :whoever recites Bircas HaMazon over a full cup ;', l'~.J;iil
D'")il? '?!\l n'/m - is awarded an inheritance without
boundaries, .,~~!IV - as it is stated: ti? •:, n~1!!! x?.~l ..

•mtV"l? tli'11l - When filled [for] Hashem's blessing, West and
South shall you inherit,1361 '1~ix X~'~Q '1~ ,~;, '!!l'l - R' Yose
b~ Chanina says: 1:1,r,,7iJ1 '~IV ,r,127 n1it - He merits and
· inherits two worlds, x;itt 1:17iJ1ttl l'l!tl 1:17iJ1;:t - this world and
the World to Come,1371
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the Blessing for the Land.l42J
The Gemara elaborates on the sixth rule regarding the cup of
blessing:
t}llD'Y. - What is meant by "covering''? :l'J:1?1 ttYPY,I X!i)!i) :ii Rav Pappa would wrap himself in his cloak and sit while
reciting Bircas HaMazon. T-l'W''l ',p X"liltJ tJ'"'!lil 'Ti'tc :l'l - Rav
Assi would spread his scarf!431over his head.
The Gemara proceeds to the seventh rule:
'll'V!;l ;',y;2 - One takes [the cup] with both his hands.
X!i)f '1~ x~~,i:r '!!11 '1~,tc - R' Chinana bar Pappa said: ,x~
l'l,tc'l?, - Which verse is the source for this requirement? It is the
following: " •:,· n~ 1:i1~1 111'1i' t11"!?9lXf¥,, - Lin your hands in

''1?

holiness and bless Hashem. l44J
The Gemara elaborates on the fifth rule regarding the cup of
blessing:
,,w,3.7 - What is meant by "crowning" the cup? M"Jll't? :l'l
D'"J'Y,!?JJ!\l ll11YP>? - Rav Yehudah would "crown" it by
surrounding himself with students when reciting Bircas HaMazon. l881 '?.Y~!\l t-1'?. '1YP>? X"J~l'.I ::i, - Rav Chisda would
"crown" it by surrounding it with cups filled with wine.lS9J
The Gemara remarks:1401
'!!l'l '1~,tc - R' Chanan said: ,r,;n - And with pure wine.[411
nww ::i1 '1~,tc - Rav Sheishess said: Y".J-t<tt n;,i;:;i;n - And by

ntt

The Gemara proceeds to the eighth rule:
l'Y,1?7 il.J;iill - And then places [the cup] in his right hand.
l~IJi' '!!11 '1~,tc x;itc '1~ X'?l'.I '!!l'l '1~,tc - R' Chiya bar Abba said in
the name ofR' Yochanan: 1',xtu t1'lit11X'1 - The earlier ones
inquired:
l'Y,1?7 P'!;1;1,v ll'l~ ~~x"t.>~ - · What is [the law]
regarding whether the left hand may assist the right hand in
holding the cup? 'IV.15 :I'] '1~,tc - Rav Ashi said: ',,~;:,
1n7 X?'{~'~ tl'~ivtX"'!l - Since the earlier ones inquired about it
1n7 UW'i''~ X7l - and they did not resolve the inquiry,

NOTES
We, who live after the destruction of the Temple, have but four of these 42. The crowning of the cup - with full cups of undiluted wine or with
requirements.]
students - does not take place at the beginning ofBircas HaMazon,
35. The washing and rinsing are done not as a measure of respect, but but at the beginning of the Blessing for the Land. The crowning is done
to ensure that the cup is clean. If it is already clean, no washing or to demonstrate the greatness of the Land which produced the wine in
rinsing is required (Tosafos; Drach Chaim 183:1; see Mishnsh Berurah the cup (ibid.).
there §3).
In Rifs text, the words HO '~1 11;1!$ are omitted, and the text reads: 'IJ
36. Deuteronomy 33:23. [The Torah does not mention a specific land as YlttiJ n:;rµ ,l.l nWl{t ::i1 11;1!$ (see Maharsha and Hagahos HaGra ).
the inheritance, but rather West and South, which are boundless.] In According to this version, the Gemara is citing the third rule stated
the merit of using a full cup for the blessing, one is rewarded will a full above regarding the cup of blessing, which is that the cup should be chai
inheritance, i.e. a boundless one (Maharsha). [Our translation of the [undiluted]. Rav Sheishess explains that this requirement pertains only
verse reflects the Gemara's current exposition. See commentaries to until the Blessing for the Land, and at that point the wine is diluted
with water. This demonstrates the praise of the Land of Israel, which
Deuteronomy ibid. for variant interpretations.]
produces wine so strong that it cannot be consumed without dilution
37. This, too, is derived from the aformentioned verse D' •n m11:ai K7~1 (Rosh). [It would seem that according to this version this segment of
mq1: 01111. The letters ., and •n in the word n1t11: are superlluou;; ~ the the text is misplaced, and should appear before the Gemara's discussion
same meaning (shall you inherit) could have been conveyed by the of "full," which is the fourth rule.]
shorter word t!/1 (as in Deuteronomy 2:24). The addition of these two
According to Rifs reading, there is no contradiction between the
letters are an allusion to this world, which was created with the letter Baraisa which requires that the cup of blessing be chai and the Gemara
'il, and to the World to Come, which was created with the letter ., [see
above (50b) which stated that it must contain diluted wine (see note
Menachos 29b] (Tosafos; cf. Rabbeinu Yonah).
31). As Rav Sheishess explains here, the wine is undiluted for the
38. [The students encircled Rav Yehudah like a crown while he held the beginning of Bircas HaMazon ·and the dilution is performed at the
cup in his hand, thus displaying great respect towards it.]
recital of the Blessing for the Land. See Rabbeinu Yonah for further
39. See Tiferes Shmuel to Rosh 7:35 §30 for an interesting comment discussion.
regarding this practice.
Rashi had yet another version of the text, which in addition to
40. There are many textual variations to the following Gemara. The deleting l~lj '~1 11;1!$ deletes the word 'IJ, and thus reads: nl!.11!.1 ::i1 11;11$
text that is printed in our standard editions of the Talmud differs from Yll$v n;n:;i~ l'~'Ql~1 - Rav Sheishess said: We add wine to the ·cup at the
that which appeared before Rashi, Rif and other Rishonim. We will first Blessing for the Land (see Dikdukei Soferim and Tosafos to Pesachim
elucidate the printed text and then follow (in note 42) with an 108b 1xntu ,h and to Bava Basra 97b ,y n",).
elucidation of the other texts.
43. I.e. his headdress. Mishnah Berurah 183:11 cites this Gemara as the
41. I.e. the cups with which Rav Chisda would surround the cup of source for the custom of wearing a hat [and in some circles, a jacket as
blessing were filled with undiluted wine (Tzlach, Beurei HaGra, Yefei well] for Bircas HaMazon.
Einayim).
44. Psalms 134:2. See also Mishnah Beturah 183:12.
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.K'JJ?1M? ,~~~ H~ - we must act stringently,[l]
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"~~t,':;1"''1!/1,, .K?~ - RATHER, it
says: THE FRUITS OF YOUR (masculine) BELLY. .Kl;!?! l"l~J?W '!;liJ1tt
- Meanwhile, as illla said this to Rav Nachman, Yalta heard
that she would not be sent the cup of blessing. .K"Jt!'1!\I l"l~j?
.K"JJ?IJ '~? ni;i'?~, - She stood up in anger and went up to the
wine-storage room, .K"JJ?IJ1 ,n l"l,t<,, V:;!")tt .K"J~J;t, - where she
broke four hundred barrels of wine. 1~~~ :ii M'?. i>,,t< - Rav
Nachman said .to [Ulla]: .K~'"ll'.!tt x9~ ii, r.17 i"!W~ - Let
master send her another cup to appease her. '.Ktt ',~ M? M?.W
.K'i'.1 .KN"):;11 .K~~~ - [Ulla] sent her another cup with the
message, "All the wine in this barrel is considered like the cup of
blessing." M'?. l"IIJ?IV - [Yalta] sent back: '?.'l';l ,,,,t1>,t,1 From itinerant peddlers come idle words, ,,,7:;i ,~~U")>,l;'l';l1 and from old rags come lice.£6l
"THE FRUITS OF HER BELLY,"

The Gemara proceeds to the ninth rule:
Ml;!~ Vj?")j?tt ll';l ;:,,:;,;i,1 - He raises it a tefach above the ground.
.K~'~I'.! ,:;,,:;i .K!Jtt :ii i>,,t< - Rav Acha the sonofR' Chaninasaid:
l"l,t("Ji? ,xi, - Which verse is the source for this rule? ·t,;:.,,,
".K"Ji?-t< 'l"I cw;n .KfV,t( n,v,wi - I will raise the cup of salvations

and call out in the Name of Hashem. E2l

The Gemara proceeds to the tenth rule:
t,1
1.IJll' - And he concentrates his eyes on [the cup]
while reciting Bircas HaMazon. r,i,~,l';l M'tll?"! MQ'~ .K1?1 ,:;,,tr ,:;, The reason for this is so that his mind should not wander from
it.E3J

,,~,ll

The Gemara turns to the Baraisa's final statement:
l"l~J;I>,~ tn,~ 'W~tt? 'ii~l{iJ?1 - And some say:· He also sends it as a
gift to the members of his household, i.e. his wife. ,:;,,:::r ,:;,
1l"IJ;'l'!;l1 ':J"l~J;'IJ:11 - The reason for this is so that his wife should

be blessed by virtue of drinking from the cup of blessing.
A related incident is cited:
1~m :ii '~? V?.?,J:C x71v - Ulla visited the house of Rav
Nachman. .K~lTJ? n:;:, 1:;, ':J'"l~ .KJ;l!/1''1 ':J'"l~ - He ate bread, led
the zimun and recited Bircas HaMazon, and afterwards, :ltT?
1~~~ ::i17 .KJ;t~1:;,1 x,:;i M'?. - he gave the cup of blessing to Rav
Nachman, so that he, too, should drink from it. 1~~~ ::i1 r,i,7 i>,,t<
- Rav Nachman said to him: x.1;17!7 xi;i:n:;11 x9~ ii, i"JW'? Let master send the cup of blessing to my wife Yalta. "'?. ii,,t<
- [Ulla] replied: Hl:t'i' ,:;,, i>,,t< ,:;,;:i - It is unnecessary, for so
said R' Yochanan: 'ilt,,:;t '"ll?l';l .K?,te ':l'l~J;'ll';l l"l~J:C ',W r.i~i,,:;i '"ll? 1'~
w,i:c r,W - The fruits of the woman's belly are blessed only
through the fruits of the husband's belly,
"~~i,,:;i·,13? - as it is stated: and He will bless the fruits of your
belly. r41 ii,~~ x·', r.i~i,,:;i '"ll? - It does not say, "the fruits of her
belly," "~~t,,:;i"'"lJ?,, .K?~ - rather, it says: the fruits of your
(masculine) belly. £51 ,:;,;:i 'l';l~ .K?~tt - It was similarly taught in
aBaraisa: ,,,,.Kll;tPZl"l - R'NASSANSAYS: r.i~t,,:;t'"ll?l'ttWl~~l';l
IV'J:C ',W 'ilt,,:;t '"ll?l';l .K?~ ':J"l~J;'ll';l l"l~J:C ',W - FROM WHERE do we
derive THAT THE FRUITS OF THE WOMAN'S BELLY ARE BLESSED

-:i,~,,, ,,,~,w

ii,~,W
"~~f?:;1"''11? ':)1~1., - FOR IT IS STATED: AND HE WILL BLESS THE
FRUITS OF YOUR BELLY.
,,,~~ x·', M~t,,:;i '"ll? - rr DOES NOT SAY,
ONLY THROUGH THE FRUITS OF THE HUSBAND'S BELLY?

The Gemara cites two statements by Rav Assi regarding the cup
of blessing:
'l?tt :ii ii,,t< - Rav Assi said: nn:;i r,W o,:.i 7ll l'l:t'l;lJ? 1'~ - One
does not speak over the cup of blessing, from the time he takes
it in his hand until he finishes reciting Bircas HaMazon. r71 it,,t<1
'l?tt :ii - AnaRav Assi said: nu~1u1 ',W o'i:.i 7ll l'!;l");J? l'tt _:
One does not recite Bircas HaMazon over a cup of punishment.
The Gemara explains the latter statement:
nu~11lil ',W t>'i!ll ,xi, - What is meant by a cup of punishment?
i'IJ::,' ,; 1~~~ :ii it,,t< - Rav Nachman bar Yitzchak said: t,'i:.i
The second cup of the meal.£81 ,:;,;:i 'l';l~ X?~tt - It was
taught similarly in a Baraisa: ':)".!;? x", tl~?.!/IZI l"l.t;t'itutt - ONE

,~w -

D11Ul';l
~,;;i·',~· nxiR? li!lli'.1.,
- PREPARE [TO GO] TOWARDS YOUR GOD, 0 ISRAEL, li?tll';l x·', '.Ktt1

., ,~,1¥~

WHO DRINKS PAIRS SHOULD NOTRECITEBIRCAS HAMAZON,
,,,~~~ - BECAUSE IT IS STATED:[91
- AND TfilS

person IS NOT properly PREPARED.£10]

The chapter closes with a final ruling regarding Bircas HaMazon:

.K~J;I xi;i,~i;,i,:;i r.17 ''ll?t<, - and
some say that this was actually taught in a Baraisa: ',~'i.KiJ
':)?.tTI?~ - One who eats while walking ,~~VJ? ':)1;)? - recites
Bircas HaMazon standing still;r111 ,~~VJ? ',~i.K xm~:;n - and
when one eats while standing, ::i~''I? ':)".!;)? - he recites
Bircas HaMazon sitting down;r121 ',~;x, ::i~,~ x~:iw~~ - and
1:i;tt ,:;,, i>,,t< - R' Abahu said,

NOTES
1. And not have the left hand help the right hand to hold the cup (Rashi; 6. I.e. your words are as meaningless as a peddler's tales (see Rashi and
see Maharatz Chayes ). [There is a dispute among the later authorities Maharsha).
as to whether this restriction pertains only when the left hand actually
[See Sifsei Chachamim, Megadim Chadashim, and Chadashim Gam
touches the cup, or even when it supports the right hand without Yeshanim, who all discuss the significance of the four hundred barrels
touching the cup. See Ora.ch Chaim 183:4 with Taz and Magen of wine destroyed by Yalta.J
Avraham.]
7. Rashi. See Tosafos and Mishnah Berurah 183:22.
2. Psalms 116:13. [The cup is raised so that those who are gathered can
8. Demons are empowered to harm someone who eats or drinks in pairs
see it - see Mishnah Berurah 183:16.]
(e.g. two or four cups of wine; see Pesa.chim 109b-llla). Thus, one
3. Or from Bircas HaMazon (see Rosh, Yefeh Einyayim, and Mishnah should not recite Bircas HaMazon over the second cup of the meal, for
Berurah 183:17).
when he leaves the table he will have drunk two cups (Rashi; cf.
Rahbeinu Yonah, Rosh and Tur, Ora.ch Chaim §183).
4. Deuteronomy 7:13.
5. :pi.,:;i, with the suffix ';j, connotes the second person masculine, in
contrast to 1Jt?:;i, which connotes the second person feminine (Rashash;
cf. Maharsha ). Children are actually the fruits of the woman's belly, yet
the verse refers to the children whom God will bless as the fruits of the
man's belly. This indicates that whatever blessing the husband merits
is automatically passed on to his wife, and from her to their children.
Thus, Ulla pointed out, it is unnecessary for Yalta herself to drink from
the cup of blessing, as she would automatically be blessed by virtue of
Rav Nachman's drinking. illla either disagreed with the rule which the
Baraisa attributes to "Some say," or followed the opinion of R'
Yochanan above that we do not observe all of the Baraisa's rules (see
Maharsha; see also Chadashim Gam Yeshanim).

9. Amos 4:12.
10. Bircas HaMazon is a blessing and supplication to God, and it
behooves a person to approach God responsibly, not in a reckless
manner (see Rashi).
11. I.e. he must stop walking and stand in one place when reciting
Bircas HaMazon [for one concentrates better when standing in one
place than when walking; see above, 13b, and following note].
12. For one concentrates better when sitting than when standing.
As stated in the Baraisa above, the verse, Prepare [to go] towards your
God, 0 Israel, pertains not only to prayer, but to Bircas HaMazon as
well. Accordingly, one must perform an act of preparation prior to
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when one reclines while eating, l".!~1?1 :nq;, - he should sit
up and recite Bircas HaMazon. c131
The Gemara, however, concludes:

BIRACHOS

l".!~1?1 :::11;1;, 1n'p1::i:;i .1<tt:;i'?m - But the halachah is that in all the
cases (whether one ate while walking, standing, or reclining) he
sits and recites Bircas HaMazon. c141

,r,:l.Ktu ;,u,',u, 1',s, 1"1"TM
WE SHALL RETURN TO YOU, SHELOSHAH SHE'ACHLU

NOTES
reciting Bircas ilaMazon. Any act which raises the level of concentra- 13. [Besides the necessity to perform an act of preparation,] it is
tion is considered an act of preparation. Thus, one who ate while haughty to recite Bircas HaMazon while reclining (Tur and Shulchan, ·
walking prepares for Bircas HaMazon by standing still, whereas one Aruch, Drach Chaim 183:9).
who ate while standing in one place prepares by sitting down (see Pnei 14. For one must always recite Bircas HaMazon in the position most)"
Moshe to Yerushalmi, Berachos 7:511::ir.n ir.i,y ;,·,).
suitable for proper concentration (see Ritua).

